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ABSTRACT 

 

 The study of flaked mammoth bone tools from the Late Pleistocene is a topic 

that has inspired great interest in the archaeological community for the last 40 years.  

The interpretation of evidence of culturally modified mammoth bone tools has varied 

widely across both time and space.  At different times and in different places, flaked 

bone toolmaking has been interpreted across the geographic expanse of the North 

American continent, from Beringia to central Mexico, and through a vast timeframe, 

from 120,000 years ago, until as recently as 10,000 years ago.   

The study of these purported flaked bone tool assemblages has taken many 

forms, and has involved efforts to understand broken mammoth bone assemblages by 

drawing analogies to stone toolmaking strategies, by understanding the multitude of 

taphonomic processes that affect archaeological bone assemblages, and by attempting to 

differentiate the effects of natural and cultural processes. 

This thesis reports on a series of experiments designed to lend new actualistic 

evidence to the debate surrounding flaked bone toolmaking.  These experiments include 

investigations into the effect of different environmental conditions on the degradation of 

bones, the flaking characteristics of both fresh and frozen bones, and the effect of 

rockfall as a taphonomic process on bones exposed to different real-world 

environments. 

These experiments, paired with a body of previous research, provide a basis in 

actualistic and taphonomic research that allows for the reassessment of archaeological 

and paleontological broken mammoth bone assemblages.  This thesis includes the 

reassessment and detailed taphonomic analysis of four mammoth bone assemblages 

relevant to understanding cultural bone modification and the effect of non-cultural 

taphonomic processes.  New interpretations of zooarchaeological assemblages from 
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Lange/Ferguson (South Dakota, USA), Owl Cave (Idaho, USA), Inglewood (Maryland, 

USA), and Kent’s Cavern (Devon, UK) reveal new data that revise the understanding of 

the nature of these assemblages, and the effect of both natural and cultural bone 

fracturing agencies. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 THE EARLY PEOPLING OF THE NEW WORLD 

 The early peopling of the New World is a theme that has inspired both interest 

and debate for many decades, and the evidence these elusive earliest Americans left 

behind has been the topic of large amounts of research. Continued studies of many 

aspects of the early peopling of the New World pervade the archaeological literature. 

Though countless volumes have been published on the early peopling of the Americas, 

the archaeological evidence they left behind is scattered and isolated; intact sites are few 

and difficult to find, and organic materials are rarely preserved. The archaeological 

evidence is largely defined by distinctive projectile points and the waste material from 

their production, but studies of the bones of extinct megafauna in association with 

cultural materials, early bone fabricates such as foreshafts and shaft straighteners, and 

even crude artistic representations have served as important components for 

understanding the technocultural complexes of the earliest inhabitants of the Americas. 

 Debates have raged for decades about the origins of these early Americans. The 

timing and route of the arrival of humans to the New World has been at the root of this 

considerable discourse. Long-held beliefs on these topics are now being challenged (e.g. 

Bradley et al. 2010; G. Haynes 2002; Meltzer 2010; Stanford and Bradley 2002), new 

and tantalizing evidence has emerged, and new scientific methods have revealed more 

than ever about the earliest occupation of the Americas (e.g. Waters et al. 2011a, 

2011b). 

 Less than 100 years ago, these Early Paleoindian groups were unknown to 

scholars. In 1932 and 1933, excavations at the Dent site in Colorado and Blackwater 

Draw in eastern New Mexico revealed the first in-situ projectile points diagnostic of a 
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culture that would come to be known as “Clovis” in association with the remains of 

extinct fauna (Boldurian and Cotter 1999:12; Dixon 1993, 1999; Frison 1978; G. 

Haynes 2002:57; and others). For most of the last 80 years, Clovis has been considered 

the earliest commonly accepted human culture on the North American continent, though 

occasional discoveries have challenged this long held belief. While the status of Clovis 

as the earliest culture in North America was established in the 1930s, the archaeological 

sequence of North America was somewhat poorly understood until the development of 

radiocarbon dating (see Libby et al. 1949) in the late 1940s and early 1950s. When 

radiometric dating was carried out at numerous sites throughout the American 

continent, a cultural sequence began to emerge from what had previously been a 

somewhat nebulous collection of various projectile point types, styles, and regional 

variants. This placed the Clovis occupation of North America at approximately 11,000 

14C yr BP (G. Haynes 2002; Meltzer 2010; Waters and Stafford 2007, and others), and 

few earlier dates associated with cultural material challenged the belief that Clovis 

represented the earliest occupation of the Americas.  

 Clovis culture proved especially intriguing to early American scholars as a result 

of the association of diagnostic Clovis projectile points with the remains of extinct Late 

Pleistocene megafauna. Though Clovis diagnostics came to be associated with extinct 

American camels (Camelops), short-faced bears (Arctodus), horses (Equus), sloths 

(Folivora), bison (Bison) and other such fauna, the most common faunal element in 

Clovis age deposits proved to be the mammoth (Mammuthus colombi, but also the 

Woolly Mammoth, M. primigenius, and the American Mastodon, Mammut 

americanum). The window of time when humans and mammoths coexisted in North 

America is traditionally understood to be quite short, covering perhaps 600 years (see 

for example G. Haynes et al. 2007; Waters and Stafford 2007). Recent high-precision 

radiometric dating has suggested that the timeframe in question may be as short as 350 
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years, from 11,200 14C yr BP until 10,850 14C yr BP (Waters and Stafford 2007), though 

the more common and generally accepted range covers at least 600 years, from 11,500 

14C yr BP until 10,900 14C yr BP (G. Haynes et al. 2007). More recent suggestions that 

human groups occupied the Americas far earlier have expanded the timeframe during 

which humans and late Pleistocene megafauna may have interacted (Bradley and 

Stanford 2004; Dillehay 1997; Stanford and Bradley 2002; Waters et al. 2011a, 2011b; 

and others). With the extinction of mammoths across the continent, Paleoindian 

lifeways and adaptive strategies developed and persisted in the form of later Paleoindian 

cultural complexes.  

Clovis culture is, perhaps, best viewed as the first human cultural occupation of 

a vast continent that had never previously supported an enduring and widespread human 

cultural tradition. Suggestions that earlier human groups may have existed in the New 

World have been sustained with some archaeological evidence, but this evidence 

remains scant, and a continuing debate about this evidence persists in the archaeological 

community. Over several decades, numerous claims for the pre-Clovis occupation of 

North America have been forwarded, but many of these have been challenged or refuted 

by other evidence (Adovasio et al. 1977, 1978, 1983; Dillehay 1997; C. V. Haynes and 

Agogino 1986; Irving and Harrington 1973; Stanford 1979; and many others).  More 

recently, pre-Clovis evidence has entered mainstream archaeology in North America, 

and many scholars accept at least some of the proposed pre-Clovis evidence. 

In a global sense, the arrival of humans to the American continent was a very 

late development, regardless of the debate surrounding the timing of their arrival. 

Millions of years of hominid evolution had spread anatomically modern humans from 

Africa to Europe, Asia, and Australia by 55,000 14C yr BP (Bowler et al. 2003), and few 

have argued for the arrival of humans in the New World before this time. While the 

spread of humans across most of the Old World is facilitated by a relatively contiguous 
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landmass, the peopling of the Americas requires a more complex explanation to account 

for the long distances that the earliest Americans must have travelled and the 

geographic barriers they must have crossed. A long held theory postulated that colder 

temperatures trapped water within glaciers during the last glacial maximum, lowering 

sea levels worldwide and creating a Beringian “land-bridge” that allowed for the 

migration of humans from northeastern Asia to North America (Fladmark 1983; Goebel 

et al. 2008; C. V. Haynes 1969; Hrdlicka 1928; Morlan 2003; West 1996). These 

humans are then thought to have migrated through an ice-free corridor between the 

Laurentide and Cordilleran ice sheets in what is today Alaska and western Canada, 

sometime after it opened 15,000 years ago. These humans subsequently spread 

southward throughout the continent to the south (Dixon 1999:28; Fladmark 1983; C. V. 

Haynes 1969; Hrdlicka 1928; Morlan 2003; West 1996). 

Alternative theories for the peopling of the New World abound, a phenomenon 

that has emerged from a growing body of evidence for very early, possibly pre-Clovis 

sites in the Americas. Erlandson (2002) has proposed a maritime migration route along 

the Pacific coast of southern and western Beringia. This theory suggests that a corridor 

along the coastlines of what is today Alaska and British Columbia became deglaciated 

after the last glacial maximum, and that humans in the Late Pleistocene possessed 

considerably more seafaring knowledge than previously believed (Dixon 2001; 

Erlandson 2002). This early alternative theory is today considered quite conservative in 

light of more recent theories that propose radically different migration and settlement 

patterns.  

Early sites in southern South America (see for example Dillehay 1997) raise the 

possibility that the Americas may have been settled from Australia or Polynesia (Cann 

1994:10; Dixon 1993), but evidence for the spread of a relatively homogenous fluted-

point culture across the New World around 11,000 14C ybp suggests that the people who 
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occupied North and South America emerged from a single culture that appears to have 

originated in the north. A further recently proposed alternative theory suggests that 

Upper Palaeolithic Europeans may have crossed the North Atlantic ice fringe by boat, 

eventually arriving on the eastern seaboard of what is today the United States—the so-

called “Solutrean hypothesis” (Stanford and Bradley 2002).  

While pre-Clovis dates have recently been reported at a large number of sites 

throughout the Americas, a limited number of such sites were known as recently as 20 

years ago. Monte Verde, a peri-coastal settlement site in Chile, has been dated to 12,500 

14C yr BP, and many scholars have accepted Monte Verde and its pre-Clovis date 

(Dillehay 1997), though some doubts remain as to the validity of the stratigraphic 

sequence and the artifacts recovered. The Meadowcroft Rockshelter in Pennsylvania 

has also been suggested as the site of pre-Clovis activity (Adovasio et al. 1977, 1978, 

1983). The lowest cultural levels have been dated to as much as 19,000 14C yr BP, and 

produced a non-Clovis biface. The Cactus Hill site in Virginia has also produced lithic 

tools interpreted as pre-Clovis in origin (McAvoy and McAvoy 1997). While these sites 

have received great interest as possible pre-Clovis sites, countless others have been 

suggested in broadly divergent places and dating to very different time periods. 

A growing body of controversial evidence (Adovasio et al. 1977, 1978; Dillehay 

1997; Holen 2006, 2007; Stanford and Bradley 2002; Waters et al. 2011a; and others) 

suggests the presence of significant pre-Clovis deposits across the Americas. While the 

spread of Clovis culture commencing at approximately 11,500 14C yr BP is generally 

accepted, it is not entirely clear if humans spread Clovis technology across the 

landscape, or if the technology was diffused among preexisting human groups across 

the landscape. If the latter is true, these earlier human groups left little apparent and 

recognizable signal in the archaeological record. Regardless of the origins of the earliest 

inhabitants of North America, their presence across the American continent before 
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11,000 14C yr BP is incontrovertible. Clovis diagnostics are found at sites across the 

continent within several hundred years of their appearance, reaching the Pacific in the 

west, the Atlantic in the east, and Central America to the south, while analogous 

“Fishtail” points appear at the southern tip of South America by 10,500 14C yr BP 

(Dillehay et al. 1992; Emperaire et al. 1963). Problems with secure radiocarbon dating 

have led to difficulty in demonstrating directional flow of cultural groups, and, in the 

lack of new and compelling evidence, the debate concerning the origins of the first 

Americas will likely continue for many years to come. 

Regardless of their origins, it is known that humans reached many parts of the 

Americas before the end of the Pleistocene. This means that Clovis hunters and 

gatherers practiced a lifeway that was dramatically different from any cultural group 

present during the Holocene. The presence of Late Pleistocene megafauna presented 

Clovis people with a resource base that was unavailable to hunters and gatherers after 

the extinction of more than thirty species of large mammals around 10,800 14C yr BP 

(C. V. Haynes 1984, Martin and Klein 1984; Mead and Meltzer 1985). As a prime 

component of Clovis lifeways, mammoths represented a source of meat, organs, hides, 

bones, and ivory. Mammoth bone was certainly a resource exploited by Clovis people, 

and at a number of sites in North America, archaeologists have discovered undoubted 

culturally modified mammoth bone and ivory tools (Dunbar et al. 1989; C. V. Haynes 

and Hemmings 1968; Lahren and Bonnichsen 1974; and others). The interaction of 

Clovis people with mammoths is undoubted, but the number of sites where this 

interaction is clear in the archaeological record is limited (Grayson and Meltzer 2002). 

The study of these very early bone tools in North America requires a consideration of 

the nature of such tools and their importance to early human groups. 
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1.2 BONE TOOLS AND THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

 Bone tools are one of the most fundamental implements that human groups 

across both time and space have used for wide-ranging functions. The position of bone 

tools as important components of the human toolkit arose among our early hominid 

ancestors, and is represented in the archaeological record by intentionally fractured, 

shaped, polished, or carved bone artifacts. The destruction of organic materials in many 

depositional environments leaves a limited basis for the archaeological interpretation of 

lifeways from the distant prehistoric past. Stone tools and bones, however, are two 

artifact types that survive with greater frequency and allow archaeologists a means of 

understanding the adaptive strategies of even the earliest human groups.  

 The remains of Clovis culture, though distantly removed from the earliest 

human groups that utilized bones as tools, reveal a highly formalized stone tool 

complex, but a relatively limited bone toolkit. At least among specimens that have 

survived the last 11,000 years, mammoth bones and ivory appear to be the material of 

choice for bone toolmaking in Clovis times (Dunbar et al. 1989; Hemmings 2004:128; 

Lahren and Bonnichsen 1974; and others). These tools span a variety of types, from a 

wide-ranging “expedient” tool category, defined by rapidly produced, informal tools, to 

highly formalized bone tools, such as the beveled rods that have occasionally been 

recovered in Clovis contexts (Boldurian 2007; Dunbar et al. 1989; Hemmings 2004; 

Lahren and Bonnichsen 1974), or shaft wrenches such as the Murray Springs example 

(C. V. Haynes and Hemmings 1968). All of these tools allow archaeologists a means of 

understanding the hunting, butchering, and defensive strategies and techniques 

employed by these early groups. 

 When tools are formalized, there is no doubt concerning the involvement of 

human agency in their creation. Archaeological discussions about formal tools in the 

archaeological record are normally confined to questions of their use, application, and 
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manufacture. The study of expedient bone tools, however, involves a much more 

complex debate concerning the processes that led to the creation of purported tools, and 

how those specimens interpreted as tools can be differentiated from examples produced 

by natural processes. Much of this debate revolves around an understanding of the 

processes to which bones may be subject in depositional contexts, called “taphonomy” 

and defined by Efremov (1940).  

 Quickly produced informal tools are difficult to differentiate from some bones 

broken by natural processes. A broad range of taphonomic processes has been 

demonstrated to be capable of fracturing bones, and some of these processes can 

produce modifications that resemble the result of human agency. These include, but are 

not limited to, the effects of human and animal trampling, weathering, sediment 

loading, rockfall, carnivore gnawing, fluvial action, and solifluction (Agenbroad 1989; 

Behrenmseyer 1978; Behrensmeyer et al. 1986; Dixon 1984; G. Haynes 1980, 1981, 

1983a; Johnson 1985; Lyman 1994; Myers et al. 1980; Thorson and Guthrie 1983; and 

many others). 

 The morphology of fractured bones varies depending upon the processes 

involved in bone fracture and the amount of degradation bones experience before they 

are broken (Johnson 1985; Karr and Outram 2012; Lyman 1994; Morlan 1984; Outram 

1998, 2001). Bones that are subjected to dynamic processes often exhibit characteristics 

that suggest the involvement of such processes. This can include evidence of dynamic 

impact marks (or scars) on their surfaces, the presence of rebound or anvil scarring if 

bones were resting on a hard surface at the time of fracture, and these can sometimes be 

differentiated from bones broken as the result of static loading. Dramatic changes in 

bone fracture morphology occur as bones dry and degrade (Johnson 1985; Morlan 1984; 

Outram 1998, 2001, 2002). Fresh bone fracture is most often characterized by the 

helical fracture outline, fracture surfaces at an acute or obtuse angle to the cortical 
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surface, and smooth fracture surfaces (Johnson 1985; Morlan 1984; Outram 1998, 

2001). Dry and mineralized bones fracture along straight or jagged lines, at right angles 

to the cortical surface, and exhibit rough fracture surfaces (Johnson 1985; Morlan 1984; 

Outram 1998, 2001).  

 Studies of bone fracture and taphonomy have allowed archaeologists to 

reconstruct the events of the past and explain the formation of certain archaeological 

and paleontological faunal assemblages (Johnson 1985; Lyman 1994; Outram 1998). 

These types of studies are critically important to understanding broken mammoth bone 

assemblages from the Late Pleistocene, especially when expedient bone toolmaking has 

been interpreted as a component of prehistoric technologies. 

Though formal mammoth bone tools are undoubted in most instances (Dunbar et 

al. 1989; C. V. Haynes and Hemmings 1968; Hemmings 2004; Lahren and Bonnichsen 

1974; and others), and while flaked mammoth bone tools are accepted parts of material 

culture at some European Palaeolithic sites (Gaudzinski et al. 2005; Villa 1991), the use 

of mammoth bones as a raw material for expedient toolmaking during the Paleoindian 

period is often a contentious topic among American archaeologists (see Binford 1981; 

G. Haynes 1991, 2002; Johnson 1985; and others). While a number of archaeologists 

working across the spectrum of the North American continent have reported flaked 

mammoth bone tools (Arroyo-Cabrales et al. 2001; Bonnichsen 1979; Cinq-Mars and 

Morlan 1999; Frison and Todd 1986; Hannus 1985, 1989, 1990; Holen 2006, 2007; 

Irving and Harrington 1973; Miller 1982, 1983, 1989; Morlan 1980, 2003; Stanford 

1979; and others), some scholars refuse to accept the materials from these sites as clear 

or compelling evidence of cultural activity (Binford 1981; G. Haynes 1991, 2000, 

2002). The debate surrounding flaked bone tools in the Paleoindian period has evolved 

significantly over the last 40 years, though a consensus is far from being reached. A 

variety of arguments have been made to suggest that these specimens are the products 
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of human cultural activity during (and often before) the Clovis period, while others 

(Binford 1981; G. Haynes 1991, 2000, 2002; Myers et al. 1980; Thorson and Guthrie 

1983; and others) claim these specimens are the product of natural, non-cultural 

taphonomic processes. 

 Competing theories regarding the origins of the earliest Americas and the time at 

which colonizing human groups may have reached various parts of the New World have 

contributed to continuing interest in studies of the earliest Americans (Adovasio et al. 

1978; Bradley et al. 2010; Cann 1994:10; Dillehay 1997; Dixon 1993; Erlandson 2002; 

C. V. Haynes 1969; Holen 2006, 2007; Hrdlicka 1928; Stanford and Bradley 2002; 

Waters et al. 2011a, 2011b), and in some cases, the debate about broken mammoth 

bones weighs heavily on these arguments. At several sites, fragmented mammoth bones 

have been interpreted as culturally modified, even though they date earlier than the 

Clovis period and occur at sites that lack other forms of cultural evidence (Bonnichsen 

1979; Cinq-Mars and Morlan 1999; Holen 2006, 2007; Irving and Harrington 1973; 

Morlan 1980). 

Significant questions about the validity of both bone and stone evidence dating 

from the pre-Clovis period have stopped the archaeological community from embracing 

the idea of human occupation of the New World prior to about 11,500 B.P., and Clovis 

remains the earliest universally accepted cultural system in the Americas. This thesis 

focuses on broken mammoth bone assemblages and flaked mammoth bone tools dating 

from the time period before the end of the Pleistocene, specifically from the Clovis 

period, though any study of such material must necessarily also consider both the 

possible presence of such materials in even earlier deposits and the importance of 

modern experimentation in understanding ancient specimens. In order to understand 

early broken and flaked bone evidence, it is necessary not only to consider the role, 

significance, and presence of such materials in the archaeological record, but also to 
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form a scientific basis for interpreting and understanding broken mammoth bone 

evidence. 

 

1.3 PURPOSE AND ARRANGEMENT OF THESIS 

 This thesis is intended to address questions of bone fracture and taphonomy 

through a series of experiments that focus on specific problems related to understanding 

flaked bone tools. Ultimately, the goal is to differentiate between the effects of 

culturally and naturally derived specimens and assemblages, and advance the 

archaeological community’s understanding of the cultural lifeways of some of North 

America’s earliest inhabitants through the detailed taphonomic analysis of certain 

broken mammoth bone assemblages. This thesis is not intended to answer all of the 

questions that surround bone fracture, taphonomy, and the nature of flaked bone tools in 

the archaeological record, but rather, to set forth a means by which to better understand 

broken mammoth bone assemblages and provide a basis for further efforts to understand 

taphonomic processes and the nature of broken bone assemblages generally. 

One means of understanding the lifeways of early human cultural groups is 

through scientific experimentation on modern bone assemblages. By observing and 

understanding the processes and environments that affected bone assemblages in the 

prehistoric past, it is possible to improve interpretations of zooarchaeological deposits. 

Reassessing archaeological and palaeontological bone assemblages using scientifically 

derived taphonomic methods revises our understanding of the past and allows for the 

improvement of archaeological, paleontological, and taphonomic interpretations.  

In order to provide a basis for understanding broken mammoth bone evidence, 

this thesis first discusses the current state of knowledge and the body of literature 

relevant to the topics of bone fracture and taphonomy, specifically as they relate to 

broken mammoth bone assemblages from the Late Pleistocene in North America. Then, 
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a series of experiments provides new data that demonstrate important principles of bone 

fracture and taphonomy that are relevant to understanding archaeological and 

palaeontological bone assemblages. Finally, a series of studies of previously recovered 

broken mammoth bone evidence tests both previous understandings of bone fracture 

and taphonomy and provides a basis for the application of the ideas and concepts set 

forth by these experiments.  

 Chapters 2 and 3 discuss the background literature relevant to understanding 

broken mammoth bone assemblages in North America, and the nature of bone fracture 

and bone tool studies. Chapter 2 principally covers broken mammoth bone evidence 

from North America, but also discusses culturally modified mammoth bone 

assemblages from Europe and Russia, while Chapter 3 discusses the nature of bone as a 

material, its behavior under stress, and the effects of taphonomy and bone preservation.  

Chapter 4 provides a framework for the use of experimental research as a means 

of understanding the lifeways, environments, and events of the past. Chapters 5, 6, and 

7 report three different experiments designed to provide for a better understanding of 

questions of bone fracture and taphonomy, with an emphasis on the importance of the 

effects of environment for understanding both past cultural activity and the nature of 

zooarchaeological deposits. Chapter 5 details an experiment that tests the degradation of 

bones in both frozen and hot, dry environments, and discusses the implications of 

changes in bone fracture morphology over time for assessing the archaeological record. 

This has implications for understanding the time period during which humans might 

have utilized bones for nutritional and toolmaking purposes, and suggests temporal 

limitations on the period during which the effect of taphonomic processes may result in 

fresh bone fracture morphology. Chapter 6 discusses a set of experiments investigating 

the characteristics of bone flaking and the effect of varied environments on the flaking 

properties of bone. The nature and characteristics of culturally modified bones provides 
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a basis for understanding prehistoric evidence interpreted as culturally derived. Chapter 

7 reports on an experiment designed to test the effects of rockfall as a taphonomic 

process in six different simulated environmental conditions. This chapter discusses the 

morphological appearance of bone assemblages fragmented by rockfall, the likelihood 

for random rockfall to create bone fragments that resemble flakes (pseudo-flakes), and 

the relevance of the differential destruction of dense diaphyseal bone when assemblages 

are subject to massive rockfall.  

Chapter 8 discusses a series of criteria relevant for assessing broken mammoth 

bone assemblages, based upon both previous research and the experiments reported in 

Chapters 5, 6 and 7 of this thesis. Chapters 9, 10, 11, and 12 report on the detailed 

taphonomic analysis of four archaeological and paleontological broken mammoth bone 

assemblages. Chapter 9 details the assemblage from Kent’s Cavern (Devon, UK), an 

extensive megafaunal assemblage mixed with evidence for the presence of both 

Pleistocene hyaenas and humans. Because both cultural and non-cultural taphonomic 

processes affected the extensive deposits at Kent’s Cavern, the taphonomic analysis of 

the megafaunal remains at the site provides an important means of understanding the 

processes that led to the accumulation and fragmentation of bones at the site. Chapter 

10 details the reanalysis of the Inglewood (Maryland, USA) mammoth, a specimen 

>20,000 years old that had previously been interpreted as evidence of bone flaking 

caused by modern heavy machinery. The supposition that mammoth bones could be 

flaked after many thousands of years of deposition challenges modern understandings 

about the nature of bone preservation, and serves as an important study in utility of 

careful taphonomic analysis. Chapter 11 details the reanalysis of the Owl Cave (Idaho, 

USA) mammoth, a specimen previously interpreted as evidence for the modification of 

mammoth bones during the early Holocene Folsom period. The interpretation of such a 

late manifestation of mammoth and flaked bone toolmaking activity raises questions 
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about the nature of the relationship between stone tools and faunal remains at the site, 

and the effect of certain taphonomic processes. Chapter 12 details the reanalysis of the 

Lange/Ferguson (South Dakota, USA) assemblage, which consists of the fragmentary 

remains of at least two mammoths. Lange/Ferguson has long been considered the most 

compelling case for early Paleoindian flaked bone toolmaking in North America. 

Chapter 13 provides a broad discussion of this thesis and its importance for 

understanding archaeological and palaeontological mammoth bone assemblages, and 

presents the principal conclusions set forth through the experiments and taphonomic 

reanalyses detailed in this thesis. As a single effort, the research reported in this thesis is 

an attempt to better understand broken mammoth bone assemblages, bone fracture and 

taphonomy, and the nature of some of North America’s earliest human cultural systems.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

EARLY BONE TOOLS AND THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL LITERATURE 

 

2.1 AN INTRODUCTION TO EARLY BONE TOOLS 

 The earliest bone tools are found in Africa. Breuil’s (1932, 1939) very early 

research into hominid behavior suggested that bone tools had been used since “the dawn 

of humanity,” and that early hominid bone tool creation stemmed from the observations 

of the behavior of animals “equipped” with horns, antlers, and other such “tools.” Pei’s 

(1938) “the role of the animals and the natural causes of bone breakage,” is a seminal 

work in understanding the post-depositional breakage of bones, and suggested the 

natural processes by which bones could be broken. The study of this set of processes 

later became known as taphonomy, as defined by Efremov (1940). Dart’s (1957, 1960, 

1971) hypothesized “osteodontokeratic culture” suggested that humans were “cracking” 

and “twisting” long bones to create bone tools during and before the Plio-Pleistocene, 

perhaps as much as 2.5-4.0 million years ago (mya). Later work demonstrated that 

Dart’s hypothesis regarding early osteodontokeratic cultures was incorrect, and 

suggested a much later date for the development of the earliest bone tools (Brain 1967a, 

1968, 1981; Klein 1975; Shipman and Phillips 1976; Wolberg 1971). Brain’s (1967a) 

work proved especially important in demonstrating that differential survivorship of 

bone elements did not necessarily indicate that early hominids were using certain 

elements as tools, or to create tools. Breuil (1939) and Dart (1960) both suggest the very 

early development and application of bone flaking technology and compare it directly to 

lithic flaking technology. The specimens they illustrate would be considered suspect by 

modern taphonomists and archaeologists alike, but some are nonetheless interesting 

examples that spurred significant academic study. 
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New discoveries and evolving methods of study have not yet entirely resolved 

the question of when hominids began making bone tools, but evidence suggests that 

bone tools were being fashioned in the Olduvai Gorge and at the Swartkrans sites by 1.5 

to 2.0 mya (Ambrose 2001; Backwell and d’Errico 2008; Susman 1994). These tools 

are largely represented by helically fractured long bones with sharp ends that may have 

been used for a variety of purposes. Backwell and d’Errico (2008) have used modern 

replicative tools to demonstrate that digging produces the same type of use wear as that 

seen on southern African artifactual specimens. The earliest evidence for the use of 

elephant bones comes from the Olduvai Gorge in eastern Africa, where Leakey (1971) 

described modified elephant bones in Lower Pleistocene deposits. 

From beginnings in Africa, bone tools spread with later hominid groups 

throughout the world. The rise of the Achulean tool complex around 1.5 mya saw the 

continuation and spread of earlier technology, and improved techniques for stone tool 

production (Ambrose 2001:1751). Lower Palaeolithic bone tools produced from 

elephant or mammoth bones are known from Vérteszölös, in Hungary (Dobosi 2001) 

and Bilzingsleben, in Germany (Mania and Weber 1986). Bone tools shaped by direct 

percussion are the norm in the Achulean culture (Ambrose 2001:1751). By the Middle 

Palaeolithic, bone tools are numerous, well made, easily identified when compared with 

their predecessors. Examples are known from Fontana Ranuccio, (Segre and Ascenzi 

1984), Castel de Guido (Radmilli and Boschian 1996; Villa 1991), and Malagrotta, all 

in Italy, and Salzgitter Lebenstedt (Gaudzinski 1999) and Rhede (Tromnau 1983) in 

Germany. During the Upper Paleolithic in Europe, bone tool technology expanded 

dramatically (Gaudzinski et al. 2005; Semenov 1964).  
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Figure 2.1. A Middle Palaeolithic flaked bone handaxe from Castel di Guido, 

Italy (from Gaudzinski et al. 2005:183, Figure 2). 
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Figure 2.2. A Middle Palaeolithic flaked bone handaxe from Castel di Guido, 

Italy (from Villa 1991:200, Figure 2). 
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Figure 2.3. A Middle Palaeolithic Handaxe from Rhede, Germany (from 

Gaudzinski et al. 2005:184, Figure 3). 

 

With the disappearance of mammoths from the Old World, the remains of 

mammoths became a non-renewable resource, and few cases of later use of mammoth 

bones are known (Pitulko and Nikolsky 2012). At the same time, the Americas lacked 

human populations. The arrival of humans to the New World and the later extinction of 

mammoths from North America allowed only hundreds, or perhaps thousands of years 

during which humans could create mammoth bone tools, significantly limiting the 

window of human-mammoth interactions. 

 

2.2 ARGUMENTS FOR BONE BREAKING AND FLAKING 

 While the generally highly developed technological characteristics of stone 

artifacts leave little doubt that humans modified them, the less complex nature of early 

bone tools has led to some doubt concerning the processes that led to their creation. 

Scholars have generally used one or more of the following lines of argument to support 

evidence for bone flaking: 
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1) Flaked Stone Tool Analogies 

2) Old World/New World Analogies 

3) Inter-site similarities 

4) Association with other cultural materials 

5) Other signs of cultural evidence (cutmarks, use-wear, polishing, 

patterned distribution, etc.) 

 

Most researchers interested in flaked bone tools have suggested that Clovis (and 

perhaps pre-Clovis) people applied the fundamentals of stone flaking technology to 

mammoth bone to create tools. While the number of sites where such materials are 

found is small, and while the number of artifacts recovered is also small, the presence of 

seemingly diagnostic evidence for human cultural modification seems strong in many 

cases. Most artifacts reported to be flaked bone tools display some or all of the 

following characteristics common to both stone and bone technology (Arroyo-Cabrales 

et al. 2001; Cinq-Mars and Morlan 1999; Hannus 1985, 1989; Miller 1989; Morlan 

1984; Stanford 1979; and others) 

1) Negative flake scars 

2) Complex or bifacial flaking patterns 

3) Impact scars 

4) Striking platforms 

5) Lines of force 

6) Bulbs of force 

7) Feather, hinge, or step terminations 

8) Refit flakes 
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This evidence has led to suggestions that mammoth bones were flaked in the 

same manner as stone for use as expedient tools (Cinq-Mars and Morlan 1999; Hannus 

1985, 1989, 1990; Holen 2006, 2007; Irving and Harrington 1973; Johnson 1982; Miller 

1989; Morlan 1984; Stanford 1979; and others). While the dynamics of bone fracture 

differ from lithic dynamics considerably (see Chapters 3 and 6 in this thesis), the same 

basic principles apply. In order to flake mammoth bone, a suitable platform must be 

present on an adequately sized fragment of fresh mammoth long bone. The impact of a 

heavy hammerstone, provided that the correct amount of force is applied at the correct 

angles, will detach a flake from a core (Bonnichsen 1979; Johnson 1985, Stanford et al. 

1981a). Flakes produced in this fashion have been shown to exhibit bulbs of force, lines 

of force, and feather and hinge terminations analogous to those found on lithic flakes 

(Johnson 1985; Stanford et al. 1981a). Similarly, mammoth bone cores exhibit negative 

flake scars and remnant striking platforms like those found on lithic cores (Johnson 

1985). 

 New World scholars have often suggested that bone tool technology in North 

America is analogous to earlier examples in the Old World (Cinq-Mars and Morlan 

1999; Gaudzinski et al. 2005; Hannus 1985; Irving and Harrington 1973; Morlan 1987; 

Villa 1991). Indubitable examples of flaked mammoth bone are known from sites in the 

Old World. The sites of Castel di Guido (Villa 1991) in Italy, and Rhede and Salzgitter 

Lebenstedt in Germany have revealed hand-axes, split-rib tools, and a projectile point 

produced on mammoth bone (Gaudzinki et al. 2005). While less obvious evidence is 

presented in the relevant archaeological literature, other such sites are known across 

Europe, Russia, and Japan (Gaudzinki et al. 2005; Khlopatchev 2001; Mochanov 1977; 

Vasil’ev 2001; Villa 1991).  

 It has been suggested that similarities between flaked bone artifacts from 

geographically disparate sites represent behavioral, technological, and cultural 
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commonality across North America, and possibly between Palaeolithic groups spanning 

North America, Northern Asia, and Europe (Gaudzinski et al. 2005). Indeed, proposed 

mammoth long bone cores, some with refit flakes, from Bluefish Caves (Yukon, 

Canada), Lange-Ferguson (South Dakota, USA), Selby and Dutton (Colorado, USA), 

Lovewell (Kansas, USA), and Tocuila (Central Mexico) appear morphologically very 

similar to one another (Arroyo-Cabrales et al. 2001; Cinq-Mars and Morlan 1999; 

Hannus 1985; Stanford 1979; Holen 2007; Johnson et al. 2009), though the broad span 

of time and space encompassed by these sites and the action of some natural 

taphonomic processes raise questions about the nature of these proposed tools. In the 

aforesaid cases, each is comprised of a mammoth long bone fragment from which one 

or more flakes have been apparently detached from one end following the longitudinal 

axis of the bone (see Figures 2.7-2.10, 2.12-2.16 later in this chapter). 

 The association of proposed flaked bone tools with other cultural indicators, 

such as lithic artifacts, fire hearths, foreshafts, and hammerstones certainly serves to 

strengthen any case for human cultural modification of bone, however, even in the 

complete absence of other materials, some scholars have argued that mammoth bone 

was modified by humans (Arroyo-Cabrales et al. 2001; Cinq-Mars and Morlan 1999; 

Holen 2006, 2007; Steele and Carlson 1989; Thoms et al. 2007). Lange/Ferguson 

produced Clovis lithics in direct stratigraphic association with proposed flaked 

mammoth bone tools, and at Bluefish Caves non-Clovis lithic blades and cores were 

recovered (Cinq-Mars and Morlan 1999; Hannus 1985). Owl Cave (Miller 1989) is 

more problematic because it produced fluted but non-Clovis (and therefore probably 

redeposited) projectile points in association with mammoth bones, some of which 

exhibit fresh fractures. Other sites, such as Tocuila, Old Crow Flats, Duewall-

Newberry, La Sena, and Lovewell lack other artifacts entirely (Arroyo-Cabrales et al. 

2001; Holen 2006, 2007; Morlan 2003; Steele and Carlson 1989). Old Crow Flats, La 
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Sena, and Lovewell are presently dated to pre-Clovis times, though the evidence from 

these sites is still often doubted. The Selby and Dutton flaked mammoth material was 

discovered stratigraphically below Clovis-aged deposits (Stanford 1979). 

 Other proposed indicators of human cultural modification of bone include the 

presence of cutmarks, use-wear, edge-grinding, and polishing. This evidence is relied 

upon especially heavily at sites where no other cultural materials are present, and often 

when ages pre-dating Clovis are proposed. At Old Crow Flats, cutmarks have been 

interpreted on bison elements dated at more than 35,000 14C yr BP (Morlan 2003). At 

Lovewell, Holen reports a “highly polished bone artifact” approximately 3.5 cm in 

length (Holen 2006). This specimen tapers to a “point” at one end and exhibits a snap 

fracture at the opposite end, though Holen makes no direct inference regarding its 

possible use. Similar evidence is often presented at commonly accepted Clovis-age 

sites. Many bone fragments at Lange/Ferguson exhibit apparently polished or utilized 

edges, including a split rib, flakes of mammoth long bone, and two “cleavers” produced 

on a mammoth scapula (Hannus 1985, 1989, 1990; Shipman 1988b). 

 

2.3 TAPHONOMY, ACTUALISTIC STUDIES, AND BONE FLAKING TECHNOLOGY 

 A cardinal work in 1940 by the Russian scientist I. A. Efremov defined the field 

of “taphonomy” (Efremov 1940). Taphonomy is broadly defined as the “study of all the 

transitional processes undergone by bones after they have left the biosphere and entered 

the lithosphere” (Efremov 1940, Lyman 1994). Since Efremov’s seminal work, 

taphonomy has grown into a significant branch of zooarchaeology, and modern 

taphonomists play a prominent role in the debate surrounding early bone fracture and 

flaked bone material in Early Paleoindian North America.  

The first major work regarding the taphonomic and methodological arguments 

against Paleoindian bone flaking emerged with the publication of Binford’s Bones: 
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Ancient Men and Modern Myths in 1981. The study of Early Paleoindian bone flaking 

was evolving rapidly in the 1970s and early 1980s, and excavations and collections of 

mammoth material at Old Crow Flats (Bonnichsen 1979; Irving and Harrington 1973; 

Morlan 1980, 1987) and the Selby and Dutton sites (Stanford 1979), and bison material 

at Llano Estacado in Texas (Johnson 1978), and Glenrock in Wyoming (Frison 1970) 

served as the basis for Binford’s criticism of interpretations suggesting the early human 

cultural modification of bone in North America. Binford (1981:18) based his arguments 

on the premise that archaeologists had been “unduly cavalier” in their treatment of bone 

assemblages, suggesting that other, natural, non-human factors affecting bones and 

bone preservation had not been considered prior to declaring that bone specimens had 

been culturally modified. This assertion was not entirely unwarranted—in fact, some 

proposed bone tools were later shown to have been produced by natural process, 

however, others remain important and some have become broadly accepted. Binford’s 

(1981) criticism was not directed at specific artifacts (or non-artifacts) as much as it was 

directed at the theories and methods utilized by researchers to reach conclusions that 

Binford felt were untenable. To remedy this problematic situation, Binford (1981) 

proposed “middle range research” and “actualistic studies” as a means of providing a 

scientifically justifiable framework for the interpretation of archaeological specimens. 

The basic premise of Binford’s argument is that all processes affecting bones 

must be thoroughly considered prior to suggesting that bone modification is culturally 

derived. Binford argues that non-cultural taphonomic processes account for much of 

what is assumed to be human induced bone breakage. Binford (1981) rejects arguments 

“from elimination” by suggesting that natural processes are so vast and varied that one 

cannot possibly reconstruct the entire history of artifactual material in order to prove, 

beyond any doubt, that humans were the only possible cause of bone breakage. To 

Binford, only the narrowest standard for acceptance of human cultural bone 
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modification is permissible—bones are the product of human cultural modification only 

if no conceivable natural process could replicate a specimen or its characteristics, or if 

clear human process can be demonstrated. Following Binford, a number of scholars 

began to examine the natural processes potentially capable of breaking bone and 

evaluating the degree to which bones previously thought to have been modified by 

humans may have been modified by alternative means (see Dixon 1984; Haynes 1991, 

Thorson and Guthrie 1983).  

 The commonly discussed taphonomic processes include gnawing (both human 

and animal), trampling (both human and animal), sediment loading, rockfall, 

weathering, chemical processes, human modification, among others. Gnawing served as 

a major point of discussion in Binford’s studies. He suggests that archaeologists have 

often mistaken carnivore-gnawed animal bones for tools, and his studies support a 

patterned sequence for the reduction of bones by gnawing processes (Binford 1981). 

Observational evidence demonstrates that animals generally approach bones by first 

gnawing at the proximal epiphysis (Binford 1981; G. Haynes 1980, 1981, 1983a). Once 

the entire epiphysis is removed, carnivores are able to lever against the medullary cavity 

of the diaphyseal shaft in order to release segments of long bone, thus exposing 

desirable bone marrow (Binford 1981; G. Haynes 1980, 1983a). Evidence has been 

presented to demonstrate that wolves, bears, hyaenas, and other such animals are indeed 

capable of reducing long bones in such a fashion (Binford 1981; G. Haynes 1980, 1981, 

1983a). Animals do not, however, approach long bones as humans would, using a “mid-

shaft smash technique” (Bonnichsen 1979) or other shaft-breakage techniques (see 

Holen 2007, for example). These approaches appear unique to human groups, though G. 

Haynes has suggested that wolves are capable of breaking the bones of smaller 

mammals using a mid-shaft clamping approach (G. Haynes 1981, 1983a). 
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While significant advances have been made in understanding the processes that 

affect bone material, the “middle range” and “actualistic studies” proposed by Binford 

have not always produced clear results. Vast differences distinguish the bones used in 

some experiments from Pleistocene mammoth bone. The absence of fresh mammoth 

bone and the difficulties in obtaining statistically relevant samples of similar elephant 

bones have been some of the obstacles in mammoth bone modification studies. As a 

result, studies by proxy and analogy are often employed, though the design of these 

experiments must address the inherent differences between past and modern materials, 

environments, and behaviors. Certainly, the shear size of mammoth bones would have 

presented a challenge to even the most aggressive Late Pleistocene scavengers, though 

addressing that question in the absence of now extinct mammoths and the carnivores 

that might have had access to their bones is problematic (Figure 2.4).  

 

 Figure 2.4.  A reconstructed mammoth, on display at the Smithsonian National 

Museum of Natural History, Washington, D.C. 
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It has been suggested that a potential “breaker and flaker” of mammoth bones is the 

giant short-face bear, Arctodus (Figure 2.5) (Voorheis and Corner 1986).  

 

Figure 2.5. Reconstruction of Arctodus, the giant-short faced bear, compared to 

a human (for scale). 

 

Regarding Arctodus, G. Haynes (1983b:109) admits:  

In the case of large bones such as those of Mammuthus 
the effort required to break up fresh cortical tissue would 
have been enormous but probably not beyond the 
capabilities of hungry animals, especially on elements 
with epiphyses partly removed during earlier gnawing. 
Nonetheless, hypothetical gnawing by bears seems to me 
a far fetched explanation for the existence of fragmented 
mammoth bones in any assemblage…The size and 
thickness of mammoth limb bones probably presented 
even the largest and hungriest Pleistocene scavengers 
with gnawing problems too formidable to allow 
fragmentation. 
 

G. Haynes also suggests that wolves (Canis dirus) (Figure 2.6) may have been capable 

of breaking some mammoth bones by gnawing through the epiphyses and then levering 

fragments off from the diaphyseal shaft (G. Haynes 1983b).  
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 Figure 2.6. A skeleton of Canis dirus, the dire wolf. 

 

Any gnawing, either by bears or wolves, should leave remnant gnawing damage. G. 

Haynes (1983b:109) comments that:  

Many times flakelike fragments are broken off which 
retain, at least at one end, some of the periosteal and 
endosteal surfaces of the bone shaft and terminate with 
sharp edges at the distal end. These flakes or spalls may 
have flat proximal ends that appear grossly similar to 
striking platforms on artifactual materials, but gnaw 
damage is evident on the bone surface, and some edge 
rounding is usually present on the proximal end where 
teeth grasped the fragment (emphasis added). 
 

The presence or absence of gnawing evidence on proposed artifactual material is an 

important means by which to understand the formation of bone assemblages relative to 

the action of carnivores. 

 Trampling is another taphonomic agency proposed as potentially responsible for 

bone breakage. Due to the considerable size of mammoth bones, only very large 
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mammals would be capable of inflicting damage upon them. Studies of elephant 

trampling patterns in Africa have indicated that damage may occur as the result of 

trampling and kicking (Crader 1983; G. Haynes 1983b, 1991). Crader’s (1983) study of 

seven single-individual death sites indicated no damage from trampling, while G. 

Haynes’ (1988) studies of mass-death sites near watering holes indicated that bones 

may be broken, but that “kicking and trampling” are “hit or miss…unless elephants 

return in large numbers to the site seasonally, in which case bones may be widely 

scattered and broken”. This passage of time also carries implications for weathering and 

moisture loss in bones that are relevant to questions of human bone modification and 

fresh fracture patterns (see Chapters 3 and 5). 

A study of bones from paleontological deposits indicates that fractures that 

could be mistaken for fresh breaks occasionally occur in contexts dating between .5 and 

17 mya—long before the presence of humans in North America (Myers et al. 1980). 

The presence of spirally (helically) fractured bones in paleontological deposits might 

indicate that green-bone breakage alone cannot serve as a sole indicator of human 

cultural activity, however, the examples of ancient “bone pseudo-tools” presented in 

Myers et al. (1980) primarily represent little more than the epiphyses of long bones with 

a pointed section of diaphyseal shaft still attached. Most of these do not appear to 

represent spiral fracture, but rather, exhibit fine examples of diagonal breakage as the 

result of horizontal tension failure (see Johnson 1985). Other paleontological sites (see 

Agenbroad 1989) have produced some fresh fractured mammoth bones in the absence 

of human activity, however, at least in the case of the Hot Springs mammoth site, clear 

explanations for such processes can be posited. Paleontological sites may provide the 

basis for further taphonomic studies related to understanding the processes that break 

bones when fresh, and the likelihood of such occurrences. 
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 Elephant social and behavioral patterns have been studied for the insights they 

might provide in to the behavioral dynamics of mammoths. Binford (1981:79) reports 

that “the death sites of elephants are apparently frequently visited by living elephants, 

who trample exposed bone and disperse such bones by knocking them about with their 

tusks and even kicking them.” Another study of elephant death sites (Coe 1978:79) 

indicates: 

skeletal remains still persist on all sites studied five years 
after the animals’ death. Long bones and skulls have been 
scattered up to 100 m from the death site by other 
elephants while smaller bones have been chewed into 
small fragments by hyaenas…Skeletons lying in the open 
and subjected to great diurnal temperature extremes are 
severely fissured and flaked. 
 

If mammoth behavior is analogous to elephant behavioral patterns, this extreme 

breakage and spreading of bone material should be apparent in the spatial distribution of 

fragmented mammoth bone material. Though some flaked mammoth bone material has 

been discovered in secondary deposits where spatial distributions are poorly 

understood, some sites have produced flaked mammoth bone in normally densely 

concentrated or semi-articulated condition. The “severely fissured and flaked” nature of 

bone exposed to normal temperature variations has not been demonstrated in a scientific 

setting, though it can be assumed that the use of the term “flaked” in this instance does 

not refer to percussion flaking. This probably reflects a type of spalling produced by the 

separation of layers of bone during desiccation, (process better termed “delamination”) 

a topic discussed later in relation to a discussion of the characteristics and dynamics of 

bone fracture. 

Peculiar behavioral patterns have been observed when live elephant groups 

discover the remains of deceased elephants. Such observations have been suggested as 

evidence that elephants (and thus, mammoths) break the bones of their kin. Douglas-

Hamilton and Douglas-Hamilton (1975:239) suggest 
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[elephant bones] were rocked gently to and fro with the 
forefeet. Others were knocked together with a wood 
clonk. The tusks excited immediate interest; they were 
picked up, mouthed, and passed from elephant to 
elephant. One immature male lifted the heavy pelvis in his 
trunk and carried it for fifty yards before dropping it. 
Another stuffed two ribs into his mouth and revolved 
them slowly as if he were tasting the surface with his 
tongue. The skull was rolled over by one elephant after 
another…the tusks [were] then carried away…The rest of 
the group now followed, many of them carrying pieces of 
the skeleton which were all dropped within about a 
hundred yards. 
 

While this observation certainly indicates the ability of elephants to transport the bones 

of deceased elephants, it does not specifically indicate any degree of breakage or 

flaking. This behavior is perhaps most interesting in that it suggests that deposits of 

bone disturbed by elephants can be expected to be disbursed over a broad area rather 

than left in concentrations. Whether elephants and mammoths exhibited common 

behaviors remains and open question. 

 The breakage of limb elements en vivo must also be discussed. It has been 

suggested that limb-bone breakage in living animals may serve as a non-cultural 

alternative explanation for spirally fractured and flaked bones interpreted as tools. This 

hypothesis suggests that “death sites of elephants are under certain conditions sites of 

violent activity” (Binford 1981:79). Coe (1978:77) reports that “the large patch of 

disturbed ground around most corpses…indicated that death was usually protracted 

after collapse.” The proposed resultant green-bone fractures are then representative of a 

possible non-human explanation for the presence of spirally (helically) fractured bone 

in mammoth assemblages. The degree to which bones are broken in live animals and 

their representation in proposed archaeological assemblages has been poorly studied. 

African studies conducted by G. Haynes (1991:117) on modern elephant populations 

suggest that “traumatic fracturing does occur in nonnegligible numbers.” Bonnichsen 

(1979:77-79) reports that 13% of the bones at a specific locality in the Old Crow Flats 
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are spirally fractured—a number far beyond the presumably very low number of bones 

that might be broken in live animals. Additionally, the same assemblage contains 

broken bones of some of the strongest as well as some of the weakest bone elements, 

whereas under normal circumstances one might expect the weakest elements to break 

with greater frequency. Bonnichsen (1979) also suggests that the breakage of bones 

among some species and the lack of breakage in others indicates cultural selectivity. 

Bone fracture in live animals and the representation of en vivo broken bone evidence in 

the archaeological record remains poorly understood. Breakage in fleshed limbs 

generally produces green stick fractures, or, in the case of lateral impact, “butterfly” 

fractures (e.g. Wheatley 2008). Characteristics typical of direct percussion impact, such 

as impact scars and bulbs of percussion, may not be present on bones broken while still 

fleshed (Outram et al. 2005; Wheatley 2008). While bone fracture in live animals may 

account for occasional fresh fractures, repeated breakage of a single bone, or of multiple 

broken bones within a single animal, seems unlikely to occur as the result of violent or 

traumatic natural deaths. 

 Much of the research conducted by G. Haynes since the 1980s has focused on 

“actualistic” studies of elephant behavior in Africa. G. Haynes suggests that elephants 

fight with one another for access to water, especially during times of drought, and in the 

process often fracture their tusks (G. Haynes 1991:127). At some watering localities, 

this activity produces large quantities of fragmented elephant tusk material, and G. 

Haynes illustrates at least one example that is reminiscent of the mammoth bone cores 

and refit flakes proposed as archaeological specimens (G. Haynes 1991:131). These 

observations on elephant tusks are interesting, but have little relevance to fractured bone 

studies. In a later paper, G. Haynes (2000:261-263) assumes that flaked tusks and flakes 

bones will behave identically, and suggests that lithic-like fracture features on 

fragmented tusks are compelling pieces of evidence that demonstrate a non-human 
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means of creating specimens that appear human-modified. G. Haynes (1991:143, 146, 

148-9) suggests that some flakes and “mimic cores” are produced on bone by elephant 

trampling, though the photos and data he provides are inadequate to address the 

question of early Paleoindian bone flaking. Additionally, G. Haynes (1991:147) admits 

that the capacity for gnawing and trampling to produce bone flakes is largely limited to 

“limb bones from elephants whose epiphyses [had] not fused before death.” 

 The sometimes deeply buried nature of mammoth bone deposits necessitates an 

understanding of sediment loading as a taphonomic process. As animal remains become 

encased in sediments, the weight and movement of such sediments are capable of 

altering bone assemblages (Lyman 1994:404-416). Sediment loading is largely a static 

process, and the likelihood of freshly deposited bones being broken by sediment 

movements is low. The degradation of bones over time (Behrensmeyer 1978; Johnson 

1985; White and Hannus 1983; Chapter 5 of this thesis) suggests that bones will only 

rarely become deposited and then broken sufficiently quickly to exhibit fresh fractures. 

 Lyman (1994) produces perhaps the most complete synthesis of commonly 

considered taphonomic processes, but taphonomists have suggested a seemingly endless 

suite of less commonly considered natural processes that may be capable of fracturing 

mammoth bones. At least several of these should be mentioned.  

The effect of fluvial action on bones encased in river ice has been suggested as 

an explanation for bone fragmentation and flaking in glaciated and permafrost regions 

(Thorson and Guthrie 1983). While the experiments they conducted are problematic 

(using a truck to drag bone-laden blocks of ice down river beds and roads, and to smash 

blocks of ice and bone into concrete curbs), the concept that bones encased in river ice 

may become fragmented through fluvial action is at least a plausible if unlikely one. 

Thorson and Guthrie (1980) suggest river ice as an explanation for the patterns 
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observed on bone material at Old Crow, though their experimental methods must be 

questioned. 

Agenbroad (1989) suggests that spirally fractured bones may result from a 

number of natural processes. His research at the Hot Springs Mammoth Site (South 

Dakota), a natural sinkhole containing numerous mammoth remains dating to 26,000-

21,000 14C yr BP suggests that “biological (trampling, torsion/falling, carnivores), 

hydrological (spring effluent, subaqueous down-slope movement), geological/structural 

(postdepositional movement), and mechanical (boulder fall, freezing, overbank fall)” 

processes played a part in creating spiral fractures on paleontological specimens from 

the site. Agenbroad’s (1989) work demonstrates that paleontological materials under 

exceptional circumstances may exhibit spiral fracture, however, this limited evidence 

does not alone explain the presence of fresh fractured mammoth bones at a variety of 

other sites. 

Polishing on bones collected from suspected human modified assemblages is 

often associated with use-wear patterns. The polishing of bone specimens may occur as 

the result of intestinal processes when bones are consumed by carnivores (Schmitt and 

Juell 1994). Polishing may also occur as the result of fluvial transport, cryoturbation, 

licking by carnivores, and windblown silt and snow (Morlan 1984:167). While these 

issues all complicate the interpretation of polished bones as tools, certain patterns 

indicate their cultural use as tools. When all parts of any given bone are generally 

subjected to the same taphonomic processes, that bone is likely to exhibit polish only on 

the presumed “working edge” and not on any other surface.  Even when taphonomic 

processes differentially affect individual specimens, the likelihood that these processes 

will replicate culturally derived polish is low (c.f. Brain 1967b). 

One of the taphonomic processes proposed by G. Haynes suggests that large 

machinery is capable of fragmenting and flaking well-preserved late Pleistocene-aged 
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mammoth bone by passing over the top of clastic sediments containing mammoth 

material (G. Haynes 1991:236, 2000:260-261). Though G. Haynes produces one 

example, the Inglewood site in Maryland where he believes this process occurred, his 

hypothesis is fundamentally flawed. If G. Haynes were correct, pseudo-flakes would be 

found in close association with the pseudo-cores from which they were removed. 

Additionally, it is difficult to imagine a scenario by which a bone is embedded in 

sediment for 11,000 years, then flaked underground by heavy machinery moving over 

the land surface, which may have to including the flipping and rotating of the bone 

fragment underground in some instances. Further, exceptional conditions would have to 

exist in order to allow for flaking 11,000 years after deposition (Chapter 5 of this thesis 

addresses questions of bone degradation, while Chapter 10 directly addresses the 

Inglewood mammoth remains). 

While the debate surrounding flaked bone tools continues, advances in the field 

are slowly answering some of the questions that remain. A critical part of this debate is 

centered on the manner in which bone behaves under stress, bone fracture morphology, 

and fracture and fragmentation analysis. The nature of fracturing patterns in bone is a 

critically important facet of understanding the arguments concerning flaked bone 

material, and is discussed at length in Chapter 3. 

 

2.4 PROPOSED BONE FLAKING LOCALITIES 

 The body of proposed artifactual material related to the debate surrounding 

flaked bone tools is vast, but should be considered at least briefly before discussing the 

nature of bone as a material, and the effect of both natural and cultural processes. 

 The number of sites in North America where mammoth bone flaking has been 

reported is relatively small. While not every site can be discussed in detail, the 
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following summary provides a discussion of some of the best-known and most 

important sites where flaked mammoth bones have been reported. 

 

Figure 2.7. Map of major localities associated with the debate surrounding 

flaked bone tools in North America. 

 

Selby and Dutton 

 Two closely related and similar sites in Eastern Colorado have produced 

evidence in support of Clovis or pre-Clovis bone flaking. Two paleo-playas revealed the 

remains of Rancholabrean fauna buried in and above lacustrine deposits (Stanford 1979, 

1983; Stanford et al 1981a). At the Dutton site, Clovis diagnostics were discovered in a 
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stratum above the level at which flaked mammoth bones and other proposed bone tools 

were also encountered. The proposed Selby and Dutton flaked bone assemblage is 

characterized by the presence of bone flakes produced on diaphyseal segments of 

mammoth long bone and a bone core (Stanford 1979, 1983; Stanford et al. 1981a). 

Other evidence for cultural activity includes spiral fractures, longitudinally split and 

polished rib fragments, the presence of proposed tools produced on Late Pleistocene 

bison, camel, and horse long bones, and lithic micro-debitage (Stanford 1979, 1983). 

Further evidence is provided in the form of spatial relationships between bone elements 

and element selectivity. Some mammoth elements were discovered in a “pile” (Stanford 

1979, 1983). The breakage of very strong long bones, while weaker elements (ribs, 

scapulae, mandibles) survived is presented as further evidence for cultural bone 

modification. 

 Binford heavily criticized Stanford’s work at the Selby and Dutton sites by 

suggesting that many of the “choppers” reported by Stanford represent “textbook 

examples of animal-modified bone” (Binford 1981:76). While Stanford admits that 

some degree of carnivore activity is evident at the site, Binford suggests that most of the 

tools Stanford proposes are the products of animal gnawing. Indeed, Binford’s 

observation of the similarities between carnivore-gnawed bones and the Selby and  

Dutton “choppers” is congruent with examples that Binford (1981) produces and with 

later research (G. Haynes 1980, 1981, 1983a). Though this draws into question the 

validity of the choppers produced on horse, camel, and bison bones, the flakes produced 

on mammoth bone are more difficult to explain in taphonomic terms. Binford’s 

(1981:51) arguments are based upon the capacity of carnivores to flake bone by 

methods he terms the “direct bite-down approach,” the “chipping back” method, and a 

method by which a longitudinal flake of cortical bone is removed by prying with the 

jaw. While these methods are valid for bones as large as those of Pleistocene camels, 
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horses, and bison, no animal present in the Late Pleistocene has demonstrated a capacity 

to flake mammoth bones by this method, and even researchers with extensive doubts 

concerning early Paleoindian bone flaking regard gnawing of mammoth bones as “a far 

fetched explanation” (G. Haynes 1983b:109). 

 The strength of the evidence recovered from the Selby and Dutton sites lies in 

the presence of flakes and cores exhibiting characteristics analogous with lithic flaking 

and the presence of diagnostic artifacts above mammoth material. The presence of 

probable carnivore gnawing at the site problematizes interpretations of cultural activity, 

but cannot explain all of the evidence from the Selby and Dutton sites.   

 

Tocuila 

 Flaked mammoth bones have also been reported at the Tocuila mammoth site, a 

deposit encased in a lahar (volcanic mudflow) on the paleoshore of Lake Texcoco in the 

Basin of Mexico (Arroyo-Cabrales et al. 2001). More than 1000 bone fragments 

representing no less than five mammoths were recovered from the site, of which 10 

specimens are presented as artifactual. The series of geological events that has led to the 

encasement of the mammoth material and a series of radiometric dates place events at 

Tocuila to between 11,300 14C yr BP and 11,100 14C yr BP.  

These ten specimens include one parent element portion, two cone flakes, five 

radial diaphyseal segments, one core, and one cortical flake (that refits to the core) 

(Arroyo-Cabrales et al. 2001). All of these specimens exhibit fresh fracture patterns. 

The core exhibits at least nine negative flake scars, including at least seven on the 

cortical surface and at least two on the medullary surface (Arroyo-Cabrales et al. 2001). 

A refit flake includes three partial negative flake scars that conjoin to those on the 

cortical surface, and also displays an additional negative flake scar. 
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Figure 2.8. A specimen interpreted as a bone core (left) from the Tocuila site, and the 

same core with a refitting flake (right) (Arroyo-Cabrales et al. 2001, from G. Haynes 

2002:136-137, Figure 3.9 and 3.10). 

 

A complete lack of lithics or other cultural materials of any description 

complicates the interpretation of the site. The nature of the processes that preserved the 

Tocuila mammoths are themselves quite catastrophic in nature and the effect that these 

processes may have had on the preserved bone material is unclear. The volcanic 

mudflow that encased the Tocuila mammoths may have presented exceptional 

taphonomic circumstances, though this should not be viewed as the sole explanation for 

the complex nature of the proposed artifacts from the site. Finally, of more than 1000 

specimens examined, only ten are considered culturally modified. The interpretation of 

the site as a locality for mammoth bone quarrying would suggest that greater quantities 

of bone flakes, expended cores, hammerstones, and anvils should be present.  
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The Tocuila site is important for a number of reasons. The refit flake and core 

specimens are quite convincing due to their complex flaking sequence and the removal 

of a large number of flakes. The Tocuila material also demonstrates similarities to 

materials from other sites in North America. 

 

Old Crow Flats 

 A number of localities along the Old Crow River in Yukon, Canada have 

revealed broken mammoth bone material (Bonnichsen 1979; Irving and Harrington 

1973; Morlan 1980, 1983, 2003). While much material has been recovered, including 

significant collections of spirally fractured bone, the majority of the Old Crow material 

has been recovered from secondary depositional contexts and, therefore, the taphonomic 

and depositional history of these specimens is largely unknown (Bonnichsen 1979; 

Cinq-Mars 2001, Cinq-Mars and Morlan 1999; Morlan 1980). Among the many 

specimens collected, some are relevant to the flaked bone debate in spite of a lack of 

clear taphonomic and depositional histories. One is a “laminar splinter exhibiting 

bifacial trimming or reduction running perpendicular to the proximal end of the 

support” (Cinq-Mars 2001). Sequential flaking is also presented as evidence of cultural 

modification, including some specimens that exhibit overlapping fracture scars (Morlan 

1983, 2003). This specimen is very similar to a specimen from Bluefish Caves, about 

100 km to the south. This specimen has been dated at 32,000 +/- 600 14C yr BP, while 

the mammoth material recovered from the Old Crow Basin has been dated to between 

25,000 and 40,000 14C yr BP (Morlan 1983, 2003).  
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 Figure 2.9. A mammoth bone specimen from Old Crow interpreted as evidence 

of cultural bone modification (from Morlan 1980:109, Plate 4.11). 

 

 While many other specimens were recovered from the Old Crow Basin, 

problems with accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) dating at extreme northern 

latitudes have resulted in problematic dating for many samples. In one notable case, an 

apparent “flesher” produced on a caribou tibia was dated to within the last millennia, 

after an original indication that it dated to 24,800 14C yr BP (Cinq-Mars and Morlan 

1999; Morlan 2003). 

 The secondary nature of the majority of the deposits of mammoth bone at Old 

Crow makes spatial and relational interpretations impossible. The lack of lithics or other 

cultural materials also complicates the interpretation of the material recovered from the 

site. The very old and sometimes widely varying dates produced from material from this 

region also complicate attempts to understand the processes that led to the creation and 

deposition of the recovered mammoth bone specimens. The Old Crow broken bone 

material remains difficult to explain for both archaeologists and taphonomists on both 

sides of the flaked bone tool debate. 
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Bluefish Caves 

 Three closely related upland localities above the Bluefish Basin in Yukon, 

Canada, have produced evidence of “microblade cores, microblades, core tablets, 

burins, burin spalls, and their byproducts” in the same stratigraphic layer as vertebrate 

fauna, including mammoth remains (Cinq-Mars and Morlan 1999). The lithic material 

in this collection has been ascribed to the “American Paleoarctic-Dyuktai technological 

complex,” a complex dating to at least 18,000 14C yr BP in Siberia, and 10,500 14C yr 

BP in Alaska (Cinq-Mars and Morlan 1999). While this material cannot be directly 

dated, Cinq-Mars (1990) presents various lines of evidence suggesting that the Bluefish 

Caves material is at least as old as (if not older than) the Alaskan evidence. The 

stratigraphic level at which the microblades occur is dated to 13,500 14C yr BP in 

eastern Beringia (Cinq-Mars and Morlan 1999).  

Many of the bones from this context exhibit “cutmarks or butchering marks,” 

including one example on mammoth bone (Cinq-Mars and Morlan 1999). This 

specimen appears to be a piece of flaked mammoth bone along with its parent core. The 

core is made on a piece of mammoth long bone too small to be identified to element, 

but exhibits three negative flake scars and cutmarks on the cortical surface of the bone 

(Cinq-Mars and Morlan 1999). A flake that exhibits “evidence of bifacial trimming or 

platform preparation” refits to the central flake scar on the core (Cinq-Mars and Morlan 

1999). The refit flake has been reduced to about one-third of its original size as a result 

of “bifacial and diagonal” flaking (Figure 2.10). The flake and core date to an average 

of 23,500 14C yr BP. Other bone material includes “split long bone [fragments] that 

appear to have been shaped and used as tools” that exhibit “whittling or shaving” and 

“abraded and polished areas” (Cinq-Mars and Morlan 1999).  

The Bluefish Caves represent complex deposits of material that are difficult to 

compare to other deposits of the same age. The very old date produced on the Bluefish 
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Caves material suggests humans living in the eastern Beringia at least 10,000 years 

before the commonly accepted date for the arrival of humans in North America. The 

depositional processes involved in the formation of Bluefish Caves are complex and 

somewhat unclear. Due to cryoturbation, stratigraphic certainty and the direct 

association of a lithic complex to the bone material from the site are difficult to prove. 

 The Bluefish Caves mammoth bone assemblage, however, is important for a 

number of reasons. The specimen interpreted as a core discovered at this site is similar 

to those found at other sites across the New World—some more than 4000 km away, 

and exhibits a refit flake further reduced following its removal from its parent core. The 

apparent association of lithic artifacts with flaked bones serves as important evidence 

toward indicating the cultural modification of mammoth bone material. 
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Figure 2.10. Mammoth bone specimen interpreted as a core with refitting flake 

(from Cinq-Mars and Morlan 1999:6, Figure 5). 
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Lange/Ferguson 

 The Lange/Ferguson site in southwestern South Dakota has produced some of 

the most compelling evidence for mammoth bone flaking in North America. Discovered 

in 1960 by Les Ferguson, the site was investigated intensively from 1980-1984 by L. 

Adrien Hannus, then a doctoral research student at the University of Utah (Hannus 

1985, 1989, 1990). In 1960, Ferguson recovered a femur eroding from the face of a 

Badlands formation butte in Shannon County, South Dakota (Hannus 1985). Upon 

initial inspection of the same locality in 1980, Hannus recovered a mammoth tibia 

exhibiting a negative channel flake scar. Further investigations at the site entailed the 

excavation of the remains of one adult and one juvenile mammoth from Locality A, 

along with a single tertiary lithic flake (Hannus 1985; 1989; 1990). Locality B produced 

two complete and heavily reworked Clovis projectile points and the basal portion of an 

additional Clovis point (Hannus 1985, 1989; 1990). The Clovis diagnostics were 

recovered approximately 17 meters from the mammoth bone material, but occur in the 

same stratigraphic level.  

 Many bone fragments exhibiting spiral (helical) fracture were recovered from 

bone bed (Hannus 1985, 1989, 1990). Several artifacts from the Lange/Ferguson 

collection are of particular importance. Hannus (1985, 1989, 1990) reports two 

“cleavers” produced on large fragments of the adult mammoth scapula. These cleavers 

exhibit negative flake scars, some of which are overlapping, and apparent “crushing” 

from use, as well as bifacial flaking (1985, 1989, 1990). A “flake tool” exhibiting a bulb 

of force and hackle marks on the ventral surface was recovered “wedged into fibrous 

tissue associated with the transversospinalis musculature of (a) thoracic vertebra” 

(1985, 1989, 1990). A fragment of mammoth rib fractured longitudinally “exhibits 

rounding by polishing/grinding” (Hannus 1985). A long flake with an apparent striking 

platform refits to the tibia core recovered from the butte face (Hannus 1985). Another 
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flake of mammoth bone exhibits a bulb of percussion and lines of force radiating from 

the point of impact (Hannus 1985). Hannus (1985) also reports a number of fleshing 

tools, a punch or awl, and a large number of fresh fractured fragments. 
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 Figure 2.11. Mammoth scapula fragment interpreted as a flaked bone cleaver 

(Hannus 1985, 1989, 1990). 
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 Figure 2.12. A mammoth tibia fragment interpreted as a core (Hannus 1985, 

1989, 1990). Fragments that refit to the top and face of this fragment not included in 

photo (see Chapter 12). 
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 Additional specialist reports confirm Hannus’ (1985) hypotheses concerning the 

Lange/Ferguson site. Geomorphic work suggests that the mammoths may have been 

mired in a bog, while the Clovis points were recovered from a corresponding land 

surface (C. V. Haynes pers. comm. 2009, 2011; Hannus 1985). A study of the 

molluscan fauna from the site indicated that the pond or bog was a shallow body of 

water, fed by a small spring, and that the surrounding landscape was likely grassland 

with some tree cover (Hannus 1985). Scanning electron microscopy applied to high-

resolution casts of the edges of some of the reported tools indicated a significant degree 

of use-wear on the working edges (Pat Shipman, pers. comm.). 

 Lange/Ferguson remains an important site in the study of mammoth bone 

flaking for both the quantity and quality of evidence preserved at the site. The 

association of Clovis diagnostic material is a critically important element in 

understanding the data from the Lange/Ferguson site. Lange/Ferguson is widely 

accepted as a Clovis period site with corresponding radiometric dates. Lange/Ferguson 

was originally dated at 10,670 +/- 300 14C yr BP, though recent high-precision 

radiometric dating has placed Lange/Ferguson at 11,080 +/- 40 14C yr BP, the oldest of a 

large collection of Clovis sites dated and reported by Waters and Stafford (2007). 

Lange/Ferguson represents the only such site where Clovis lithics and apparently flaked 

mammoth bone material have been recovered from the same stratigraphic level in a 

primary context. 

 Lange/Ferguson is faced with fewer challenges than many other sites. The direct 

stratigraphic association of Clovis lithics with mammoth bone material and 

corresponding radiocarbon dates serve as important correlative data. The dense 

concentration of bone material and relative articulation of many elements suggests rapid 

burial and minimal activity by scavengers and other megafauna. A large number of 

helically fractured bones and the large number of diverse tools recovered from the site 
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make it difficult to explain a large and diverse body of evidence as the result of 

taphonomic processes. The recovery of a proposed flake tool wedged between still 

articulated elements serves as very convincing evidence to support the interpretation of 

bone flakes from the site as culturally derived and utilized tools. 

 

La Sena and Lovewell 

 The La Sena mammoth site in south-central Nebraska consists of the remains of 

a single adult mammoth buried “3.5 m deep in late Wisconsin loess overlying alluvial 

terrace fill” (Holen 2006). Holen (2006) reports a number of mammoth bones exhibiting 

helical fracture. The evidence Holen presents includes broken long bones that exhibit 

spiral fractures and apparent dynamic impact scars. Holen (2006) argues that the 

instrument of percussion used to break the mammoth bones at La Sena had a working 

surface diameter of 5cm based upon the reconstruction of broken bone fragments. 

Holen (2006) also notes the presence of “cone flakes” produced as the result of direct 

blows to the diaphyseal shaft of mammoth long bones. Additionally, Holen (2006) notes 

that these long bones are broken mid-shaft but preserve their epiphyses, and that one 

femur was broken at regular intervals of 25cm along the diaphyseal shaft. Holen (2006) 

identifies bulbs of percussion, “undulating ripples,” and hinge fractures on some 

recovered bone fragments.  

Some of the evidence presented in the La Sena preliminary report (Holen 2006) 

relies upon spatial orientation of bone fragments as evidence for cultural modification. 

In one case, two ribs are “stacked” on top of a spirally fractured long bone fragment, 

while in another case, a broken vertebra is reported “standing vertically with transverse 

process extending 6 cm below the original ground surface” (Holen 2006). 

Additionally, Holen reports a biface produced on a cortical segment of 

mammoth long bone (Holen 2006). This bifacially flaked fragment exhibits two long, 
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angled fresh fracture scars on one side and two short fresh fracture scars on the other 

(Figure 2.13) (Holen 2006). Finally, a “highly polished bone object” (Figure 2.14) was 

present among the Lovewell material (Holen 2006). Neither the exact use nor the exact 

element from which this fragment was obtained can be identified (Holen 2006). 
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Figure 2.13. Mammoth bone specimen from La Sena interpreted by Holen as 

bifacially flaked (from Holen 2006:36, Figure 15). 
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Figure 2.14. A tapered bone specimen from La Sena interpreted by Holen (2006) 

as a “highly polished bone object” (from Holen 2006:36, Figure 16). 
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A range of radiometric dates are reported for the La Sena site (Holen 2006), 

though a bone collagen date on a mammoth bone fragment that produced a date of 

18,440 +/- 145 14C yr BP may be considered the most precise among the dates provided. 

This age predates the archaeological community’s common understanding of the 

beginning of human occupation of the American heartland by approximately 7000 

years.  

 Holen (2007) also reports the discovery of culturally modified bone at the 

Lovewell locality in north-central Kansas. Excavations conducted by the Kansas State 

Historical Society in 1969 revealed the presence of spirally fractured and “stacked” 

bones (Holen 2007). Additionally, the crania had been inverted and rotated to face the 

postcranial elements of the mammoth (Holen 2007). The 1969 excavations at the site 

were halted when a geologist reported that the sediments encasing the mammoth likely 

dated to 100,000 ybp—long before the proposed presence of humans in North America 

(Holen 2007). Investigations by Holen’s team revealed that the sediment encasing the 

mammoth remains was misinterpreted in 1969, and that the correct age is much younger 

(Holen 2007; Mandel 2002). While the remains of seven mammoths dating to this 

period are present in the Lovewell area, Holen (2007) reports two that included flaked 

bone. Several bone collagen dates from these two mammoths are reported between 

18,250 +/- 90 14C yr BP and 20,430 +/- 300 14C yr BP (Holen 2007). 

 The mammoth remains at Lovewell are encased in fine-grained aeolian deposits. 

Among the remains, Holen reports many spirally (helically) fractured bones, “cone” 

flakes produced from impact on the diaphyseal shaft of a mammoth long bone, flakes 

that exhibit bulbs of percussion, and cores that exhibit multiple negative flake scars 

(Figure 2.15) (Holen 2007).  
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Figure 2.15. Mammoth bone fragment from Lovewell interpreted as a bone core by 

Holen (2007), (from Holen 2007:60, Figure 7). 

 

 La Sena and Lovewell face challenges similar to those presented at other sites. A 

complete lack of supportive cultural materials at both sites necessitates an acceptance of 

modified bone as the only cultural evidence that survives in the archaeological record. 

The early date of both sites also necessitates the acceptance of humans in the New 

World before 18,000 14C yr BP. Both sites rely heavily upon the presence of spiral 

fractures as an indicator of cultural activity. While Johnson (1985) demonstrates that 

true “helical” fractures are unlikely to occur in many instances outside of human 

influenced ones, spiral or helical fractures alone cannot be relied upon as proof of 

cultural modification because certain taphonomic agencies are capable of breaking even 

mammoth bone. Reliance upon stacked bones and spatial relationships is also 

problematic because of the possible natural processes that could affect similar results. 

The presence of a “highly polished bone object” may be explained as the result of 

digestive polishing, fluvial transport, or any of a suite of processes, though its presence 
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is nonetheless intriguing (Johnson 1985, Morlan 1984, Schmitt and Juell 1994, Shipman 

1981). 

 In spite of any doubts, the quantity of material at Lovewell and La Sena that 

may be indicative of cultural processes is an important consideration. One or several 

unexceptional fragments can be discounted easily, while a large collection of such 

material cannot be cursorily ignored. Among the more convincing evidence at Lovewell 

and La Sena is a “core” exhibiting four negative flake scars is one important example of 

a specimen that would be difficult to produce by means other than human cultural 

modification (Figure 2.15). Additionally, long bones at La Sena appear to have been 

fractured midshaft and at regular intervals. While static load fracturing of long bones by 

gnawing may be possible in smaller mammals, such loading could not fracture 

mammoth long bones (G. Haynes 1983, Johnson 1985). Cone flakes and regularized 

breakage serve as additional evidence for cultural modification at these sites. 

 

Owl Cave 

 Owl Cave at the Wasden Site in southern Idaho is part of a collapsed lava-tube 

system that has produced apparently flaked mammoth bone (Miller 1989). Fluted 

projectile points (Folsom) were found in association with the mammoth remains from 

the cave (Miller 1989), creating a problematic situation due to the absence of 

mammoths during the Folsom period. Bone flakes and fragments of mammoth long 

bone have been recovered from the site, some of which exhibit spiral fractures, dynamic 

impact scars, rebound scars, platforms, and overlapping flake scars (Figure 2.16) 

(Miller 1989). The mammoth remains within the cave consist primarily of the 

diaphyseal shafts of long bones. This apparent selectivity of flakable material is 

suggested as additional evidence for the cultural modification of bones. 
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 Figure 2.16. Mammoth long bone fragment from Owl Cave interpreted by 

Miller (1989) as a flaked bone core.  

 

 The presence of mammoth remains in a cave environment where mammoths 

would not occur under normal circumstances necessitates that the bones were 

transported to the cave. Certainly, some taphonomic agencies are capable of 

transporting bone material, even that of mammoths. While fluvial action was present in 

the cave area, the nature of the cave deposits suggests that the speed of the water was 

very slow, capable of transporting only “the smallest and lightest of the mammoth bone 

fragments” into the cave (Miller 1989). Significant events of roof-fall occurred in the 

cave sometime after the deposition of the mammoth bone material (Butler 1969; Miller 

1989). Fine-grained sediment is argued to have cushioned most of the mammoth bones 

from roof-fall, while those elements directly beneath the roof-fall are “soft, in poor 

condition or shattered” (Miller 1989). The strength of the Owl Cave material lies in 

evidence for complex flaking strategies, and deposition in a protected cave 
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environment, but the same cave environment that allowed for the preservation of the 

mammoth bones may have contributed to their highly fragmentary state.  

 

Duewall-Newberry 

 The Duewall-Newberry site in east-central Texas represents the remains of one 

adult mammoth within a cut bank above the Brazos River. No materials other than 

mammoth bone were recovered from the site, though it is argued that fresh breakage 

patterns, the presence of piled bones, dynamic impact scars on long bone fragments and 

a “concentration of breaks occurring on the diaphyses of the right femur and two 

humeri” (Steele and Carlson 1989) represent evidence of cultural activity. 

 The Duewall-Newberry material has not been radiocarbon dated, but extensive 

geomorphic work suggests that the mammoth remains date to the Terminal Pleistocene 

(Steele and Carlson 1989). The skeletal material is not arranged in an articulated 

manner, but rather, many of the bones have been moved. The majority of the mammoth 

is preserved, however, the pelvis, lower vertebral column, and several other elements 

are missing, and Steele and Carlson (1989) suggest that a “reorganization of bone” 

occurred, possibly as a result of human activity. While the epiphyseal ends of the long 

bones exhibit carnivore gnawing, the diaphyseal fragments do not (Steele and Carlson 

1989). The differential destruction of stronger and more dense bone elements suggests 

that the normal range of non-cultural taphonomic processes does not account for the 

differential patterning apparent at Duewall-Newberry (Steele and Carlson 1989).  

 The lack of other cultural materials problematizes interpretations of this site. 

Also, elements referred to as “flakes” would be better termed “fragments”—the only 

possible physical evidence for human cultural activity at the Duewall-Newberry site 

appear to be spiral fractures and impact scars.  
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Other Sites of Interest 

Other sites have been proposed as localities where flaked and intentionally 

fractured mammoth bones occur. Among these, Cooperton (Anderson 1962), Lamb 

Spring (Stanford et al. 1981b), Monte Verde, (Dillehay 1997), Jensen, and a variety of 

sites on the Gulf Plain of Texas (Thoms et al. 2007) are a few, but some of these and 

other sites have been poorly reported and studied, and others present ambiguous 

evidence. Indubitable non-flaked bone tools have been recovered from the Anzick site 

in Montana, Murray Springs in Arizona, and waterlogged sites in Florida, among others 

(Dunbar et al. 1989; C.V. Haynes and Hemmings 1968, Lahren and Bonnichsen 1974). 

A mammoth bone shaft wrench was discovered at Murray Springs, and a number of 

possible bone and ivory foreshafts have been discovered in a variety of Clovis contexts 

(Dunbar et al. 1989; C.V. Haynes and Hemmings 1968, Lahren and Bonnichsen 1974). 

While other sites could be added to this list, the varying types of proposed evidence 

make a detailed description of each prohibitive. While new reports of intentionally 

flaked and/or broken mammoth material occasionally appear, major sites of this type are 

rare in the archaeological record.  

G. Haynes (2002) produced a list of early sites including those where proposed 

broken and flaked mammoth bone tool evidence has been reported. That list, condensed 

to exclude sites where broken and flaked mammoth bone evidence has not been 

reported, is reproduced here in an adapted form (Table 2.1). 
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Table 2.1. A list of proposed broken and flaked mammoth bone sites in North 

America, adapted from G. Haynes (2002:190-197). 

Site Date (C14 or 
Estimate) 

MNI Proposed Archaeological Evidence 
 

Boaz, WV 13,510 1 Broken Bones 

Cooperton, OK 20,400-17,575 1 Broken Bones, Transported 
Boulders 

Crappie Hole, NE  1 Broken Bones 

Duewall-Newberry, TX 12,000-10,000 1 Flaked and Broken Bones, Bone 
Pile 

Grundel, MO 25,100 1 Broken Bones 

Haley, IN 13,850 1 Broken Bones 

Hiscock, NY 10,945-9150 9 Fluted Points, Lithics, Bead, Bone 
Tools 

La Sena, NE 18,440 1 Flaked and Broken Bones 

Lamb Spring, CO 13,000-11,000 30+ Flaked and Broken Bones 

Lange-Ferguson, SD 11,140 2 3 Clovis Points, Tertiary Flake, 
Flaked and Broken Bones 

Lovewell 18,250 1 Broken Bones, Stacked Bones 

Marion County, OH 10,340 1 Broken Bones 

Monte Verde, Chile 12,500 7 Flaked Bones, Bone Tools, Burned 
Bones 

Oak Creek (Dannebrog), 
NE 

 1 Broken Bones 

Old Crow, Yukon 50,000-13,000 5 Flaked Bones 

Owl Cave, ID 12,800-10,920 1 Flaked and Broken Bones 

Pleasant Lake, MI 12,845-10,395 1 Bone Tools, Cut and Burned Bone 

Saltville, VA 13,990 1 Flaked Bones, Transported Rocks 

Saskatoon, Saskachewan 35,000+ 2 Broken Bones, Cutmarks, Lithics 

Selby and Dutton, CO 16,000-12,000 2 Flaked Bones, Clovis Point Above 
Bones, Lithic Flakes 

Stolle, NM  1 Broken Bones 

Tocuila, Mexico 11,390-9150 5+ Flaked Bones 

 

All archaeological investigations represent a small window into the past, and 

while any evidence from this early time period is intriguing, evidence recovered from 

stratigraphically secure contexts in association with indubitable human-modified 
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artifacts is critical to our understanding of the cultural systems of some of North 

America’s earliest inhabitants. Clovis-aged sites are rare as a result of the countless 

natural processes that have affected landscapes over the course of the last 11,000 years, 

and sites that reveal well-preserved stratigraphy, diagnostic materials, and that allow for 

solid archaeological conclusions are difficult to locate, are often deeply buried, and in 

many cases, are simply not extant on the landscape. Our ability to interpret the lifeways 

of Clovis (and pre-Clovis) people 11,000 years ago (or more) is based upon severely 

limited collections that represent only a minute sample of what Clovis culture must 

have included. 

 

2.5 SUMMARY 

 The evidence for Early Paleoindian bone flaking in North America presents an 

intriguing but problematic dataset. The apparently expedient nature of flaked bone tools 

makes interpretation difficult, and deems it unlikely that such materials will be 

universally accepted. Differentiating between culturally- and naturally-derived broken 

bone assemblages remains at the heart of the debate about flaked bone tools during and 

before the Clovis period in North America, and requires a significant new body of 

research in order to continue answering questions about the nature of these assemblages 

and the processes that led to their creation. 

A middle-ground must be reached to advance our understanding of early cultural 

lifeways. Certainly, not every bone fragment proposed as culturally modified is likely to 

be a true artifact; likewise, taphonomic processes likely cannot explain the presence of 

every fragmented bone in archaeological collections. The route to understanding lies in 

a sound scientific approach and reasoning based on experimental research and 

actualistic observations. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

UNDERSTANDING BONES IN THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD: 

COMPOSITION, FRACTURE, PRESERVATION, AND CHARACTERISTICS 

 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

The earliest evidence for the use of bone as a tool-making material is found in 

the Olduvai Gorge and Swarkrans, both in Africa, and dated to 1-1.5 million years ago 

(mya) (Ambrose 2001; Backwell and d’Errico 2001, 2004, 2008; Brain and Shipman 

1993; Shipman 1988a, 1989; Shipman and Rose 1988; Susman 1994). Complex bone 

tool industries evolved broadly in human populations across time and space and are 

known in every settled part of the world (Ambrose 2001; Backwell and d’Errico 2001, 

2004, 2008; Brain and Shipman 1993; Frison 1978; Gaudzinski et al. 2005; Shipman 

1988, 1989; Shipman and Rose 1988; Susman 1994; and others). The use of bone tools 

in the North American archaeological record is incontrovertible since at least Clovis 

times (Bradley 2010; Dunbar et al. 1989; C. V. Haynes and Hemmings 1968; Lahren 

and Bonnichsen 1974). Highly developed bone tools are present throughout the 

archaeological sequence in every region of the American continent. The use of bone as 

a raw material to create flaked tools during the Early Paleoindian period is a topic that 

has inspired great controversy and debate among scholars in the field (Binford 1981; 

Haynes 1991, 2000, 2002). While indubitable flaked tools similar to those reported in 

North America are present in Upper Paleolithic Europe, the present debate questions the 

natural processes that may have led to the creation of bone “pseudo-tools” in North 

America. In order to better understand the proposed evidence, one must first understand 

the nature and dynamics of bone fracture. 

 The structure of bone and the behavior of bone under stress are critically 

important to understanding bone fracture and the creation of bone tools. While the 
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terminology generally associated with bone breaking and flaking technology is similar 

to that used in lithic technology, important differences must be considered in order to 

fully understand the dynamics of bone fracture. The biological composition of bone is 

the result of extraordinary biological adaptation focused on creating light but 

exceptionally strong material for the obvious purpose of supporting the body structures 

of living organisms. The use of bone as a raw material for toolmaking is a product of its 

breakage tendencies, its great strength, and its availability to the early human groups. 

 

3.2 PHYSICAL APPEARANCE 

 Mammalian long bones are the basic raw material source discussed in relation to 

the debate surrounding flaked bone tools, and thus, this discussion of the nature of bone 

will make special reference to long bones, while addressing the characteristics displayed 

by bone generally. At the most basic macroscopic level, a long bone is comprised of 

two epiphyses and a shaft, called the diaphysis. The diaphyses of long bone are 

comprised of dense, “cortical” bone that forms a generally cylindrical shape around a 

medullary cavity, which contains fatty bone marrow. This shaft tends to widen slightly 

at the ends where it attaches to the epiphyses. The epiphyses of long bones are large but 

relatively less dense element parts comprised of a trabecular structure known as 

“cancellous” bone. The spongy structure of epiphyses is filled with bone grease. The 

transition between the diaphyseal shaft and the epiphyseal ends of bone is a melding of 

characteristics rather than an obvious shift, usually displayed as an increase in 

trabecular bone growth within the medullary cavity and a thinning of cortical bone. 

Epiphyses articulate with other elements to form joints. Together, epiphyses and 

diaphyses represent the basic macroscopic structure of mammalian long bones.  

The formation of bones is essentially a process whereby a cartilage model of a 

bone is slowly replaced by bone structures (Bloom and Fawcett 1975; Davis 1987:50-
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51). As bones form, distinct units are calcified early in the process of development, 

while epiphyses and diaphyses remain separated by a disc of cartilage (Bloom and 

Fawcett 1975; Davis 1987:50-51). A cartilaginous disc between the epiphysis and the 

diaphysis is replaced by bone matrix as animals grow, resulting in a fully “fused” bone 

(Bloom and Fawcett 1975; Davis 1987:50-51). Epiphyses of bone fuse to the diaphyses 

at different points through the lifespan of the animal. In humans this occurs when 

humans reach adult size in their late teens (Davis 1987:51), while in elephants fusion 

occurs in some long bones as early as age 18, but after 40 years of age in others (G. 

Haynes 1991:350-351). 

 

3.3 BONE FAILURE AND THE MICROSTRUCTURE OF BONE 

 Bone consists of three principal three materials: mineral hydroxyapatite, 

collagen fiber, and water (Evans 1973; Johnson 1985; Mack 1964). Exact proportions of 

these materials are difficult to determine because of considerable variation among 

species, element, age, sex, health, and other factors. Nonetheless, it can be generally 

stated that, by weight, bone is approximately 70% hydroxyapatite, 20% collagen fiber 

(protein), and 10% water (Evans 1973; Johnson 1985; Mack 1964). 

Bone failure (and thus, fracture) begins with microcracking (Johnson 1985:160). 

For that reason, a consideration of the microstructural composition of bone is critical to 

understanding the dynamics of bone fracture. Johnson (1985:166) explains the structure 

of dense diaphyseal bone as “a composite of laminated and haversian bone” that 

“consists of several features such as osteons, interstitial lamellae, lacunae, and 

Volkmann’s and haversian canals”. Osteons are “cylindrical and branching structure(s) 

with thick walls…composed of concentric layers of hydroxyapatite embedded in 

collagen fibers” (Johnson 1985:166). Important for understanding the fracture dynamics 

of bone in some instances, laminated bone “consists of alternating layers of primary 
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osteons with collagen fibers oriented in a predominant direction and collagen fibers 

randomly oriented (Johnson 1985:167). Haversian canals convey blood to bones 

through blood vessels. Johnson (1985:167) explains “these secondary osteons are 

oriented longitudinally with the axis of the whole bone and consist of concentric 

lamellae of collagen fibers oriented preferentially (longitudinally). In their most basic 

form, bones are “an organic matrix of collagen fibers (protein) in which are embedded 

hydroxyapatite crystals (mineral) aligned with the fiber axis…Lamellar bone is 

composed of a number of lamellae (layers) in which fiber orientation may differ from 

one lamellae to the next” (Johnson 1985:167).  

The complex composition of bone at the microstructural level is important in 

understanding fracture origination, such that the microstructure of bone dictates its 

behavioral and fracture characteristics. Compared with stone, bone is an elastic 

material. The modulus of elasticity of bone is “a measure of the stiffness of bone and 

represents the relationship between stress and strain” (Evans 1973, Hayes and Carter 

1979, Johnson 1985:167). Bone fracture in long bones depends upon the distribution 

and arrangement of osteons and collagen fibers, and overcoming the modulus of 

elasticity by dynamic or static loading (Evan 1973, Johnson 1985). The “cement lines 

around osteons appear to be the areas of weakness because microcrack formation and 

fracture propagation tend to follow these lines” (Evans 1973). When a fracture begins, it 

carries throughout the bone until force is dissipated.  Fresh bones lack microcracks, 

necessitating the application of force in order to produce an initial fracture. 

 As an anisothropic material, the longitudinal structural orientation of bone is 

important in determining its strength and resistance to fracture. Various laboratory tests 

have demonstrated that bone is considerably stronger in the longitudinal orientation 

than in radial or tangential orientations (Bird et al. 1968; Carothers et al. 1949; 

Dempster and Coleman 1960; Dempster and Liddicoat 1952; Evans 1964; Hülsen et al. 
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1896; Rauber 1876; Sweeney et al. 1965). The structural orientation of fibers within 

bone plays a significant role in determining fracture morphology, especially in 

diaphyseal bone. Cancellous bone is also structurally oriented longitudinally to the axis 

of the bone, though the fracture morphology of cancellous bone is poorly understood. 

Under static loading, cancellous bone is considerably stronger along the longitudinal 

axis than the transverse axis (Evans 1973:112; Rauber 1876).  

 Moisture content is often underestimated in importance with relation to bone 

fracture (see Bonnichsen 1979, Guthrie 1980, C. V. Haynes 1971, G. Haynes 1981, 

Morlan 1980, Myers et al. 1980). Fresh bone absorbs stress much more effectively than 

dry bone, and dry bone therefore fractures more easily (Johnson 1985:169). Fresh bone 

maintains a structure of collagen and water, while dry bone behaves like an inorganic 

(mineral) material (Johnson 1985). A continuum of behavioral patterns and fracture 

morphologies exists in varying degrees of bone desiccation (Johnson 1985; Morlan 

1984; Outram 1998, 2001; Villa and Mahieu 1991). The presence of fats and collagen 

make fresh (wet) bone more dense and solid than dry bone, providing increased strength 

and micro-particle cohesion. 

 Bonfield and Li (1966) have demonstrated that plastic strain in bone begins at 

about 400 psi, and that bone begins to fracture at a plastic deformation of about 160x106 

in./in. To a limited degree, bone can recover from plastic deformation depending upon 

the amount of stress applied (Bonfield and Li 1966).  

 Static loading is unlikely to result in the breakage of mammoth bones under 

natural circumstances due to their exceptional size. Only static loading at a massive 

scale could fracture fresh mammoth bones. Dynamic loading is the process by which a 

sudden blow to bone concentrates force at the point of impact, and it is by this process 

that even very large bones can be broken and modified by humans using simple tools. 

Helical fracture patterns result from the dynamic loading of fresh bone. Bones subjected 
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to loads that exceed their tensile strength fail, resulting in fracture. Evans (1961:114) 

suggests “a fresh bone spiral fracture in standardized specimens is a tensile failure.” 

Evans (1973:114) further suggests that when dynamic processes are in action, “shear 

comes into play because of the twisting of the bone on impact as it flexes. Fractures 

formed through dynamic loading begin where tensile strain is the greatest (Bonnichsen 

1979:43; Evans 1957), because “bone is stronger in compression and shear than in 

tension” (Bonnichsen 1979:43). Herrmann and Liebowitz (1972:80) suggest “fracture 

(failure) occurs in the outer layer of cortex first, moving toward the inside of the 

specimen where stress decreases.” Bonnichsen (1979:43) also states 

as failure occurs, the paths that the propagating fracture 
fronts take are the result of a dynamic interaction between 
the loading device, fracture dynamics, and bone structure. 
Fracture propagation relieves the initial strain of impact 
but new stress conditions are created by the moving edge 
of the running fracture front. The shifting stress field 
affects the speed and direction of the fracture and 
influences bone fragment morphology. 
 

 Fresh bone fractures in a predictable pattern that can be recognized in the 

archaeological record and replicated in laboratory experiments. The resulting fractures 

are critical to understanding archaeological broken-bone assemblages. 

 

3.4 SPIRAL (HELICAL) FRACTURE 

The morphology of bone fractured as the result of dynamic impact loading is 

critically important to understanding archaeological broken bone assemblages. When 

the elastic limit of bone has been surpassed, failure occurs and a fracture begins to 

propagate (Evans 1973; Johnson 1985:171). The helical (spiral) nature of fresh bone 

morphology is the result of the cylindrical and hollow structure of bone: 

Torsion (twisting) occurs with bending when the 
epiphyseal ends are not held stationary. This motion 
occurs because of the nonuniform cross-section, that is, 
curved and irregular shape, of a long bone (Evans 1973, 
Hayes and Carter 1979). Shearing is along a helical 
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course that is inclined at a 45º angle to the longitudinal 
axis of the long bone. The shearing stress is equal to the 
tensile strength and produces the spiral fracture through 
the bone…With intact fresh long bones, a spiral fracture 
is a tensile-shear failure along a helical path induced by 
dynamic loading (Evans 1973; Hayes and Carter 1979). 
Several fracture fronts emanate out from the loading point 
in a radial pattern that circles around the diaphysis and 
produces a helical break that is inclined at a 45º angle to 
the longitudinal axis (Evans 1973) (Johnson 1985:171). 
 

Helical fractures continue around the shaft of long bones but stop before reaching the 

epiphyses. The structure of the epiphyseal ends of bone dissipates force and stops 

helical fractures in long bone. Helical fractures do not crosscut epiphyses as fracture 

force reaches these elements because of changes in bone density, structure, 

composition, and shape. Biologically, this evolutionary development is an important 

one, such that spongy epiphyseal bone absorbs the force of shock at the end of bones 

and prevents fractures from running up and down the legs of live animals (Evans and 

King 1961; Goldstein 2004; Rice et al. 2003). Similarly, the longitudinal orientation of 

diaphyseal bone appears to be a bio-evolutionary means of providing increased strength 

to bone in the planes where it is most likely to be struck in living animals (Evans and 

King 1961; Goldstein 2004; Rice et al. 2003). Together, these characteristics contribute 

considerably to the spiral morphology of broken fresh bones.  

 Dry bone fracture morphology, on the other hand, is markedly different from 

fresh bone morphology as a result of the loss of moisture and collagen content (Johnson 

1985; Morlan 1984). Mineralized (and fossilized) bone is further yet along a continuum 

of degradation (Behrensmeyer 1978; Johnson 1985; Morlan 1984; Outram 1998, 2001, 

2002). Mineralized bone lacks marrow, and has experienced dramatic moisture loss. 

Dry and mineralized bone fragments generally exhibit stepped, jagged, and right-angled 

edges as a result of “split line interference” caused by desiccation (Johnson 1985:176; 

Morlan 1984:165; Outram 1998, 2001). Spiral fracture, impact scars, longitudinal 

flaking, and steep-angled fractures are among the traits that become decreasingly likely 
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to occur as bone dries. Spalling of bone may occur following the planes of the lamellar 

structure of bone as desiccation occurs. Though this process produces longitudinally 

oriented “flakes” of bone, the resultant fragments are usually dry or mineralized, with 

right-angle fracture edges, and clearly follow the plane where lamellar plates meet, all 

traits that easily distinguish these spalls from percussion flakes of bone. 

 The term “spiral fracture” is one that has proven taxonomically problematic in 

the field of bone fracture studies. A true spiral fracture is a “tensile failure along a 

helical path induced by either dynamic or static loading” (Evans 1973, Herrmann and 

Leibowitz 1972, Johnson 1985:172). Intact long bones exhibit “tensile-shear failure 

along a helical path induced by dynamic loading (Evans 1973, Hayes and Carter 1979, 

Johnson 1985:172). Often, a generalized category of bones broken at diagonal or 

oblique angles is erroneously called “spirally” fractured bone (e.g. Haynes 2002:142-

146; Myers et al. 1980). This represents a failure to distinguish between true spiral 

(helical) fracture (which occurs in fresh bone) and fractures produced as a result of 

horizontal tension failure (which occur in somewhat dried bone). This taxonomic 

problem has led to major misunderstandings in the archaeological debate surrounding 

flaked bone tools. Scholars who ignore or reject this distinction fail to understand the 

critical fact that somewhat dry bone exhibits fractures that are morphologically similar 

to but different from fresh bone (cf. Binford 1981; G. Haynes 1981, 1983b, 1991, 2002; 

Myers et al. 1980; Thoms et al. 2007; Thorson and Guthrie 1983). Many of these 

examples are horizontal tension failures that appear as straight diagonal breaks. 

Horizontal tension fractures in dry bone are not the same as spiral (helical) fracture, and 

true helical fracture can only occur in fresh bone (Johnson 1985) (Figures 3.1 and 3.2). 
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Figure 3.1. Horizontal tension (diagonal) failure on a bone broken after being 

heated and dried. 

 

Figure 3.2. Helical fracture formed through hammerstone impact on a frozen 

bone. 
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The presence of helical fracture, though, does not necessarily imply cultural 

modification, such that certain taphonomic agencies are capable of breaking fresh bone 

in a helical pattern by either dynamic or static loading. The presence of helically 

fractured bone simply indicates that the bone was fractured when “fresh.” The terms 

“fresh” and “dry” are inadequate to describe the condition of bone except in the most 

general sense. A much more detailed nomenclature must be applied to fully address the 

complex nature of bone weathering, moisture loss, and degradation. The continuum of 

degradation of bone from fresh to dry and eventually mineralized begins immediately 

upon the death of an animal. Bone behaves as fresh for a period of time after the death 

of the animal, however, that period of time can vary dramatically based upon the natural 

processes that affect bone. Under normal, moderate conditions, bone may remain fresh 

for a few hours to a few days (Johnson 1985). The behavior of bone and the effect and 

rate of weathering under different environmental conditions remains poorly understood 

and will be addressed in detail in Chapters 5-7. 

While occasional isolated examples of non-cultural breakage may resemble 

culturally modified bone, some scholars (see G. Haynes 1991, 2000:260, 2002) have 

occasionally refused or failed to address the complexities of multiple flake removal, 

bifacial flaking, assemblages containing large quantities of freshly broken bones, 

element selectivity, spatial reorganization and sites where clearly identifiable 

taphonomic processes are not apparent. While single examples of apparently modified 

bone do not prove human cultural modification, repeated and patterned evidence of 

human behavioral processes serve as strong evidence when interpreting the nature of 

proposed artifacts.  
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3.5 BONE WEATHERING AND MOISTURE LOSS 

To understand drying patterns of bone, weathering and moisture loss models 

have been proposed (Behrensmeyer 1978; Johnson 1985). A system of “bone 

weathering stages” set forth in Behrensmeyer (1978) was one of the first attempts to 

classify bone according to its progression along a continuum of desiccation, 

degradation, and decay. In this system, Stage 0 represents bone that “shows no sign of 

cracking or flaking due to weathering” and bone is “usually still greasy, (with) marrow 

cavities (that) contain tissue” (Behrensmeyer 1978:151). Bones in this stage are often 

still covered by tissue (Behrensmeyer 1978:151). In Stage 1, bone “shows cracking, 

normally parallel to the fiber structure” and “articular surfaces may show mosaic 

cracking of covering tissue as well as the bone itself” (Behrensmeyer 1978:151). The 

subsequent stages, Stages 2-5, represent furthered desiccation and degradation, and are 

less relevant to a discussion of bone flaking. At Stage 2, helical fracture is no longer 

possible, impact points would not be preserved, marrow would be decayed or lost, 

breaks would be disrupted by split line interference, and little moisture content would 

remain (Behrensmeyer 1978; Johnson 1985). At Stages 3 and 4, bones exhibit surface 

and internal weathering, and “flakes,” spalls, and splinters are detaching from the bone 

(Behrensmeyer 1978; Johnson 1985). At Stage 5, bone is disintegrating naturally, and is 

entirely mineralized (i.e. it has lost nearly all organic content).  

Flaking of bone would be possible in Stage 0 of the Behrensmeyer scale, likely 

possible throughout part of Stage 1, but certainly impossible in Stage 2. Thus, Stages 0 

and 1 are the most relevant to any discussion of bone flaking. While Behrensmeyer’s 

contribution to the broad study of bone weathering is great, subtle changes in the nature 

of bone in Stages 0 and 1 are not dealt with adequately to explain the effect of 

weathering relative to fresh bone fracture morphology. These changes, though occurring 

principally on a microscopic level, have great relevance to any study of bone flaking 
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due to their ability to dramatically affect the flaking potential of bone. As such, 

Johnson’s “Moisture Loss Model” serves as a valuable corollary to the Behrensmeyer 

“bone weathering stages,” particularly because it clarifies the types of fractures that 

might be produced during the bone weathering sequence. 

Johnson’s (1985:187) Moisture Loss Model divides Behrensmeyer’s Stages 0 

and 1—those relevant to bone flaking and helical fracture—into four phases, Phases 0-3 

(see Appendix A). Phase 0 represents a point at which no change or desiccation has 

occurred (Johnson 1985). Phase 1 represents the initial changes in bone: slight moisture 

loss and split lines that do not interfere with breakage (Johnson 1985). Phase 2 

represents a point at which moisture loss is still at a low level, when split lines begin to 

cause changes in fracture morphology, and, importantly, a point at which helical 

fracture may begin to be combined with horizontal tension failures (Johnson 1985). 

Phase 3 represents a point at which moisture loss is more dramatic, when split line 

interference is nearly assured, when marrow is soured, when impact points likely do not 

remain on fractured bone, and when most fractures will be horizontal tension failures 

(Johnson 1985). Johnson’s Phases 0 and 1 correspond with Behrensmeyer’s Stage 0, 

while Phases 2 and 3 correspond with Stage 1.  

Appendix A includes a table that compares Behrensmeyer’s bone weathering 

stages, Johnson’s moisture loss phases, Morlan’s attributes of limb bone fracture 

(adapted from Behrensmeyer 1978; Bonnichsen 1979; Johnson 1985:187; Morlan 1980, 

1984; Stanford et al. 1981a), and Outram’s Fracture Freshness Index (Outram 1998, 

2001, 2002). 

These subtle differences are important to any consideration of bone flaking 

because they suggest that truly helically fractured bone is only likely to occur in the 

freshest of bones. As desiccation occurs, fracture morphologies change dramatically 

and, as a result, the utility of bones as a raw material for toolmaking is reduced. Helical 
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fractures occur in Phases 0-2 of the Moisture Loss Model (Johnson 1985), and in Stage 

0 and possibly the initial period of Stage 1 of the bone weathering sequence 

(Behrensmeyer 1978). While “fresh” fracture morphologies begin to disappear at 

Behrensmeyer’s Stage 1 and Johnson’s Phase 2, the horizontal tension failures that are 

reported by many as “spiral” or “helical” fractures are seen in the fracture morphologies 

of bones reaching the end of Stage 2 (Behrensmeyer 1978) and Phase 5 (Johnson 1985).  

The Behrensmeyer scale cannot adequately address many instances in which 

exceptional bone preservation conditions allow archaeological bones to survive in 

abnormally good condition despite long periods of deposition, and considers only the 

limited African environments of the Amboseli Park (Behrensmeyer 1978). 

Behrensmeyer (1978) suggests periods of time since the death of an animal in 

association with different stages in the weathering process. These time periods range 

from zero to one year for bones in Weathering Stage 0, and 6-15+ years for Weathering 

Stage 5. Of course, bones in archaeological contexts survive unfossilized considerably 

longer than Behrensmeyer’s scale would suggest. The chemical changes that bone 

undergoes during deposition explain how bones can appear relatively “fresh” in spite of 

hundreds or thousands of years of deposition. The Behrensmeyer scale is only adequate 

for assessing surface assemblages of bone from animals that died in the recent past. In 

archaeological contexts, moisture (collagen) loss and chemical replacement may 

preserve the physical appearance of bones while altering their fracture and 

morphological characteristics (Hedges 2002; Johnson 1985). The Behrensmeyer scale 

continues to serve as an important macroscropic indicator of bone weathering in 

relatively recent bone deposits. In terms of understanding the microstructural properties 

of bone and the effects of changes at the microscopic level, improved strategies must be 

embraced. Among these, Johnson’s (1985) Moisture Loss Model is an important 

advance.  
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Others have also approached these issues of bone degradation and changes in 

bone fracture morphology. Morlan (1984) synthesized observations on bone fracture 

attributes with those noted by Bonnichsen (1979), Morlan (1980), and Stanford et al. 

(1981a). His description of the fracture attributes of fresh, dry, and fossilized bone are 

important for providing clear macroscopic indicators of the state of bones at the time of 

fracture, though the broad categories he describes lack some of the subtleties necessary 

for judging finer gradations of fracture freshness.  

Villa and Mahieu (1991) devised a system for analyzing archaeological bone 

assemblages based on macroscopic morphological characteristics.  Their use of criteria 

such as helical fracture, the angle of the fracture surface to the cortical surface of bones, 

and fracture surface texture represents the first large scale effort to interpret 

archaeological meaning from statistically relevant morphological differences in bone 

assemblages. 

Building from early research by Johnson (1985), Morlan (1984) and Villa and 

Mahieu (1991), Outram (1998) defines a Fracture Freshness Index (FFI) to empirically 

quantify freshness of bone fracture. The FFI determines levels of fresh bone fracture 

based upon the helical fracture pattern, angle of fracture to the cortical surface, and 

texture of the fracture surface (Outram 1998:105-138, 2002). Depending upon level of 

freshness, each of the three indicators is scored with between zero and two points, 

providing a range of between zero and six for each bone fragment. Outram applied this 

method to a number of experimental samples and archaeological sites, and 

demonstrated its effectiveness in differentiating empirically between sites where 

fractures occurred when fresh, and sites where other taphonomic processes led to bone 

breakage. This research is especially important for its potential to allow for the 

empirical rather than subjective comparison of different samples. The effective use of 

this system, however, is limited to sites where samples contain numerous bone 
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fragments and sites where taphonomic processes are clearly understood. This 

complicates its application to Pleistocene-aged assemblages where complex taphonomic 

sequences are often poorly understood, but the method remains important for its ability 

to provide relevant experimental data to validate archaeological evidence.  The further 

development of these methods and their application to other controlled experimental 

samples (some of which are reported in Chapter 5) allows for the improve assessment of 

broken bone assemblages.   

Some researchers have reported “green” (fresh) Pleistocene-aged bone preserved 

in the permafrost environments of Beringia (Guthrie 1980; C. V. Haynes 1971), while 

others have suggested that well-preserved Pleistocene mammoth bone material would 

flake as if fresh 11,000 years after its deposition given certain sets of conditions (i.e. 

heavy machinery loading) (G. Haynes 1991:234-236, 2000:260-261), and others yet 

have attempted to flake Pleistocene aged bones by admittedly “crude” means (Thorson 

and Guthrie 1983). These assumptions made in these cases demonstrate a lack of 

consideration of questions of bone degradation, environment, and taphonomy. While 

frozen environments preserve bone more effectively than open-air or dry-sediment 

environments, freezing is a process that causes desiccation in most environments (but 

perhaps not in fully-saturated frozen environments), altering the behavioral fracture-

response characteristics of bone (Johnson 1985). Though freezing may slow the process 

of desiccation, the fracture morphology of bone changes from helical to horizontal 

tension failure at some point in the continuum of desiccation. The proposed use of much 

older frozen bones by later cultural groups fails to account for true freshly fractured 

bone from the Late Pleistocene (Johnson 1985). Bones in this condition are likely to 

have undergone considerable microstructural change, and the fractures produced on 

bones in this condition almost certainly represent horizontal tension failures in 

somewhat dry bone. In at least one instance, it has been demonstrated that bones 
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preserved in permafrost environments in the Old Crow Basin have undergone a freeze-

drying process, and though they may appear fresh, have experienced significant weight 

reduction through the loss of moisture (Bonnichsen 1982). 

Fresh frozen bone has been shown to fracture more effectively than unfrozen 

bone (Outram 1998, 2001). This may be a result of freezing solidifying otherwise soft 

fats and reducing the elasticity (increasing the stiffness) of bone, making it more similar 

to lithic material in terms of fracture dynamics (Bonfield and Li 1968; Evans 1973:74). 

This is manifest in the observation that frozen bone flakes (and breaks) more easily than 

fresh bone (Bonfield and Li 1968; Evans 1973; Morlan 1984; Outram 1998, 2001, 

2002). 

Other taphonomic agencies must be considered bearing in mind the relatively 

rapid changes that occur in bone due to moisture loss and weathering. Carnivore 

gnawing is an activity that often occurs very soon after the death of an animal, and is 

thus important in the fracture of fresh bones. Trampling can occur shortly after the 

death of an animal, though the exposure of bones in surface assemblages for long 

periods of time means that breakage by trampling is more likely to occur long after the 

death of an animal. Only trampling soon after death and deposition would produce true 

spiral or helical fractures. Sediment loading is an unlikely factor in the fresh fracturing 

of bone such that the movement of sediments en masse would have to occur during the 

short period of time that bones remain fresh. Extremely rapid sedimentation must occur 

in order to produce enough weight (force) to fracture bones before weathering and 

moisture loss began to significantly affect fracture morphology. Events such as rock-

falls in caves would similarly have to occur very soon after the death of the animal in 

question in order to produce true fresh fractures. In short, any taphonomic explanation 

for the fresh breakage of bone must reasonably take place within the timeframe during 

which bones are fresh. While exceptional conditions of preservation may prolong the 
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period of time during which bones may remain fresh, it must be accepted that bone 

weathering and degradation are rapid processes, meaning that most truly helically 

fractured bones were broken shortly after the death of the animal from which they 

originated.  

 Environmental conditions dramatically affect bone weathering processes. The 

full spectrum of conditions to which bones are subjected in nature includes widely 

ranging environments. Traditionally, it is assumed that organic material preserves best 

in waterlogged, permafrost, and very arid conditions. Bone diagenesis occurs at varying 

rates and to varying degrees, sometimes unpredictably, under different environmental 

conditions. Studies have begun to approach the problem of understanding diagenetic 

patterns, but to date few studies have been conducted, and those that have are largely 

restricted to temperate climatic areas, and often come to inconsistent conclusions that, 

when applied, often produce contradictory results.  

 Behrensmeyer (1978) conducted early work in understanding bone weathering 

in different environments. Importantly, Behrensmeyer (1978) notes the extreme 

difficulty in understanding bone weathering patterns due to the different environmental 

and micro-environmental conditions that may exist among bone deposits. Inter-deposit 

comparison is problematized by countless differences that may exist in soil 

composition, micro-climatic conditions, depositional pattern, moisture levels, ground 

cover, and other such factors (Behrensmeyer 1978). Additionally, bone weathering on 

different bones at the same site—and even on different parts of the same bone—can be 

affected considerably by these factors (Behrensmeyer 1978). Behrensmeyer (1978) 

notes that weathering often occurs differentially on bone surfaces exposed to the air as 

opposed to those in contact with the ground-surface, indicating that bones are often 

more weathered on air-exposed surfaces and less weathered on lower, ground-contact 

surfaces (Behrensmeyer 1978). Additionally, parts of bones that have surfaces more 
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than 10 cm above the ground level often exhibit less weathering than portions of bone 

nearer to the ground surface (Behrensmeyer 1978). Some individual bones exhibit 

dramatically different levels of weathering, such as buried parts of bone that 

demonstrate no apparent weathering while exposed portions are in the advanced stages 

of degradation (Stages 4 and 5) (Behrensmeyer 1978). These dramatic differences are 

important in understanding degradation and the effects that different environmental 

conditions produce in terms of bone weathering. 

 Longitudinal split-line cracking occurs in bone specimens as they weather, and 

spalling and other forms of disintegration often follow these lines (Tappen and Peske 

1970). The direction of cracking follows the orientation of collagen fibers, which in 

fractured bone produces stepped or columnar fracture surfaces. Hare (1974 in 

Behrensmeyer 1978) suggests that variations in temperature and humidity affect the 

organic decomposition of bone, a suggestion confirmed by other research including 

Coe’s (1978:79) observation of lamellar separation and spalling (“flaking”) of bones 

exposed to diurnal temperature shifts, and Outram’s (1998, 2001, 2002) experimental 

studies in bone fracture. 

 Constant low temperature and high moisture levels tend to produce bone 

weathering at a slower rate. Low temperatures slow collagen loss in bone, and extend 

the life of organic substances such as DNA (Geigl 2000:337; Hedges 2002:324). 

Normally, unmineralized collagen is catalyzed by hydrogen (Collins et al. 1995; 

Trueman and Martill 2000:372). The importance of hydrogen (principally from water) 

in bone weathering and degradation should not be understated, as it probably explains 

some differential rates of bone weathering, such as those observed by Behrensmeyer 

(1978). Abiological hydrolysis of bone collagen may occur in low-temperature 

environments, though the process is considerably slower than microbial action in 
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warmer environments (Collins et al. 1995). This process has important implications for 

understanding the changes in bone fracture morphology over time.  

 Increased porosity in bone, low Ca2+ or PO4(-3) concentrations in soils, and 

fluctuating levels of available water are suspected as circumstances in which bone will 

decay with great rapidity (Hedges and Millard 1995; Nielsen-Marsh et al. 2000; White 

and Hannus 1983). Certain environments in which bone is saturated or dry are 

considered to provide particularly good conditions for preservation due to little ground 

water movement and thus, a lack of diffusion (Nielsen-Marsh et al. 2000). Chapter 5 

details the effect of two different environmental conditions on the fracture morphology 

of bones, and discusses the implications of these changes for understanding the 

archaeological record. 

 

3.6 FLAKES, NOT BREAKS 

 The morphological characteristics of broken bones are critical to assessing 

broken bone assemblages. The debate surrounding flaked bone tools differs 

considerably from the debate surrounding broken bones. Helical fractures are produced 

when dynamic loading fractures fresh, sub-cylindrical long bone. All flakes produced 

by percussion flaking of long bone fragments are helically fractured bone fragments, 

but not all helically fractured bone fragments are flakes. Cultural modification of 

complete long bones results in evidence such as helical fracture patterns, “cone” 

fragments, and dynamic loading points (negative cone scares). In bone flaking, the 

evidence produced is markedly different. Such that the “core” from which “flakes” are 

struck is a slightly curved, generally long, broad fragment of diaphyseal bone, and 

because the goal of this activity is to detach useful, sharp flakes, the dynamics of 

fracture are somewhat different. The flaking of bones become quite similar to the well-

understood technology of flaking stone, and the evidence these activities leave behind 
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include both cores and flakes. In spite of these similarities, significant differences must 

be considered, including the effect of different environments, the density of bones as 

compared with stones, and the nature of bone as an anisothropic material. 

 Cortical bone “cores” are similar to lithic cores. A radial segment of diaphyseal 

bone provides the basis for bone flaking in most interpretations (Arroyo-Cabrales et al. 

2001; Irving and Harington 1973; Hannus 1985, 1989, 1990; Holen 2006, 2007; Miller 

1982, 1983, 1989; Stanford 1979). Fortuitous helical fracturing may produce a platform 

requiring little preparation at one end of the core. A core produced on mammoth bone is 

likely to be four to six centimeters thick, providing ample opportunity for the removal 

of flakes. The dynamic loading of the platform end of the core by direct percussion of a 

hammerstone will, if the amount and angle of force are correct, detach a flake from the 

core.  

The morphology of the flake produced will follow a pattern similar to lithic 

flaking. The principles of the Hertzian cone apply to the morphology of fracture within 

bone (Andrefsy 2005:26; Crabtree 1972). A cone of force radiates out below the point 

of impact, following the shape of a cone. Bone flaking is an extreme exaggeration of the 

cone of force, such that the produced flake represents only a thin, narrow section. 

Replicative studies have demonstrated the plausibility of bone flaking technology, but 

plausibility does not necessarily correlate with archaeological truth. 

Fresh bone is elastic to such a degree that flaking can be made difficult by 

excess elasticity. Dry bone becomes very brittle and fractures easily, but lack of 

moisture means that it shatters and crumbles easily. Only relatively fresh bone can be 

flaked, though doing so is considerably more difficult than flaking stone (Bonnichsen 

1979; Stanford et al. 1981a). This is likely the result of the limitations of brittle fracture 

produced by the dramatically greater elastic tendencies of bone when compared to 

stone.  
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When bone is flaked, it exhibits characteristics similar to those described in 

lithic flaking. In order to detach a flake from a core, an adequate platform must be 

present. While this may be produced as a result of the helical fracture of bone, it may 

also be prepared in a manner similar to lithic platform preparation. Below the point of 

impact (platform), a bulb of force is produced through dynamic impact. In lithic 

technology, these bulbs of force vary in prominence based upon the percussion 

implement employed, the force of impact, the impact point location in relation to the 

exterior surface, and the angle of impact. As in lithic flaking, lines of force (ripple 

marks or hackle marks) produced as a result of percussion impact radiate beneath the 

bulb of force (toward the distal end) in some instances, another indication of percussion 

impact. On helical fracture surfaces, hackle marks often occur at places where the angle 

of fracture changes dramatically. Lines of force are also occasionally present on the 

ventral surfaces of flaked bone. The dissipation of force as the fracture front travels 

through the bone leads to eventual terminations of the flake. Ideally these are “feather 

terminations,” terminations that result from the gradual dissipation of force, producing 

very thin, sharp edged flakes. Step and hinge fractures are likely when insufficient force 

is applied or when the angle of impact is imperfect (Andrefsky 1998, Whittaker 2005). 

In bone, hinge fractures appear to be the result of bending in the same way that lithic 

flakes produce hinge fractures when detaching flakes cannot withstand the bending 

forces applied with direct percussion (Andrefsky 1998; Chidley 1999; Whittaker 2005)  

Replicative experiments have shown that bone can be flaked in this manner and 

that flakes produced on bone exhibit characteristics analogous to those found in lithic 

flaking (Bonnichsen 1979; Stanford et al. 1981a). Further replicative experiments have 

produced similar results (Holen, pers. comm. 2009). In various attempts to demonstrate 

that characteristics similar to those produced by lithic flaking can be produced on bone 

by natural processes, G. Haynes has collected fragments of elephant tusks broken near 
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African watering holes (G. Haynes 1991:130-131, 2002:139-140). While the use of 

tusks rather than bone is problematic, G. Haynes has demonstrated that some breaks 

produced by bending can create fractures and fragments with some characteristics 

similar to those produced by human cultural activity (G. Haynes 2002:139-140). His 

“actualistic” experiments, however, fail to produce any such specimens on bone, and 

many of the examples he provides as “spiral fractures” are clearly horizontal tension 

failures in partially dried bone, such as Figure 3.3 and 3.4.  These specimens exhibit 

evidence of somewhat jagged fractures that follow a straight or diagonal pattern, 

probably indicative of bones that have experienced considerable drying and 

degradation.  
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Figure 3.3. Fractured modern elephant bone described as “spirally-fractured” by 

G. Haynes (2002:142). The fracture morphology of the bone fragments in this photo is 

indicative of dry bone (from G. Haynes 2002:142). 
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Figure 3.4. Fractured modern elephant bone described as “spirally-fractured” by 

G. Haynes (2002:146). The fracture morphology of the bone fragment in this photo is 

indicative of dry bone (from G. Haynes 2002:146). 

 

Some in the archaeological community have challenged the value of replicative 

experiments. While replicative experiments have demonstrated that bone flaking is 

technologically possible and within the realm of human ability, some have argued that 

what the value of these experiments is little more than post hoc interpretation of bone 

“pseudo-tools” (Binford 1981; Brain 1967b; G. Haynes 2000, 2002; Myers et al. 1980). 

While simply proving that materials like those found in the archaeological record can be 

produced by modern human beings does not prove the validity of proposed artifacts, it 

does demonstrate the human capacity to produce such materials, as well as 

demonstrating the behavioral properties of the materials on which they are produced. As 

with the use of ethnography for understanding the archaeological past, these kinds of 

replicative experiments produce hypotheses that requite further resting.  Certainly, 

further research is needed to prove any supposition, but replicative research and 

experiments can serve as an important, if imperfect, basis for understanding previous 

cultural systems as well as natural processes. 
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3.7 DIAGNOSING CULTURAL BONE MODIFICATION 

 A great problem in the debate surrounding Early Paleoindian bone flaking is the 

lack of a clear methodology or set of criteria for distinguishing bone tools from bones 

altered by natural processes. Defining specific, widely accepted criteria for identifying 

bone tools is exceptionally difficult given the often “informal” or “expedient” nature of 

the tools proposed from North American archaeological deposits.  

A number of researchers have set forth methods for diagnosing human cultural 

modification of bones. This has proven a difficult and controversial task because of the 

limitless taphonomic factors that may affect bones and bone assemblages, and the 

limited size of proposed archaeological assemblages.  

Nonetheless, Morlan (1984) suggests five points on which proposed modified 

bone can be evaluated:  

1)   Cutmarks and other kinds of incisions or grooves 

2) Well-preserved loading points 

3) Patterned placement of fractures on particular anatomical elements 

4) Fresh-state fractures 

5) Attributes of heavy percussion (platforms and flake scars) 

Morlan also discusses polishing as a potential but problematic indicator of human 

cultural modification, suggesting that the natural processes that can produce polished 

bone are poorly understood but likely numerous (Morlan 1984:167). While each of 

these points is subject to debate based upon the possibility of various natural processes 

affecting bones and bone assemblages, each additional line of evidence strengthens 

arguments in support of bone flaking technology and makes an explanation by natural 

processes increasingly unlikely. 
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 Shipman’s studies of cutmarks and toothmarks using scanning electron 

microscopy have produced valuable results that distinguish between human-induced 

marks and marks induced by animals or other processes (Shipman 1981). The profile 

shape of the groove of surface scars, internal striations, the location of surface scars on 

bones, and relationships between closely spaced marks together serve as traits that 

distinguish between human and natural modification (Shipman 1981, Shipman and 

Rose 1983).  Stone tools often leave cutmarks on bones, though it is almost never the 

goal of a butcher to leave such marks on bones.  When bone tools are utilized, the 

likelihood that cutmarks will be left is dramatically less than when stone tools are used.  

Bone tools almost never leave cutmarks on bones when normal butchery practices are 

applied. 

 Backwell and d’Errico (2004) have utilized scanning electron microscopy 

studies of use-wear to determine the validity of early hominid tools in Africa. Their 

studies also examined the nature of the relationship between the length and width of 

individual flake removals, the occurrence of multiple flake removals from the same 

specimen, and bifacial removals to determine levels of human cultural modification 

(Backwell and d’Errico 2004). 

 The placement of many spiral fractures on long bones (and a relative lack of 

fractures on many other elements) has led to numerous arguments based on element 

selectivity. As some of the strongest elements in the body, long bones are unlikely to be 

broken in environments where weaker elements survive (cf. Hannus 1985; Holen 2006, 

2007; Stanford 1979; Steele and Carlson 1989). This approach is only applicable in 

situations where relatively large assemblages or nearly complete animals are recovered, 

and where the natural processes affecting bones can be clearly understood. 

 Though undeniable bone tools dating at least as early as the Clovis period have 

been discovered in North America (Dunbar et al. 1989; C. V. Haynes and Hemmings 
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1968; Lahren and Bonnichsen 1974), it remains considerably more difficult to diagnose 

flaked expedient bone tools. While the previously discussed traits are valuable in 

assessing flaked bone, a considerable combination of some or all of these potential 

indicators of cultural activity is required to overcome certain doubts. Advances toward 

the recognition of human cultural modification of bone have created a tentative basis 

upon which to assess expediency tools, though a thorough methodology for assessing 

expedient bone tools is lacking. 

 

3.8 WHY USE BONE? 

 The question of why the early inhabitants of North America would utilize bone 

as a raw material for tool making has often been raised. The predominance of easily 

recognizable lithic tools in the archaeological record has led to a prejudice in assuming 

that stone projectile points represented the basic toolkit of early human material culture 

in North America. The use of bone as a raw material can be approached in several 

manners. Breuil (1939) explained the early development of bone tool technology by 

suggesting that humans developed adaptive strategies to better accommodate their needs 

on a challenging and competitive landscape: 

if we go back to the dawn of human tool-making, we find 
Man surrounded by animals whom nature has armed more 
efficiently than him…Carnivores had their teeth and 
claws, grass-eaters their horns and antlers; what more 
natural than to rob them of these weapons and use against 
them (Breuil 1939:4). 
 

Breuil’s argument is important for recognizing that humans advantageously utilize the 

materials most readily available to them in nature. Bones would certainly have been 

widely available to hunter and gatherer groups throughout the prehistoric past, and their 

exploitation is now widely accepted. Thus, since the “dawn of human tool-making,” 

bones may have simply been the most obvious choice as a raw material—even before 
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lithic materials—though the present evidence suggests that lithic materials predate bone 

tool use in Africa (Ambrose 2001). 

 Bones most likely served as an alternative or complimentary material to lithic 

resources. The use of bison bone tools alongside stone tools at many early North 

American bison kill sites suggests that bone may have been used for certain and specific 

tasks, whereas stone was utilized for other tasks (Frison 1970; Johnson 1978, 1982). 

Research in butchering strategies has suggested that bones may be especially useful as 

tools in disarticulating joints (Johnson 1985:217) whereas stone tools were almost 

certainly used to kill the animal and begin the butchering process (Frison 1974), while 

the value of sharp bone edges in cutting meat has also been established (Stanford et al. 

1981a).  Bones exhibit some physical properties that may contribute to a preference for 

their use for some applications.  The slight flexibility of fresh bone, its resistance to 

brittle fracture, and the relative ease with which bone can be shaped all represent 

significant material differences between bone and stone as toolmaking materials. 

While bone and stone may have served different functions in the butchering 

process, there is also evidence that bone may have served as an important material in 

the lack of significant lithic resources. It has been observed that at sites where lithic 

tools are present in large quantities, bone tools are not. Inversely, at sites where bone 

tools are in great supply, lithic tools are not (cf. Frison 1974, Hannus 1985, Johnson 

1982). Highly mobile hunter-gatherer groups would certainly have had a deep 

understanding of the landscapes they occupied. Lithic raw material sources would have 

been important, perhaps often revisited landmarks on these landscapes, but in a 

subsistence system such as that employed by Clovis people, animals and the bones 

contained within them may have been viewed as alternative but ambulant quarries. 

While lithic caching and curation may have been an important part of Clovis adaptive 

strategies, it is easy to imagine how early humans in North America may have utilized 
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bone in a context of fortuitous hunting and scavenging activities. The immediate 

presence of large amounts of bone material within a mammoth can be viewed in the 

context of Breuil’s argument concerning early behavioral patterns—the use of 

mammoth bones in the hunting, butchering, scavenging, and collection processes 

represents humans making advantageous use of the materials with which nature has 

equipped other animals (Breuil 1939).   

 

3.9 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

 The structure and physical properties of bone necessitate its study as a distinct 

material available to early hunters. A thorough understanding of the physical and 

biomechanical properties of bone is critical to understanding and assessing flaked bone 

expediency tools and their implications for early cultural lifeways. An improved degree 

of clarity is required to differentiate between fresh bone fracture and bone fracture that 

superficially appears as though it may be fresh. Bone fracture dynamics and the changes 

in the morphology of bone through weathering and moisture loss dictate any 

understanding of the processes—natural or human—that may have led to the creation 

the many specimens proposed as Early Paleoindian bone expediency tools. Further 

discovery of artifactual material will provide a greater basis for understanding bone 

flaking technology and its prehistoric importance, and modern experimental research 

may aid in understanding early human lifeways. Certain aspects of bone fracture 

dynamics remain to be fully studied. These include the study of bones broken after 

being exposed to different environmental conditions and the morphological differences 

they may exhibit when compared to fresh bone, and the implications they have for 

understanding cold-climate, hunter-gatherer societies, the characteristics and properties 

of culturally modified bones, and the effect of different environments and taphonomic 

processes on zooarchaeological assemblages. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

EXPERIMENTAL APPROACHES TO BONE FRACTURE AND TAPHONOMY 

 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

 Experimental approaches provide a means by which to produce actualistic 

datasets that allow for the improved interpretation of archaeological assemblages. These 

actualistic experiments use materials and environments that are comparable to 

archaeological materials and past environmental conditions, and allow for an 

understanding of the past based on the properties of modern experimental bone 

specimens. Numerous aspects of bone fracture and fragmentation studies can be 

improved through the use of experimental methods, and three experiments reported in 

Chapters 5, 6, and 7 provide valuable information about the nature of bone fracture 

morphology, bone preservation, and the effect of taphonomic processes. 

Understanding the effect of freezing on bones, the rate of bone degradation in 

hot environments, and the changes in their fracture morphology over time represents 

one aspect of bone fracture studies that can be tested through controlled 

experimentation. Very little work dealing with the specific fracture morphologies of 

frozen bones and the desiccation of bone in frozen environments has been conducted 

previously, (but see Outram 1998, 2001, 2002; Thorson and Guthrie 1983) and though 

studies of bone exposed to natural hot environments have been conducted 

(Behrensmeyer 1978, for example), these have taken place in highly variable natural 

environments rather than in controlled experiments. The behavioral patterns of frozen 

bone have been poorly understood in the past, and this lack of understanding has led to 

often-erroneous assumptions regarding the nature of frozen bones. This applies not only 

to the debate surrounding flaked mammoth bone, but also across the disciplines of 

zooarchaeology and taphonomy. As such, testing the effect of different environmental 
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conditions on bones is an important element of all of the experiments reported in this 

thesis.  

Understanding the fracture characteristics of bones is another topic that has been 

often discussed (Johnson 1985; Morlan 1984; Villa and Mahieu 1991) but rarely studied 

from an experimental point of view (but see Outram 1998, 2001, 2002). Experiential 

studies have demonstrated the basic flakability of bone, but few attempts have been 

made to understand the fracture characteristics of bone based on large samples. 

Similarly, the effect of environments on the flakability of bone remains a largely 

untested question. 

The effects of certain non-cultural taphonomic processes have been frequently 

cited in the archaeological literature, but some of these processes remain untested 

experimentally. Rockfall is one of these processes, and represents an especially 

important aspect of taphonomic studies because of suggestions that the dynamic action 

of rockfall can closely replicate the effect of cultural processes (Agenbroad 1989; Dixon 

1984).  

This series of experiments expands the body of actualistic data relevant to 

understanding questions of bone fracture, fragmentation, and taphonomy, especially as 

they related to broken mammoth bone assemblages from the Late Pleistocene. 

 

4.2 FROZEN BONE STUDIES AND THE EFFECT OF ENVIRONMENT ON BONE 

PRESERVATION 

 As discussed in the previous chapter, frozen bones appear to behave in 

somewhat anomalous fashion when compared with the fracture morphologies of bones 

at above-freezing environmental temperatures. The early study of Bonfield and Li 

(1966) indicated that bone’s ability to absorb energy is greatest at 0º C, while its 

strength is slightly reduced at about 30º C, and considerably reduced at 100º C. The 
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strength of bone at –70º and –196º C is approximately the same as bone at 100º C 

(Bonfield and Li 1966). While this data may be important in understanding the physical 

strength of small tabular samples of bone under a static load, it fails to take into account 

bone behavior under a dynamic load, bone degradation and its effects on the mechanical 

properties of bone, and the behavior of bone under actualistic environmental and 

fracture conditions (Bonfield and Li 1966). Bonfield and Li (1966) utilized liquid 

nitrogen, dry ice and acetone, ice and water, boiling water, and helium furnaces to reach 

the temperatures desired for their experiments, all processes that have the potential to 

significantly affect the behavioral properties of bone. Nonetheless, Bonfield and Li 

(1966) recognize that the fracture and strength properties of bone change considerably 

based upon temperature. The experiments detailed in Chapters 5 and 6 demonstrate that 

frozen bone is considerably more brittle and tends to break more easily than bone at 

room temperature. Frozen bone can be flaked in the same manner as fresh, room 

temperature bone, although fracture tendencies differ somewhat depending upon the 

state of the bone at the time of fracture. Further, frozen bone is shown to degrade over 

time, though at a rate which is only broadly relevant to permanently or semi-

permanently frozen environments. These data regarding frozen bone degradation, 

however, are important for understanding the utility of frozen bone in experimental 

archaeological applications. 

 Johnson (1985:188-189) argues strongly that freezing is a process that degrades 

bone through desiccation and results in horizontal tension failures. The amount of time 

required for frozen bones to pass from a fresh state in which they would fracture 

helically to a somewhat dried state in which they would fracture diagonally remains 

poorly understood, but is examined in Chapter 5 (Johnson 1985:188). According to 

Johnson’s (1985) model, frozen bones should degrade predictably over time. The 

differences in the degradation of bone due to varying environmental conditions are 
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poorly understood, however, different conditions likely produce dramatic differences in 

the rate of bone degradation. Certainly, freezing is a process that slows degradation in 

bone, meaning that frozen bone has an extended period of fresh fracture, though the 

degree of this effect is not known.  

 Outram (1998:105-139) conducted a series of bone fracture experiments in 

which bones were subjected to varied laboratory conditions. These experiments include 

three fracture studies on frozen and thawed bone, and one experiment with bones that 

were frozen and not thawed before fracture (Outram 1998:105-139). The results include 

the observation that the fracture morphology of a limited number of bones that were 

fractured when frozen exhibited clearer fresh fracture characteristics than fresh (never 

frozen) bones. Further, Outram (1998, 2001, 2002) concludes that frozen and then 

thawed bone is less likely to exhibit fresh fracture characteristics than fresh bone, while 

bones frozen for ten weeks and not thawed before fracture are more likely to exhibit 

fresh fracture characteristics than fresh bone (Outram 1998:105-139). Degradation in 

bones that have been frozen and thawed may be at least in part explained by freezing 

and thawing cycles causing thermal shock and micro-cracking of the structure of bone. 

Specific reasons to explain the improved fracture characteristics of frozen bone have 

been lacking in previous research. 

 Though these two studies seem to contradict one another, the limited degree of 

real data studied precludes definitive conclusions concerning the fracture characteristics 

and moisture content of frozen bone. Johnson’s conclusions are largely based upon 

theoretical suppositions and some experimental work conducted several decades ago, 

principally on frozen and then thawed bones (Johnson 1985; Bonnichsen 1979; G. 

Haynes 1981; Morlan 1980; Sadek-Kooros 1966; 1975). Because Outram’s (1998, 

2001, 2002) conclusions are based on limited sample sizes, further work is required to 

achieve greater specificity regarding the material properties of frozen bone. 
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 A model of improved fracture quality in frozen fresh bone followed by 

diminishing fresh fracture properties over time may explain the discrepancy in the 

observations of earlier researchers (Figure 4.1). The solidification of collagen, bone 

fats, and other moisture bearing elements in bone may reduce the modulus of elasticity 

in bone and facilitate “fresh” fractures. This may allow for bone to fracture in a manner 

more similar to lithic raw materials. Care should be taken, however, when comparing 

bone to stone in terms of flaking properties. These materials differ considerably in 

density, composition, and structure, and their flaking properties differ as a result. The 

frozen state of the bone slows degradation processes, and allows bone to fracture in a 

fresh- or better-than-fresh state for a period of time after the death of an animal. As 

desiccation ensues in the frozen bone, the fracture qualities may slowly diminish until 

the fracture morphology of the bone passes from fresh helical fracture to horizontal 

tension failure.  

 

Figure 4.1. Models of frozen bone behavior over time.  Outram (1998) represents a 

single experimentally based assessement of frozen bones.  Johnson (1985) represents a 

theoretical model of degradation from fresh bone to dry over time.  The proposed model 

combines these two approaches, and suggests that freezing bones will produce 

exceptional fracture morphologies.  Over time, frozen bones degrade predictably. 
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The proposed frozen bone model suggests that freezing both: 

a) Temporarily increases the degree to which bones will fracture as if 

fresh, and 

b) Extends the period of time during which they will exhibit such 

fracture patterns 

Because the proposed frozen bone model trajectory intersects with the helical fracture 

and horizontal tension failure lines later than Johnson suggests, it becomes clear that if 

the model is correct, frozen bone retains the ability to fracture as fresh longer than 

earlier suspected. The point at which the proposed frozen bone model intersects with 

helical fracture indicates the point at which the amount of degradation in frozen bone 

equals the improvement in freshness of fracture resultant from freezing. The point at 

which the proposed frozen bone model intersects with horizontal tension failure 

represents the point at which is it no longer likely that frozen bone will exhibit fresh 

fracture characteristics. At some point, bone at normal environmental temperatures and 

frozen bone react equally. This represents a point of total- or near-total desiccation, 

when bone is at the end of its process of degradation. The proposed frozen bone model 

presumes that Outram’s experimental work is essentially correct, and projects a trend 

based upon both inference regarding the physical effects of freezing and Outram’s 

experimental data. While this model is largely hypothetical and based on limited data, 

its merits are tested in Chapter 5. 

 

4.3 FRACTURE CHARACTERISTICS AND ENVIRONMENT  

 The debate surrounding bone tool production and bone flaking in the early 

Paleoindian archaeological record necessitates an understanding of the breaking and 

flaking properties of bone exposed to different environments. If frozen bone 
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demonstrates fracture properties superior to, or even markedly different from, those of 

fresh bone, then its value in terms of early cultural activity in North America becomes 

distinctly important. The dramatic reduction in fresh fracture characteristics as bones 

dry precludes the use of old bones for tool making in most instances. During the Late 

Pleistocene in much of North America, large portions of the year would have subject to 

below-freezing climatic conditions (Antevs 1955; Bryson et al. 1970; Fladmark 1983; 

Jackson et al. 2000; Wright 1974). Similarly, much of present-day Europe and Russia 

would have experienced comparably cold conditions during the Pleistocene (Wright 

1961). Because archaeological evidence from this period is so scarce in North America, 

little is understood about the seasonal behavioral patterns and survival strategies of the 

human groups that occupied these often-frozen landscapes (Frison 1982, 2004, Frison 

and Todd 1986). The study of frozen bone may prove productive in revealing some 

aspects of cold-weather adaptive strategies among early human groups.  

 Improved fracture properties in bone may indicate an increased preference for 

the use of bone as a tool making material during winter. The production of true flakes 

(direct percussion flakes with morphological characteristics comparable to those found 

on stone) from bone is possible at both room temperature (Bonnichsen 1979; Morlan 

1980; Stanford et al. 1981a) and while bone is frozen (Childey 1999; Chapter 6 of this 

thesis). The amount of force required to fracture complete long bone elements is an 

important consideration in understanding the degree of effort required to produce bone 

cores adequate for flake-tool production. While the amount of effort required to break 

both room temperature and frozen horse (Equus) and cow (Bos) bones such as those 

used in this study is easily within the range of normal human capacity, the considerably 

greater amount of effort required to fracture mammoth bones may have led early human 

groups to take advantage of the improved fracture properties of frozen bone. Recent 

experiential elephant bone breakage has demonstrated the enormous amount of force 
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needed to fracture relatively fresh elephant bone (Holen and Holen 2009; Holen pers. 

comm. 2010). The properties of frozen bone and the differences between frozen bone 

and bone at room temperature are tested and detailed through experimentation in 

Chapter 6.  

 

4.4 THE EFFECTS OF ROCKFALL 

 The effect of rockfall on archaeological bone assemblages presents an 

interesting study because of the similarities between natural, random rockfall and 

intentional cultural processes. Agenbroad (1989) and Dixon (1984) report on the effect 

of rockfall on paleontological bone assemblages, and suggest that the effect of natural, 

random rockfall may replicate the effect of cultural agency. Understanding the 

differences and similarities between the effect of these two dynamic processes is 

important for interpreting archaeological and paleontological bone assemblages, 

especially those recovered from cave and rockshelter environments and other areas 

subject to massive events of geological movement. 

 Chapter 7 addresses the absence of actualistic rockfall experimentation in the 

archaeological literature, and assesses the nature of rockfall-derived assemblages. This 

is accomplished through a series of experiments that test the effect of rockfall on bone 

assemblages prepared to simulate different environmental conditions. This allows for an 

appreciation of the effect of different environments and rates of degradation on bone 

assemblages affected by massive events of rockfall.  

 Understanding the nature of rockfall as a taphonomic process provides a basis 

for understanding the likelihood that rockfall will naturally produce bone fragments that 

might be mistaken for culturally derived specimens. These experiments also provide a 

basis for defining the characteristics exhibited by bone assemblages fractured and 

fragmented by rockfall, and provide data about the degree of destruction experienced by 
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bones subjected to various environmental conditions.  

 

4.5 ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS 

 The experiments in Chapters 5, 6, and 7 consider the degradation of frozen 

bones and bones exposed to hot, dry conditions, the flaking and fracture properties of 

frozen bone as compared with fresh and dry bone, taphonomy, the natural production of 

bone pseudo-flakes and cores, the effects of rockfall on zooarchaeological assemblages, 

and the relationship of bone density to archaeological survivorship. While very little 

work has been conducted to study the behavior of frozen bones, an equally small 

amount of work has been conducted to study human behaviors in cold-weather climates 

and their material-cultural remains. Much of North America, northern Europe, and 

northern Asia are subject to dramatically shifting annual climates that include very long, 

cold winters. Winter survival would have been (and in some cases continues to be) a 

serious consideration for many human groups given the harsh conditions. During the 

Late Pleistocene, considerably colder conditions prevailed over a much larger 

geographic area, further increasing the importance of winter survival capabilities 

(Antevs 1955; Bryson et al. 1970; Fladmark 1983; Jackson et al. 2000; Wright 1974). 

Given the harsh climate in these regions, significant survival strategies adapted for even 

the worst possible winter conditions would have been of utmost importance to these 

early groups. Evidence for adaptive winter survival strategies exists from the Clovis 

period, largely in the form of accepted archaeological sites in geographic locations 

known to experience very cold winters during the Late Pleistocene (for example Frison 

1982; Frison and Todd 1986). Other compelling archaeological and environmental 

evidence is limited, but includes important research that demonstrates an early reliance 

on late autumn and early winter hunting in preparation for winter subsistence (Fisher 

1984, 1988; Fisher and Koch 1983; Frison 1982, 2004; Frison and Todd 1986). 
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 Paleontological studies of mastodon death sites in Michigan and New York have 

yielded inconclusive but suggestive information regarding early mastodon butchery 

(Fisher 1981, 1984, 1988, 1996; Fisher and Koch 1983). The association of matching 

“disarticulation marks” on anatomically adjoining but archaeologically separated 

specimens at the Pleasant Lake, Michigan mastodon site and other nearby sites is 

presented as evidence for the use of wedges, possibly produced on intentionally 

fractured bones, to aid in process of mastodon disarticulation (Fisher 1984; Fisher and 

Koch 1983). Additionally, the dispersed presence of burnt bones, putative bone tools, 

and cutmarks provides further evidence for human-mastodon interaction during the Late 

Pleistocene (Fisher 1984; Shipman et al. 1984). The date of this event (broadly between 

12,845 and 10,395 C14 years BP) covers the entire Clovis period and probably more 

than a millennia immediately preceding it (Fisher 1984; Shipman et al. 1984). 

Incremental annual tusk features have been used to determine the season of death of 

mammoths and mastodons (Fisher 1981, 1984, 1988). It has been proposed that as 

mammoths and mastodons age, “incremental laminations” of tusk dentine form, and can 

be used as means of understanding seasonality in mammoth and mastodon death (Fisher 

1981, 1984, 1988). The most recently formed dentine, that which lies at the surface of 

the tusk pulp cavity, can be used to determine season of death in much the same fashion 

that tooth dentine deposition is used to age some other animals (Fisher 1981, 1984, 

1988). A random or logically patterned distribution of deaths would be expected among 

non-hunted mastodons, however, using a sample of thirteen mastodons, Fisher (1984) 

determines that six mastodons demonstrating evidence of butchery died in mid- to late 

autumn, an ideal time for winter meat- and insurance caching. Seven mammoths lacking 

signs of butchery were shown to have died in late winter or early spring, a time of 

increased probability of death for animals weakened by winter stresses (Fisher 1984). 

Similar studies have produced similar results at the Hiscock site in New York, dating to 
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10,945 to 9150 C14 years BP (Fisher 1988). 

 Frison suggests that winter meat caches may have been an important means of 

providing an adequate subsistence dietary base during long and cold winters (Frison 

1982:199-200, Frison and Todd 1986). Animals killed at an appropriate time in late 

autumn and early winter could be partially processed and left on the landscape 

(presumably protected from carnivores) to freeze. Similar processes continue to be 

utilized by the caribou-hunting native inhabitants of Arctic environments (Frison 

2004:47). As need for meat arose during the winter, meat packages could be collected 

from the caches and utilized as needed throughout the winter, until warmer 

temperatures in spring and early summer spoiled any remaining meat. At the Colby site 

in Wyoming, two mammoth meat caches are described (Frison and Todd 1986).  

While the evidence from the Colby site convincingly demonstrates the presence 

of meat caching activity, it is not entirely clear what the anticipated use of these meat 

caches may have been. Mammoth meat caches may have served “storage” or 

“insurance” purposes (Binford 1981; Frison and Todd 1986). A storage cache may have 

been intended for very probable usage in prehistoric times, whereas an insurance cache 

may have been intended primarily to insure availability of some subsistence base in the 

absence of other resources (Binford 1981; Frison and Todd 1986). At Colby, Frison and 

Todd (1986) suggest that one cache was opened and used during Clovis times, and 

another was left unexploited. This is evidenced by the presence of one cache that 

appears disturbed, with disarticulated elements in an apparently “random” distribution, 

while the other displays evidence for the presence of articulated meat-bearing units 

surrounded by a “barrier” of other bones (Frison and Todd 1986). Frison and Todd 

(1986) conclude that the later cache spoiled, undisturbed by humans, as the result of 

warm temperatures. A variety of bone tools, principally “choppers” and “fleshers” 

produced on camel and bison long bones were found in association with the mammoth 
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bone piles (meat caches) (Frison 1978:91-112, Frison and Todd 1986).  

 At the Agate Basin site, Frison suggests that winter bison kills took place within 

the Folsom, Agate Basin, and Hell Gap components (Frison 1982:197). Further, it is 

suggested that animals were butchered and then frozen, so that meat units could be used 

as needed throughout the winter (Frison 1982:197). Frison (1982) suggests that these 

early hunters may have camped near the meat caches to protect them, utilizing them as 

needed.  

 The high concentration of Paleoindian bison kills that occur during autumn and 

winter suggest that meat caching was a common subsistence strategy among high-Plains 

cultural groups. Evidence from the Horner, Carter-Kerr/McGee, Jones-Miller, and 

Hudson-Meng sites also suggest autumn and winter kills by Folsom, Alberta, Hell Gap, 

and Cody cultural groups (Agenbroad 1978, Frison 1978, 1982; Frison and Todd 1987, 

Stanford 1974). Very few examples of en masse bison kills at other times of year can be 

cited, and are considered largely anomalous (Olsen-Chubbock represents the most well-

known of these) (Wheat 1972).  

 Winter kills may be particularly important because they suggest several possible 

cultural uses for bone as a toolmaking material. Large, frozen meat packages would 

have presented a logistical challenge to early hunters in winter. Large, heavy packages 

of solidified, deeply frozen meat may have presented what could have been a daunting 

problem for early hunters equipped with potentially limited resources. Bones may have 

alleviated some of the difficulties associated with processing frozen meat. Bone flakes 

produced during the Ginsberg experiment were tested as cutting tools on both warm and 

frozen meat and revealed that:  

Bone flakes are inadequate for cutting through tough 
elephant hide; however, they are quite satisfactory for 
slicing through either warm or frozen flesh. They are not 
particularly effective for cutting through thick myelin 
sheaths that surround muscles. Bone cutting implements 
worked best on frozen flesh, as thin membrane tissue from 
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warm meat tends to adhere to the edge of the tool 
(Stanford et al. 1981a:439) (emphasis added). 
 

Bones may have served as important implements in meat cutting activities during the 

winter. When lithic material may have been difficult to acquire due to snow cover, 

extreme cold, or distance from a reliable source of meat, bones may have served as a 

more readily available source of raw material from which to fashion sharp-edged tools. 

The intrinsic unpredictability of mammoth procurement and poorly understood mobility 

practices mean that early hunters may have been unfamiliar with the specific geography 

in the region of a mammoth kill. As such, the use of mammoth bones as a raw material 

for toolmaking may be more likely if early hunters and gatherers remained in 

potentially unfamiliar territory near their source of winter meat.  

At worse, freezing slows the process of desiccation in bone and lengthens the 

“fresh” life of bone, while at best, freezing may improve the fracture qualities of bone 

frozen for short periods of time (Johnson 1985:188-189; Outram 1998:105-139, 2001). 

This may have made bone an ideally suited material for tool production in winter. 

 While some exceptions are known, much of the evidence for the use of bone 

flakes comes from northern regions that are known to experience very long, cold 

winters (Johnson 1985:217-218). Here, temperatures routinely remain below 0º C for 

months, and winters become both longer and colder the farther north one travels. In 

these environments, frozen bone would have been a resource available to early hunters 

for large portions of the year. A frozen bone may have served the same purposes as a 

lithic cobble, and may have been available in much closer proximity to the winter 

campsites of these early hunters. The most notable examples of bone flaking in warm 

climates exist in the form of proposed flaked mammoth bone artifacts from the Tocuila 

site in the extreme southern Plains of central Mexico, and several poorly preserved sites 

in Texas (Arroyo-Cabrales et al. 2001; Thoms et al. 2007). The use of flaked bone tools 

in association with winter meat caches is not the only proposed use for those tools, and 
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examples on the southern Plains may have served for either similar or distinct purposes. 

Many of the best and most convincing examples of flaked mammoth bone material are 

derived from sites where climatic patterns make their utility in meat cache exploitation 

activities more likely.  

 

4.6 SUMMARY 

The experiments reported in the following chapters provide the basis for 

improved interpretation of archaeological and paleontological bone assemblages. 

Frozen bones may play a significant role in the study of not only early Paleoindian 

hunters in North America, but also at many other sites and time periods in cold-climate 

areas. Previous research has failed to reach definitive conclusions regarding the fracture 

characteristics of frozen bone. Similarly, the archaeological literature fails to present an 

adequate timetable for bone degradation and the related changes in fracture 

morphology. To remedy this problematic issue, longitudinal studies of bone degradation 

and fracture morphology in both frozen and hot, dry environments are detailed in 

Chapter 5. 

Archaeological evidence suggests that meat caching may have been an 

important cultural activity in North America (and perhaps elsewhere), and experiments 

have demonstrated the utility of bone tools for cutting frozen meat (Frison 2004; Frison 

and Todd 1986; Stanford et al. 1981). To date, few researchers have endeavored to 

understand the archaeological implications of winter weather conditions in northern 

regions. It is of particular interest to obtain data that demonstrate a comparative 

timeframe for the degradation of frozen bones and bones exposed to other natural 

conditions. A thorough understanding of fresh frozen bone and its fracture 

characteristics may assist in understanding winter meat caching sites, other human 

strategies adapted for long-winter survival, and the material cultural remains from early 
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archaeological deposits.  

Chapter 6 examines the characteristics of bone flakes produced from both fresh 

and frozen bones, and delves further into understanding the implications of environment 

on past human behaviors. Though previous efforts have demonstrated the premise that 

bone can be flaked by processes similar to those employed when reducing lithic raw 

materials, the specific properties of bone as a raw material have rarely been examined, 

and may provide invaluable data for understanding the nature of fractured and 

fragmented zooarchaeological assemblages. 

Chapter 7 tests rockfall as a taphonomic process, and examines its effect on 

bone assemblages prepared to simulate a variety of environmental conditions. Rockfall 

has long been postulated as a potential cause of bone fracture and fragmentation, but 

few studies have specifically studied its effect on bone assemblages. The use of 

controlled experiments to understand rockfall allows for a more complete understanding 

of the effect of natural episodes of dynamic impact on bone assemblages. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

TRACKING CHANGES IN BONE FRACTURE MORPHOLOGY OVER TIME: 

AN EXPERIMENT 

 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

 The rate of degradation of bones exposed to different environmental conditions 

is a topic that has been poorly understood both by archaeologists and taphonomists 

examining the archaeological record directly, as well as by those using modern 

experimental and replicative techniques in attempts to understand the human past.  

While a large body of research exists regarding bone degradation and bone diagenesis 

(Behrensmeyer 1978; Collins et al. 1995; Hedges and Millard 1995; Johnson 1985; 

Morlan 1984; Nielsen-Marsh et al. 2000; White and Hannus 1983; and others) it has 

largely been conducted in temperate climates, and very little is understood concerning 

bone degradation in frozen environments. Johnson (1985) suggests that degradation in 

frozen bones is inevitable, though it almost certainly occurs at a much slower rate than 

degradation in most other environments. Collins et al. (1995) suggests that abiological 

diagenesis is possible in frozen bones. Bonnichsen (1982) has suggested that freeze-

drying may account for the preservation of bone in glacial and periglacial environments. 

Outram (1998, 2001, 2002) demonstrated that bones that are frozen and then thawed 

lose fresh fracture properties over time relative to the amount of time they are frozen. 

Aside from these references to frozen bone degradation, very little has been mentioned 

in the archaeological literature regarding the effects of freezing on bone preservation, 

and controlled actualistic data has not been produced. 

 Similarly, the rate of degradation of bones exposed to hot environments has only 

been defined broadly. Behrensmeyer (1978) studied the rate of degradation in bones 

exposed to different natural conditions in Africa and defined a series of weathering 
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stages for bones. As a result of varied natural conditions in the real world environments 

she studied, the possible rate of degradation varies widely. Her work clearly defines the 

types of weathering bones experience, but does not clearly define rate of degradation in 

specific environments. Outram (1998, 2001, 2002) baked and boiled bones to simulate 

different forms of cooking and bone marrow extraction pre-treatment, and achieved dry 

fracture morphologies when the bones were broken.  Other studies have explored 

various aspects of bone degradation (Collins et al. 1995; Hedges and Millard 1995; 

Johnson 1985; Morlan 1984; Nielsen-Marsh et al. 2000; White and Hannus 1983; and 

others), but most of these studies have made little attempt at defining specific rates of 

bone degradation and changes in bone fracture morphology.  

 Researchers conducting experiments in bone fracture frequently use frozen 

bones. Usually, these bones are frozen and utilized at a later date without taking into 

account the effects that freezing may have on the condition of bone material 

(Bonnichsen 1979; G. Haynes 1981; Sadek-Kooros 1966, 1972, 1975; Stanford et al. 

1981a; and others). In many of the same cases, bones are stored in unknown 

environmental conditions for undefined periods of time before they are used. This 

complicates interpretations of data because of the unknown amounts of degradation that 

the bones must have experienced during these periods. In the best cases, the length of 

time the bones were exposed to different conditions, the temperature at which the bones 

were stored, and the degree to which thawing or cooling occurred before 

experimentation are mentioned. In most cases, none of these data are provided. 

Understanding frozen bone behavior is important for adequately assessing not only 

archaeological evidence, but also experimental protocols that involve frozen bone. The 

effect of hot and dry conditions on the state of bones similarly affects the way 

archaeologists interpret the archaeological record and conduct experiments to 
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understand the past. The nature of bone as a material is also important for understanding 

the subsistence strategies of early cultural groups. 

 The basic science of bone preservation and degradation is poorly understood. 

Evans (1973) details the basic scientific understanding of the strength and behavior of 

bones. Johnson (1985) theorizes that freezing necessarily causes desiccation in bones, 

and suggests that this loss of water content may account for the initial changes in the 

behavior of bones. This is detailed in a Moisture Loss Model (Johnson 1985:187). The 

Moisture Loss Model appears sound in its basic assumption that the loss of water 

(which constitutes approximately 10% of bone) is both one of the first processes to 

affect bone, and one that could dramatically affect the basic behavior of bone as a 

material. This model, however, fails to adequately consider the importance of collagen, 

a substance that constitutes approximately 30% of bone. More recent biomedical 

research has demonstrated a proportional relationship between the expression of 

collagen in cortical bone, and temperature and duration of freezing (Andrade et al. 

2008). The reduction of collagen volume in cortical bone was apparent at –20º C, but 

more dramatic at –70º C, and was especially apparent after bones were frozen for 60 

days. Further, the space occupied by cells and nuclei diminished in cortical bone 

(Andrade et al. 2008). Water in bones expanded in response to temperature change, and 

resulted in the rupture of cellular and nuclear membranes (Andrade et al. 2008). 

Broadly, the effect of freezing on collagen content in bone can be summarized by 

saying that freezing 1) increases the size of cells and nuclei, 2) leads to osteocyte 

disappearance, 3) leads to collagen disorganization, 4) causes water expansion that 

causes rupturing of cellular and nuclear membranes, and 5) reduces the relative 

proportion of collagen apparent in cortical bone (Andrade et al. 2008). The significant 

changes in the condition of bones and their fracture morphology when they have 
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become dry can be attributed to the rapid loss of moisture and collagen content 

compared to bones in a frozen condition. 

 Even with the benefit of some basic scientific understanding of the effects of 

different environmental condition on bones, it remains difficult to explain the changes 

that occur in bone over time due to the intrinsic complexities of understanding the 

material behavior of the constituent parts of bone, the processes that affect them, and 

the complex dynamics of their interaction. This experiment serves not to explain the 

elementary nature of bone as a material, but rather, to actualistically demonstrate how 

the changes that occur over time while bones are frozen, or heated and dried, are 

manifest in the fracture morphologies created by dynamic impact, and to discuss the 

implications of the results in terms of understanding human behavioral patterns.  

 

5.2 ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS AND BONE DEGRADATION 

Evans’ (1973:56-57) often cited explanation of Sedlin (1965) is erroneously 

used as evidence that freezing and thawing has no statistically relevant effect on the 

nature of bone. Evans (1973:56-57) recognizes that the bending tests that were used to 

demonstrate little change in bone behavior when frozen and thawed are more indicative 

of basic bone structure than of the basic mechanical properties of bone. Further, Evans 

notes that the bones utilized in the experiment were frozen for only three to four weeks 

before being thawed (Evans 1973:56-57; Sedlin 1965), a time period that has been 

shown to produce little effect on bone dynamics (Outram 1998; Chapter 5 of this 

thesis).  

Outram (1998) demonstrated that bones frozen for two, four, and twenty weeks, 

and then thawed before fracturing exhibited signs of degradation apparent from 

assessing their fracture morphologies. Bones frozen for ten weeks and not thawed 

before fracture exhibited fracture patterns similar to fresh bone, though the sample size 
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for this experiment (n=2) was almost certainly too small to produce a statistically 

relevant sample (Outram 1998). This work is important as a basis for understanding the 

detrimental effect that misguided concepts of the nature of frozen bone may have on 

archaeological, experimental, and replicative interpretations. 

 An early experiment in bone fracture involved the fragmentation of 1200 sheep 

metapodials as a means of interpreting purportedly human modified bones from Jaguar 

Cave in Idaho (Sadek-Kooros 1966). Dramatically different fracture morphologies are 

seen in the bones broken as the basis for this experiment, largely as the result of 

differing techniques of breakage and attempts to produce specific morphological 

outcomes. While later publications (Sadek-Kooros 1972, 1975) dealing with the same 

data mention that the bones used in experiment were frozen and thawed before 

fracturing, at no point in the Ph.D. thesis or any publications that stemmed from it does 

the researcher note how the bones were prepared, stored, for what period of time, to 

what degree the bones were frozen, thawed, exposed to natural or simulated 

environmental conditions, or any other such relevant data. The results of this 

experiment, then, are very difficult to interpret in the lack of an understanding 

concerning the impact that different environmental conditions may have played in the 

degradation of the bones utilized, especially given the dramatic array of fracture types 

and patterns produced. 

 Building on earlier observations by Brueil (1939), Dart (1959), and Kitching 

(Dart 1961), Bonnichsen (1979) conducted experiments designed to shed light on 

Paleoindian bone flaking. Bonnichsen (1979) used Pleistocene-aged fossil long bone 

elements as well as long bone elements obtained from “fresh” cattle and horse. 

Unfortunately, Bonnichsen does not mention whether the “fresh” bones he used were 

frozen for some period of time, and subsequently thawed, before being broken, or if 

they were stored for some period of time in a different condition that may have led to 
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some degree of degradation. Morlan (1980) conducted similar work that unfortunately 

lacked the same critical information on bone condition and preservation. 

 Stanford et al. (1981a) conducted flaking experiments on elephant bones as part 

of the Ginsberg Experiment. While the Science report published to detail the results of 

the experiment does not mention the date of the death of the elephant from which the 

bones were obtained, it mentions that some experiments were conducted in March 1978 

at the National Zoological Park Conservation Research Center, in Royal Front, Virginia, 

while others were conducted in March 1979 at the National Museum of Man in Ottawa, 

Canada (Stanford et al. 1981a). Presumably, the unutilized portion of the bones was 

frozen during the intervening year, transported, and presumably thawed before being 

used experimentally. Stanford (pers. comm. 2011) suggests that the bones may have 

been stored in a barn during the intervening year. Again, a lack of reported data causes 

difficulty in interpreting the results of this bone fracturing experiment.  

 More recent experiential research conducted by Holen (Holen and Holen 2009; 

Holen personal communication 2009-2010) utilized elephant bones recovered from an 

elephant that had been buried for a period of months before the bones were recovered, 

at which time the bones were then frozen. While the flakes and fragments produced by 

Holen generally appear to exhibit fresh fracture properties, this research is essentially 

relevant in only demonstrating that bone flaking is, indeed, possible. The amount and 

rate of degradation that these bones experienced is unknown. 

 The wide range of outcomes that bones exhibit based upon their condition of 

preservation (or degradation) dramatically affects the ways in which archaeologists 

interpret experimental data, and has further implications for the interpretation of bone 

fracture evidence in the archaeological record. 
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5.3 BONE DEGRADATION AND ITS ARCHAEOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS 

 The length of time that bones maintain specific fracture morphologies is 

important for evaluating the taphonomic processes that may affect bones in the range of 

environments encountered in the natural world. Some researchers have suggested that 

bones may behave as if fresh even thousands of years after their deposition. Thorson 

and Guthrie (1983) and C. V. Haynes (1971) suggest that Pleistocene-aged bone from 

periglacial environments may fracture as if fresh, and G. Haynes (1991:234, 2000:260, 

2002:132, 336) has suggested that in some instances Pleistocene-age mammoth bone 

material has been preserved in fresh condition. G. Haynes further suggests that the 

movement of modern large machinery is responsible for the fresh-fracture of 

Pleistocene-aged mammoth bones in some instances, a premise that could only be 

sustained if bones are shown to experience almost no degradation over the course of 

thousands of years. 

Bone degradation in temperate climates is a rapid process in which considerable 

changes in fracture morphology can be noted within days from the death of an animal 

(Behrensmeyer 1978; Johnson 1985). This rapid process of degradation often proves 

important in understanding the probability of bone breakage as the result of taphonomic 

processes. The timeframe during which fresh fractures occur in frozen bone, however, 

is poorly understood, and to date no experimental research has demonstrated the rate of 

degradation in frozen bone. These data are relevant in terms of understanding the nature 

of the taphonomic processes that affect bone assemblages, the likelihood that bones 

broken by taphonomic agencies in these environments will simulate cultural 

modification, and they provide insight into the nature and behavioral patterns of early 

hunting and gathering groups. Demonstrating that bone degrades even in very good 

preservational environments contradicts the suggestions made by some taphonomists 

that recent cultural and natural processes may produce “pseudo-artifacts” (G. Haynes 
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1991:234, 2000:260, 2002:132, 336). Though bone degradation in temperate and hot 

climates is understood as a process that affects fracture morphology, it remains a little-

studied topic, and few studies have thoroughly addressed the specific rates of 

degradation in bones exposed to natural real-world conditions. 

 

5.4 METHODOLOGY 

 In order to better understand bone fracture morphology, a longitudinal study 

investigating the rate of degradation in frozen bones and bones exposed to hot, dry 

conditions was designed. To provide relevant data concerning bone degradation, an 

experimental methodology was developed for obtaining, cleaning, freezing, fracturing, 

and analyzing modern bones to understand the changes bones undergo when frozen for 

varied periods of time under controlled conditions. A similar experiment was designed 

for exposing bones to hot, dry conditions and evaluating changes in their fracture 

morphology over time. Though elephant bone material is the closest modern analog to 

Pleistocene-aged mammoth bone, elephant bone material could not be obtained in the 

quantities necessary for the purposes of these experiments. The dynamics of bone 

fracture induced by humans, however, remain essentially the same regardless of the 

specific species from which bone was derived. As such, the bones of much smaller 

mammals—horses (Equus)—were utilized in the frozen bone experiments, while cattle 

(Bos) bones were used in the hot, dry bone fracture experiments. In terms of broad-

ranging applicability, the use of mammals smaller than elephants more closely 

simulates fractured bones encountered across the spectrum of the archaeological record, 

rather than focusing solely on one exceptionally large species and the limited timeframe 

during which humans and mammoths coexisted. In terms of practicality, the use of 

small mammals allows for greater quantities of bone material to be used, solidifying the 

experimental data in a manner not possible given the great difficulty of obtaining and 
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working with elephant bones in large quantities. Additionally, the benefit of utilizing 

bones from smaller animals is largely found in the ability to conduct multiple 

experiments on bones exposed to different conditions for various periods of time, 

lending longitudinal relevance to the study. 

 The bones used in the frozen bone experiments were obtained from three 

recently deceased horses. Each horse was fully-grown at the time of death, as indicated 

by epiphyseal fusion, and confirmed by conversations with horses’ caretakers. The legs 

of the horses were disarticulated and defleshed. Special attention was given to removing 

all tissue, including periosteum, from the diaphysis of each bone, and from the areas of 

the epiphyses immediately adjacent to the diaphysis. For reasons of expediency and 

efficiency, small amounts of flesh left attached to the epiphyses were disregarded such 

they would not affect diaphyseal fracture morphology. The leg bones from all three 

horses were obtained, cleaned and placed in a freezer within 48 hours of the death of the 

animals. During most of this period of time, the bones were fully fleshed and very little 

degradation can be expected to have occurred. The process of cleaning bones before 

freezing them required some exposure of partially and wholly defleshed bones. This 

period of time never exceeded four hours. All processing was conducted while 

environmental temperatures were between –3ºC and 5ºC. 

 These bones were divided into equal samples. Each sample consisted of one 

humerus, one radio-ulna, one femur, one tibia, and one metatarsal, and one metacarpal. 

A total of six samples were created. Five of the samples were frozen for different 

periods of time before they were fractured. One sample was designated as a control 

sample, and was fractured while fresh.  

Minor differences in age and size were not viewed as problematic for the 

purposes of this experiment, given that all animals used were fully adult and of 

approximately the same size. Horse metapodia exhibit exceptionally thick cortical bone. 
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Other horse long bone elements, such as humeri, exhibit thinner cortical bone, but all 

are sufficiently thick to allow for easy analysis of the angle of fracture surfaces and 

surface textures, and their gross size makes analysis of the helical fracture outline (or 

lack thereof) relatively easy. 

 These samples (except the fresh sample) were frozen in a chest-freezer dedicated 

for the purposes of this study. A thermometer was placed within the freezer and 

connected to an externally mounted digital temperature gauge. The desired temperature 

was –20º C, a temperature easily within the climatic range of many northern regions, 

and one that could have been sustained for relatively long periods at the end of the 

Pleistocene. Over the course of the experiment, small fluctuations in the internal 

temperature of the freezer were noted, however, these minor fluctuations will not have 

affected the ultimate outcome of the experiment. The freezer temperature ranged from –

18.9º C to –22.4º C. 

 When fracturing the bones, each bone was removed from the freezer one at a 

time in order to minimize the amount of time each bone was exposed to environmental 

conditions. The amount of time elapsed between removing each bone from the freezer 

and the time of their fracture was limited to not more than three minutes (but usually 

considerably less), a period of time that would not allow for considerable thawing of the 

bones.  

 Each bone was fractured by the same person, using the same hammerstone, the 

same anvil, utilizing the same striking technique (see Figure 5.1). 
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 Figure 5.1. Hammerstone and anvil used to fracture the bone samples in this 

experiment, with a recently fractured fresh horse tibia. 

 

Fragments were carefully collected and the fractured bone surfaces were analyzed 

immediately. After analysis, the bones were carefully boiled in a weak solution of 

sodium hydroxide (NaOH) to remove the remaining tissues from the bones, allowing 

for further, study and re-examination of the bones. This caustic solution can cause 

damage to the surfaces of bone, but because primarily analysis was completed before 

the bones were boiled, accurate data was collected. Further, the very brief period during 

which the bones were exposed to this caustic solution did not cause any observable 

surface damage to the bones. 

 Following Outram (1998, 2001, 2002), the Fracture Freshness Index (FFI) 

scoring system was utilized in analyzing the bones and bone fragments produced during 

these experiments. The three most salient morphological characteristics of fresh bone 

fracture are 1) the smoothness of the fracture surface, 2) the angle of the fracture surface 

to the cortical surface of the bone, and 3) the fracture outline, which is usually helical or 
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spiral-shaped in fresh bone (Johnson 1985; Morlan 1984; Outram 1998, 2001; Villa and 

Mahieu 1991). Outram’s (1998, 2001) FFI scoring system assigns each bone fragment a 

score of zero to two based on each of these three indicators, creating a total FFI score 

between zero and six for each bone fragment. A bone fragment with a smooth fracture 

surface is scored at zero points, one with a rough fracture surface is scored at two 

points, and a neither smooth nor rough surface (semi-smooth or semi-rough) is scored at 

one point. A bone fragment with fracture surfaces acute or obtuse to the cortical surface 

of the bone is scored at zero points, one with a fracture surface at a right angle to the 

cortical surface is scored at two points, and one that exhibits both types of angle is 

scored at one point. A bone fragment with a fracture outline that follows the helical 

fracture pattern is scored at zero points, one that exhibits straight, stepped, columnar, 

jagged, diagonal, other non-helical patterns is scored at two points, and that exhibits 

characteristics of both is scored at one point. Thus, a bone or fragment exhibiting pure 

fresh fracture characteristics will achieve a score of zero, while one that exhibits no 

fresh fracture characteristics will achieve a score of six.  

Though the FFI scoring system alone is an imperfect means for assessing 

archaeological collections because of the vast array of taphonomic processes that bones 

undergo, it is extremely useful for analyzing broken bones for which a clear history can 

be established.  This makes the FFI system especially useful in modern experimental 

research using modern animal bones. Because the bones used in this study were 

carefully selected and controlled, the FFI scoring system proved a very useful technique 

for quantifying the degree of fresh bone fracture in the samples created for the purposes 

of these experiments. 

 Each fragment of horse bone from both the fresh and frozen samples was 

assigned an FFI score following Outram (1998, 2001). A measurement of the total 

length of the fracture surface was also recorded. Several mathematical means exist for 
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calculating the FFI score of a sample. For the purposes of this study, it was felt that 

several methods of calculation would help in emphasizing the consistency and 

demonstrability of changes in bone fracture over time. Three separate methods of 

calculation were used in this study, one following Outram (1998, 2001, 2002) and two 

further methods of calculation that were created for the purposes of this experiment. 

These further mathematical methods aid in assuring that the results of any one method 

are not methodological artifacts, but that they represent real changes in bone fracture 

morphology over time. 

Method A involved measuring the fracture surface of each fragment carefully. 

Weighing the FFI score of each fragment against the amount of fracture surface on each 

bone derived an average score for each bone. The results of a sample are then expressed 

as the mean of these scores. Method A is described by the formula:  

 

Fv = Fs x Fl 
Bv = (Fv1 + Fv2 + Fv3…)/Flwb 
Method A Sample Score = (Bv1 + Bv2 + Bv3…)/Number of bones in sample 
 
Where: 
 
Fv = Fragment Value 
Fs = Fragment FFI Score 
Fl = Fragment Fracture Length 
Flwb = Fragment Length for Whole Bone, and 
Bv = Value for Whole Bone 

 

Method B involved producing one length-weighted average for the entire 

sample. The results of a sample are expressed as the mean of the values of each 

fragment, weighted against the length of their fracture surface. Method B is described 

by the formula: 

 

Fv = Fs x Fl 
Method B Sample Score = (Fv1 + Fv2 + Fv3…)/Flws 
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Where: 
Fv = Fragment Value 
Fs = Fragment FFI Score 
Fl = Fragment Fracture Length 
Flws = Fragment Length for Whole Sample 

 

Method C involved assigning each fragment (regardless of size) a gross score and 

calculating the mean for a sample. Method C is described by the formula: 

 

Method C Sample Score = (Fs1 + Fs2 + Fs3…)/Number of Fragments in Sample 

 
Where: 
 
Fs = Fragment FFI Score 
 
 

Each method differently emphasizes various aspects of the samples. Method A 

weighs each bone in a sample equally, regardless of the differences in length of the 

fracture from one bone to another. Method B weighs the entire sample based upon total 

length of fracture surfaces within the sample, meaning that a bone with a greater 

amount of fracture surface weighs more heavily in the average than a bone with a lesser 

amount of fracture surface. Method C values each bone fragment equally, regardless of 

size, following Outram (1998, 2001). Together, these methods of calculation provide a 

basis for interpretation of changes in frozen bone fracture morphology over time. 

 A set of experiments using the similar methodology was conducted to 

investigate the effect of a hot, dry environment on bone preservation and subsequent 

fracture morphology. For these experiments, six samples of cattle bones, each 

consisting of two humeri, two radio-ulnae, two femora, and two tibiae were obtained 

from a local butcher. A disused photographic film drying cabinet was converted into a 

heating and drying apparatus. The drying machine was set at 40º C, while a fan lightly 

circulated air (Figure 5.2). 
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 Figure 5.2. Adapted drying cabinet used for the controlled heating and drying of 

cattle bones to simulate a hot dry natural environment. 

 

Five samples of cattle bones were suspended in the drying apparatus for varying 

periods of time—1, 3, 7, 14, and 21 days respectively. The sixth sample was fractured 

when fresh following the protocol described for the frozen bone experiment. When the 

heated and dried bones reached the desired time period, they were removed from the 

drier and immediately fractured in the same manner as the previously described frozen 

bones. The analysis of these samples also followed the same procedure described for the 

frozen bone samples. 

 

5.5 DATA 

 This series of longitudinal experiments produced a dataset that changes the way 

archaeologists interpret and understand bone degradation. The frozen bone experiment 

included a control sample and samples frozen for 1, 10, 20, 40, and 60 weeks. The 

heated, dried bone experiment includes a control sample and samples heated and dried 
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for 1, 3, 7, 14, and 21 days. The complete dataset for these experiments is presented in 

Appendix B (for the frozen bone experiments) and Appendix C (for the heated and 

dried bone experiments). 

 

Frozen Bone Experiment: Fresh (Control Sample) 

 A sample of fresh horse bones was broken shortly after having been removed 

from the legs of a horse that died the previous day. They were each placed on a 

limestone anvil and broken easily with a diorite hammerstone. The femur, humerus, and 

radio-ulna fractured on the first blow. The tibia required two blows, the metatarsal 

required three blows, and the metacarpal required four blows. 

 All fracture surfaces were observed to have a smooth texture, except in limited 

areas where clearly identifiable hackle marks were present. The helical fracture outline 

was apparent over the vast majority of the fracture surface, meaning that the analysis of 

freshness of fracture was largely based upon the angle of the fracture to the cortical 

surface. 

 Method A produced an average FFI score of .51. Using Method B, a sample 

average of .56 was derived. Method C produced an average of .41. Table 5.1 

summarizes the values of these results and compares them to the others samples from 

this experiment. 

 

Frozen Bone Experiment: One Week Frozen 

 A sample of fresh horse bones was frozen at –20º C shortly after having been 

removed from the legs of a horse that died the previous day. After one week, the bones 

were removed from the freezer and fractured. Using the techniques described earlier in 

this chapter, each bone was fractured on the first impact except for the radio-ulna, 
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which required one additional blow, and the metacarpal, which required two additional 

blows. 

 All fracture surfaces were observed to have a smooth texture, except in limited 

areas where clearly identifiable hackle marks were present. The helical fracture outline 

was preserved almost perfectly, meaning that any assessment of less-than-ideal fracture 

was based upon the angle of the fracture to the cortical surface. 

 Method A produced an average of .24. Using Method B, a sample average of .24 

was derived. Method C produced an average of .15. Table 5.1 summarizes the values of 

these results and compares them to the others samples from this experiment. 

 

Frozen Bone Experiment: Ten Weeks Frozen 

Using the same techniques, a sample of bones frozen for ten weeks was 

fractured. The femur, humerus, radius, and metacarpal fractured on the first blow. The 

tibia required two blows, and the metatarsal required three blows. 

 All fracture surfaces were observed to have a smooth texture, except in limited 

areas where clearly identifiable hackle marks were present. The helical fracture outline 

was largely preserved over the vast majority of the fracture surfaces (e.g. Figure 5.3). 

Thus, the analysis of freshness of fracture was largely based upon the angle of the 

fracture to the cortical surface. 
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 Figure 5.3. A horse radius fractured after ten weeks frozen exhibits fresh 

fracture characteristics. 

 

 Method A produced an average of .47. Using Method B, a sample average of .46 

was derived. Using Method C produced an average of .35. Table 5.1 summarizes the 

values of these results and compares them to the others samples from this experiment. 

 

Frozen Bone Experiment: 20 Weeks Frozen 

After twenty weeks, a further sample of bones was removed from the freezer 

and fractured. The femur, humerus, radius, tibia, and metacarpal fractured on the first 

blow. The metatarsal required one additional blow. 

 Some fracture surfaces began to exhibit less than perfectly smooth fracture 

surfaces, however, no single bone fragment exhibited a sufficiently rough surface to 

justify any score other than zero for fracture surface smoothness. The analysis of 

freshness of fracture was still largely based upon the angle of the fracture to the cortical 

surface, though the helical fracture outline was compromised in some areas. Largely, 

the helical fracture pattern was preserved in the fracture morphology of the bones 

included in this sample. Right- and near-right angle fractures, however, were 

increasingly common among the bone fragments considered in this sample. 
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 Method A produced an average of .52. Using Method B, a sample average of .54 

was derived. Using Method C produced an average of .57. Table 5.1 summarizes the 

values of these results and compares them to the others samples from this experiment. 

 

Frozen Bone Experiment: 40 Weeks Frozen 

A further sample was fractured after 40 weeks frozen. The femur, humerus, and 

both metapodials fractured on the first blow. The radio-ulna and tibia required one 

additional blow. 

 Some fracture surfaces exhibited less than perfectly smooth fracture surfaces, 

however, no single bone fragment exhibited a sufficiently rough surface to justify any 

score other than zero for fracture surface smoothness. The analysis of freshness of 

fracture, then, was largely based upon the angle of the fracture to the cortical surface 

and helical (or non-helical) nature of the fracture outline, though fracture smoothness 

was carefully considered while examining these bone fragments. Largely, the helical 

fracture pattern was preserved in the fracture morphology of the bones included in this 

sample, however, in some cases straight line fractured occurred on limit areas of some 

bones (e.g. Figure 5.4). Right- and near-right angle fractures, however, were quite 

common among the bone fragments considered in this sample and resulted in the 

majority of fragments being assigned a FFI score of 1, while some fragments were 

assigned a score of 2. 
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 Figure 5.4. A horse long bone fractured after 40 weeks frozen exhibits mixed 

fracture characteristics. The midshaft portion of the fracture, at the bottom left, 

represents a largely helical outline, smooth fracture surface, and fracture surfaces at an 

angle to the cortical surface. The long fracture, which runs from the center of the photo 

to the top right, is largely straight (non-helical) and at a right angle to the cortical 

surface of the bone. 

 

 Method A produced an average of .91. Using Method B, a sample average of .81 

was derived. Using Method C produced an average of .76. Table 5.1 summarizes the 

values of these results and compares them to the others samples from this experiment. 
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Frozen Bone Experiment: 60 Weeks Frozen 

A final sample was fractured after having been frozen for 60 weeks. All bones 

fractured on the first blow from a hammerstone except for the tibia, which required one 

additional blow. 

 Some fracture surfaces began to exhibit less than perfectly smooth fracture 

surfaces, however, no single bone fragment exhibited a sufficiently rough surface to 

justify any score other than zero for fracture surface smoothness. The analysis of 

freshness of fracture, then, was largely based upon the angle of the fracture to the 

cortical surface and helical (or non-helical) nature of the fracture outline, though 

fracture smoothness was carefully considered while examining these bone fragments. 

Largely, the helical fracture pattern was preserved in the fracture morphology of the 

bones included in this sample, though it was less than ideal in many places. On some 

occasions, the level of this non-helical breakage warranted a score of one. Right- and 

near-right angle fractures were very common in this sample, and most fragments 

received a score of one based upon the prevalence of right-angled fracture. Figure 5.5 

provides an example of relatively straight, right-angled fracture. 
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 Figure 5.5. A horse tibia that was fractured after 60 weeks frozen exhibits 

relatively straight-line, right-angled fracture morphology. 

 

 Method A produced an average of 1.07. Using Method B, a sample average of 

1.09 was derived. Using Method C produced an average of 1.10. Table 5.1 summarizes 

the values of these results and compares them to the other samples from this 

experiment. 

 

Heated, Dried Bone Experiment: Fresh (Control Sample) 

 A sample of fresh cattle bones was fractured using the same technique described 

for the frozen bone experiments.  

 All fracture surfaces were observed to have a smooth texture, except in limited 

areas where clearly identifiable hackle marks were present. The helical fracture outline 

was apparent over the vast majority of the fracture surface, meaning that the analysis of 
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freshness of fracture was largely based upon the angle of the fracture to the cortical 

surface. 

 Method A produced an average of .54. Using Method B, a sample average of .57 

was derived. Method C produced an average of .51. Table 5.2 summarizes the values of 

these results and compares them to the others samples from this experiment. 

 The results of this fresh cattle bone control sample (A=.54, B=.57, C=.51) can 

be easily compared to the horse bone control sample used in the frozen bone fracture 

experiments (A=.51, B=.56, C=.41), and demonstrates very similar results in spite of 

the use of different species between the frozen and heated and dried bone experiments. 

 

Heated, Dried Bone Experiment: One Day 

A sample of bones was broken after being heated and dried for the period of one 

day. That these bones experienced severe degradation over the course of a single day 

was evidenced by macroscopically apparent cracks in the cortical bone, and by a 

dramatic shift in bone fracture morphology when compared to the fresh bone control 

sample. While fracture surfaces remained relatively smooth, helical fracture 

morphology and the angle of the fracture surface to the cortical surface were 

dramatically affected. A significant amount of marrow escaped from the bones while 

they were heated and dried, however, marrow within the bone appeared to be unsoured. 

 Method A produced an average of 2.95. Using Method B, a sample average of 

2.94 was derived. Method C produced an average of 2.59. Table 5.2 summarizes the 

values of these results and compares them to the others samples from this experiment.  
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Heated, Dried Bone Experiment: Three Days 

A sample of bones was broken after being heated and dried for the period of 

three days. Cracks in the cortical bone were apparent on some of the bones when they 

were removed from the heating and drying cabinet (e.g. Figure 5.6).  

 

Figure 5.6. A long, fine, straight-line crack in cortical bone formed during three 

days under hot, dry conditions. 

 

The fractured bones closely resembled those fractured after one day, however, 

close analysis of the specimens revealed a greater degree of degradation among the 

bones heated and dried for 3 days. A significant amount of bone marrow escaped from 

the bones while they were heated and dried, and even after 3 days, the marrow appeared 

relatively unsoured (though decidedly unattractive to modern tastes). 

 Method A produced an average of 3.14. Using Method B, a sample average of 

3.18 was derived. Method C produced an average of 2.88. Table 5.2 summarizes the 

values of these results and compares them to the others samples from this experiment.  
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Heated, Dried Bone Experiment: Seven Days 

A sample of bones was broken after being heated and dried for the period of 

seven days. Multiple cracks in the cortical bone were apparent on all of the bones when 

they were removed from the heating and drying cabinet, many of which appeared to 

penetrate the marrow cavity. A large amount of bone marrow escaped from the bones 

while they were heated and dried, and after seven days the remaining marrow appeared 

to have become soured. Even in this condition, though it would not be attractive to most 

modern human groups, it may not have been beyond the state considered edible by 

prehistoric groups. Fracture morphology resembled the patterns evident in the samples 

broken after one and three days, however, it was clear that further degradation occurred 

with the passage of a longer period of time. 

 Method A produced an average of 3.46. Using Method B, a sample average of 

3.48 was derived. Method C produced an average of 3.20. Table 5.2 summarizes the 

values of these results and compares them to the others samples from this experiment.  

 

Heated, Dried Bone Experiment: Fourteen Days 

A sample of bones was broken after being heated and dried for the period of 

fourteen days. Cracks in the cortical bone were apparent on all of the bones when they 

were removed from the heating and drying cabinet. 

A significant but small amount of bone marrow remained within the medullary 

cavities of the bones, but the marrow was considerably soured. Fracture surfaces 

generally remained smooth, though in some instances were relatively rough. Helical 

fracture morphology was almost never present on any of these bone fragments or 

portions thereof, and the angle of fracture to the cortical surface was generally, but not 

always, right or nearly right, and only rarely acute or obtuse. 
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 Method A produced an average of 4.02. Using Method B, a sample average of 

4.04 was derived. Method C produced an average of 3.88. Table 5.2 summarizes the 

values of these results and compares them to the others samples from this experiment.  

 

Heated, Dried Bone Experiment: 21 Days 

A sample of bones was broken after being heated and dried for the period of 

twenty-one days. Cracks in the cortical bone were apparent on all of the bones when 

they were removed from the heating and drying cabinet. One such crack is depicted in 

Figure 5.7. Such serious cracks had a significant impact on the fracture morphology of 

these bones, as depicted in Figure 5.8. 

 

Figure 5.7. A large crack that extends diagonally along the length of the 

diaphysis of a long bone exposed to hot dry conditions for 21 days. 
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Figure 5.8. The same bone heated and dried for 21 days. Note that some of the 

fracture pattern follows a large crack in the bone. 

 

A significant but small amount of bone marrow remained within the medullary 

cavities of the bones, but the marrow was considerably soured. Fracture surfaces 

generally remained smooth, though in some instances were relatively rough. Helical 

fracture morphology was almost never present on any of these bone fragments or 

portions thereof, and the angle of fracture to the cortical surface was generally, but not 

always, right or nearly right, and only rarely acute or obtuse. These bones had degraded 

considerably over time, and often fractured into very jagged fragments (e.g. Figure 5.8). 

 Method A produced an average of 4.30. Using Method B, a sample average of 

4.27 was derived. Method C produced an average of 4.17. Table 5.2 summarizes the 

values of these results and compares them to the others samples from this experiment.  
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5.6 SUMMARY OF DATA 

 The results of the experiment to test the longitudinal degradation of six frozen 

bone samples are presented in Table 5.1 and graphically in Figure 5.9. 

 

Table 5.1. Freshness Fracture Index scores for bone samples frozen for different 

periods of time. 

 Method A Method B Method C 
Fresh (n=6) .51 .56 .41 
1 Week (n=6) .24 .24 .15 
10 Weeks (n=6) .47 .46 .35 
20 Weeks (n=6) .52 .54 .57 
40 Weeks (n=6) .91 .81 .76 
60 Weeks (n=6) 1.07 1.09 1.10 
 

 

Figure 5.9. Graphic representation of the changes in bone fracture quality over 

time in frozen bones as measured by FFI score (y-axis). 

 

The results of the experiment to test the longitudinal degradation of six heated 

and dried bone samples are presented in Table 5.2 and graphically in Figure 5.10. 
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Table 5.2. Freshness Fracture Index scores for bone samples heated and dried for 

different periods of time. 

 Method A Method B Method C 
Fresh (n=8) .54 .57 .51 
1 Day (n=8) 2.95 2.94 2.59 
3 Days (n=8) 3.14 3.18 2.88 
7 Days (n=8) 3.46 3.48 3.20 
14 Days (n=8) 4.02 4.04 3.88 
21 Days (n=8) 4.30 4.27 4.17 
 

 

Figure 5.10. Graphic representation of the changes in bone fracture quality over 

time in heated and dried bones as measured by FFI score (y-axis). 

 

 Control samples of fresh bones provide a basis for understanding the behavior 

and fracture properties of bones exposed to different environmental conditions for 

varying lengths of time. Further, these data for fresh bones allow for important 

comparisons between the fracture properties of bones exposed to dramatically different 

environments. 
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 Depending upon the method of calculation, these control samples of fresh bones 

received a score of between .41 and .57 on the FFI scale. This is consistent with, but 

somewhat higher than, Outram’s (1998, 2001) results (n=7). Using Method C, the 

method of calculation preferred by Outram, these samples received scores of .41 and .51 

respectively. Figure 5.11 depicts a representative example of fresh fracture morphology 

on a bone frozen for one week. 

 

 Figure 5.11. Fresh fracture morphology on a bone broken when fresh. 

 

 It was decided to fracture a sample of frozen bones after one week such that this 

time period was thought to represent a point at which bones would be deeply frozen, but 

when they would not yet have experienced any considerable amount of degradation. 

While similar results might be expected from bones frozen for several days, or several 

weeks, the sample frozen for one week before fracturing demonstrates significantly 

improved fracture properties when compared to the sample broken while fresh. 
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Depending upon the method of calculation used, this sample received a score of 

between .15 and .24 on the FFI scale. This improvement in fresh fracture morphology 

could be the product of many different phenomena, but it is suspected that the 

solidification of the non-mineral fraction of bone (collagen and water) makes bone a 

more brittle material that exhibits improved conchoidal fracture properties. This 

homogenization of the physical state of the materials that constitute bone may lead to 

improved fracture propagation in frozen bone. Indeed, few other explanations offer the 

means by which to explain the improved fracture properties of frozen bone when 

compared to fresh bone. 

 After ten weeks, another sample of frozen bones was fractured in the same 

manner. This sample replicates a similar sample fractured by Outram (1998). On a 

much smaller sample of bones (n=2), Outram also calculated a lower FFI score for 

bones frozen for ten weeks when compared to a larger sample (n=7) of fresh bones. 

Depending upon the method of calculation used, the sample fractured after being frozen 

for ten weeks in this experiment received a score of between .35 and .47 on the FFI 

scale, slightly lower than the fresh bone control sample. 

 After being frozen for twenty weeks, a further sample of bones was fractured. 

Depending upon the method of calculation used, this sample received a score of 

between .52 and .57 on the FFI scale, a range of scores slightly higher than the values 

assigned to bones broken while fresh. The period of time of about twenty weeks, then, 

represents the point at which the degree of improved fracture properties of frozen bone 

are approximately equaled by the degree of degradation that occurs in frozen bone 

under the conditions described in this experiment. 

 After forty weeks, a further same of bones was fractured. This resulted in a 

calculated value of between .76 and .91 depending upon the method of calculation used. 

These values are considerably higher than the values produced when fracturing fresh 
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bones, and it is evident that bones frozen for between 20 and 40 weeks will degrade to a 

degree sufficient to reduce their fracture properties when compared with fresh bone. 

Significantly, bones frozen for 20 weeks produced no fragments with FFI scores higher 

than 1, while some bone fragments from the sample frozen for 40 weeks produced FFI 

scores of 2. While the basic helical fracture outline is generally preserved even after 40 

weeks, the texture of the fracture surface is somewhat affected, while the angle of the 

fracture surface relative to the cortical surface is significantly affected.  

 After sixty weeks, an identical sample of bones was fractured and resulted in 

values of between 1.07 and 1.10 depending upon the method of calculation uses. These 

values are consistent with the trend that had been demonstrated by previous samples. 

The FFI scores assigned to bone fragments from this sample ranged from 0 to 2, but the 

majority of these fragments received a score of 1. The texture of the fracture surface 

was only slightly rougher than in previous samples. While most fragments exhibited 

clear evidence of the helical fracture outline, some fragments had significant areas 

where straight-line fracture was apparent. The angle of the cortical surface to the 

fracture surface was considerably affected by 60 weeks of exposure at 20º C. Most 

fragments exhibit a significant amount of right-angle fracture. 

 Figure 5.9 summarizes these results graphically. A clear trend is apparent using 

all three methods of calculation. The sample of fresh bone provides a basis for 

comparison of the frozen samples. The graph in Figure 5.9 clearly depicts a reduction in 

FFI score, meaning improved fracture qualities, when bones are frozen for one week 

(when compared to fresh bones). Subsequently, with each passing period of time, the 

FFI score gradually increases at a relatively consistent rate. After twenty weeks, the 

improved fracture properties of frozen bone are overcome by degradation in those 

bones, and samples frozen for periods of time longer than twenty weeks clearly 

demonstrate significantly less fresh fracture properties than fresh bone. 
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Samples used in the heated and dried bone experiment endured shorter durations 

of exposure before they were fractured, because it was anticipated that degradation 

would become apparent much more quickly under hot and dry environmental 

conditions. A dramatic rate of degradation was apparent after a period of one day in a 

hot, dry environment, and relatively consistent degradation occurred as bones were left 

in the hot, dry environment for increasing periods of time. Figure 5.12 depicts a 

representative example of dry fracture morphology on a bone exposed to hot dry 

conditions for fourteen days. 

 

Figure 5.12. Dry fracture morphology on a bone exposed to hot dry conditions 

for fourteen days. 

 

Helical fracture morphology and the angle of the fracture surface to the cortical 

surface were affected more quickly and more dramatically than the fracture surface 

texture. Helical fracture morphology and the angle of the fracture surface were 
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markedly compromised after one day in a hot, dry environment, while surface texture 

was not significantly affected until seven to fourteen days had passed. 

 The range of environmental conditions experienced by bones in nature is 

impossible to simulate in a laboratory. As such, two laboratory conditions that represent 

real-world environmental extremes were chosen—cleaned bones frozen at a constant 

temperature of –20º C, and cleaned bones heated and dried at 40º C. In nature, bones 

may have remained covered in flesh for different periods of time depending upon the 

level of human or carnivore activity that may have affected the carcass of an animal, 

and bones may become frozen while still covered in flesh in some instances. Further, 

natural climatic fluctuations may have a dramatic impact on the condition of bones. 

Temperature changes, differences in exposure to air and water, depth of deposition, and 

other such variations would almost certainly have a significant impact on the condition 

of bones, and the rate of degradation that they experience. While these considerations 

vary in importance relative to understanding degradation in frozen bone, they are 

largely processes that would lead to more rapid, more dramatic rates of degradation.  

This experiment, while limited by the necessity of controlled laboratory 

conditions, demonstrates that degradation occurs in frozen bones even when conditions 

are tightly controlled and theoretically good for the purposes of preservation. Some 

conditions, such as when bones are frozen while covered in flesh, may serve to preserve 

bone more effectively than freezing alone. Heated and dried bones degrade very rapidly 

even after short periods of time exposed to these conditions.  

 The rate and degree of degradation may also be affected by other factors, 

including the thickness of bone diaphyses, and animal age. The rate at which 

degradation occurs in bones may be slower for much larger, thicker bones (i.e. 

mammoths) and more rapid for smaller, thinner bones (small mammals, birds, etc.) 

relative to the data produced on horse and cattle bones for the purposes of these 
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experiments. Differences between the horse bones used in the frozen bone portion of 

this study and the cattle bones used by Outram (1998, 2001) may account for some of 

the minor differences that exist between these studies (see De Juana and Domínguez-

Rodrigo, for example), though the larger sample sizes of bones used in this study lends 

validity to the results. The greater relative proportion of water within the bones of 

younger animals may lead to a more rapid rate of general bone degradation, given that 

desiccation is almost certainly an important process in frozen bone degradation (Evans 

1973; Johnson 1985; Morlan 1984). While the range of factors that may affect bone 

degradation is considerable, this set of controlled bone fracture experiments 

demonstrates that bones degrade over time while frozen, a premise that should be 

expected to hold true for bone across the spectrum of mammal species. 

 The results of this experiment also demonstrate a sequence of bone degradation 

that has not previously been identified. Though the basic characteristics of fresh bone 

fracture patterns—helical fracture outline, smoothness of fracture surface, and angle of 

the fracture surface relative to the cortical surface—are widely accepted (Johnson 1985; 

Morlan 1984; Outram 1998, 2001; Villa and Mahieu 1991), it appears that the onset of 

these characteristics occurs differentially in the degradation sequence of frozen bones. 

While most fragments of fresh bone fractured for the purposes of this experiment 

exhibited clear fresh fracture patterns, some exhibited less than ideal angles of fracture 

relative to the cortical surface of bone. Other bones that were frozen for the brief period 

of one week exhibited more idealized fractures—sharp angles to the cortical surface, 

clear helical fracture outlines, and very smooth fracture surfaces—though in a limited 

number of instances the angle of fracture was not sufficiently acute or obtuse to justify 

an FFI score of zero. As such, some of these bones received FFI scores of one on the 

basis of the angle of the fracture surface to the cortical surface. As bones degraded 

slowly and slightly while frozen for ten weeks, a similar but more pronounced pattern 
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was apparent—a greater proportion of bone fragments were assigned an FFI score of 

one based upon relatively right-angled fracture surfaces when compared to the cortical 

surface of the bone. After 20 weeks, a similar and still more pronounced pattern was 

apparent, with many bones exhibiting right-angled fractures. At this stage, some bones 

also begin to exhibit slightly roughened fracture surfaces. After 40 weeks, most bones 

exhibit relatively right-angled fracture surfaces, and some of these surfaces are slightly 

rough. At 60 weeks, most bone fragments exhibited considerable amounts of right-

angled fracture. The general helical fracture outline was preserved in most, but not all 

fragments. The texture of the fracture surface was not perfectly smooth, but in no 

instance did the texture of a fracture surface warrant an FFI score of 1.  

 This pattern suggests a hierarchy of changes in fracture characteristics as bone 

degrades. The angle of fracture surfaces to the cortical surface appears to be the most 

sensitive indicator of bone degradation. As bone degrades and fracture surfaces are 

more likely to form at right angles to the cortical surface of bone, helical fracture 

morphology become less common, making the fracture outline the next in the hierarchy 

of the frozen bone degradation sequence. Only after considerably amounts of time in a 

frozen condition will fractured surfaces become rough. It has often been suggested that 

split line cracking (resultant from moisture loss) interrupts the helical fracturing of 

bones, and this experiment on frozen bones suggests that this assertion is likely true. 

Frozen bones, even after 60 weeks, do not apparently exhibit visible cracking of the 

variety that bones often exhibit when dried even for relatively short periods of time in 

hot, dry conditions. Bones frozen for 60 weeks before being broken do, however, 

exhibit some straight line fractures not resultant from macroscopically apparent split-

line cracking that are likely the result of microcracking. By the time split line cracking 

occurs, other forms of degradations—notable in the angle of the fractures to the cortical 

surface—have already occurred. This hierarchy of changing bone fracture 
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characteristics is significant in understanding the nature of bone, the ways in which 

bone degrades, as well as for understanding archaeological broken bone assemblages. 

Further research is necessary to better understand the progression of changes in specific 

characteristics of bone fracture morphology over time. 

The rapid degradation of bones in hot, dry environments has further implications 

for the ways in which archaeologists interpret the archaeological record. This very rapid 

rate of degradation also has implications for understanding other cultural and 

taphonomic processes that break bones. The extremely rapid degradation of bones in 

hot, dry environments suggests that fresh fractures will form on bones during a very 

short period of time, and that the bone fracture morphology of bones broken after as 

little as a single day may exhibit dramatically reduced fresh fracture characteristics. 

This has implications for understanding human scavenging activities in the past, 

because bone fracture morphology may be an imperfect indicator of cultural 

involvement in situations where bones have been exposed to a natural environment for a 

period of time prior to being encountered by humans. This may also be significant when 

considering the human-carnivore/carnivore-human access sequence at some sites, 

because the rapid changes in fracture morphology may obscure cultural or taphonomic 

evidence in some instances, making archaeological interpretation considerably more 

difficult. 

These experiments also have implications for understanding bone fat 

exploitation and its representation in the archaeological record. Though frozen bone 

degrades over time, that rate of bone degradation is not necessarily directly related to 

the degradation of the fats contained within bones. Even after more than a year, the 

marrow within frozen bones appears preserved and edible, though possibly somewhat 

dehydrated (freeze-dried). While bone fats were preserved, fracture morphology 

changed. Similarly, the marrow that remained within bones exposed to hot, dry 
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conditions appears edible even after 3 days, even though fracture morphology had 

degraded dramatically. The period during which prehistoric groups may have 

considered these bone fats edible may extend the potential useful life of these fats 

further. After seven days, though the majority of marrow had escaped from the bones 

through cracks in the cortical bone, the marrow that remained was unpleasant but 

perhaps not past the state at which it would have been considered edible by prehistoric 

humans. The considerable degradation of cortical bone, apparent from changes in its 

fracture morphology, while bone fats remain edible has implications for our 

understanding of human and carnivore modified fragmented bone assemblages. While 

the processing of fresh bones to procure bone fats often leaves easily recognizable fresh 

fracture characteristics (Johnson 1985; Morlan 1984; Outram 1998, 2001; Villa and 

Mahieu 1991), percussion marks (Blumenschine and Selvaggio 1988, 1991), percussion 

damage (Pickering and Egeland 2006), impact notches (Capaldo and Blumenschine 

1994; De Juana and Domínquez-Rodrigo 2011), and other indicators, the processing of 

bones exposed to certain environmental conditions before being processed for their 

bone fats may leave highly ambiguous evidence that would be difficult to identify in the 

archaeological record. The passage of time and the action of taphonomic processes 

further obscures this evidence. In such instances, significant events of cultural bone 

processing could result in fragmented bone assemblages that exhibit few diagnostic 

characteristics of human modification. The effects of carnivore ravaging may be equally 

obscured. 

The complex dynamics of bone degradation, environmental conditions, and 

human behavioral patterns might also account for inter-species and inter-site differences 

in bone fracture morphology that are occasionally observed in the archaeological 

record. At some sites, equid bones have been reported to exhibit less clear fresh fracture 

patterns than the bones of other species (De Juana and Dominguez-Rodrigo 2011; 
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Yravedra 2005). Though structural and morphological differences between species (De 

Juana and Dominguez-Rodrigo 2011) may have some bearing on this differential 

patterning, it is probable that the passage of time between the death of animals and their 

utilization by humans, differential human-carnivore/carnivore-human access sequences, 

the rapid degradation of bones in certain environments, and complex considerations 

such as human selectivity, preference, and specific subsistence strategies may account 

for the differential fracture morphology between species at many more archaeological 

sites.  

Seasonal considerations must also be taken into account. Bone fracture evidence 

is likely to be more apparent in colder regions or during winter months as a result of 

better conditions for preservation. The significance of bone fracture during warmer 

months and at sites with warm climates may be understated as a result of the 

ambiguities introduced by the rapid degradation of bones in those environments. 

 Further work is necessary in order to achieve a more complete understanding of 

the changes in bone fracture morphology over time in different environmental 

conditions. The rates of degradation in flesh-covered bones are also unknown, and may 

reveal further information relevant to our understanding of the archaeological record 

and the processes that affect bone fracture morphology. Temperate, waterlogged, cave, 

and highly variable environments are also important to improving our understanding of 

bone fracture morphology in the array of climatic conditions that bones experience in 

cultural and depositional settings. 

 

5.7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

 This experiment demonstrates a predictable rate of degradation in bones exposed 

to different environmental conditions over time. This confirms the hypotheses and 

observations set forth in some previous research (Johnson 1985; Morlan 1984; Outram 
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1998, 2001). This research also has important implications for further understanding the 

archaeological record and the human past, and reevaluating the methods modern 

researchers use when conducting actualistic experimentation.  

 This research demonstrates that bones remain fresh, even when frozen, for a 

finite period of time. The prehistoric use of frozen bones, then, is limited to a period of 

time relatively near the time of death of an animal. While bone may preserve fresh 

fracture characteristics for a period of weeks, months, and even years, bones left frozen 

for very long periods of time (tens, hundreds, or thousands of years) can be expected to 

have degraded dramatically. While this experiment was conducted under highly 

controlled conditions, fluctuations in natural environmental circumstances likely lead to 

more rapid degradation than that observed under laboratory conditions. 

 This research also has implication for understanding early cultural systems, the 

use and function of bone tools within those systems, and the hunting and gathering 

activities that surrounded human-mammoth interactions at the end of the Pleistocene in 

North America. The often-asserted premise that bone scavenging (quarrying) activities 

account for some of the flaked bone tools known from the archaeological record must 

be reassessed on the understanding that even frozen bone degrades considerably over 

time (Arroyo-Cabrales et al. 2001; Chidley 1999; Holen 2006; Johnson 2001), and that 

bones exposed to hot conditions lose their fresh fracture properties after as little as a 

single day. The temporal importance of bone degradation implies that flaked bone tools 

(and fragmented bones exhibiting fresh fracture morphologies) were almost certainly 

created in the period of hours, days, weeks and months from the death of an animal, 

rather than many years later, as some have suggested (G. Haynes 1991:234, 2000:260, 

2002:132, 336; Holen in Chidley 1999:20; Chidley 1999:20). 

 Further, this research allows for the better understanding of past and present 

experimental research in the archaeological community that involves the use of bones, 
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particularly in cases where the assumption has been made that freezing bones produces 

little or no effect on the fracture morphology of bone. Further, this allows for improved 

future research into the nature and fracture dynamics of bones, and the effects of 

freezing on bones. Our understanding of frozen bones must be refined to accept that 

bone degrades over time, even in frozen environments, and interpretations of faunal 

assemblages from warm and hot regions must take into consideration the extremely 

rapid degradation that bones experience in those environments. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

BONE FLAKING: AN EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH 

 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

 Understanding the debate surrounding flaked bone tools necessitates an 

understanding of the nature of bone as a material. The study of bone technology allows 

for an understanding of the nature of early bone tools and the human groups that created 

them. Much of the previous work that has been conducted surrounding the early flaked 

bone tool industries in North America has stressed the purported analogous material 

properties of bone and stone. Rather than stressing the similarities between the bone and 

stone as materials, the experiments detailed in this chapter highlight important 

differences that allow for a better understanding of early bone tool industries and the 

cultural systems that surrounded them, as well as the nature of bone as a raw material 

for toolmaking.  

 Among these differences are considerations such as the force of impact required 

to flake bones, the ideal angle of a platform used to detach a bone flake, the state of 

freshness of a bone when it is flaked, and the effect of temperature on the behavior of 

bones utilized for flaking purposes. Basic experiments in bone flaking have revealed 

that impressive bone flakes—even blades—can be relatively easily produced from the 

comparatively small long bones of animals such as cattle and horse when these material 

differences are taken into consideration. When attempting to flake bone using the 

techniques and principles that guide lithic flaking technology, bone flakes can be 

created, but only with considerable difficulty. Flakes created utilizing the same methods 

applied in lithic flaking most often fail to reach the quality (size, utility, amount of 

cutting edge) of flakes created using some of the bone flaking techniques described in 

this chapter. 
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Environmental conditions and the state of bone preservation must also be taken 

into consideration. Only bones that have not experienced a significant degree of 

degradation can be flaked with such success. The longstanding debate surrounding 

flaked mammoth bone tools produced during the Late Pleistocene in North America has 

largely avoided another important environmental consideration—the fact that many 

bones would have been deeply frozen throughout much of the annual cycle at the end of 

the last glaciation. The unique structure of bone suggests that fracture morphology and 

ease of fracture vary considerably between frozen and unfrozen bones. 

 Understanding bone tool production and the dynamics of bone as a raw material 

for toolmaking allows for a better understanding of the early human cultural groups that 

flaked bones. The experiments detailed in this chapter demonstrate the need for 

understanding the differences between bone and stone as materials, especially as they 

relate to understanding the important adaptive strategies that surround the production 

and use of flaked bone tools. While the scale of the experiments reported in this thesis is 

limited, these experiments demonstrate the importance of considering a complex series 

of factors and variables when assessing flaked bone tool assemblages and conducting 

experiments to understand the nature of flaked bone tools. 

 

6.2 EXPERIMENTAL IMPORTANCE 

While various researchers have attempted to flake bones, their attention has 

generally been dedicated to understanding the similarities, and only occasionally the 

differences, between flaking stone and flaking bone (Bonnichsen 1979; Chidley 1999; 

Holen pers. comm. 2010; Holen and Holen 2009; Stanford et al. 1981a). Frozen bone 

has largely not been considered. In spite of the archaeological community’s long 

understanding of cold-weather conditions during the Late Pleistocene and the ongoing 

debate surrounding flaked bone tools from that time period (Frison 1982, 2004; Johnson 
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1985; Quigg 1978), only one known experiment has been conducted that begins to 

address the flaking properties of frozen bone.  

Chidley (1999) conducted an experiment involving mechanically flaking both 

frozen and unfrozen bone in order to demonstrate the flakability of bone and to address 

the differences that might exist between frozen and unfrozen bone. Chidley devised a 

mechanism for dropping a sledgehammer on the prepared “platforms” of secured cattle 

bones. While Chidley’s experiment demonstrated the flakability of cattle bone in both a 

frozen and an unfrozen condition, his experiment suffered from some shortcomings.  

An exact time-from-death cannot be ascribed to the bones Chidley utilizes in his 

experiments. At the very least, the bones flaked when refrigerated at 1º C were 

refrigerated in a defleshed state for at least 3 weeks, and were refrigerated in a fleshed 

state for 2-4 weeks before being defleshed, providing a total age of 5-7 weeks (Chidley 

1999:39). While fleshed bone preserves more effectively than defleshed bone, the total 

time these bones were refrigerated may have had some considerable effect on their state 

of preservation. I created a small sample of three bones prepared in the manner 

described by Chidley for the purposes of experimentation, and the bones were 

subsequently broken and flaked to preliminarily test the effects of this method on bone 

preservation. When these bones were broken, they produced varied fracture patterns. 

While some fractures appeared nearly totally fresh, others exhibited signs of 

degradation.  This included macroscopically invisible microcracking following the 

longitudinal axis of the bones, and slightly irregular fracture outlines. Attempts at 

flaking these bones also produced variable results. While some flakes were created, 

nearly all were quite small and many exhibited straight-line and dried bone fracture 

characteristics.  

The sawn platforms on the cores used in Chidley’s experiment were at a 45º 

angle to the longitudinal axis of the bone, not a particularly advantageous angle for the 
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purposes of flaking stone (Andrefsky 2005:11-40; Whitaker 1994:11-21) and probably 

an even poorer angle for flaking bone. Personal experience with flaking large amounts 

of bone has shown that the optimal angles for flaking bone longitudinally differ greatly 

from those used when flaking stone (see discussion in later in this chapter).  

Additionally, Bonnichsen (1979) and Morlan (1980) convincingly argue that the 

removal of the periosteum is an important step in preparing bones for flaking. Binford’s 

(1978) study of the Nunamiut also indicates that periosteum removal is an important 

step in facilitating bone breaking. Personal experience with flaking bones both with and 

without periosteum leads me to the conclusion that flaking while periosteum is present 

often results in step- and perverse terminations, and generally requires so much force to 

detach a flake and tear the periosteum simultaneously that the resultant flakes are most 

often shattered beyond a usable state. Chidley, though vague in his description, seems to 

have utilized bone cores on which the periosteum had been carefully preserved (Chidley 

1999:42).  

After analyzing the hundreds of “flakes” produced, Chidley concludes that 

frozen bone can be shown to flake more effectively than “fresh” (refrigerated for 5-7 

weeks) bone based on experimental data that suggest greater values for flake length, 

width, thickness, and weight when using frozen bone when compared with fresh 

(refrigerated) bone. Unfortunately, Chidley produces almost no photos or descriptions 

of the “flakes” he produced, making understanding his data nearly impossible. It should 

be noted, however, that the use of 45º striking platforms on bones inclined at a 15º angle 

with direct percussion impact produces an environment in which true bone flakes are 

unlikely to be produced. Depending upon the exact location of the point of impact on 

the striking platform, many of the “flakes” produced are likely to represent little more 

than broken pieces of platforms and cortical bone. Given the thickness of cattle bones, 

the angle of impact, and the measurements of the “flakes” produced, Chidley’s dataset 
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is essentially irrelevant—the broken pieces of bone he produced represent little more 

than shatters of cortical bone. The minimal variation in length, width, thickness, and 

weight of the “flakes” cannot substantiate a statistically relevant difference. While 

Chidley’s “flakes” produced from frozen bone are larger than those produced on fresh 

bone, they are not considerably longer, wider, or “more useful” when thickness, which 

is heavily dependent upon extremely minor variations in the point of impact (at the 

scale millimeters or fractions thereof), is factored out as a variable. 

Bonnichsen (1979) implies that the angles required to effectively flake bone are 

analogous to those required for lithic materials, however, he does not explicitly state the 

angles he uses. Stanford et al. (1981a) makes the same assumption that bone and stone 

are analogous materials, and mentions that platform preparation similar to that 

employed when flaking lithic materials is a necessary step in detaching bone flakes. 

Holen (pers. comm. 2010) makes the same assumption in his experiential research. 

Johnson (1985) conducted research into bone technology and reports on experiments 

involving broken bones, but does not detail any attempts to flake bones.  

Understanding the complex nature of bone as a material is a critical step in 

assessing the nature of prehistoric bone tools. While previous research forms a basis 

from which to begin to understand bone flaking, understanding the differences between 

bone and stone as materials and acknowledging some of the shortcomings of earlier 

work allows scholars to move toward more a complete and accurate understanding of 

bone flaking technology. In this context, experimental archaeology is an important tool 

in demonstrating the fracturing and flaking properties of bone, and serves as a basis for 

understanding broken and flaked bone evidence in the archaeological record. 
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6.3 ARCHAEOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS 

Understanding the nature of artifactual bone tools is only the beginning of 

understanding the materials, processes, and cultural implications of prehistoric bone 

flaking industries. The exclusivity of mammoth bones as a raw material source for 

flaked bone toolmaking has important implications for understanding changing cultural 

systems at the time of the Clovis-Folsom transition. While the bones of relatively 

smaller animals, such as bison, can be used to create very effective and useful bone 

tools, the absence of flaked tools made from the bones of these animals implies that 

significant changes in the need for and utility of flaked bone tools occurred at this time, 

or, perhaps, that bone flaking technology had not developed to the level necessary to 

create tools from those smaller bones. Regardless of the techniques found most useful 

and productive in modern bone flaking experiments, it is important to consider the 

implications of the methods employed by prehistoric people. Without any doubt, Clovis 

people exhibited exceptional skill in flintknapping (Frison and Bradley 2002; Bradley et 

al. 2010). From the archaeological evidence available, it is apparent that the bone 

knapping abilities of these people never reached a technological skill level sufficiently 

advanced to consistently and repetitively produce bone flakes at the upper end of the 

spectrum of possibilities given the material qualities of bone. Though Clovis people 

appear to have understood the basic principles behind flaking bone, they did not make 

use of the full range of material capabilities of the bones that were available to them in 

the same way that their technological mastery of stone reached the highest level. This 

has important implications in terms of understanding the importance of flaked bone 

tools among early human groups, and the role that those tools may have played in the 

Clovis cultural complex.  Though Clovis groups produced some formal bone tools (e.g. 

Dunbar et al. 1989; C. V. Haynes and Hemmings 1968; Lahren and Bonnichsen 1974), 

no formalized flaked bone tools have been reported from the Clovis period. 
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Further, it is necessary to understand the relationship between these early flaked 

bone tool assemblages and the environments in which they were created and used. Late 

Pleistocene winters over much of the northern latitudes can be characterized as cold, 

harsh environments (Fladmark 1983; Graham et al. 1996; Jackson et al. 2000; Wright 

1961, 1974), and early Paleoindian lifeways and survival strategies certainly reflected 

knowledge of difficult winter conditions. Too often, early Paleoindian lifeways and 

cultural systems are defined by loincloth wearing, spear-toting, “savage,” bloodthirsty, 

and almost always male hunters on the grassy, summery landscapes that are so often 

portrayed in artistic interpretations (cf. Davis 1987; Frison and Todd 1986; Hannus 

1990; Thoms et al. 2007, and countless others). These probably grossly inaccurate 

renderings have unfortunately become emblazoned in the minds of many, and have 

contributed to a greatly oversimplified view of the lifeways and capacities of North 

America’s earliest inhabitants. An understanding of cold-weather survival strategies 

(Frison 1982, 2004; Frison and Todd 1986) and the archaeological data relevant to 

understanding seasonal kill activity (Fisher 1984, 1988; Fisher and Koch 1983; Frison 

1982, 2004; Frison and Todd 1986; Quigg 1978) dictates that many of these events 

would more likely have occurred at the onset of winter, under very different 

circumstances from those seen and described in some literature. The effect of freezing 

on slowing bone degradation processes means that those bones may have been utilized 

throughout the winter season, but probably not after bones had been exposed to warmer 

conditions. 

In order to best appreciate these considerations, an experimental approach aimed 

at better understanding the material properties and behavior of bone was developed. 

This research provides actualistic data that allow for the critical assessment of bone and 

its behavior as a raw material for toolmaking. The results of the experiments detailed in 

this chapter revise previously held assumptions about the nature of bone as a raw 
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material and provide a basis for understanding the important differences between bones 

and stones. 

 

6.4 METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS 

The complex dynamics of bone fracture, and the difficulties inherent in 

recording, observing, and understanding the many variable processes that occur during 

bone failure, dictate that no single experiment is sufficient to answer all of the questions 

that surround bone flaking. These experiments have not been designed to answer all of 

the many questions that surround bone flaking, but rather, to address basic questions 

about the nature of bone as a toolmaking material, and to better understand the flaking 

properties and characteristics of bones. 

To test the flakability of bone, an experimental methodology was developed for 

obtaining, cleaning, freezing, fracturing, and analyzing modern bones. In the lack of 

modern elephant bones, horse metapodials were chosen for the purposes of flaking.  

The substitution of horse bones for elephant bones carries with it significant 

implications that should be discussed at length. Modern elephant bones are occasionally 

available for experimentation, and have been used in previous replicative archaeological 

studies (Frison 2004; Holen and Holen 2009; Holen pers. comm. 2010; Stanford et al. 

1981a). The use of elephant bones in these studies is to be commended, but must be 

viewed critically in some instances. The great difficulties involved in obtaining and 

working with modern elephant bones pose problems related to degradation in bone, 

both when frozen and not (see previous chapter). The cumbersome nature of very large 

elephant bones leads to very small sample sizes in almost all instances, which poses 

problems of statistical relevancy. Certainly, modern elephants are the closest analogue 

to extinct mammoths, and their value in certain elements of replicative and 

experimental research should not be understated. No other modern animals exhibit 
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levels of cortical bone thicknesses that approach the size of extinct mammoths, and 

certainly, this cortical bone thickness is critical when considering bone flaking. 

Horse bones are considerably different from elephant bones, both in size and 

morphology. In this thesis, I make no attempt to suggest that horse bones and elephant 

bones are identical; rather, I suggest that the nature of bone as a material is relatively 

uniform between large land mammal species. The large but greatly reduced size of 

horse bones when compared to mammoth bones makes them dramatically easier to 

handle, and allows for much larger sample sizes when conducting experimental 

research. 

Even the most robust cortical bone in horses is scarcely more than 1 cm thick, 

compared to thicknesses of as much as 5 cm in mammoths (Hannus 1985). This 

difference is substantial and must be taken into consideration when experimenting with 

horse bones. Though the size of horse bones is much smaller than mammoth bones, the 

validity of this research is based upon the premise that the behavior of bone as a 

toolmaking material is consistent between large mammal species. There is no apparent 

reason to suppose that any substantial interspecies differences account for considerable 

variation in bone fracture morphology between horses and mammoths, or that any 

differences affect the flakability of these bones (except for the fact that horse bones are 

clearly smaller and have thinner cortical bone shafts—a matter of scale rather than 

quality). 

In order to better understand the nature of bone flaking, the behavior of bone as 

a material, and the flaking properties of both fresh and frozen bones, a series of 

qualitative experiments was designed. These experiments allow for the exploration of 

new ideas and concepts in bone tool technology, and provide a further basis for 

understanding the nature of broken bone evidence in the archaeological record.  
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Frequently cited analogies (Arroyo-Cabrales et al. 2001; Bonnichsen 1979; 

Hannus 1985; Holen pers. comm.; Irving and Harrington 1973; Johnson 1985; Morlan 

1980; Stanford et al. 1981a) have suggested technological commonality between stone 

toolmaking technology and bone toolmaking technology. If this is true, a skilled 

flintknapper should be able to apply their knowledge of stone toolmaking to bone 

toolmaking. Professor Bruce Bradley was solicited to attempt to flake horse metapodia. 

Dr Bradley has more than 40 years of experience as a flintknapper, and is considered by 

many to be the world’s most accomplished flintknapper. His extensive experience with, 

and understanding of stone tool technology, both practically and academically, makes 

Dr Bradley an ideal subject for the study of bone flaking. If stone flaking and bone 

flaking are analogous activities, then Dr Bradley should, if given a reasonable 

opportunity to flake bones, succeed in his bone flaking attempts in a way that a vast 

majority of others would not. In order to avoid biasing his attempts at bone flaking, he 

was allowed great liberty in preparing the bones for flaking as he saw fit, and was 

allowed preferential choice in selecting the tools (hammerstones, anvils, etc) and 

techniques that he felt would be most suited for flaking bones. Dr Bradley attempted to 

flake two sets of horse metapodia, one fresh, and one frozen. 

Before Dr Bradley attempted to flake horse metapodia, he was provided with 

several cattle bones with which to practice, as a means of “warming up” and to begin to 

determine the most effective approaches to successfully flaking bones. Dr Bradley was 

given the liberty to flake these bones, and the bones used in other experiments, using a 

variety of different techniques and implements, including the use of a hard and soft 

hammer, as well as free-handed and end-supported techniques (e.g. Figure 6.1). In spite 

of his best efforts, this initial attempt at flaking horse metapodia demonstrates the 

difficulty of knapping bone even for someone with vast experience in flintknapping. 
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Figure 6.1. Dr Bruce Bradley knaps a frozen bone using a free-handed hard 

hammer technique. 

 

Flaking Frozen Bone: Dr Bruce Bradley 

Eight horse metapodia (four metacarpals and four metatarsals) were dedicated to 

this experiment. Metapodia were selected specifically because they exhibit perhaps the 

thickest cortical bone available within the skeletal structure of a horse, and because they 

are relatively straight, facilitating more consistent and predictable results. The horses 

from which the bones were sourced were fully-grown at the time of death, as indicated 

by fused bone elements. The legs of the horses were manually disarticulated and 

defleshed. Special attention was given to removing all tissue, including periosteum, 

from the diaphysis of each bone, and from the areas of the epiphyses immediately 

adjacent to the diaphysis. For reasons of expediency and efficiency, small amounts of 

flesh left attached to the epiphyses were disregarded because they would not affect 

flake-and-core morphology. All eight horse metapodia were cleaned and placed in a 
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freezer within 48 hours of the death of the animals, and were frozen immediately upon 

defleshing.  

On the advice of Dr Bradley and in order to maximize the utility of each 

metapodial “core,” a band saw (Figure 6.2) was used to remove the proximal epiphysis 

of each metapodial.  

 

 Figure 6.2. Sawing horse metapodial to prepare consistent platforms at specific 

angles. 

 

The angle of sawing was originally aligned at approximately 75º to the 

longitudinal axis of the bone. This created a 75º striking platform at the anterior side of 

the proximal end of each metapodial, which is the thickest, broadest flakable platform 

obtainable on a horse metapodial (Figure 6.3) 
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Figure 6.3. Horse metapodial sawn to create a 75º platform. 

  

The bones were frozen at -20º C for 33 days before they were sawn. The process of 

sawing the metapodials required the removal of the bones from the freezer environment 

for not more than five minutes. Though the bones exhibited no apparent sign of thawing 

of any kind during this time, they were refrozen for two additional days before they 

were flaked to insure that the bones were in a deeply frozen state when flaked. 

Dr Bradley attempted to flake the bones. Much previous research into bone 

knapping suggested that the principles that guided bone knapping were analogous to 

those applied to flintknapping (Bonnichsen 1979; Hannus 1985; Morlan 1984; Stanford 

et al. 1981a). Though Dr Bradley’s expertise lies primarily in flintknapping, the 

principles applied in bone knapping were assumed to be broadly analogous for the 

purposes of this early stage of the study. Thus, as an expert flintknapper, it was 

expected that the “learning curve” that novice knappers might experience would not 

burden Dr Bradley. As such, it was anticipated that his expertise would allow him to 

produce high-quality bone flakes more readily than individuals unskilled in knapping 

technology. 
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Because of the difficulties observed when flaking bones sawn at 75º, and as a 

result of the improved outcomes achieved when flaking bones with somewhat “flatter” 

platforms, a decision was made to resaw the metapodial cores at a 90º angle to the 

longitudinal axis of the bone, while removing the already flaked portion of the cores 

simultaneously (Figure 6.4). 

 

Figure 6.4. Horse metapodial core and refit flake with a >90º platform angle. 

 

When working with lithic materials, attempts to detach flakes utilizing a 90º 

platform are often met with failure. While lithic flaking at much higher angles is 

possible, it is not a practice normally associated with prehistoric flintknapping, and is 

instead a reasonable limit of the material properties of lithic materials. Much lower 

angles (60-75º) are commonly utilized by flintknappers, and 90º angles are generally 

avoided because of the likelihood of ineffective flaking associated with them 
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(Andrefsky 2005:11-40; Whitaker 1994:11-21). Though unexpected at the outset of this 

experiment, Dr. Bradley’s attempts at flaking these frozen bones with 90º platforms 

were met with considerably more success than his attempts at flaking bones with 

platforms prepared at 75º (Figures 6.5 and 6.6). 

 

 Figure 6.5. A sample of flakes produced by Dr Bradley using frozen bones with 

prepared 75º platforms. 
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 Figure 6.6. A sample of flakes produced by Dr Bradley using frozen bones with 

prepared 90º platforms. 

 

 Because of the small sample size involved in this experiment, and the variety of 

techniques Dr. Bradley chose to utilize, no attempt has been made to quantitatively 

compare or analyze the flakes produced as a result of this experiment. The potential 

variation produced by a wide range of techniques, amounts of force, and precision used 

in flaking bones renders any sample difficult to analyze statistically. Instead, qualitative 

and clear macroscopic considerations serve as important means of understanding the 

differential flakability and degree of success achieved through the use of different 

angles on fresh and frozen bone. 

 Dr Bradley’s attempts at flaking frozen bones with platforms prepared at two 

different angles produced very different results. Dr Bradley produced longer, thinner, 

and generally better-formed flakes when the bones he flaked were prepared with 90º 
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platforms. Wide variation can be seen even among the flakes Dr Bradley struck from 

frozen bones prepared with 90º platforms, and it was apparent during the knapping 

exercise that the predictability of flake outcomes was decidedly limited. Often, the best-

prepared platforms resulted in the least desirable outcomes (crushed platforms, 

shattered flakes, etc.), while larger, longer flakes were often produced when good 

results seemed unlikely. The number of successful flakes Dr Bradley was able to 

produce from bones with prepared 90º platforms greatly exceeded the number produced 

using 75º platforms, which often led to crushed platforms and badly shattered flakes. 

 

Flaking Fresh Bone: Dr Bruce Bradley  

 Dr Bradley also flaked four horse metapodia that were fresh at the time of their 

use. The process of cleaning bones before flaking them required some exposure of 

partially and wholly defleshed bones. This period of time never exceeded four hours. 

During most of this period, the bones were fully fleshed and very little degradation can 

be expected to have occurred. The four metapodials that were flaked while fresh were 

exposed to environmental conditions for not more than four hours before they were 

flaked. 

Dr Bradley’s attempts at flaking fresh metapodials were met with greater 

resistance then his attempts at flaking frozen bones. Though he often required several 

impacts in order to detach a flake from frozen bones, he often required many more 

impacts to detach a flake from fresh bones. Even with the benefit of having previously 

attempted to knap eight frozen horse metapodials, the results of his fresh bone knapping 

attempts produced bone flakes that appeared no more impressive than those produced 

when using frozen bones, though he clearly exerted more force and required more 

impacts in order to flake the fresh bones. Figures 6.7 and 6.8 show samples of the flakes 

Dr Bradley produced. 
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Figure 6.7. A sample of flakes produced by Dr Bradley using fresh bones with 

prepared 75º platforms. 
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Figure 6.8. A sample of flakes produced by Dr Bradley using fresh bones with 

prepared 90º platforms. 

 

Flaking Frozen Bone: A New Perspective 

 The value of Dr Bradley’s attempts at knapping bone is undeniable. His varied 

approach, which led to consistently modest results, demonstrated the difficulty of 

flaking bone effectively, even for an individual for whom flaking stone is second 

nature, and who was given the liberty to flake the bones in any way he desired. Upon 

inspecting Dr Bradley’s results, I attempted to flake a number of similar bones in the 

interest of achieving an improved personal understanding of the properties and 

principles that guide bone flaking technology. To practice, I resawed and flaked the 

cores deemed “exhausted” by Dr Bradley. Prior to these attempts, I had extremely 

limited experience knapping stone, the results of which were nearly wholly 

unsatisfactory in terms of the production of usable lithic tools, and no experience 
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knapping bones. With a basic understanding of the principles of flaking, but in spite of a 

near total lack of knapping abilities, I quite easily, consistently, predictably, and 

repeatedly succeeded in producing large, useful, well-formed flakes and blades on horse 

bone cores. I consistently used a free-handed, hard hammer approach when flaking 

these bones. 

 After the Dr Bradley’s attempts at flaking bones with prepared 75º degree 

platforms, and after attempting to flake several similar cores myself, I abandoned the 

use of 75º platforms in favor of 90º platforms, and obtained twelve additional horse 

metapodia for further experimentation. 

 Using eight frozen horse metapodia prepared in an identical fashion to those 

flaked by Dr Bradley, I produced a large set of bone flakes (Figure 6.9). 

 

 Figure 6.9. A sample of flakes produced from frozen horse metapodial cores 

with prepared 90º platforms. 
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 Figure 6.10. Bone core and detached flake. Flake measures 7.5 cm in length. 

 

 Figure 6.11. A selection of some of the most impressive bone flakes detached 

from frozen horse metapodials cores with prepared 90º platforms. 

 

Though it seems contradictory given the body of previous research that suggests 

an analogous relationship between lithic flaking and bone flaking, it appears from the 
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experiences of Dr Bradley that preconceived notions about the behavior of knappable 

materials posed a hinderance to effectively flaking bone. In fact, my success at bone 

flaking may have been a product of a lack of similar notions about the “appropriate” 

manner in which to effectively produce flakes. As an flintknapper, Dr Bradley found 

bone knapping to be rather frustrating, and commented repeatedly that he would always 

choose stones rather than bones if he was in need of making tools. In spite of my 

general lack of experience with flintknapping, I found bone knapping to be a rather 

more predictable and controllable process than flintknapping. Even after much further 

experience with both bones and lithic materials, and with the academic understanding of 

both, I still consistently struggle to effectively flake lithic materials, while each time I 

have attempted to flake bones, I have experienced relatively high levels of success. 

 

Flaking Fresh Bone: A New Perspective 

Similarly, I attempted to produce flakes on four fresh (unfrozen) horse 

metapodia, but produced rather different results. The bones utilized in this experiment 

were obtained from a recently deceased horse, and were exposed to natural 

environmental conditions for a period of time long enough only to remove the flesh that 

covered the bones. I prepared these four horse metapodia with 90º platforms identical to 

those used in the previous experiments. I struggled to produce effective flakes from 

fresh horse metapodia, and ultimately produced only a small number from the cores I 

prepared. To me, frozen bone is a dramatically superior toolmaking material when 

compared with fresh bones. 

Generally, flakes struck from frozen bones are more predictable in form. Flakes 

derived from frozen bones (Figures 6.9, 6.10, and 6.11) in many cases exhibit clear 

flake characteristics including preserved platforms, bulbs of force in predictable 

locations, and feather terminations. The flakes and blades produced from frozen bones 
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generally exhibit sharp edges and smooth, consistent fracture outlines. Flakes derived 

from fresh bones are often somewhat angular, and exhibit sharp points rather than 

smooth and curvilinear edges. 

Often, attempts to produce large and useful flakes from fresh bone required so 

much force that the end result could be described as little more than small fragments of 

bone forced away from a resilient core. Only rarely did flaking fresh bone produce 

flakes that detached crisply and cleanly from their parent core. 

 

Figure 6.12. A sample of flakes produced from fresh horse metapodial cores 

with prepared 90º platforms. 

 

Do Dry Bones Make Flakes? 

 To further understand these and other differences between bone fracture and 

flaking morphology in fresh and frozen bones, and to differentiate these from the 

flaking properties of dried bones, a number of bones were air dried, broken, and flaked. 

A drying cabinet was utilized to dry bones that had previously been obtained from 
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deceased horses. Drying was conducted at 40º C for differing periods of time. The 

temperature of 40º represents a convenient temperature at the upper end of the spectrum 

consistently experienced over significant periods of time in the natural world. Two 

horse metapodia were dried for the period of one day, while two others were dried for 

five days. Previous attempts at drying bones under these conditions suggested that 

bones dried for a single day began to exhibit clear split line cracking and lost a 

significant portion of their fat content. The horse metapodia dried for this experiment 

exhibited a nearly identical pattern, except that the cracks that formed in these bones 

appeared not to penetrate the medullary cavity in the same way they had in thinner 

cattle bones. After five days, split line cracking was observed to have continued at a 

much slower rate. While bones often formed significant cracks on the first day of being 

dried, those cracks grew only marginally over the course of four subsequent days of 

drying. 

These bones were flaked utilizing techniques identical to those used when 

flaking fresh and frozen bone. Though flakes similar to those produced on fresh and 

frozen bones could very occasionally be produced, the vast majority of the flakes 

produced using dried bone exhibited dry fracture characteristics, including frequent 

failures along split-line cracks, rough and jagged terminations, and irregular fracture 

patterns. Time correlated roughly with fracture morphology, though it was apparent that 

even one day of drying at 40º C was sufficient to degrade bone well beyond a condition 

classifiable as “fresh,” a premise supported by much larger heated and dried bone 

samples reported in Chapter 5. Flakes produced from bones that had been dried for a 

day lost some evidence of clear and discernable bulbs of force, rarely exhibited feather 

terminations, lacked hackle/ripple marks, and lacked the regularized shape and form of 

flakes produced on frozen (and sometimes fresh) bones. Bones flaked after five days of 

drying produced flakes that lacked nearly all fresh and frozen fracture characteristics.  
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 Figure 6.13. A sample of bone flakes produced from bones heated and dried for 

one day (left) and five days (right). 

 

The process of flaking heated and dried bone was exceptionally difficult. Even 

greater amounts of force were required to flake heated and dried bone than to flake fresh 

bone. The product of attempts to flake dried bone most often resulted in little more than 

a collection of sharp, jagged, and seemingly unpredictably shaped bone fragments. 

Though these attempts to produce flakes from heated and dried bones resulted in little 

that could be described as useful bone expediency tools, the dramatic differences 

between bones flaked when frozen, when fresh, and when heated and dried for short 

periods of time suggest that when bones are exposed to hot conditions, fresh bone 

fracture morphology is limited to a period of time shortly after the death of an animal. 

Paired with the data presented in Chapter 5, this has significant implications for 
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interpreting broken bone evidence in the archaeological record and for understanding 

the nature of past human lifeways. 

 

6.5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Though relatively high quality flakes (long, regular, well-formed), can be 

produced using both fresh and frozen bones, and though flakes can also be produced 

using dry bones, the product of flaking bones differs considerably among these 

environments. Frozen bones break and flake relatively easily compared to fresh bones, 

and heated and dried bones are even more difficult to flake. The perceived quality and 

utility of flakes decreases as bones degrade, and improves, when bones are frozen for 

short periods of time (as discussed in Chapter 5). Fewer impacts requiring lesser force 

are required to detach flakes from frozen bones, though this greater ease in flaking 

correlates with greater likelihood of bone breakage—i.e. detaching large cortical bone 

fragments that penetrate the medullary cavity of the bone. Not surprisingly, the 

elasticity of bone changes considerably as it is frozen, and frozen bones are decidedly 

more brittle than both fresh and dried bones. More elastic fresh bones are more able to 

absorb misplaced hammerstone impacts, making prepared platforms more durable, an 

observation that is even more apparent when working with heated and dried bones. 

Frozen bones, however, fracture more easily and rarely withstand repeated 

hammerstone impacts before producing bone flakes (or fragments). These dramatic 

changes in elasticity and fracture properties represent a significant difference between 

bones and stones, and have significant implications for the way archaeologists approach 

understanding bone flaking using analogies with lithic flaking. These environmental 

considerations have serious implications for archaeologists interested in bone 

technology and cultural bone modification. 
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 After completing the experiments reported in this chapter, a more actualistic 

attempt was made to break horse metapodia by normal hammerstone percussion, and 

then produce suitable platforms on those broken bones. While this is a much more 

realistic approach given that it most closely simulates the prehistoric approach, its 

application to the metapodia of horses (rather than mammoths) complicates direct 

analogies. Compared to mammoth long bones (4-5 cm thick), thinner (≅1 cm thick) 

horse bones require considerably more precision and accuracy to flake. While the thick 

nature of mammoth long bones allows for a significant margin of error, thinner horse 

metapodia require precise percussion to avoid either crushing the platform by impacting 

too near the edge of the bone, or by breaking the bone into non-flake shaft fragments by 

impacting too near to, at, or within the medullary cavity. This technique, while more 

actualistic, proved difficult to effect on horse metapodia, and though some success was 

achieved, each horse metapodial produced many fewer opportunities for effective 

flaking when it was fractured with a hammerstone compared to when it was prepared 

using a band saw. Though a rather wasteful process in terms of the number of useful 

flakes that could be produced from a single metapodial, the process of preparing a 

platform using direct hammerstone percussion proved possible, and occasionally 

resulted in the production of large, sharp, and useful bone flakes when frozen and fresh 

bones were used. 

 It should be mentioned that the processes of bone flaking and stone flaking 

differ considerably in another way. Dr Bradley and other modern flintknappers 

demonstrate a certain level of finesse when accomplishing their work, even if some of 

that work requires considerable strength. Due to the nature of bone as a material, and as 

a result of the greater amount of force required to flake bones, bone knapping will 

appear, to an observer, to be a rather more brutish enterprise. The amount of force 

required when knapping bones necessarily limits the precision one is able command, 
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leading to relatively more mistakes, failures, and events of unanticipated breakage than 

might be experienced when working with lithic materials. 

 One of the most fascinating results of this experimental work can, perhaps, be 

found in the relative simplicity of evidence from the Clovis period. Archaeological 

materials reported at a number of sites include many examples of apparently flaked 

bone, however, few of the examples are particularly impressive in terms of the bone-

flaking capabilities of those early people. The development of flaking technology is 

difficult to reconstruct in the case of Pleistocene mammoth bone tools in North 

America, such that the level of bone tool sophistication remained relatively low 

throughout Clovis times.  

Though the production of large flakes, and flakes with discernable flake 

characteristics is certainly not the goal in every instance of percussion flaking, it at least 

demonstrates a significant degree of control over the materials and technologies in 

question. The research detailed in this chapter has demonstrated that an individual with 

minimal stone toolmaking abilities can, once the basic principles of bone dynamics are 

understood, create bone flakes and blades from horse and cattle bones using a simple 

direct percussion technique. If large and useful blades can be struck from the relatively 

thin cortical bone of animals such as horses and cattle, certainly the same must have 

been possible with mammoth bones. Clovis people, to whom mammoth bones would 

have been widely available, and whose mastery of the art of stone toolmaking is widely 

acknowledged, are reported to have produced only relatively simple and unrefined 

flaked bone tool assemblages. There are, however, a number of possible explanations 

for the behavior of Clovis people. Whether or not they mastered bone flaking, the 

flakes, cores, and tools that have been interpreted from the Clovis period represent 

useful tools. In relation to mammoth bone flaking, resource availability should not have 

presented a major problem to Clovis people. Though locating a live or recently 
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deceased mammoth may have varied in difficulty, once a single mammoth was 

discovered the flaked bone toolmaking potential it offered was always greater than what 

Clovis people exploited, even by the most optimistic interpretations of flaked bone 

toolmaking. Indeed, it seems probable that the quantity of mammoth bones present at 

any kill site always exceeded the quantity needed to produce tools. As such, resource 

maximization may not have been at the forefront of thought for Clovis hunters and 

gatherers—rather, their aims may have been directed at quickly and simply producing 

the tools they needed for the purposes of the tasks with which they were presented.  

This reveals important information regarding the bone tool industry of Clovis 

people. While these early North Americans produced extremely fine lithic tools—

demonstrating a complete mastery of the principles involved in flaking lithic 

materials—their bone tool industry appears considerably less developed than what one 

might have expected. The limited number of archaeological bone flakes recovered from 

Clovis-aged deposits means that our understanding of Clovis bone flaking technology is 

necessarily limited to a small dataset. Nonetheless, from the evidence available, and in 

the absence of further artifactual examples, we must conclude that Clovis bone 

technology never developed beyond a relatively crude state when compared to that 

cultural system’s stone flaking abilities. Though well-manufactured (but probably not 

flaked) Clovis period bone tools are known from several sites such as Murray Springs, 

Anzick, others (C.V. Haynes and Hemmings 1968; Jenks and Simpson 1941; Lahren 

and Bonnichsen 1974; and others), flaked bone tools from the Clovis period are limited 

to generally crudely-manufactured, expedient tools. While bone is an imperfect material 

for the purposes of flaking, the research detailed in this chapter demonstrates that the 

material properties of bone are adequate to allow for the production of flakes and blades 

that are considerably more impressive than those found in the archaeological record. 

Clovis people exploited lithic materials very effectively and efficiently, as evidenced by 
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the finely flaked projectile points, blades, and cores found in the Clovis aged 

archaeological deposits. Raw material scavenging of bone and the curation of flaked 

bone tools appear unlikely given the crude nature of Clovis period bone tools and the 

otherwise pervasive nature of lithic technology among those early people.  

 At the end of the Pleistocene, about 10,800 14C ybp, the extinction of mammoths 

meant that the principal material used for fashioning flaked bone tools was no longer 

available. Human cultural systems developed rapidly, technological changes occurred, 

and lifeways were altered in the absence of mammoths (see Pitulko and Nikolsky 2012 

for a discussion of similar events in Siberia). From the archaeological evidence that 

remains, it is apparent that a major subsistence shift occurred. Once the prime target of 

early hunters, the mammoth was replaced by the bison as the principal source of meat, 

hides, and, of course, bones. Thus, we might expect that bison bones would have been 

utilized and flaked in much the same way that mammoth bones had been only shortly 

before. Indeed, the research presented in this chapter demonstrates that flaked bone 

tools could have been fashioned from the bones of animals such as bison, but such tools 

remain absent from the archaeological record. The lack of flaked bone tools in the 

archaeological record, then, raises important questions concerning why bison were not 

utilized; especially in the light of this research that demonstrates that horse and cattle 

bones (and thus, presumably bison bones) can be used to create very useful bone tools. 

The implication is that one of several changes occurred. Perhaps, in the lack of 

mammoths, flaked bone tools were no longer a necessary part of the subsistence toolkit. 

Possibly, the disappearance of bone flaking as cultural tradition simply coincided with 

the end of the Pleistocene and the disappearance of mammoths. Perchance the relatively 

simple bone flaking technology present during Clovis times simply did not transfer to 

any useful application when using bison bones or when processing bison carcasses. 

Perhaps the crude bone flaking technology employed by Clovis people proved 
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inadequate when applied to the bones of animals such as bison, producing rather non-

diagnostic and nondescript bone fragments rather than bone flakes. These, or any of a 

variety of other possibilities, may explain the disappearance of bone flaking at the end 

of the Pleistocene. Regardless of how the disappearance of bone flaking activities is 

explained, the fact remains that with the end of the Pleistocene and the Clovis period, 

and the extinction of mammoths, significant cultural changes occurred that led to the 

disuse of bone flaking technology in North America. 

 The research detailed in this chapter necessitates a revision of the concept of 

bone as a toolmaking material. Previously assumed analogies concerning the material 

properties and flaking qualities of bone and stone (Bonnichsen 1979; Hannus 1985; 

Stanford et al. 1981a; and others) must be reconsidered in light of this new 

experimental and observational evidence. As an anisothropic material, and as a result of 

the differential macroscopic structure and shape of bones, any study of their behavior is 

complicated by the myriad of variables that affect bone fracture. Because of these 

circumstances, experimental research forms a basis for studying bone fracture 

morphology and the behavior of bone as a material as they relate to bone flaking 

technologies. 

 The angle of force applied to detach a flake, the amount of force required, the 

temperature of the bones in question, the state of preservation (or degradation) of those 

bones, and the relative skill of the individual flaking the bone are all important 

considerations that must be given due attention. Previous assumptions based on 

analogies to lithic materials have been largely theoretical and have lacked the necessary 

actualistic and experimental research to support these claims. The most useful, largest, 

and best formed flakes and blades detailed in this chapter were largely created from 

cores prepared with 90º platforms, while similar flakes and blades were only rarely 

produced when more acute platform angles were utilized. Frozen and fresh cores both 
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allowed for the production of high-quality flakes. Only bones that had not undergone 

significant degradation produced high-quality flakes, while bones that had been 

naturally or artificially dried produced unsatisfactory and generally dramatically less 

useful flakes. 

While the nature of the smaller bones (horse and cattle) used in this study may 

have had some impact on the nature of the flakes and blades produced, this study serves 

at the very least to prove that very effective flakes and blades can be produced on bone, 

regardless of size. While angled flake removals may or may not be likely when using 

larger mammoth (or elephant) bones, the impressive nature of the flakes and blades 

produced by these experiments using cores with prepared 90º platforms remains 

important and provides a basis for future research utilizing elephant bones. 

 The amount of force required to detach flakes of bone, and the rate of direct 

percussion impacts that fail to detach flakes, is also important. A skilled flintknapper 

will most often detach a flake of lithic material on the first attempt, and almost never 

fail on the second attempt. When knapping bone, however, the rate of success is much 

less. Most often, three or four attempts, occasionally more, are necessary to detach a 

flake. The predictability of flake removal, therefore, is considerably reduced. While 

some degree of predictability is possible with bone, including the likely size and shape 

of many flakes, bone flaking is considerably less predictable compared with flaking 

lithic raw materials, and the rate of perverse, unexpected, crushed, or simply failed 

flakes is higher. 

 Lithic raw materials and bone differ in terms of their ratio of organic to 

inorganic fraction. Collagen and water, which represent approximately 30% of the total 

content of bone, are subject to rapid and dramatic changes when exposed to natural, 

environmental conditions. Temperature quickly and significantly affects the organic 

fraction of bone, changing the fracture dynamics of bone as it freezes. The changes that 
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bone undergoes as it freezes, the effect of environmental conditions and fluctuations on 

the differential preservation and degradation of bone, and changes in the nature of bone 

over time all dramatically affect the dynamics of bone flaking.  

Skill level and technological knowledge also affect bone flaking. Further, 

though the flaked bone tools depicted in this thesis surpass the technological level and 

complexity of proposed Clovis period expediency tools, many of the most impressive 

were created in the near total absence of lithic flaking abilities. 

 Understanding the bone flaking abilities of Clovis people carries with it 

significant cultural implications. The importance of high quality lithic resources and 

highly developed lithic technology within the Clovis cultural complex is undeniable. 

While Clovis projectile points are preserved in the archaeological record with 

dramatically more frequency than Clovis-aged cultural bone deposits, nearly all Clovis-

aged flaked bone tools can be described as expediency tools. The evidence recovered to 

date suggests that a Clovis flaked bone tool industry never evolved to a level of 

technological complexity; rather, flaked bone tools remained an occasional component 

of Clovis human cultural lifeways. The limited extent of flaked bone tools during the 

Clovis period and the lack of technological formalization of those tools mutually 

suggest that this flaked bone tool industry represented a less important and/or less 

frequently employed aspect of the Clovis techno-cultural complex. Seasonal variation 

and subsistence stress represent two means of explaining the presence of flaked bone 

tools during the Clovis period. Winter survival strategies may have seasonally increased 

the importance of bones as tool-making resources at times when snow cover and 

prohibitive weather conditions may have precluded the possibility of the procurement of 

lithic resources. Similarly, bones may have been viewed as secondary material 

resources at times of great subsistence stress, when lithic materials could not be located 

due to distance, when mobile hunting/gathering groups encountered unfamiliar 
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landscapes, or when bones were simply more available or convenient than lithic 

resources.  

 The experimental research detailed in this chapter provides for a revised 

understanding of the flaking properties of bone, and forces a reevaluation of the 

significance and function of flaked bone tools. The nature of Clovis period flaked bone 

tools, their relative scarcity, and the difficulties inherent in understanding the cultural 

lifeways of early hunting and gathering groups complicate any attempt to understand 

the multifaceted dynamics of this early flaked bone tool industry. The flaking properties 

of bone, the level of bone tool development, and the scarcity and expedient nature of 

Clovis period flaked bone tools all reveal information about the nature of bone 

toolmaking strategies in North America 11,000 years ago.  
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

ROCKFALL AND DYNAMIC IMPACT: AN EXPERIMENT 

 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

 Rockfall has long been postulated as a taphonomic agency capable of breaking 

even the largest bones (Agenbroad 1989; Dixon 1984; Miller 1989). It has been 

assumed that the fracture patterns produced by rockfalls and other post-depositional 

processes will be indistinguishable from bones broken as the result of human agency 

(Agenbroad 1989; Dixon 1984; Myers et al. 1980). While it is undeniable that falling 

rocks may cause bone fracture, the fracture patterns produced during rockfalls are 

poorly understood. The likelihood of random rockfalls producing flakes of bone similar 

to postulated artifactual examples and examples created in modern replicative 

experiments has not previously been tested, though it is significant in furthering our 

understanding the taphonomic agencies that have been proposed to explain early bone 

flaking. Actualistic research provides an important means of approaching rockfall and 

understanding its effects. 

 The nature of trabecular and cancellous bone has rarely been approached, 

though bone density studies since the 1980s have measured density differences between 

relatively less dense epiphyseal bone and relatively more dense diaphyseal bone 

(Lyman 1984, 1994). Though it is certainly true that cancellous bone is less dense than 

cortical bone, the differences in fracture properties between these two very different 

types of bone have not been studied adequately, and assumptions based on bone density 

data have often led to conclusions formed in the absence of actualistic, experimental, or 

observational data.  

 The experiments detailed in this chapter were designed to address two problems. 

First, they assess the likelihood that a taphonomic agency such as random rockfall will 
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create bone pseudo-flakes and pseudo-cores that could be mistaken for culturally 

modified artifacts. Rockfall processes are indeed capable of producing pseudo-cultural 

materials, though the statistical likelihood of this occurring, and the nature of the flakes 

and fragments produced by these processes, reveal important differences between 

cultural and natural bone modification. Second, these experiments reshape our 

understanding of density-mediated attrition and differential bone preservation by 

demonstrating a rate of differential survivorship that contradicts a vast body of 

published work on the topic. This reveals that when dynamic taphonomic processes 

produce breakage of fresh and partially dried bones, survivorship is not mediated by 

bone density. These very simple, easily replicable experiments demonstrate the 

importance of actualistic experimental research as a means of providing real data for 

analysis rather than basing conclusions on long-held assumptions. Indeed, on both 

points listed above, actualistic research has demonstrated important facets of 

understanding that contribute to a better appreciation of both archaeological evidence 

and taphonomic processes.  

 

7.2 EXPERIMENTAL IMPORTANCE 

 Few experiments have been conducted to investigate rockfall and its relationship 

to bone fracture. The amount of force required to break bones, the degree to which 

bones are fragmented, differential breakage patterns based on bone structure, and the 

presence of morphological patterns similar to human modified bones are all areas that 

are poorly understood.  

 The long histories of taphonomic studies and bone density studies have failed to 

actualistically demonstrate the assumptions that are often made regarding the nature of 

bone fracture and differential survivorship. Similarly, the swirling taphonomic debate 

around bone tool production and use during the Late Pleistocene in North America has 
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largely been based on hypothetical assumptions and contingencies of varying 

likelihood. Rockfall is one of these poorly understood taphonomic processes. 

Actualistic research on the effects of rockfall on bone assemblages has great potential 

for revealing data that will help archaeologists and taphonomists to understand the 

nature and degree of bone fracture produced in the event of a rockfall. Differentiating 

between naturally and culturally modified bones is critically important for developing 

an understanding of rockfall as a taphonomic process. This experiment was designed to 

create rockfall derived bone assemblages in varied simulated environmental conditions 

in the interest of broadly and generally understanding rockfall and its capacity to 

simulate human-induced bone modification.  

 The density of different parts of bone elements has long been assumed to 

correlate directly with survivorship in archaeological contexts (Brain 1967a, 1969; 

Elkin and Zanchetta 1991; Faith et al. 2007; Grayson 1989; Guthrie 1967; Ioannidou 

2003; Klein 1989; Klein and Cruz-Uribe 1984; Kreutzer 1992; Lam et al. 1998; Lam et 

al. 1999; Lam and Pearson 2004, 2005; Lyman 1984, 1994; Lyman et al. 1992; Marean 

and Frey 1997; Marean and Spencer 1991; Voorhies 1969; and many others). Lyman 

(1994:239) suggests “the probability that a skeletal part will survive the rigors of 

various taphonomic processes is at least partially a function of that part’s structural 

density (g/cm3).” It is on this basis that an entire subfield of archaeologists has 

undertaken extensive studies of the taphonomic processes present at archaeological 

sites, and the relationship of a bone’s structural density to its presence in the 

archaeological record. Some researchers acknowledge that a relationship between bone 

density and survivorship only exists when certain taphonomic agencies are at work 

(Conard et al. 2008; Outram 2004; Pante and Blumenschine 2010; Stiner 2002). 

Nonetheless, these relationships have often led researchers to assume that because 

survivorship is mediated by density in some instances, that this must be true in most 
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instances (Lyman 1994; Marean 1991:678,). Lyman (1994:239), for example, suggests 

that “Mechanical…attrition should have greater effects on bones with low bulk 

densities (high porosity) simply because these is greater surface area to work on.” 

Marean (1991:678) suggests that “(most) researchers assume that density conditions 

bone durability and thus determines a bone’s resistance to post-depositional 

destruction…this has not been proven experimentally, but it is a reasonable hypothesis” 

(emphasis added). Marean and Frey (1997:701) go further still and state categorically: 

“density-mediated attrition is common if not universal.” These assumptions 

unfortunately and unnecessarily draw premature conclusions concerning the nature of 

post-depositional processes. 

Sets of actualistic data have been produced to demonstrate the relationship 

between bone survivorship and certain taphonomic processes, such as carnivore 

gnawing (G. Haynes 1980, 1981, 1983a; Marean and Spencer 1991). Fluvial action has 

also been studied actualistically and proposed to account for density correlated 

patterning in archaeological bone assemblages (Behrensmeyer 1975; Lyman 1994:239; 

Voorheis 1969). Other evidence, however, demonstrates that density may be 

considerably less relevant. Experimental data on the fluvial transport of bone fragments 

(Pante and Blumenschine 2010) and studies of animal-gnawed material (Stiner 2002) 

have demonstrated that density does not necessarily mediate attrition in those 

environments. Heating, cooling, wetting, and drying are processes observed by Conard 

et al. (2008) to lead to destruction of diaphyseal bone while epiphyseal bone survives.  

Actualistic data for bones subjected to rockfall is lacking, but is provided by the 

experiments detailed in this chapter. The survivorship of different parts of bone 

elements subjected to repeated random rockfall suggests that greater structural density 

results in a dramatically greater degree of destruction in most instances. This 

contradiction of long-held beliefs allows for an improved understanding of the 
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composition of archaeological bone assemblages based upon actualistic data and 

experimentation. Further, the results of this set of rockfall experiments suggest that 

other taphonomic circumstances may result in similar non-density-correlated patterning. 

This raises questions about the nature of survivorship when large animals trample the 

bones of smaller animals and the effect of fragmentation of bones in fluvial 

environments, to name only two examples.  

 

7.3 ARCHAEOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS 

 Experiential research has demonstrated that fracturing elephant long bones 

requires large amounts of force (Holen, pers. comm. 2010; Stanford et al. 1981a). 

Additionally, even a rock falling with a great amount of force must strike the shaft of a 

bone in such a way that a substantial amount of the force is transferred into the bone 

directly in order to create a fracture by dynamic loading. Only an extremely fortuitous 

event with an astonishingly high statistical rate of improbability can account for the 

fresh fracture of very large mammal bones as the result of rockfall. That is not to say, 

however, that it is impossible, only that the conditions that would have to converge 

appear so unlikely as to preclude rockfall as a common agent of primary bone breakage, 

especially when very large mammal bones, such as those of a mammoth, are in 

question. The bones of smaller animals would break more easily, though the same basic 

(and generally low) rate of likelihood of rockfall applies.  

While simple flakes of bone may be produced by a single event, in order for 

complex flaking patterns to exist on bone “pseudo-artifacts,” repeated events would be 

necessary. These events would need to cause rocks to strike the bones in question at 

fortuitous points in order to produce overlapping or bifacial flaking patterns. This 

research demonstrates that even repeated events of rockfall are unlikely to produce 

complex flaking patterns, though they are quite surprisingly capable of producing 
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significant quantities of simple flakes of bone that occasionally appear morphologically 

similar to human modified bone specimens. The combination of events necessary to 

produce complexly flaked bone is unlikely to occur in the order described, and within 

the timeframe when a bone is sufficiently fresh to be flaked. Rockfall as a secondary 

bone breakage process is unlikely to occur for many of the same reasons, although a 

previously fractured bone may be weakened structurally and therefore be more likely to 

fracture under these conditions. An event of rockfall on already broken bones would 

still need to occur when bones are in a condition conducive to flaking (rather than dry or 

mineralized fracturing). The effects of rockfall on weathered bone should be easily 

differentiable from fresh bone fracture, and due to the changes in bone fracture 

morphology as bone degrades should not be confused with freshly fragmented bone 

assemblages. 

 Agenbroad (1989) suggests “boulder fall” and “overbank fall” (among many 

others) as possible causes of spiral bone fracture at the 26,000 year old non-cultural 

(paleontological) Hot Springs Mammoth Site in Hot Springs, South Dakota. During 

early excavations of this site, a 218 kg boulder was discovered in contact with 

mammoth bones (Agenbroad 1989:144). The unique thanatocoenetic environment of 

the Hot Springs site allows for an understanding of the processes capable of breaking 

mammoth bones in the absence of human agencies. The processes capable of modifying 

bone, as noted by Agenbroad (1989:143), include “trampling, torsion/falling, 

carnivores, spring effluent, subaqueous down-slope movement, post-depositional 

movement, boulderfall, freezing, and overbank fall.” In spite of thousands of years of 

site activity, and in the presence of dozens of mammoths and other megafaunal species, 

only a very small number of spirally fractured bone fragments have been recovered (a 

total of eleven purported spiral fragments from a total of 34 mammoths known by 1983 

are reported in Agenbroad (1989), though more have presumably been uncovered in 
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association with the additional mammoths discovered since then). Only one of these 

eleven fragments can be classified as a flake, though the photo reproduced in 

Agenbroad (1989:142) depicts a fragment that displays unconvincing characteristics.  

 At Owl Cave, Miller (1989) recovered both fresh and dry fractured bones 

beneath an event of rockfall (cave roof fall). Miller reports that a limited number of 

bones were impacted by this rockfall and generally disintegrated (Miller 1989). It has 

been suggested that freshly broken bone elements at this site are the result of cultural 

processes, even though rockfall at a massive scale is in evidence at the site. Chapter 11 

addresses the Owl Cave assemblage specifically. 

 Dixon (1984) suggests that rockfall accounts for flaking of Pleistocene bone in 

Alaskan cave contexts. Specifically, Dixon (1984:211) suggests that “glancing blows 

and blows struck by smaller rocks result in a corresponding depression, striation, 

scratch, or cut mark on the bone or bone fragment”. Creep and solifluction are 

suggested as processes by which “lithic modification of bone can occur in a noncultural 

context” (Dixon 1984). Further, Dixon (1984) states “(h)ypothetically, the attributes 

associated with noncultural direct and indirect percussion bone fracture and flaking may 

be virtually identical to those produced by man”. Unfortunately, Dixon’s work is based 

largely on assumptions concerning the nature of rockfall. Certainly, the natural 

processes at work in cave environments such as those studied by Dixon (1984) are 

capable, in some instances, of fracturing bone material. To date, however, clearly non-

culturally induced fresh bone fracture that mimics human modification has not been 

demonstrated adequately. Dixon (1984) produces some bone fragments from cave 

contexts that may have been broken by events of rockfall. While these fragments are not 

flaked per se, they demonstrate that in certain instances, relatively fresh bone impacted 

by rockfall may produce bone fragments that resemble evidence of cultural 

modification (Dixon 1984). The data presented later in this thesis demonstrate that 
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while bone can be crudely flaked by events of rockfall, the flakes and fragments 

produced are differentiable from culturally modified bone assemblages.  

  

7.4 METHODOLOGY 

To address the nature of rockfall as a taphonomic agency and its importance in 

understanding broken and flaked bone assemblages, an experiment was designed to 

address the likelihood of falling rocks producing bone flakes, cores, and fragments that 

may be confused with cultural bone modification. A further product of these 

experiments is found in the breakage patterns and differential survivorship of certain 

elements. This consistent and easily replicable outcome has important implications for 

the present debate surrounding density-mediated agencies and the differential 

survivorship of bone elements. 

Cattle bones were obtained from a local butcher for the purposes of this 

experiment. Because of the nature of modern butchering practices, most cattle bones 

used for the purposes of archaeological experimentation are sourced from animals less 

than 18 months old. In order to ensure that age-bias was minimalized for the purposes 

of this experiment, special effort was made to obtain bones from animals between 24 

and 36 months in age, as indicated by epiphyseal fusion stages and direct conversation 

with the butchers that provided the bone material. All bones used for these experiments 

had been refrigerated while still fleshed for two weeks immediately following the death 

of the animals. Based upon pre-experiment observational data, bones in this condition 

had experienced negligible levels of degradation (compare the two control samples in 

Chapter 5, one using horse bones and the other using cattle bones identical to those used 

in this experiment). 

Six different combinations of environmental condition and bone state were 

simulated: 
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1) Clean bones frozen at –20º C. 

2) Clean fresh bones. 

3) Bones frozen at –20º C with periosteum and some tissues intact. 

4) Fresh bones with periosteum and some tissues intact. 

5) Cleaned bones dried at 40º C for 40 hours.  

6) Bones with periosteum and some tissues intact, dried at 40º C for 20 

days. 

The “frozen” samples consisted of bones that had been cleaned to expose their cortical 

diaphyseal surface and the majority of their epiphyses, and were frozen for fifteen days. 

The “fresh” bone sample consisted of bones that had been cleaned to expose their 

cortical diaphyseal surfaces, and the majority of their epiphyses. These were fractured 

(by rockfall) within a day of being cleaned. The “partially fleshed” experiments utilized 

bones that had been cleaned of most of their flesh, but that were still covered by 

periosteum and some tissues. The partially fleshed fresh samples were broken within a 

day of being obtained from a butcher, while the partially fleshed frozen samples were 

frozen at –20º C for 15 days prior to fragmentation. “Dried” bone samples were 

prepared by cleaning the bones of most of their tissues before placing them in an 

adapted drying cabinet that allowed the bones to be air-dried in a controlled 40º C 

environment for 40 hours, simulating about 2-3 days of degradation in a naturally hot, 

arid environment. Partially fleshed bones were dried for 20 days at 40º C in an air drier 

to simulate the degradation of bones still covered with some flesh. Pre-experimentation 

suggested that bones exposed to these conditions for this period of time would dry and 

degrade consistently, and in a manner analogous to natural hot-dry climatic conditions. 

Drying produced macroscopic straight-line longitudinal cracks in the diaphyses of 

bones (Figure 7.1), dried the outer surfaces of the bones considerably, and allowed a 
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large amount of bone fats to escape, largely as melted fat seeping through cracks that 

penetrated the medullary cavity. 

 

Figure 7.1. A split-line crack on the diaphyseal surface of a bone exposed to hot 

(40º C) dry conditions for 3 days. 

 

Conducting these experiments using many different samples provided broad-

ranging data regarding the manner in which bones are likely to fracture (and flake) 

under rockfall conditions in a variety of different environments and conditions. 

Understanding the differences between random breakage of bone allows for a better 

understanding of the material properties and behavior of bone in different conditions. 

An area of paved asphalt was designated as the breakage area for the purposes of 

this experiment. While paved asphalt surfaces certainly did not exist prehistorically, the 

use of such a hard, artificial surface was viewed as an exceptionally conservative means 

of testing rockfall. Soft ground surfaces are likely to absorb much of the force of a 
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falling rock and may result in a failure to create fractures in some instances. To test the 

breaking and flaking of bone under rockfall conditions, the use of an asphalt surface 

provided a very beneficial surface on which to fracture bones, and one which 

guaranteed a greater degree of fragmentation and potential for flaking. If fractured bone 

resembling human modified bone can be created on softer earthen surfaces, it can 

certainly be replicated more effectively on an asphalt surface. A wall adjacent to this 

surface provided a location from which rocks could be dropped on the bones below. To 

contain flying bones and bone fragments, a tarpaulin surrounded the fracturing area 

(Figure 7.2). This allowed all fragments to be collected at the end of the experiment. 

This was accomplished by hand-recovering as many fragments as possible from the 

asphalt surface and the surrounding tarpaulin after fracturing was complete. To ensure 

the greatest degree of recovery possible, the area was then swept with a broom and the 

collected materials were wet sieved and sorted. Minor losses can be expected to have 

occurred, though the techniques utilized suggest that only fragments at the scale of 

<3mm in maximum dimension were lost. 
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 Figure 7.2. The rockfall environment, with a sample of unbroken fresh cattle 

bones. 

 

 A series of cobbles and boulders of different weights and sizes was used in these 

experiments. These cobbles and boulders varied in size from a maximum dimension of 

13 cm to a maximum dimension of 37 cm, and in weight from 2 kg to 12 kg (Figure 

7.3). 
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 Figure 7.3. A selection of rocks used in the rockfall experiments. Scale = 30 cm. 

 

 Each experiment began with an assemblage of eight complete cattle bones. 

Rocks were released one at a time, randomly, from a height of 2.75m, with only 

minimal respect for the condition and placement of the bones below. “Aiming” for 

specific elements or element portions would have introduced a bias to the data, and this 

was avoided fastidiously. After eight to ten rocks impacted the assemblage, the rocks 

were collected for repeated use. Because the bones had a tendency to migrate toward the 

outer periphery of the enclosed area as the experiment proceeded, both complete and 

fragmented bones were randomly replaced near one another and toward the center of the 

drop area to facilitate further breakage.  
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 Figure 7.4. Rockfall in progress. 

 

 After 150 impacting rockfalls, all fragments were collected. Larger fragments 

and epiphyses were briefly boiled in a solution of sodium hydroxide (NaOH) to remove 

any remaining tissues and to degrease the bones, and all materials were left to dry 

before analysis was conducted. 

  

7.5 DATA 

Rockfall on Frozen Bones #1 

The bonebed was comprised of two femora, one humerus, three tibiae, and two 

radioulnae. These bones had been frozen at –20º C for fifteen days in a standard chest 

freezer before experimentation. The bones were removed from the freezer immediately 

prior to experimentation and were exposed to the environment for 40 minutes while the 

fracturing experiment was completed. The experiment was conducted in a shaded area 
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where environmental temperatures were between 0º and 1º C. While the bones warmed 

slightly during the experiment, they remained in a frozen state at the end of the 

experiment. 

Of the 150 attempts at breaking bones, 101 produced obvious breakage, while 

49 made significant contact but produced no macroscopic fracturing. After 83 rocks 

impacted the bonebed, it was noted that no single epiphysis had more than 10 cm of 

diaphysis attached. The remaining 67 rocks produced fewer and dramatically smaller 

fragments of diaphyseal bone. The majority of the impacts between the 84th and 150th 

drop impacted the epiphyses directly, occasionally resulting the in the indirect 

fragmentation of their attached diaphyses. One hundred fifty rock falls produced a total 

of ten small fragments of epiphyseal bone in addition to two large epiphyseal fragments, 

and fifteen largely complete epiphyses. All of the epiphyses survived in a nearly 

complete state excepting the proximal end of one radioulna, from which the proximal 

end of the ulna was removed as a result of a break across the trochlear notch, detaching 

the olecranon.  

Two hundred seventeen fragments of diaphyseal bone with a maximum 

dimension of 1 cm were recovered. A majority of these diaphyseal fragments preserve 

cortical bone on the outer surface and medullary bone on the inner surface. A further 

287 diaphyseal fragments measuring less than 1 cm but greater than 3 mm in maximum 

dimension were produced. Hundreds of tiny fragments measuring less than 3 mm were 

not counted, but weighed 43.4 g in total. These data are summarized in Table 7.1 and 

depicted in Figure 7.5. Of 217 diaphyseal fragments measuring greater than 1 cm in 

maximum dimension, 44 exhibit a cortical surface or a medullary surface but lack the 

other—that is to say, these fragments exhibit a surface similar to the “ventral surface” of 

a lithic flake. These fragments could be termed “flakes,” but because random, simulated 

natural processes produced them, they will be referred to as “pseudo-flakes” in order to 
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avoid confusion. Some exhibit feather terminations, bulbs of force, and striking 

platforms, though the nature and character of the flakes preclude any direct analogy 

between these “pseudo-flakes” and percussion flakes produced on lithic materials or 

bone. Several “pseudo-cores” were also produced during this bone breakage 

experiment, onto which some of the “pseudo-flakes” refit. Often, rockfall comminuted 

large diaphyseal fragments so as to render some bone pseudo-cores unrecognizable. 

 

 Figure 7.5. The fractured remains of eight fresh cattle bones subjected to 150 

rockfalls. Epiphyses are at the left (all complete or nearly-complete except the broken 

proximal radio-ulna at the bottom center). Diaphyseal fragments are at the right. A 

collection of small cancellous and trabecular bone fragments are located at the bottom 

right. Scale = 10 cm. 

 

The largest of the pseudo-flakes measures 9.0 cm in width and 2.3 cm in length. 

The pseudo-core from which it was detached is broken in two fragments, each of which 
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exhibits approximately half of the negative scar from the detached pseudo-flake (Figure 

7.6). 

 

 Figure 7.6. Two refitting pseudo-core fragments and the pseudo-flake that was 

detached from them. The lack of a platform suggests that the pseudoflake was detached 

through the shearing action of a falling rock, or through the bending that resulted in the 

fragmentation of the pseudo-core.  

 

Neither the pseudo-core nor the pseudo-flake exhibit any discernable striking platform, 

bulb of percussion, or bulb scar. This pseudo-flake terminates with a perverse feather 

termination that appears to crosscut a lamella of bone immediately before terminating. 

Given the nature of the bone, there appears to be no suitable “platform” from which this 

pseudo-flake may have originated. No suitable striking angle is obtainable on these 

specimens that would have allowed the pseudo-flake to detach by percussion (the most 

amenable angle is at approximately 120º, considerably more than the demonstrated 
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angles for flaking bone). This pseudo-flake was most likely produced by either the 

bending-fracture of its core, or shearing forces. 

Another pseudo-flake measuring 6.4 cm in width and 1.4 cm in length was 

detached from the cortical surface of a large diaphyseal bone fragment. This pseudo-

flake exhibits a feather termination, a bulb of force, and an apparent striking platform. 

Corresponding characteristics are found on its core.  

Two superimposed pseudo-flakes were detached from a final pseudo-core. The 

smaller, cortical flake measures 1.7 cm wide and 1.6 cm long and exhibits a feather 

termination, a bulb of force, and an apparent striking platform. The pseudo-flake from 

which the first pseudo-flake was detached measures 2.7 cm wide and 2.0 cm long. 

Matching platforms suggest that these pseudo-flakes were detached simultaneously. 

Of the 44 pseudo-flakes present in this collection (Figure 7.7), six exhibit clear 

striking platforms, while four exhibit possible platforms. Five exhibit clear bulbs of 

force, while four exhibit possible, or very diffuse, bulbs of force. Thirteen exhibit clear 

feather terminations and eleven exhibit possible feather terminations. This is 

synthesized in Table 7.2. It should be noted that platforms and bulbs were often very 

difficult to identify on these pseudo-flakes, such that bulbs were often diffuse, and their 

presumed platforms were often at unexpected angles to both the surface of the bone and 

to the pseudo-flake produced. Four pseudo-cores (Figure 7.8) are present in the 

collection and are represented by fragments of cortical bone from which pseudo-flakes 

have apparently been removed, leaving a negative scar. 
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 Figure 7.7. Pseudo-flakes (fragments of wholly cortical bone that exhibit only 

the external cortical surface, or the medullary surface the bone from which they were 

derived). (Frozen bone sample #1). 
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 Figure 7.8. Pseudo-cores produced through rockfall. (Frozen bone sample #1).  

 

The direction from which each removal occurred was recorded when possible. 

Longitudinal, angled, and transverse removals represented the three primary categories 

to which pseudo-flakes were assigned. Figure 7.9 depicts the orientation of these 

different directions of removal. 
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 Figure 7.9. Generalized depiction of a bone showing the different classifications 

of pseudo-flake directionality. L=Longitudinal, A=Angled, T=Transverse. 

 

Six pseudo-flakes were detached along the longitudinal axis of the bone, while 

25 were detached transversely. Two were detached at a non-transverse, non-longitudinal 

angle to the longitudinal axis, and eleven were impossible to categorize. These data are 

summarized in Table 7.3. 

 

Rockfall on Frozen Bones #2 

 The experiment was repeated using eight additional cattle bones obtained, 

cleaned, frozen, and broken in the same manner. This sample included two femora, two 

tibiae, two humeri, and two radioulnae frozen for fifteen days before being fragmented. 

The experiment was conducted in a shaded area at a time when environmental 

temperatures were between 2º and 3º C. Of 150 impacting rockfalls, 93 produced clear 

macroscopic fragmentation, while 57 failed to produce clear macroscopic breakage. 

After 76 impacting rockfalls, it was noted that very little diaphyseal material remained 

attached to any epiphysis. The majority of those impacts that failed to produce clear 
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breakage occurred after the majority of the diaphyseal material had already been heavily 

fragmented, when the falling rocks were generally striking epiphyseal bone. Thirteen of 

the sixteen epiphyses remained largely intact following the 150 impacts. Of the three 

fractured epiphyses, two were the distal ends of tibiae that fractured longitudinally, 

resulting in two similarly sized halves of each epiphysis. The other fractured epiphysis 

resulted when the proximal end of one radioulna was fractured across the trochlear 

notch, detaching the olecranon. The thirteen remaining epiphyses sustained only minor 

damage. One hundred fifty rock falls resulted in a total of six small fragments of 

epiphyseal bone, six large epiphyseal fragments and thirteen complete or nearly 

complete epiphyses. In addition, 185 diaphyseal fragments measuring more than 1 cm 

in maximum dimension and 182 diaphyseal fragments measuring less than 1 cm but 

greater than 3 mm in maximum dimension were produced. Hundreds of tiny fragments 

measuring less than 3 mm were not counted, but weighed 31.1 g in total. These data are 

summarized in Table 7.1. Of 185 diaphyseal fragments measuring more than 1 cm in 

maximum dimension, 20 are pseudo-flakes as described above. No pseudo-cores were 

preserved. 

 Of the 20 pseudo-flakes present in this collection, eleven exhibit clear striking 

platforms, while one exhibits a possible platform. Eleven exhibit clear bulbs of force, 

while one exhibits a possible, or very diffuse, bulb of force. Fourteen exhibit clear 

feather terminations and three exhibit possible feather terminations. This is synthesized 

in Table 7.2. 

Three pseudo-flakes were detached along the longitudinal axis of the bone, 

while eleven were detached transversely. Two were detached at a non-transverse, non-

longitudinal angle to the longitudinal axis, and four were impossible to categorize. 

These data are summarized in Table 7.3. 
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Rockfall on Fresh Bones #1 

The same experiment was again repeated utilizing fresh bones rather than frozen 

ones. The bonebed consisted of three femora, three humeri, two tibiae. They were 

refrigerated in a fleshed state for two weeks prior to being cleaned. The bones were 

cleaned during an afternoon, left outside on a cool night (minimum temperature of 0º 

C), and moved indoors the next morning where they slowly warmed from about 0º C to 

approximately 10º C. This was considered a desirable temperature for experimentation, 

and the bones were then moved outdoors to a shaded location where the temperature 

ranged from 5º C to 6º C while the bones were broken. While the bones can be expected 

to have cooled somewhat during this time, the entire breakage episode was completed in 

less than one hour. The temperature of the bones remained well above freezing while 

the experiment was completed.  

Of the 150 attempts at breaking bones, 87 produced obvious breakage, while 63 

made significant contact but produced no macroscopic fracturing. The reduced number 

of fracturing impacts may be explained by the greater degree of fragmentation that 

occurred during the initial fracturing. This increased amount of early fracturing led to 

less potential for further fragmentation later in the experiment. Though it was expected 

that a greater degree of dramatic breakage and shattering would occur during rockfalls 

on frozen bone, it became apparent during this experiment that breakage on fresh bones 

produced a similar degree of shattering and unexpected (perverse) breakage relative to 

breaks observed on frozen bone.  

 After 57 rocks impacted the bonebed, it was noted that no single epiphysis had  

more than 10 cm of diaphysis attached. The remaining 93 falling rocks produced fewer 

and dramatically smaller fragments of diaphyseal bone. The majority of the impacts 

between the 58th and 150th drop impacted the remaining epiphyses directly, (meaning 

that a much greater number of blows in this experiment directly impacted epiphyses 
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relative to the frozen bone experiments) occasionally resulting in the indirect 

fragmentation of their attached diaphyses. Thirteen of the sixteen epiphyses survived in 

an easily recognizable and nearly complete state with a limited amount of diaphysis still 

attached. The proximal ends of two femora and the distal end of a humerus were 

fractured. The humeral epiphysis fractured longitudinally to the orientation of the bone, 

while both proximal femoral epiphyses were observed to have broken when an angular 

portion of a falling rock became wedged between the protruding head and greater 

trochanter and produced a tension failure between them. 

One hundred fifty rock falls produced a total of fifteen small fragments of 

epiphyseal bone in addition to six large epiphyseal fragments, and thirteen largely 

complete epiphyses. Additionally, these episodes of rockfall created 240 fragments of 

diaphyseal bone with a maximum dimension of at least 1 cm. A majority of these 

diaphyseal fragments preserve cortical bone on the outer surface and medullary bone on 

the inner surface. A further 245 diaphyseal fragments measuring less than 1 cm in 

maximum dimension were produced. Hundreds of tiny fragments measuring less than 3 

mm were not counted, but weighed 50.0 g in total. These data are summarized in Table 

7.1. Of 240 diaphyseal fragments measuring greater than 1 cm in maximum dimension, 

38 are pseudo-flakes. Several “pseudo-cores” were also produced during this bone 

breakage experiment, onto which some of the “pseudo-flakes” refit. Each pseudo-core 

exhibits a single negative pseudo-flake scar on its cortical surface.  

Of the 38 pseudo-flakes present in this collection, eleven exhibit clear striking 

platforms, while eight exhibit possible platforms. Twelve exhibit clear bulbs of force, 

while five others exhibit possible, or very diffuse, bulb of force. Ten exhibit clear 

feather terminations and nine exhibit possible feather terminations. This is synthesized 

in Table 7.2. 
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One of the pseudo-flakes produced by the experiment refits onto its pseudo-core, 

each exhibiting half of a scar resultant from the presumed impact of a falling rock. The 

angle of impact measures considerably more than 90º (perhaps 120º), and while the 

pseudo-flake exhibits some interesting characteristics, including a bulb of force and a 

feather termination; it was clearly removed with force transverse to the orientation of 

the bone, as indicated by a surface impact scar, and no normally discernible platform 

remains either on the pseudo-flake or the pseudo-core. 

Two flakes were detached along the longitudinal axis of the bone, while 26 were 

detached transversely. Five pseudo-flakes were detached at a non-transverse, non-

longitudinal angle to the longitudinal axis, and five others were impossible to 

categorize. These data are summarized in Table 7.3. 

 

Rockfall on Fresh Bones #2 

 The experiment was repeated using eight additional cattle bones obtained, 

cleaned, frozen, and broken in the same manner. This sample included two femora, two 

tibiae, two humeri, and two radioulnae that were cleaned of flesh and tissue the day 

before being fragmented. The experiment was conducted in a shaded area where 

environmental temperatures were between 4º and 6º C during the time of the bone 

breakage. Of 150 impacting rockfalls, 91 produced clear macroscopic fragmentation, 

while 59 failed to produce clear macroscopic breakage. After 61 impacting rockfalls, it 

was noted that very little diaphyseal material remained attached to any epiphysis. The 

majority of those impacts that failed to produce clear breakage occurred after the 

majority of the diaphyseal material had already been heavily fragmented, when the 

falling rocks were generally striking epiphyseal bone and “bouncing” away. All sixteen 

epiphyses remained largely intact following the 150 impacts, though the proximal end 

of a femur was nearly split in two. This epiphysis began to split longitudinally, with a 
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crack along the cranial/caudal axis through the trochantic fossa. The fifteen remaining 

epiphyses sustained only minor damage. One hundred fifty impacting rockfalls resulted 

in a total of nine small fragments of epiphyseal bone, one cracked but still whole 

proximal femur, and fifteen complete or nearly complete epiphyses. In addition, 228 

diaphyseal fragments measuring more than 1 cm in maximum dimension and 228 

diaphyseal fragments measuring less than 1 cm in maximum dimension were produced. 

Hundreds of tiny fragments measuring less than 3 mm were not counted, but weighed 

55.4 g in total. These data are summarized in Table 7.1. Of 228 diaphyseal fragments 

measuring more than 1 cm in maximum dimension, 23 can be described “pseudo-flakes. 

Four pseudo-cores are also present in the collection and are represented by fragments of 

cortical bone from which pseudo-flakes have apparently been removed, leaving a 

negative scar.   

 Of the 23 pseudo-flakes present in this collection, four exhibit clear striking 

platforms, while six exhibit possible platforms. Four exhibit clear bulbs of force, while 

four others exhibit possible, or very diffuse, bulbs of force. Nine exhibit clear feather 

terminations and eight exhibit possible feather terminations. This is synthesized in 

Table 7.2. Four pseudo-cores were produced by the experiment, each with apparent 

negative pseudo-flake scars on their cortical surfaces.  

 One pseudo-flake was detached along the longitudinal axis of the bone, while 

fifteen were detached transversely. None were detached at a non-transverse, non-

longitudinal angle to the longitudinal axis, and seven were impossible to categorize. 

These data are summarized in Table 7.3. 

 

Rockfall on Frozen Bones with Some Tissues Intact #1 

The same experiment was repeated utilizing frozen bones that were left with a 

limited amount of tissue intact, including the periosteum, and a limited amount of fats 
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and meat. The bonebed consisted of three femora, three tibiae, one humerus, and one 

radioulna. They were refrigerated in a fleshed state for two weeks prior to being frozen. 

The bones were frozen for fifteen days at –20º C before being broken. The experiment 

was conducted outdoors in a shaded location where the temperature ranged from 4º C to 

6º C while the bones were broken. While the bones can be expected to have warmed 

slightly during their exposure to the environment, the entire episode of breakage lasted 

not more than 40 minutes. 

Of the 150 attempts at breaking bones, 67 produced likely breakage, while 83 

made significant contact but produced no immediately recognizable fracturing. The 

majority of the contacting blows that failed to break bone occurred when the falling 

rock impacted the epiphysis of a bone rather than the diaphysis. Occasionally, 

especially at the beginning of the experiment, the force of the falling rock was 

insufficient to break the diaphysis of the bone it was impacting. Because of tissues 

covering the bones during the experiment, it was impossible to determine whether or 

not each impacting rock caused a fracture. In the cases where macroscopic fracturing 

was not apparent, microfracturing seems likely to have occurred given the size of the 

rocks used and the height from which they were dropped, although this is only an 

assumption given that microfracturing could not be observed due to the tissues covering 

the bones during the experiment. 

 After 122 rocks impacted the bonebed, it was noted that no single epiphysis was 

left with more than 10 cm of diaphysis attached. The remaining 28 falling rocks 

produced fewer and smaller fragments of diaphyseal bone. All 16 epiphyses survived in 

an easily recognizable and nearly complete state with a limited amount of diaphysis still 

attached. 

One hundred fifty rock falls produced five small fragments of epiphyseal or 

trabecular bone, but left all of the epiphyses essentially complete. This episode of 
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rockfall created 213 fragments of diaphyseal bone with a maximum dimension of at 

least 1 cm. A majority of these diaphyseal fragments preserve cortical bone on the outer 

surface and medullary bone on the inner surface. A further 231 diaphyseal fragments 

measuring less than 1 cm in maximum dimension were produced. Many fragments 

measuring less than 3 mm were not counted, but weighed 13.4 g in total. These data are 

summarized in Table 7.1. Of 213 diaphyseal fragments measuring greater than 1 cm in 

maximum dimension, 30 are pseudo-flakes. Some exhibit feather terminations, bulbs of 

force, and platforms. Of the 30 pseudo-flakes present in this collection, ten exhibit clear 

striking platforms, while seven exhibit possible platforms. Five exhibit clear bulbs of 

force, while two exhibit possible, or very diffuse, bulb of force. Five exhibit clear 

feather terminations and seven exhibit possible feather terminations. This is synthesized 

in Table 7.2. No pseudo-cores were created by the experiment. 

 One pseudo-flake was detached along the longitudinal axis of the bone, while 

twelve were detached transversely. Four were detached at a non-transverse, non-

longitudinal angle to the longitudinal axis, and thirteen were impossible to categorize. 

These data are summarized in Table 7.3. 

 

Rockfall on Frozen Bones with Some Tissues Intact #2 

 The experiment was repeated using eight additional cattle bones obtained and 

broken in the same manner. This sample included two femora, two tibiae, two humeri, 

and two radioulnae. The experiment was conducted in a shaded area where 

environmental temperatures were between 6º and 7º C during the time of the bone 

breakage. Of 150 impacting rockfalls, 70 produced clear macroscopic fragmentation, 

while 80 failed to produce clear macroscopic breakage. As in the previous experiment, 

this was difficult to measure precisely given the tissues covering much of the bone 

surfaces. After 108 impacting rockfalls, it was noted that very little diaphyseal material 
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remained attached to any epiphysis. The majority of those impacts that failed to produce 

clear breakage occurred after the majority of the diaphyseal material had already been 

heavily fragmented, when the falling rocks were generally striking epiphyseal bone and 

“bouncing” away. One hundred fifty rockfalls resulted in no small fragments of 

epiphyseal bone, four large epiphyseal fragments, and fourteen complete or nearly 

complete epiphyses. In addition, 249 diaphyseal fragments measuring more than 1 cm 

in maximum dimension and 243 diaphyseal fragments measuring less than 1 cm in 

maximum dimension were produced. Many fragments measuring less than 3 mm were 

not counted, but weighed 14.4 g in total. These data are summarized in Table 7.1. Of 

249 diaphyseal fragments measuring more than 1 cm in maximum dimension, 24 can be 

described as pseudo-flakes. 

 Of the 24 pseudo-flakes present in this collection, nine exhibit clear striking 

platforms, while fourteen exhibit possible platforms. Five exhibit clear bulbs of force, 

while eight exhibit possible, or very diffuse, bulb of force. Eight exhibit clear feather 

terminations and eleven others exhibit possible feather terminations. This is synthesized 

in Table 7.2. No pseudo-cores were preserved at end of this experiment.  

 Two pseudo-flakes were detached along the longitudinal axis of the bone, while 

fifteen were detached transversely. Two were detached at a non-transverse, non-

longitudinal angle to the longitudinal axis, and five were impossible to categorize. 

These data are summarized in Table 7.3. 

 

Rockfall on Fresh Bones with Some Tissues Intact #1 

The same experiment was repeated utilizing fresh, unfrozen bones that were left 

with a limited amount of tissue intact, including the periosteum, and a limited amount of 

fats and meat. The bonebed was comprised of three femora, three tibiae, one humerus, 

and one radioulna. These bones, like all of the bones used in this series of experiments, 
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were obtained from a butcher. They were refrigerated in a fleshed state for two weeks 

prior to being cleaned. The bones were immediately subjected to the rockfall 

experiment upon being obtained. The experiment was conducted outdoors in a shaded 

location where the temperature ranged from 9º C to 10º C while the bones were broken. 

Of the 150 attempts at breaking bones, 87 produced likely breakage, while 63 

made significant contact but produced no immediately recognizable fracturing. After 

112 rocks impacted the bonebed, it was noted that no single epiphysis survived with 

more than 10 cm of diaphysis attached. The remaining 38 falling rocks produced fewer 

and smaller fragments of diaphyseal bone. The majority of the impacts between the 

113th and 150th drop impacted the remaining epiphyses directly, occasionally resulting in 

the indirect fragmentation of their attached diaphyses. All 16 epiphyses survived in an 

easily recognizable and nearly complete state with a limited amount of diaphysis still 

attached. 

One hundred fifty rock falls produced no small fragments of epiphyseal bone, 

and left all of the epiphyses complete. This episode of rockfall created 188 fragments of 

diaphyseal bone with a maximum dimension of at least 1 cm. A majority of these 

diaphyseal fragments preserve cortical bone on the outer surface and medullary bone on 

the inner surface. A further 152 diaphyseal fragments measuring less than 1 cm in 

maximum dimension were produced. Many fragments measuring less than 3 mm were 

not counted, but weighed 15.4 g in total. These data are summarized in Table 7.1. Of 

188 diaphyseal fragments measuring greater than 1 cm in maximum dimension, 23 are 

pseudo-flakes. Two partial “pseudo-cores” were also produced during this bone 

breakage experiment, onto one pseudo-flake refits.  

Of the 23 pseudo-flakes present in this collection, nine exhibit clear striking 

platforms, while six exhibit possible platforms. Seven exhibit clear bulbs of force, while 

five exhibit possible, or very diffuse, bulbs of force. Eleven exhibit clear feather 
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terminations and six exhibit possible feather terminations. This is synthesized in Table 

7.2. Two partial pseudo-cores were produced by the experiment, each with apparent 

negative pseudo-flake scars on their cortical surfaces to which one pseudo-flake refits. 

 Two pseudo-flakes were detached along the longitudinal axis of the bone, while 

fifteen were detached transversely. Four were detached at a non-transverse, non-

longitudinal angle to the longitudinal axis, and two were impossible to categorize. 

These data are summarized in Table 7.3. 

 

Rockfall on Fresh Bones with Some Tissues Intact #2 

 The experiment was repeated using eight additional cattle bones obtained and 

broken in the same manner. This sample included three femora, three tibiae, one 

humerus, and one radioulna that were obtained the day before being fragmented. The 

experiment was conducted in a shaded area where environmental temperatures were 

between 9º and 11º C during the time of the bone breakage. Of 150 impacting rockfalls, 

93 produced clear macroscopic fragmentation, while 57 failed to produce clear 

macroscopic breakage. As in the previous experiment, this was difficult to measure 

precisely given the tissues covering much of the bone surfaces. After 109 impacting 

rockfalls, it was noted that very little diaphyseal material remained attached to any 

epiphysis. The majority of those impacts that failed to produce clear breakage occurred 

after the majority of the diaphyseal material had already been heavily fragmented, when 

the falling rocks were generally striking epiphyseal bone and “bouncing” away. All 

epiphyses remained largely intact following the 150 impacts. One hundred fifty rock 

falls resulted in a total of one small fragment of epiphyseal bone, and 16 complete or 

nearly complete epiphyses. In addition, 224 diaphyseal fragments measuring more than 

1 cm in maximum dimension and 98 diaphyseal fragments measuring less than 1 cm in 

maximum dimension were produced. Many fragments measuring less than 3 mm were 
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not counted, but weighed 19.4 g in total. These data are summarized in Table 7.1. Of 

224 diaphyseal fragments measuring more than 1 cm in maximum dimension, 39 can be 

described as “pseudo-flakes.” 

 Of the 39 pseudo-flakes present in this collection, nineteen exhibit clear striking 

platforms, while thirteen exhibit possible platforms. Twelve exhibit clear bulbs of force, 

while eight exhibit possible, or very diffuse, bulb of force. Eleven exhibit clear feather 

terminations and eleven others exhibit possible feather terminations. This is synthesized 

in Table 7.2. No pseudo-cores were preserved at end of this experiment.  

 Three pseudo-flakes were detached along the longitudinal axis of the bone, 

while 25 were detached transversely. Four were detached at a non-transverse, non-

longitudinal angle to the longitudinal axis, and seven were impossible to categorize. 

These data are summarized in Table 7.3. 

 

Rockfall on Bones Dried for 40 hours at 40ºC #1 

The same experiment was again repeated utilizing bones that were obtained 

from a butcher, cleaned of tissues and periosteum, and dried for 40 hours prior to 

fragmentation. In order to dry the bones, a photographic film drying cabinet was 

converted to create a temperature-controlled bone drying cabinet that lightly blew warm 

air over the suspended bones. The bonebed was comprised of three femora, three tibiae, 

one humerus, and one radioulna. They were refrigerated in a fleshed state for two weeks 

prior to being cleaned. The bones were cleaned during an afternoon, immediately placed 

in the drying cabinet at 40º C, and left to dry for 40 hours. This was designed to 

simulate the conditions bones might experience in a hot, arid environment. The time 

period of 40 hours in the drying cabinet likely simulates a period of two-to-three days of 

natural drying. The bones were moved outdoors to a shaded location where the 

temperature ranged from 11º C to 12º C while the bones were broken. 
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Of the 150 attempts at breaking bones, 127 produced obvious breakage, while 

23 made significant contact but produced no macroscopic fracturing. The fracture 

morphology of the bone fragments produced by this experiment is consistent with what 

might be expected of bones that dried in naturally hot and arid conditions. 

Macroscopically visible split line cracks formed on all of the bones as they were dried, 

(e.g. Figure 7.1). Many fractures followed these cracks, while other fracture surfaces 

were jagged and stepped, with generally rough, right angle fracture surfaces. While 

some bone fats escaped the bones while they were dried, much of the bone marrow and 

bone grease remained within the bones, producing often-visible differential drying 

characteristics between the cortical and medullary surfaces.  

 After 73 rocks impacted the bonebed, it was noted that no single epiphysis was 

left with more than 10 cm of diaphysis attached. The remaining 77 falling rocks 

produced dramatically smaller fragments of diaphyseal bone. The majority of the 

impacts between the 74th and 150th drop impacted the remaining epiphyses directly, 

occasionally resulting the in the indirect fragmentation of their attached diaphyses. All 

sixteen epiphyses survived in an easily recognizable and nearly complete state with a 

limited amount of diaphysis still attached. 

One hundred fifty rock falls produced a total of five small fragments of 

epiphyseal bone and sixteen largely complete epiphyses. Additionally, these episodes of 

rockfall created 253 fragments of diaphyseal bone with a maximum dimension of at 

least 1 cm. A majority of these diaphyseal fragments preserve cortical bone on the outer 

surface and medullary bone on the inner surface. A further 184 diaphyseal fragments 

measuring less than 1 cm in maximum dimension were produced. Hundreds of tiny 

fragments measuring less than 3 mm were not counted, but weighed 24.5 g in total. 

These data are summarized in Table 7.1. Of 253 diaphyseal fragments measuring 
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greater than 1 cm in maximum dimension, thirteen are pseudo-flakes. No pseudo-cores 

were preserved.  

Of the thirteen pseudo-flakes present in this collection, two exhibit clear striking 

platforms, while nine exhibit possible platforms. None exhibit clear bulbs of force, 

while two exhibit possible, or very diffuse, bulb of force. Two exhibit clear feather 

terminations and five exhibit possible feather terminations. This is synthesized in Table 

7.2. No pseudo-cores were produced by the experiment. 

One pseudo-flake was detached along the longitudinal axis of the bone, while 

six were detached transversely. No flakes were detached at a non-transverse, non-

longitudinal angle to the longitudinal axis, and six were impossible to categorize. These 

data are summarized in Table 7.3. 

 

Rockfall on Bones Dried for 40 hours at 40ºC #2 

 The experiment was repeated using eight additional cattle bones obtained and 

broken in the same manner. This sample included three femora, three tibiae, one 

humerus and one radioulna that were dried in a fashion identical to the bones used in the 

previous experiment. The experiment was conducted in a shaded area where 

environmental temperatures were between 10º and 11º C during the time of the bone 

breakage. Of 150 impacting rockfalls, 121 produced clear macroscopic fragmentation, 

while 29 failed to produce clear macroscopic breakage. After 79 impacting rockfalls, it 

was noted that very little diaphyseal material remained attached to any epiphysis. The 

majority of those impacts that failed to produce clear breakage occurred after the 

majority of the diaphyseal material had already been heavily fragmented, when the 

falling rocks were generally striking epiphyseal bone and “bouncing” away. Thirteen 

epiphyses remained largely intact following the 150 impacts. Two proximal femora 

were fractured, creating a total of four fragments. Additionally, the proximal end of the 
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radius was separated from its associated ulna along the line of fusion between those two 

bones. One hundred fifty rock falls resulted in a total of twelve small fragments of 

epiphyseal bone, and thirteen complete or nearly complete epiphyses. In addition, 291 

diaphyseal fragments measuring more than 1 cm in maximum dimension and 299 

diaphyseal fragments measuring less than 1 cm in maximum dimension were produced. 

Hundreds of tiny fragments measuring less than 3 mm were not counted, but weighed 

27.4 g in total. These data are summarized in Table 7.1. Of 291 diaphyseal fragments 

measuring more than 1 cm in maximum dimension, fifteen can be described pseudo-

flakes. Two pseudo-cores are also present in the collection and are represented by 

fragments of cortical bone from which pseudo-flakes have apparently been removed, 

leaving a negative scar.   

 Of the fifteen pseudo-flakes present in this collection, seven exhibit clear 

striking platforms, while eight exhibit possible platforms. Two exhibit clear bulbs of 

force, while four exhibit possible, or very diffuse, bulb of force. Four exhibit clear 

feather terminations and seven exhibit possible feather terminations. This is synthesized 

in Table 7.2. Two pseudo-cores were produced by the experiment, each with apparent 

negative pseudo-flake scars on their cortical surfaces. A pseudo-flake refits to one 

pseudo-core. 

 Two pseudo-flakes were detached along the longitudinal axis of the bone, while 

nine were detached transversely. Two were detached at a non-transverse, non-

longitudinal angle to the longitudinal axis, and two were impossible to categorize. 

These data are summarized in Table 7.3. 

 

Rockfall on Partially Fleshed Bone Dried for 20 days at 40º C #1 

The same experiment was again repeated utilizing bones that were obtained 

from a butcher, on which the periosteum and some tissues, including meat and fats, 
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were left intact on both the diaphyses and epiphyses. These bones were dried for 20 

days before being subjected to rockfall. In order to dry the bones, a photographic film 

drying cabinet was converted to create a temperature-controlled bone drying cabinet 

that lightly blew warm air over the suspended bones. The bonebed was comprised of 

five femora, and three tibiae. They were refrigerated in a fully fleshed state for two 

weeks prior to being dried. The treatment of these bones was designed to simulate an 

environment that bones might experience in nature: a hot, arid environment that would 

allow bones to dry quickly. The bones were left partially fleshed to more accurately 

simulate the conditions that bones might encounter in natural drying environments. The 

time period of 20 days in the drying cabinet likely simulates a period of more than a 

month of natural drying, because the drying cabinet subjected the bones to intense 

drying conditions 24 hours each day. The bones were moved outdoors to a shaded 

location where the temperature ranged from 8º C to 10º C while the bones were broken. 

Of the 150 attempts at breaking bones, 123 produced obvious breakage, while 

27 made significant contact but produced no macroscopic fracturing. The fracture 

morphology of the bone fragments produced by this experiment is consistent with what 

might be expected of bones that dried in naturally hot and arid conditions. 

Macroscopically visible split line cracks formed on all of the bones as they were dried. 

Many fractures followed these cracks, while other fracture surfaces were jagged and 

stepped, with generally rough, right-angle fracture surfaces. While much of the bones’ 

fat escaped the bones while they were dried, some of the bone marrow and bone grease 

remained within the bones. A majority of the fractures produced by the impact of falling 

rocks can be characterized as right-angle fractures (relative to the cortical surface) 

largely following the longitudinal axis of the bones. Almost no helical fracture was 

present when examining the diaphyseal fragments.  
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 After 92 rocks impacted the bonebed, it was noted that no single epiphysis 

survived with more than 10 cm of diaphysis attached. The remaining 58 falling rocks 

produced dramatically smaller fragments of diaphyseal bone. The majority of the 

impacts between the 92tnd and 150th drop impacted the remaining epiphyses directly, 

occasionally resulting the in the indirect fragmentation of their attached diaphyses.  

Fifteen epiphyses survived in an easily recognizable and nearly complete state with a 

limited amount of diaphysis still attached. The head of one femur split in half, detaching 

one half of the femoral head from the other half, which remained attached to the 

remaining portion of the epiphysis. 

One hundred fifty rock falls produced a total of seven small fragments of 

epiphyseal bone, two large fragments of epiphyseal bone, and fifteen largely complete 

epiphyses. Additionally, these episodes of rockfall created 280 fragments of diaphyseal 

bone with a maximum dimension of at least 1 cm. A majority of these diaphyseal 

fragments preserve cortical bone on the outer surface and medullary bone on the inner 

surface. A further 281 diaphyseal fragments measuring less than 1 cm in maximum 

dimension were produced. Hundreds of tiny fragments measuring less than 3 mm were 

not counted, but weighed 21.1 g in total. These data are summarized in Table 7.1. Of 

280 diaphyseal fragments measuring greater than 1 cm in maximum dimension, 29 are 

pseudo-flakes.  

Of the 29 pseudo-flakes present in this collection, eighteen exhibit clear striking 

platforms, while seven exhibit possible platforms. Nine exhibit clear bulbs of force, 

while six exhibit possible, or very diffuse, bulb of force. Nineteen exhibit clear feather 

terminations and none exhibit possible feather terminations. This is synthesized in Table 

7.2. No pseudo-cores were produced by the experiment.  

One pseudo-flake was detached along the longitudinal axis of the bone, while 

eighteen were detached transversely. Four flakes were detached at a non-transverse, 
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non-longitudinal angle to the longitudinal axis, and six were impossible to categorize. 

These data are summarized in Table 7.3. 

 

Rockfall on Partially Fleshed Bone Dried for 20 days at 40º C #2 

 The experiment was repeated using eight additional cattle bones obtained and 

broken in the same manner. This sample included three femora, three tibiae, one 

humerus and one radioulna that were dried in a fashion identical to the bones used in the 

previous experiment. The experiment was conducted while temperatures were between 

13º and 14º C during the time of the bone breakage. Of 150 impacting rockfalls, 131 

produced clear macroscopic fragmentation, while nineteen failed to produce clear 

macroscopic breakage. After 89 impacting rockfalls, it was noted that very little 

diaphyseal material remained attached to any epiphysis. The majority of those impacts 

that failed to produce clear breakage occurred after the majority of the diaphyseal 

material had already been heavily fragmented, when the falling rocks were generally 

striking epiphyseal bone and “bouncing” away. All sixteen epiphyses remained largely 

intact following the 150 impacts. One hundred fifty rockfalls resulted in a total of two 

small fragments of epiphyseal bone, no large fragments of epiphyseal bone, and sixteen 

complete or nearly complete epiphyses. In addition, 309 diaphyseal fragments 

measuring more than 1 cm in maximum dimension and 237 diaphyseal fragments 

measuring less than 1 cm in maximum dimension were produced. Hundreds of tiny 

fragments measuring less than 3 mm were not counted, but weighed 14.2 g in total. 

These data are summarized in Table 7.1. Of 309 diaphyseal fragments measuring more 

than 1 cm in maximum dimension, 23 can be described pseudo-flakes.  

 Of the 23 pseudo-flakes present in this collection, ten exhibit clear striking 

platforms, while five exhibit possible platforms. Seven exhibit clear bulbs of force, 

while four exhibit possible, or very diffuse, bulb of force. Fourteen exhibit clear feather 
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terminations and two exhibit possible feather terminations. This is synthesized in Table 

7.2. No pseudo-cores were produced by the experiment, each with apparent negative 

pseudo-flake scars on their cortical surfaces. 

 One pseudo-flake was detached along the longitudinal axis of the bone, while 

twelve were detached transversely. None were detached at a non-transverse, non-

longitudinal angle to the longitudinal axis, and ten were impossible to categorize. These 

data are summarized in Table 7.3. 

 

7.6 RESULTS 

The fragmented bone assemblages produced by these experiments are 

summarized in Tables 7.1 through 7.5.  Appendices D, E, and F include specific 

morphological data for the pseudo-flakes produced through these rockfall experiments, 

and a complete set of photographs of the results of these experiment. 
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Table 7.1. Quantities of fragments produced through rockfall. 
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Table 7.2. Characteristics of pseudoflakes produced through rockfall. 
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Table 7.3. Direction of flake removals relative to the longitudinal axis of bones. 
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Table 7.4. Minimum number of elements (MNE) identifiable using different 

methods of analysis. 

 Number of 
Bones 
Identifiable 
by Surviving 
Epiphyses  

Number of 
Bones 
Identifiable by 
Simple 
Inspection of 
Diaphyseal 
Fragments 

Number of 
Bones 
Identifiable by 
Diaphyseal 
Fragments 
Using 
Comparative 
Specimens 

Number of 
Bones 
Identifiable in 
30 Minutes by 
Refitting 
Diaphyseal 
Fragments >1 
cm Maximum 
Dimension 

Frozen #1 8 
100% 

5 
62.5% 

5 
62.5% 

6 
75% 

Frozen #2 8 
100% 

4 
50% 

5 
62.5% 

5 
62.5% 

Fresh #1 8 
100% 

4 
50% 

5 
62.5% 

6 
75% 

Fresh #2 8 
100% 

4 
50% 

5 
62.5% 

5 
62.5% 

Frozen w/ Tissue 
#1 

8 
100% 

4 
50% 

5 
62.5% 

6 
75% 

Frozen w/ Tissue 
#2 

8 
100% 

3 
37.5% 

4 
50% 

5 
62.5% 

Fresh w/ Tissue #1 8 
100% 

5 
62.5% 

5 
62.5% 

6 
75% 

Fresh w/ Tissue #2 8 
100% 

4 
50% 

6 
75% 

6 
75% 

Dry 40 hours #1 8 
100% 

3 
37.5% 

4 
50% 

5 
62.5% 

Dry 40 hours #2 8 
100% 

4 
50% 

4 
50% 

5 
62.5% 

Dry 20 Days #1 8 
100% 

3  
37.5% 

4 
50% 

4 
50% 

Dry 20 Days #2 8 
100% 

4 
50% 

5 
62.5% 

5 
62.5% 
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Table 7.5. Survivorship of epiphyses after rockfall. 

 Fractured by 

Rockfall 

Survived 

Rockfall 

Intact 

Percent 

Broken 

Percent Destroyed 

(Archaeological 

Unidentifiable) 

Total 

Proximal Femur 5 29 15% 0% 

Distal Femur 0 34 0% 0% 
34 

Proximal Humerus 0 16 0% 0% 

Distal Humerus 1 15 6% 0% 
16 

Proximal Tibia 0 32 0% 0% 

Distal Tibia 2 30 6% 0% 
32 

Proximal Radioulna 5 9 36% 0% 

Distal Radioulna 0 14 0% 0% 
14 

 

Broken and “Flaked” Bones 

During the course of these experiments, in any environment, the majority of the 

contacting blows that failed to break bones occurred when the falling rock impacted the 

epiphysis of a bone rather than the diaphysis. Occasionally, though the falling rock 

made apparently direct contact with a diaphysis of a bone below, a clear macroscopic 

fracture was not present. In the cases where macroscopic fracturing was not apparent, 

microfracturing seems likely to have occurred given the size of the rocks used and the 

height from which they were dropped. Occasionally, the falling rock made no contact 

whatsoever with the bones below. These instances were disregarded. 

Thousands of fragments of diaphyseal bone were produced through these 

experiments, including significant numbers of what might be mistaken for culturally 

produced flakes and cores. The broad ranging dataset produced by these experiments 

and the controlled conditions under which they were conducted allow for critical 
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analysis of fragments, pseudo-flakes and pseudo-cores produced by this experiment. 

One of the most telling characteristics of the flakes produced by this series of 

experiments is that they are largely classifiable as transverse flakes, that is to say, flakes 

that have been removed from the edge of a fragment of diaphyseal bone transverse to 

the longitudinal orientation of the shaft. The longitudinal orientation of bone has long 

been assumed to represent an important factor in the flakability of bone (Arroyo-

Cabrales et al. 2001; Bonnichsen 1979; Johnson 1985), and a Paleoindian propensity for 

longitudinal flaking has been reported at a number of sites (Arroyo-Cabrales et al. 2001; 

Cinq-Mars and Morlan 1999; Hannus 1985, 1989, 1990; Irving and Harrington 1973; 

Irving et al. 1989; Miller 1989; Morlan 2003; Stanford 1979; and others), and 

experimental research has demonstrated that longitudinal flaking of bone is most likely 

to produce effective results (Bonnichsen 1979; Stanford et al. 1981a), though examples 

of transversely and angularly flaked bone are not unknown (Hannus 1985, 1989, 1990). 

The general lack of longitudinal flakes produced by these random rockfall experiments 

suggests that flaking that replicates human cultural activity can be differentiated from 

flaking caused by natural processes. Most of the proposed Clovis period flaked bone 

artifacts demonstrate flake removals longitudinal to the axis of the bone in question 

(Arroyo-Cabrales et al. 2001; Bonnichsen 1979; Hannus 1985, 1989, 1990; Irving 1989; 

Miller 1989; Stanford 1979). The most notable exception, perhaps, is the 

Lange/Ferguson site, where transverse and angled flaking was apparently used to 

remove flakes from two chopping tools produced on a mammoth scapula (Hannus 1985, 

1989, 1990). Other examples from the same site, however, exhibit apparent longitudinal 

flaking very similar to that seen at the other sites in question (Hannus 1985, 1989, 

1990).  
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Further, many of the “pseudo-flakes” produced by these experiments lack many 

or all of the characteristics that are generally associated with intentionally flaked 

material, such as platforms, bulbs of force, and easily definable termination types.  

The number of pseudo-flakes produced by these experiments is considerable. 

The use of a hard asphalt surface almost certainly increased the rate of pseudo-flake 

production, though some prehistoric landscapes, especially frozen ones, may have been 

equally conducive to flaking. The large number of flakes produced, however, is 

important as it provides a comparative sample against which to compare experimentally 

produced flakes of bone (Figures 7.10 and 7.11).  

 

Figure 7.10. Experimentally produced flakes created by intentional human 

flaking of frozen bones. 
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Figure 7.11. A selection of bone pseudoflakes produced through rockfall on 

frozen bones. 

 

Importantly, the size of the longitudinal pseudo-flakes produced by these 

experiments is dramatically smaller than flakes produced by direct percussion. The 

largest pseudo-flakes produced in these rockfall experiments are almost always 

transverse pseudo-flakes that lacked many flake characteristics. 

As bones become dry, the likelihood that flakes will be removed from them 

decreased dramatically. The “dry” bone samples used in this experiment—which were 

exposed to simulated hot, arid conditions for periods of several days to several weeks—

produced fewer than half as many flakes as similar samples of fresh and frozen bone, in 

spite of the fact that the “dry” bones preserved considerable quantities of bone fats, 

collagen content, and moisture. Similarly, flake characteristics such as bulbs of 

percussion and feather terminations are considerably rarer on flakes removed from 

partially dried bones. This observation is critically important for understanding the 
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production of bone tools during the Late Pleistocene. If a period of time as short as only 

a few hot, dry days is sufficient to considerably alter the fracture characteristics of bone, 

then we must assume that any bone flaking in Clovis times was an activity confined to 

one of two timeframes. Either the bones were being flaked when they were fresh 

(before bones were exposed to warm or temperate environments for more than a few 

days), or bones were being flaked when they were frozen, a process that considerably 

lengthens the period of time during which a bone can be flaked. The very short period 

of time that bones remain sufficiently fresh to be flaked effectively has implications for 

understanding early subsistence strategies. Bone “scavenging” and “quarrying” are 

often cited as cultural activities that may have occurred during Clovis times. While this 

may, indeed, have occurred during the winter of the death of a mammoth, or in 

permafrost environments, it appears unlikely that bone scavenging or quarrying would 

have been an effective or useful strategy during warmer periods, or after an animal had 

been deceased for a considerable period of time. After twenty days at 40º C, bone 

fracture morphology changed dramatically. Helical fractures were almost nonexistent in 

the samples of bones fragmented after having been dried for twenty days. Straight, 

jagged, right-angled, and rough fractures were common among the bone fragments 

produced from these dried samples. 

Careful refitting of some pseudo-flakes to the pseudo-cores to which they 

belong reveals the perverse nature of many of the pseudo-flakes created during this 

experiment. Occasionally, a flake was detached from a core without any apparent 

suitable striking platform whatsoever. Damage at the point of impact is occasionally 

preserved, allowing for an understanding of the direction of the force applied to the 

bone while the pseudo-flake was detached. Nonetheless, if analogies to lithic materials 

are used as a basis for understanding bone flaking, it becomes exceedingly difficult to 

understand how flakes of bone could be detached from a generally cylindrical bone 
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without a platform of any kind. Two explanations might be useful in understanding this 

phenomenon. First, a bending snap of the bone beginning with a tension failure on the 

medullary surface could, theoretically, detach a pseudo-flake from the cortical surface. 

This seems particularly plausible if the ventral surface of the pseudo-flake follows the 

intrinsic lamellar structure of bone, as occurs in at least one specimen produced in this 

experiment (the fracture surface of flake depicted in Figure 7.6 largely follows the 

lamellar structure of the bone from which it was detached). A second possibility is that 

pseudo-flakes of this type were simply sheared off of the cortical surface of a bone by 

extraordinary force. Though seemingly possible, this seems rather unlikely given that 

the pseudo-flakes and pseudo-cores survived the harsh conditions to which they were 

subjected in spite of being quite thin and fragile, in some cases.  

In another instance, the pseudo-core from which a pseudo-flake was detached 

remains complete, and a clear impact point indicates the point of impact that 

presumably detached the pseudo-flake in question (Figure 7.12).  
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 Figure 7.12. A refit bone pseudo-core and pseudo-flake showing a clear point of 

impact on the natural external cortical surface of a bone. The shearing force of a falling 

rock apparently detached the pseudoflake in spite of the apparent absence of a suitable 

platform. 

 

Though no discernable platform exists, a slightly offset bulb of force is present on the 

ventral surface. The angle at which the pseudo-flake detached from the core is 

approximately 120º–considerably more than what might be considered possible in a 

lithic material. The impact that detached the pseudo flake occurred on the natural 

external cortical surface of a bone, not on an already fractured surface. This may 

represent a perverse event of shearing force, or an extraordinarily unusual perversion of 

the normal Hertzian cone of force.  
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Rockfall and Differential Survivorship 

 A total of 1800 rockfalls on bonebeds prepared to simulate six different 

conditions have demonstrated very clearly that diaphyseal bone breakage is 

dramatically more likely to occur than epiphyseal bone breakage under these 

circumstances. This has serious implications for understanding bone breakage and 

survivorship patterns and their relationship to questions of bone density. While bone 

density patterns may be useful in understanding other taphonomic processes, such as 

fluvial action, carnivore gnawing, and chemical weathering, rockfall on fresh and dried 

bones is a taphonomic process in which survivorship is not mediated by bone density in 

the manner suggested by a vast body of previous research. An inverse relationship 

appears to exist, such that the most dense bone element parts fracture with dramatically 

more frequency than low-density element parts. The mechanical properties of very 

dense fresh and dried diaphyseal bone lead to their disproportionate fragmentation when 

subjected to events of rockfall, while the structure and composition of epiphyseal bone 

allow for its disproportionate survival, in spite of its dramatically less dense nature.  

 In the few instances where epiphyses were fractured over the course of this 

experiment, it does not appear that any relationship between survivorship and bone 

density exists. The most frequently fractured epiphyses were the proximal ulna (five of 

out fourteen, 36% were fractured) and the proximal femur (five out of 34, 15% were 

fractured). Additionally, one distal humerus and two distal tibiae were fractured over 

the course of these experiments. The tenants of density-mediated attrition would suggest 

that very low-density elements, such as the proximal femur, distal femur, proximal 

humerus, and proximal tibia (Ioannidou 2003; Kreutzer 1992; Lam et al. 1999) should 

be destroyed in relatively equal proportions. Instead, in these experiments, 15% of the 

proximal femora were broken, representing 38% of all broken epiphyses (five out of 
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thirteen), while all of the distal femora, proximal humeri, and proximal tibiae survived 

complete.  

 Further, five proximal ulnae (36% of those used in the experiments) were 

broken, two at the point where the ulna fused to the radius, and three across the 

trochlear notch, at almost exactly the point of commonly used density scan site UL2 

(see Lam et al. 1999; Lyman 1984). Though this point is commonly accepted as one of 

the densest portions of all bovid long bone epiphysis (Ioannidou 2003; Kreutzer 1992; 

Lam et al. 1999), it was proportionally the most often fractured in this set of 

experiments.  

 This suggests that an agency other than density is mediating the disproportionate 

destruction of certain epiphyses and the survival of others. A number of factors may be 

important in understanding the differential survivorship of epiphyses. The structural 

shape of some epiphyses appears to be an important consideration. Proximal femora 

exhibit a clear division in structure between the major trochanter on the lateral side, and 

the femoral head on the medial side. A deep trochantaric fossa on bovid femora creates 

a relatively thin, “weak” point at which a fracture might occur when a falling rock 

creates a tension failure on one side, and a compression failure on the other side of the 

bone, between the major trochanter and the femoral head along the trochantaric fossa. 

The unique shape of this particular epiphysis was observed to play a significant role in 

its destruction in these experiments. Occasionally, a falling rock would wedge between 

the distinct halves of the proximal femoral epiphysis and create a clear failure by 

impacting this weak point. No other bovid long bone epiphysis displays such a 

structure. 

 A similar type of failure seems to have occurred on three specimens at the point 

of the trochlear notch of the ulna. When the proximal end of the radius and the 

olecranon of the ulna touch the ground surface simultaneously, a rock impacting the 
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ulna near the point of the trochlear notch can detach the olecranon by creating a tension 

failure on one side of the trochlear notch, and a compression failure on the other. The 

scan site UL2 across the trochlear notch of the ulnae of bovids has been measured at 

density levels equal to, and even greater than, the mid-shaft portions of long bones, 

further suggesting that greater density results in a greater likelihood of fracture in fresh 

and dried bones.  

 Some of the least dense bovid epiphyses, such as the proximal humerus, 

proximal tibia, and distal femur (Ioannidou 2003; Kreutzer 1992; Lam et al. 1999; 

Lyman 1994) are also the most spherical in shape. The spongy qualities of this low-

density cancellous bone, paired with the semi-spherical shape appear to lend strength to 

these epiphyses. It does not appear to be a coincidence, then, that these three very low-

density, semi-spherical epiphyses achieved 100% survivorship, while denser and non-

spherically shaped epiphyses experienced a greater degree of destruction.  

 The structure of epiphyseal cancellous bone absorbs shock much more 

effectively than diaphyseal bone, another factor that contributes significantly to its 

disproportionate survival (e.g. Evans and King 1961; Romanoskaya et al. 1986). These 

shock-absorbing properties are important biological and evolutionary adaptations, in the 

sense that they protect the bones of living animals from longitudinal fracturing. Over 

the course of this experiment, even the largest rocks (greater than 12 kg falling from 

2.75 m) were occasionally observed to bounce off of especially spongy, resistant 

epiphyses (such as proximal humeri, distal femora, and proximal tibiae), even when a 

direct, unimpeded impact occurred. The same cannot be said for the diaphyses of any 

bone, which almost uniformly fragmented into many pieces when subjected to a direct 

impact from any substantial rock falling from 2.75 m. 

 The dramatically greater degree of fragmentation of diaphyses when compared 

to epiphyses in every sample resulted in the apparent “destruction” of some diaphyses 
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(see Table 7.4). While fastidious recovery techniques assured that nearly all bone 

fragments were recovered after the bones were broken, it was impossible to verify the 

presence of some bones while conducting inspections of the diaphyseal fragments 

produced by each experiment. Only about half of the bones in each sample were 

identifiable by inspecting the diaphyseal fragments for diagnostic morphological 

characteristics. When an attempt was made to identify the diaphyseal fragments with 

the aid of comparative specimens, between 50% and 75% of the bones were 

identifiable. Of course, this greater success with the aid of comparative specimens can 

at least partially be ascribed to the skill of the analyst, however, the important point 

remains that certain elements were apparently “destroyed” by the fragmentation 

process—that is to say, they were no longer recognizable using standard 

zooarchaeological analytical procedures. When refitting was attempted, a period of 30 

minutes with each sample of eight cattle bones allowed the identification of a single 

additional bone in some cases, but in other cases failed to allow for the identification of 

any further elements. Refitting resulted in the identification of 62.5-75% of the elements 

used in each sample, excepting one sample in which only 50% of the elements were 

identifiable.  

 Converse to the apparent “destruction” of some elements when inspecting the 

diaphyseal fragments, all bone elements were easily identifiable based solely upon the 

survival of their epiphyses. While a limited number of epiphyses were broken by 

rockfall during these experiments, all bones were readily identifiable by examining their 

complete, near complete, and sometimes broken epiphyses. This demonstrates not only 

that the rate of diaphyseal bone breakage is greater when bones are subjected to the 

force of falling rocks, but also that this breakage leads to the apparent destruction of a 

diaphyses by rendering them unidentifiable. Further, it must be stated that the amount of 

effort required to identify some of the bone elements used in these experiments by 
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examining their diaphyses alone is considerably greater the effort that most 

zooarchaeological analysts generally dedicate to the identification of such fragments.  

 Recently, zooarchaeological interpretations have been based too heavily upon 

bone density studies (Elkin and Zanchetta 1991; Enloe 2004; Faith et al. 2007; 

Gaudzinski 2000; Grayson 1989; Ioannidou 2003; Kreutzer 1992; Lam et al. 1998; Lam 

et al. 1999; Lam and Pearson 2005; Lam et al. 2003; Lyman 1984, 1994; Marean and 

Frey 1997; Marean and Spencer 1991; Marshall and Pilgram 1991; Stiner 2004; 

Symmons 2005; Ugan 2005) in spite of the presence of actualistic and analytical 

evidence that suggests that density is not as common or universal as believed (Conard et 

al. 2008; Lam and Pearson 2004; Outram 2004; Pante and Blumenschine 2010; Stiner 

2002, and this thesis). The risk of this reliance on the asserted “universality” of density-

mediated post-depositional processes lies in the possibility that archaeological 

assemblages will be interpreted to fit a preconceived model of bone survivorship, rather 

studied objectively in the interest of understanding past cultural systems. This has 

important implications, especially in relation to certain cultural activities that 

differentiate between epiphyses and diaphyses based on relative value. If archaeologists 

assume that the epiphyses of long bones will be destroyed by post-depositional 

processes even when it has been shown that epiphyses have a greater tendency to 

survive in some instances, then human activities such as bone grease rendering may be 

dramatically underrepresented in the archaeological literature.  

 

7.7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

 Rockfall experiments were conducted on bonebeds prepared to simulate six 

different environmental and bone conditions. These experiments principally 

demonstrated several important points. Flakes of bone are likely to be produced during 

an event of rockfall if the bones are in a suitably fresh state at the time of the rockfall, 
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though these flakes are likely to be morphologically very different from flakes of bone 

created by human agency. Flakes produced by natural processes are predominantly 

removed by force transverse to the longitudinal axis of a bone, whereas flakes removed 

by humans are much more likely to be removed with force applied in line with the 

longitudinal axis of a bone. Rockfall is extremely unlikely to produce complex (bifacial, 

serial) flaking patterns, as demonstrated by the failure of 1800 rockfalls on bones in six 

different simulated environmental conditions to produce even one convincing 

complexly flaked bone specimen. Bones that are frozen, fresh, frozen and covered with 

some tissues, or fresh and frozen with some tissues are likely to produce bone flakes in 

approximately the same quantity. As bone dries, however, it is considerably less likely 

to produce flakes, and even more unlikely to produce flakes that exhibit characteristics 

such as clear striking platforms, bulbs of force, and feather terminations. 

 Further, when bones in fresh and semi-fresh/semi-dried condition are subjected 

to random breakage by rockfall, the structural density of different parts of bone is an 

important consideration because element parts with greater density are dramatically 

more likely to become heavily fragmented than low-density elements, which will 

disproportionately survive. This contradicts an assumption supported by other 

archaeologists and taphonomists, who have suggested that greater density directly 

correlates to increased survivorship in archaeological assemblages. While it may be true 

that a relationship between density and destruction exists when some taphonomic 

processes are involved, rockfall on fresh and dried bones represents at least one process 

that contradicts the concept of density-mediated attrition. The density of different 

epiphyses does not appear to be directly related to their rate of survivorship, such that 

the most likely epiphyses to be broken include both high-density and low-density 

examples. Considerations other than density may be important in understanding the 

fragmentation of some epiphyses while others survive. Structural shape is key among 
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these considerations, though density appears an important consideration in the sense 

that more dense elements are more likely to be heavily fragmented. Importantly, even 

though some epiphyses may be broken, they are dramatically less likely to be destroyed 

than diaphyses. 

 The actualistic data presented in this chapter revises our understanding of the 

taphonomic process of rockfall. By demonstrating that flakes of bone produced by this 

natural process are morphological dissimilar to flakes produced by human processes 

allows us to better understand early archaeological bone tool assemblages. The 

revelation that greater bone density generally leads to increased bone destruction when 

rockfall events occur revises our understanding of post-depositional processes and 

demands a re-assessment of some archaeological assemblages, methods, and 

assumptions.  
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

CRITERIA FOR THE TAPHONOMIC ANALYSIS OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL 

AND PALEONTOLOGICAL MAMMOTH BONE ASSEMBLAGES 

 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

 In the light of past and present research into understanding the nature of bone 

fracture morphology, it is important to establish criteria for assessing bone tools and 

fragmented bone assemblages within the archaeological record. Middle-range, 

actualistic, and experimental research provides a means by which to address these types 

of problems. This type of middle-range research is important in demonstrating the 

differences between the cultural modification of bones and the effects of natural 

taphonomic processes (Binford 1981), and furthers research and understanding based 

upon science rather than individual biases. 

 Both previous literature and present experimentation form important 

components in identifying the characteristics that differentiate the cultural modification 

of bones from the effects of natural processes. While this type of research is intended to 

answer questions about the production and use of bone tools among early human 

groups, these characteristics can also lead to various conclusions concerning the nature 

of the human groups that inform us about their lifeways, subsistence strategies, 

settlement patterns, and interaction with their environment. These conclusions shape our 

understanding of the human past and allow us the means by which to study early 

cultural groups based upon both the archaeological evidence they left behind, and 

modern experimental research. 

 While a considerably large body of previous research has developed around 

questions of bone fracture and fragmentation, bone tool production, and bone diagenesis 

and degradation sequences, many of the conclusions reached by various researchers are 
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difficult to apply to the archaeological record directly, and are, occasionally, 

contradictory. Misunderstandings concerning the nature of bones and bone fracture 

pervade much of the archaeological literature, even in the relatively recent past (e.g. G. 

Haynes 1991, 2000, 2002; Hill 1976; Myers et al. 1980; Sadek-Kooros 1966, 1975), 

and it is only with research beginning in the 1980s (Johnson 1985; Morlan 1984; 

Outram 1998, 2001; Villa and Mahieu 1991) that questions of bone fracture 

morphology and its relevance to the archaeological record begin to scientifically address 

important outstanding questions. This complicates the process of defining readily 

identifiable characteristics that demonstrate the differences between human modified 

bone assemblages and naturally altered bones. The intent of this chapter is to establish a 

series of criteria, based upon both past and present research, which can be used to 

evaluate bone assemblages in which cultural bone modification is suspected and assess 

results from different archaeological sites on a comparative basis. 

 

8.2 IMPORTANT CONCEPTS ESTABLISHED BY PREVIOUS LITERATURE 

 After considerable debate in the 1950s, 1960s, and continuing into the 1970s, 

concerning the “osteodontokeratic” cultures and the “crack-and-twist” method for 

creating bone tools, the modern study of bone fracture morphology, bone degradation, 

and attempts at understanding the dynamics of flaked bone tools were largely initiated 

in the 1970s and 1980s by a variety of scholars (Behrensmeyer 1978; Binford 1981; 

Bonnichsen 1979; Hannus 1985; Johnson 1985; Morlan 1980, 1984; and others). The 

relatively late inception of serious studies concerning these topics is somewhat 

surprising considering the nature and importance of bones in the global archaeological 

record. Nonetheless, the study of bone fracture morphology and bone degradation led to 

important developments in understanding the human cultural past. 
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 Many different areas of study were taken into consideration by these early 

researchers. Behrensmeyer (1978) recognized that bones degraded predictably over 

time, and established a weathering sequence for bones. Morlan (1980, 1984) and 

Johnson (1985) recognized distinctive and diagnostic morphological patterns in 

fractured bone that differentiated freshly fractured bones from dried bones. Bonnichsen 

(1979) experimented with both fresh and dry bones and recognized considerable 

differences between them in terms of their gross fracture morphology. Helical fractures 

were apparent in fresh bones, while straight fractures were apparent in ancient dried 

bone. Morlan (1984) more clearly defined a number of characteristics that differentiated 

fresh, dried, and fossilized fractures. These include 1) negative impact scars 2) the 

texture of the fracture surface, 3) the angle of fracture with the outer surface of bone, 4) 

the termination of fracture at epiphysis, 5) color of fracture, and 6) the outline form of 

fracture. While these attributes have since formed part of the basis of understanding of 

the differences between bone fracture patterns among fresh, dry, and fossilized bones, 

in some ways they fail to truly differentiate fresh and dried bone fracture patterns. 

Morlan (1984:165) notes that both fresh and dry bones may exhibit negative impact 

scars, have smooth fracture surfaces, right angle fractures, little or no difference in color 

between the fracture surface and the outside surface, and follow similar fracture 

outlines. Research following Morlan (1984) has gone further in demonstrating that 

many of these attributes more clearly differentiate fresh from dry fractures (Johnson 

1985; Outram 1998, 2001; and others). Johnson (1985) emphasized the importance of 

understanding the helical fracture pattern as a characteristic of fresh bone fracture 

morphology, differentiating it from other oblong and diagonal fractures often called 

“spiral” or “helical” by other researchers (Binford 1981; G. Haynes 1981:393, 

1983b:104; Hill 1976:335; Myers et al. 1980; Morlan 1980; Sadek-Kooros 1972; and 

others). In spite of the clarity of Johnson’s (1985) discussion surrounding the helical 
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fracture pattern, its demonstrable scientific grounding, and its importance in 

differentiating fresh from dry fractures, many later researchers have continued to fail to 

accept or understand the differences between helical and diagonal fractures (e.g. G. 

Haynes 1991, 2000, 2002), perpetuating confusion and misinterpretation of both 

modern and archaeological evidence. 

 Villa and Mahieu (1991) undertook a taphonomic study of archaeological 

human bone assemblages at sites in southern France. Their study assessed breakage 

patterns in dried human bone, specifically those produced by static and dynamic loading 

affecting buried bones, along with bones broken in a fresh state as the result of 

suspected cannibalistic behavior (Villa and Mahieu 1991). Their study takes into 

account a number of factors, including fracture angle, fracture outline, fracture edge, 

shaft fragmentation, and shaft circumference. Bunn (1983) argued that carnivore 

activity left long bone shaft fragments with large portions of the shaft circumference 

intact, while human activity left long bone shaft fragments represented by small 

proportions of the total shaft circumference. Villa and Mahieu (1991) suggest the same 

is true when other taphonomic processes are at work. 

 Outram (1998, 2001, 2002) experimentally prepared samples of modern bones 

to simulate a variety of environmental conditions, and fractured the bones to test their 

fracture morphology. Outram (1998, 2001, 2002) assessed assemblages based upon a 

combination of three criteria—fracture outline, texture of the fracture surface, and angle 

of the fractured surface to the cortical surface. 

 Backwell and d’Errico (2004) studied bone tools in Africa purportedly created 

by human processes (Leakey 1971; Shipman 1984, 1989). Their approach integrated 

taphonomic analysis, microscopic studies, and experimental replication in an attempt to 

form a broadly-based method for examining suspected examples of early bone 

modification. Unfortunately, the bones they chose to utilize for the purposes of 
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experimentation were considerably degraded. The photographs of modern “flakes” 

created when breaking elephant bones using rocks are largely jagged, non-helical, bone 

fragments rather than true flakes, as would be predicted by various models of bone 

degradation (Behrensmeyer 1978; Johnson 1978; this thesis). Further, Backwell and 

d’Errico (2004) attempt to flake dried elephant bone, an approach that also creates 

rough, jagged flake-like fragments that largely terminate in hinge fractures. Their 

supposition, apparently, is that early hominids in Africa scavenged somewhat dried 

bones and used them to make tools. Their experimental methodology for understanding 

flaked bone tools allows them to create modern examples that resemble purported 

examples of bone tools from several million years ago. On the macroscopic level, the 

fallacy of their argument is that their approach does not demonstrate that certain bones 

and bone fragments were used as tools, but rather only that it is possible to replicate 

ancient examples. Their work, however, is important for defining a number of 

characteristics that are apparent in purported archaeological examples that are not 

present in a control sample of similar bones. Among other considerations, the number, 

location, and length of flake scars, especially in cases when these are “invasive, 

contiguous, (and) often bifacially arranged” serve as important indicators of human 

cultural activity (Backwell and d’Errico 2004). 

 While the research detailed in this section does not represent the entirety of 

work on bone fracture morphology, it illustrates the complexities inherent in 

understanding and interpreting cases of bone modification. Many of the techniques, 

concepts, and ideas presented in this previous research have considerable bearing on 

any interpretation of early flaked bone tools. No single concept, characteristic, criteria, 

method, or measurement serves as a sufficient means of evaluating the broad spectrum 

of controversial bone tools. Instead, it is important to consider all of these ideas together 

to form a more complete perspective on understanding both the human cultural 
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processes that may have led to the creation of bone tools, as well as the natural 

processes that may imitate human activities. To further this work, and to provide a still 

better basis for evaluation, certain aspects of the experimental work detailed in this 

thesis serve as additional components of an evolving comprehensive perspective on the 

processes, evidence, and implications of early flaked bone tools. The significance of the 

experiments reported in this thesis and their application to understanding purported 

flaked bone tool assemblages is discussed in the next section. 

  

8.3 EXPERIMENTS AND THEIR IMPACT ON INTERPRETING THE 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

 The experiments detailed in this thesis demonstrate a number of important 

points regarding bone fracture morphology and the effects of degradation in bones that 

affect the way researchers assess and interpret the archaeological record. These 

advances allow for a better understanding of the archaeological record and have 

significant implications for understanding early human cultural systems and their use of 

bone tools. 

The results of Chapter 5, an experiment demonstrating the degradation of frozen 

bones over time, revise our understanding of the nature of bones in frozen 

environments. As suggested by Evans (1973), Sedlin’s (1965) assertion that bones 

experience no noticeable degradation when frozen is refuted by evidence that bone 

fracture morphology changes considerably in bones frozen for long periods of time. 

Evidence that frozen bones degrade over time has considerable implications for 

understanding early human behavioral patterns in association with bone tool production, 

raw material procurement, and resource scavenging. Given the relatively rapid 

degradation of bone, even in highly optimized frozen conditions and its implications for 

bone tool production, it is increasingly unlikely that early hunters and gatherers engaged 
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in extensive scavenging activities to obtain the raw materials for flaked bone 

toolmaking. The dramatically more rapid degradation of bones in warm and hot 

environments suggests that the window of opportunity for scavenging fresh bones is 

considerably more limited than other researchers have suggested (i.e. Chidley 1999; G. 

Haynes 1991:234, 2000:260, 2002:132, 336; Holen pers. comm.), severely restricting 

the tool-making potential of scavenged bones. The FFI scoring system is useful in 

assessing fine gradations of change in bone fracture morphology when adequate 

numbers of fragments are available for study. The consistent trend of degradation 

demonstrated by Chapter 5 suggests that the changes in frozen bone fracture 

morphology are readily distinguishable and serves at least to demonstrate the premise 

that even frozen bones degrade predictably over time, as suggested by Johnson (1985) 

and Morlan (1984). The use of bones as a material for flaked bone toolmaking is 

confined to a limited timeframe within a short period after the death of an animal—to be 

effectively flaked, bones must be in a sufficiently fresh condition to allow relatively 

fresh fractures to form. Dry bones might have been worked into other forms of tools, 

though even in these cases, the dry nature of the bones would complicate the 

toolmaking process and probably produce inferior tools.  Certainly, later human groups 

revisiting mammoth death sites years after the death of the animal would not have been 

able to fashion the bones they happened upon into useful, recognizable flaked bone 

tools, and this may have also been the case after months, weeks, and in some cases even 

days. 

 The results of Chapter 6, a qualitative experiment investigating the nature of 

bone as a tool making material and the fracture dynamics of bone flaking, demand a 

reevaluation of many points of archaeological interest. Among these, important 

differences between bone and stone have been identified. The effect of temperature and 

environment, ideal angles of impact, and the directionality of flaking represent several 
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of the more salient differences. Understanding these differences allows for a furthered 

understanding of the people who created flaked bone tools and the technologies they 

employed. This research also clarifies the basic morphological characteristics of flaked 

bone. The presence of identifiable striking platforms on intentionally flaked bone is 

nearly ubiquitous when flakes are unbroken, though other characteristics often 

identified on lithic flakes appear morphologically different on bone flakes. Bulbs of 

force are occasionally dramatically larger than might be expected when flaking stone, 

however, in other instances bulbs of force appear totally absent. Bulbs of force 

occasionally appear offset from their expected locations directly beneath the striking 

platform. Flake termination types broadly fit the categories identified in lithic flaking, 

however, step and hinge terminations are more frequent and often much more dramatic 

in bone than in stone. Further, this experiment demonstrates that very high quality 

flaking is possible when utilizing bone as a raw material, even the when the bones of 

relatively small animals like horses and cattle are utilized. While bone flaking 

represents a relatively high level of technological development, even the finest 

postulated flaked mammoth bone tools in the archaeological fail to match the level of 

flake quality demonstrated by many of the flakes in Chapter 6. This suggests that 

prehistoric bone flaking technology never advanced beyond the stage of basic crude 

flaking. This understanding has implications for assessing the human past in terms of 

the use, function, importance, and significance of flaked bone tools, and, specifically in 

North America, the apparent abandonment of the technology at the end of the 

Pleistocene in spite of the demonstrated possibilities of creating useful flaked bone tools 

from bison-sized animals.  

 The results of Chapter 7, an experiment considering random rockfall-derived 

bone breakage patterns, reveals new information concerning the likelihood of pseudo-

flake production in cases of random bone breakage as well as providing a dataset that 
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demonstrates considerable differences between human modified bones and bones 

broken by natural processes. While Chapter 6 demonstrates that human tool-making 

processes will almost certainly lead to the production of bone flakes aligned with the 

longitudinal axis of long bones, the flakes produced by natural and random breakage 

processes predominantly follow the transverse axis of long bones. The nature of a large 

number of pseudo-flakes (and pseudo-cores) produced by natural breakage processes in 

Chapter 7 suggests that complex flaking patterns are not produced in significant 

quantities when such processes are in action. This has serious implications for 

interpreting purported examples of bone flaking in the archaeological record. Further, 

this experiment brings into question the nature of differential fragmentation patterns 

that occur when natural and random processes break bones.  Beyond the scope of 

studying and understanding Pleistocene-aged mammoth sites, the disproportionate 

survivorship of epiphyses (or the disproportionate destruction of diaphyses) has 

dramatically broader implications for interpreting and understanding the archaeological 

record based upon the survivorship of some bone elements and the destruction of others 

across both time and space.  

 Together, these experiments reveal important aspects of bone fracture 

morphology and mechanics that allow for a better understanding of bone assemblages in 

the archaeological record. When combined with a body of previous research into 

understanding bone fracture morphology, bone flaking, and bone degradation, a number 

of criteria can be established that help form conclusions about the nature of 

archaeological bone deposits and the cultural systems and processes that may have 

altered them. 
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8.4 ASSESSING THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

In order to adequately assess the archaeological record, it is important to 

consider aspects of the full range of present knowledge regarding bone flaking and bone 

fracture morphology. The criteria that are discussed in this section represent decades of 

research focused on a variety of regions, time periods, and archaeological assemblages. 

Individually, though important, each point of discussion is insufficient to fully 

understand the nature of the evidence at hand. The value of these analytical criteria is, 

together, dramatically more significant than the value of their individual strengths. The 

proposed criteria used to evaluate flaked bone tool assemblages are listed and later 

discussed in detail below. 

 

Proposed Criteria Useful for Assessing Flaked Bone Tool Assemblages 

1) Helical Fracture Outline 

2) Flake Characteristics 

3) Complex Patterning 

4) Use Wear 

5) Large Flakes 

6) Heavy Flaking 

7) Shaft Circumference 

8) Longitudinality 

9) Other Lines of Cultural Evidence (cutmarks, stone tools, etc) 

 

1) Helical Fracture Outline 

Among these criteria, the true helical fracture pattern, as defined by Johnson 

(1985) is doubtlessly one of the most important characteristics useful for identifying 

fresh fracture morphology and differentiating it from other fracture types. Dry fracture 
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morphology prevails on bones that have lost some of their moisture and mineral content 

(Johnson 1985; Outram 1998, 2001). Mineralized fracture is a type of dry bone fracture 

that occurs on bones that have experienced mineralization. “New” fractures can occur 

when bones are broken during excavation, cleaning, or storage (Outram et al. 2005). 

Indeed, much of the effort placed on understanding differences between fresh and dry 

and mineralized fractures lies in defining and refining definitions of helical fracture 

properties. The helical fracture pattern causes the acute and obtuse angles between bone 

fracture surfaces and cortical surfaces that Morlan (1980, 1984) noted, and Outram 

(1998, 2001) recognized the connection between these two characteristics. The smooth 

nature of fresh bone fracture surfaces (also noted by Morlan 1980, 1984; Outram 1998, 

2001; Outram et al. 2005; Villa and Mahieu 1991) is certainly related to the nature of 

collagen and moisture within bones, another major driving factor in the helical fracture 

morphology of fresh bones. The work of Shipman (1981) defines two “spiral” breakage 

patterns, though these apparently correspond to true helical fractures (Shipman’s Type 

II) and horizontal tension failures (Shipman’s Type I) (Johnson 1985:175). Again, this 

differentiation between two types of fracture in fresh and somewhat dried bones 

demonstrate, at the microscopic level, that the true helical fracture pattern can be 

distinguished from non-helical breaks. Though at the time Shipman (1981) likely 

misunderstood the nature of true helical (spiral) fracture, her work nonetheless 

demonstrates the important point that true helical fractures are morphologically 

different even from optically similar fractures in drier bones, including horizontal 

tension failures.  

Research detailed in this thesis suggests that the helical fracture pattern is 

considerably more temporally limited than previously thought, which restricts the 

timeframe during which human and natural bone modification will result in a helical 

fracture outline. The significance of the helical fracture outline hinges largely on the 
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assumption that humans will flake bones while they are fresh. While this assumption is 

not necessarily a given, there are a variety of reasons to believe that fresh bone flaking 

is considerably more likely than semi-dry and dry bone flaking. To enumerate only a 

few examples, fresh bones flake more effectively, they are a constituent part of the 

animals hunted by early humans in North America, and as such, would have been 

immediately available to these human groups in a fresh state, and dried bones make less 

effective cutting tools than fresh ones. Flaked bone tools created from bones that have 

experienced considerable degradation may be unrecognizable in the archaeological 

record. In some instances, both ancient tools and modern replicative examples have 

been created using dried or semi-dried bones (Backwell and d’Errico 2004; Bonnichsen 

1979). While this is perhaps a valid approach if one is working on the assumption that 

early human groups utilized dried bones for the purposes of tool production, dried bones 

present significantly more difficulty when attempting to distinguish human modified 

examples from naturally created ones. In the case that bones were, indeed, utilized when 

fresh, it is possible to distinguish likely human modification patterns from the possible 

effects of a wide array of natural taphonomic processes. The apparent likelihood that 

early humans, at least in North America, would have used fresh bones for the purposes 

of bone tool fabrication suggests that the helical fracture pattern is an important 

criterion upon which to assess early bone tool assemblages. Thus, it is the first criteria 

on which purported flaked bone assemblages should be assessed. 

 

2) Flake Characteristics 

Clear percussion flaking characteristics are apparent on freshly flaked bone. 

Analogies long ago drawn that relate stone and bone flaking (Bonnichsen 1979; 

Stanford et al. 1981a, and others) remain largely true—the percussion flaking of both 

materials produce similar morphological characteristics. Important differences have 
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been isolated, however, which further our understanding of the material differences 

between these two materials, and their cultural implications. The directionality of bone 

flaking is an important consideration, especially given observations concerning the 

effects of random breakage on bone. The technological preference for longitudinal 

flaking of bone is a result of the nature and character of bones and their shape. When 

humans approach bones with the intent of flaking them, the longitudinal axis of bone 

proves the most effective choice. When natural and taphonomic processes break bones, 

flakes are more likely to be removed along the transverse axis of the bone. The presence 

of other percussion flaking characteristics such as striking platforms, bulbs of force, 

ripple marks, and specific termination types is also important in assessing the nature of 

flaked bone tools. Flake characteristics cannot, however, always be relied upon as 

definitive evidence, such that platforms are occasionally considerably offset from where 

one might expect to find them, because bulbs of force are often extremely diffuse and 

difficult to recognize, and because perverse terminations occur in significant quantities. 

The presence of clear flake characteristics on bones is a good indication that those 

bones were broken by dynamic force. While these may be anthropic or natural, the 

presence of easily identifiable flake characteristics suggests that bones were broken 

when fresh. In the lack of other reasonable explanations for the fresh breakage of bones, 

human agency must be considered as a strong possibility, certainly at sites where other 

cultural materials have been uncovered in contexts dated to an appropriate time period, 

however, human agency does not necessarily need to be excluded even at localities 

where other cultural evidence is lacking (Arroyo-Cabrales et al. 2001; and more 

controversially, Holen 2006, 2007). In the case of suspected flaking of drier bones, 

which is apparently the case in some early African examples (Backwell and d’Errico 

2004, Leakey 1971; Shipman 1984, 1989), flake characteristics may be less apparent, a 
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variable largely dependent upon the degree to which bones dried, weathered, and 

degraded before they were fashioned into tools.  

 

3) Complex Flaking Patterns 

 Complex, overlapping, bifacial, and regularized flaking patterns also serve as 

significant evidence for the human modification of bones. Previous research has failed 

to produce evidence that natural processes can regularly create these types of complex 

patterning. New research detailed in Chapter 7 furthers this observation, such that 1800 

rockfalls on 96 bones failed to produce a single bone fragment that was repetitively 

flaked, flaked on both sides, or that exhibited overlapping flake scars. While it is 

theoretically possible that natural processes may produce complex flaking under 

extraordinary circumstances, the extremely low likelihood of this occurring is 

evidenced by the lack of naturally occurring examples to support this premise. 

 Indubitable examples of flaked bone tools with numerous overlapping flake 

scars, demonstrating intentional cultural modification, are known from deposits in 

Europe (Gaudzinski et al. 2005; Villa 1991).  The presence of complex flaking patterns 

suggests intentional, systematic, and planned flaking by humans. Numerous studies 

have been conducted on purportedly very early bone tools from Africa (Backwell and 

d’Errico 2004; Leakey 1971; Shipman 1984, 1989) that demonstrate the presence of 

complex flaking on tools, evidence that is corroborated by use-wear studies, the 

presence of other evidence such as cut marks and pitting, and the absence of similar 

evidence in control samples. High degrees of variability problematize the interpretation 

of materials from sites where artifact quantities are low, and where expedient tool 

production may have left few examples of complexly flaked bones.  
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 4) Use Wear 

 Use wear analysis serves as one of the most important means of demonstrating 

human involvement in bone tool manufacture and use. Smoothed and rounded working 

edges on tools lacking similar patterning on unworked edges serves as demonstrable 

evidence that those bones were used by humans. This, of course, is not necessarily 

proof those tools were created by human agency, however, it is very strong evidence to 

that effect. Numerous studies have been conducted demonstrating various aspects of use 

wear on early bone tools (Shipman 1988a, 1989; Shipman and Rose 1988; Shipman et 

al. 1984). When natural circumstances preserve tools that experienced considerable use 

in undisturbed and well-preserved contexts, use wear is exceptionally valuable in 

demonstrating human use of those tools. In other instances, when imperfect 

preservational conditions degrade or destroy bone edges, or when sedimentary action 

erodes the smoothed and rounded edges of tools, assessing use wear on bone tools 

ranges from limited effectiveness to entirely ineffective. Types of use wear vary 

dramatically when tools are used for different functions (Shipman 1988a, 1989; 

Shipman and Rose 1988; Shipman et al. 1984).  The effect of these types of wear are 

not limited only to polishing, but also include linear striations on worked bone surfaces. 

 

5) Large flakes 

 The size of purported flakes (or flake scars) is a further important consideration 

in assessing flaked bone tool assemblages. While both natural and human processes can 

create bone flakes, the capacity of natural processes to create large bone flakes is 

decidedly limited. Controlled, direct percussion by humans is much more likely to 

create large flakes and flake scars (see Backwell and d’Errico 2004; Shipman 1989; and 

compare flakes produced in Chapter 6 and 7 in this thesis), while less controlled natural 

processes result in smaller flakes with greater frequency. While human processes also 
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create many small flakes, the relative exclusion of large flakes from bones subjected to 

natural processes suggests that greater flake size correlates with greater likelihood of 

human modification.  

 

6) Extensive Flaking 

 Extensive flaking within an assemblage is further evidence of human 

involvement in bone modification. While isolated, individual examples of naturally 

produced flakes may be mistaken for human cultural bone modification, the repetitive 

process of bone flaking occasionally leaves evidence of extensive flaking. In situations 

where bones are extensively flaked, it becomes exceedingly difficult to explain the 

presence of numerous flakes and/or cores by taphonomic processes alone. Greater or 

lesser degrees of bone modification are also indicative of varying levels of human 

involvement—at some sites bones may be more heavily exploited or less exploited as a 

result of the particularities of the site in question. Thus, sites where flaking is not 

extensive are not necessarily non-cultural, only that they are more difficult to clearly 

identify than sites where extensive flaking is present.  

 

7) Shaft Circumference 

Bunn (1983) differentiated bones broken by humans and bones ravished by 

hyenas based upon the completeness of the shaft circumference of long bone fragments. 

When long bones were subjected to breakage by hyenas, a majority of the shaft 

circumference survived, while in cases when humans broke bones, the level of 

comminution was considerably higher, resulting in smaller proportions of shaft 

circumference. Certainly, in many instances where human-induced bone modification is 

doubtless, very few long bone fragments preserve more than one half of the shaft 

circumference (Karr et al. 2010), while sites known to be ravished by carnivores (i.e. 
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Binford 1981) often produce largely complete shafts. Carnivore ravaging of mammoth 

bones is a decidedly unlikely process (Bonnichsen 1979; Hannus 1985; Holen 2006, 

2007; Morlan 1980; and others), a concept acknowledged even by the greatest of 

skeptics (G. Haynes 1983:109), and thus, examples of well-preserved, carnivore 

ravaged mammoth long bone shafts represented by the majority of their circumference 

will be considerably limited in number, or absent. This measure of destruction, 

however, is useful in distinguishing naturally broken from human modified fresh bone 

assemblages. Given that carnivores are likely incapable of breaking mammoth long 

bones to a considerable degree, bone assemblages where mammoth bone flaking 

occurred should be expected to exhibit long bone fragments that represent small 

proportions of the total shaft circumference. The capacity of other taphonomic agencies 

to reduce shaft circumference must also be taken into consideration. 

 

8) Directionality 

The directionality of flaking is an important indicator of human modification of 

bones. Chapter 7 demonstrates that the preponderance of bone flakes detached by 

natural processes follow a path transverse to the longitudinal axis of the bones. Chapter 

6 demonstrates that the most effective means for humans to remove useful flakes from 

bones is by applying direct percussion along the longitudinal axis of bone. As a result of 

the generally cylindrical shape of long bone shafts and the longitudinally oriented 

microstructure of bone, flakes removed along the transverse axis of a bone tend to be 

short but broad, rather than the long, narrow flakes produced by flaking along the 

longitudinal axis of bone. Transversely removed flakes are generally smaller than 

longitudinally detached flakes. While some examples of concerted effort in transversely 

flaking bone can be cited (Biddittu et al. 1979:22; Gaudzinski et al. 2005; Villa 1991), 

these are exceptional cases of formalized tools limited to a restricted geographic region 
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at a very early date. Transversely flaking bone is certainly possible, however, given the 

complexities and difficulties inherent in doing this, human modified bones that have 

been transversely flaked should be easily distinguishable from naturally broken (and 

flaked) bones. Further, transverse bone flaking is normally only necessary when 

complex or formalized tools are being manufactured, artifacts that will be much more 

easily recognizable within the archaeological record. Expediency flake tools can be 

created with greater ease by means of longitudinal flaking. 

 

9) Other Lines of Cultural Evidence 

Other lines of cultural evidence are also important, if only to demonstrate the 

undeniable presence of humans at particular sites. Cutmarks, stone tools, hearths, signs 

of habitation, and artifact distribution patterns are among the other lines of evidence that 

occasionally strengthen arguments for cultural processes at certain sites. The nature of 

very early tools (whether stone or bone) is still poorly understood in many aspects, and 

it is difficult to explain the survival and subsistence strategies of human cultural groups 

in the lack of other types of artifacts—bones alone may not have provided an adequate 

toolkit for early hunting and gathering groups, however, this assertion is difficult to test. 

Though these types of indicators have little bearing on whether bones were broken and 

flaked or not, they at least place humans on sites where bones might have been flaked. 

Establishing the clear presence of humans at sites in the absence of artifacts other than 

bones often results in great debate and controversy, making the presence of any other 

lines of cultural evidence particularly important. 

 

8.5 QUANTIFYING, QUALIFYING, AND RECORDING DATA 

 These criteria allow for the compilation of a dataset relevant to understanding 

flaked bone tool assemblages and as a basis for quantitative and qualitative comparison 
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between different archaeological sites. Relatively simple methods have been devised for 

quantifying or qualifying assemblages based upon each established criterion. Bone 

fracture morphology can be assessed using the FFI system (Outram 1998, 2001) to 

obtain a gross mean of quantifiable fracture properties, while more specific data can be 

recorded when different fracture surfaces on bones are qualitatively recorded as being 

fresh, dry, or mineralized (Outram et al. 2005). This allows for an improved 

understanding of other taphonomic agencies that many have affected bone assemblages. 

Individual flake characteristics can be quantified by the presence or absence of certain 

features. Flakes with striking platforms and/or bulbs of force can counted, while flake 

terminations can be classes as feather, hinge, and step. Complex flaking patterns can be 

defined as simple, intermediate, and complex, depending upon whether bifacial and 

overlapping flakes/flake scars are present. Use wear can be assessed by microscopic and 

macroscopic analysis and deemed unused, used, or heavily used, contingent upon the 

survival of fracture surfaces, lack of sedimentary erosion, and differential use wear 

patterns. The size of flakes can be quantified by taking careful measurements and by 

establishing a mean and standard deviation for the sample. The degree of flaking can be 

established by means of a raw number count of apparent flake removals relative to the 

number of bones (MNE) or animals (MNI) present. In cases where shaft circumference 

is considered an important indicator, it can be measured as a fractional part of the shaft 

represented by apparently flaked specimens. The degree of longitudinal fracture can be 

measured by a ratio of longitudinal removals to transverse removals within a suspected 

assemblage. Other lines of cultural evidence, while very important in understanding and 

assessing purported flaked bone tool assemblages, must be considered on case-by-case 

basis.  
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8.6 CONCLUSIONS 

 The methods discussed in this chapter represent the amalgamation and synthesis 

of a large body of research conducted over the course of several decades, including 

recent experimental research detailed in this thesis. The criteria suggested as the basis 

for the assessment of archaeological bone assemblages draw together the best 

knowledge available surrounding issues of bone fracture and taphonomy, and provide a 

scientific, actualistic, experimentally-based means of evaluating archaeological 

specimens.  

 Using these methods, archaeological bone assemblages can be evaluated and 

compared against one another in order to provide an unbiased, realistic assessment of 

the materials in question. The comparative value of a standardized method for the 

assessment of archaeological materials provides an important means of evaluating 

geographically, culturally, and temporally divergent samples, and serves to reduce 

biases in qualitative interpretation. 

 The nature of archaeological evidence from the late Pleistocene is necessarily 

limited. The number of Clovis-aged sites in North America where proposed flaked bone 

tools have been reported is decidedly small, and nearly the entire body of evidence in 

this field comes from little more than a handful of sites (Arroyo-Cabrales et al. 2001, 

Hannus 1985, 1989; Holen 2006, 2007; Irving and Harrington 1973; Miller 1989; 

Stanford 1979; and a limited number of others), and yet, the controversy that has, for 

several decades, surrounded the material recovered from these sites has largely ignored 

potential analogies with earlier examples of similarly flaked bone material from 

Paleolithic sites in Northern Europe and Russia (Gaudzinski 1999; Gaudzinski et al. 

2005; Mochanov 1977; Radmilli and Boschian 1996; Semenov 1964; Vasil’ev 2001; 

Villa 1991 and others).  
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 A body of previous research, paired with the research reported in this thesis, 

allows for the improved interpretation and analysis of broken mammoth bone 

assemblages. The remainder of this thesis is dedicated to the study of some important 

broken mammoth bone assemblages that may allow for a better understanding of the 

nature of early human-mammoth interactions and the nature of broken and “flaked” 

mammoth bone remains.  
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CHAPTER NINE 

KENT’S CAVERN: EARLY HUMANS IN BRITAIN AND A PLEISTOCENE 

HYAENA DEN 

 

9.1 INTRODUCTION 

 While flaked bone tools are commonly accepted in many European Palaeolithic 

assemblages (Gaudzinski et al. 2005; Khlopatchev 2001; Radmilli and Boschain 1996; 

Tromnau 1983; Villa 1991; and others), and often reported but still contentious in North 

America (Arroyo-Cabrales et al. 2001; Binford 1981; Cinq-Mars and Morlan 1999; 

Hannus 1985, 1989; G. Haynes 1991, 2000, 2002:135-49; Holen 2006, 2007; Johnson 

1985; Miller 1989; Stanford 1979; and others), they are unknown in Britain. In part, the 

scarcity of well-preserved Palaeolithic bone assemblages in Britain has precluded 

extensive bone fracture, fragmentation, and flaking studies relevant to the prehistory of 

the region. A general abundance of lithic raw materials across many parts of the island 

may also account for the absence of a flaked bone tool industry in Britain. Some of the 

best preserved British Palaeolithic faunal assemblages are densely concentrated in the 

area surrounding Torquay, Devon, and include Kent’s Cavern. 

 Though Kent’s Cavern has played a critical role in Palaeolithic studies, the 

faunal remains from the site have been scarcely studied. When they have been studied 

(Campbell and Sampson 1971; Lister 2001), efforts have focused on teeth rather than 

postcranial remains. This study represents the first attempt to understand the Kent’s 

Cavern faunal assemblage based on the study of taphonomy and the bone fracture 

morphology of postcranial remains from the site.  
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9.2 BACKGROUND 

 At the time of its discovery nearly 200 years ago, Kent’s Cavern was at the 

center of the debate concerning the deep time antiquity of humankind. The materials 

uncovered from within the deep cave deposits presented clear evidence for the 

contemporary existence of humans and extinct fauna, including several megafaunal 

species. This evidence revolutionized the 19th century archaeological and scientific 

understanding of the ancient past, and raised questions about the nature of the natural 

world and human antiquity even before Darwin’s expeditions. 

 Though crucially important to the understanding of the early human population 

of Britain and the deep time antiquity of humankind more generally, Kent’s Cavern has 

proven difficult to interpret for both Victorian and modern archaeologists. The 

excavations at Kent’s Cavern occurred over the course of more than 100 years, and 

were led by numerous investigators employing various methodologies and recovery 

techniques. Though these efforts suffered considerably from 19th and early 20th century 

excavation, recovery, and preservation techniques, Kent’s Cavern remains an important 

site in Palaeolithic studies. 

 Though known for its Palaeolithic deposits, archaeological evidence suggests 

that Kent’s Cavern was also visited during the Mesolithic, the Bronze Age, the Iron 

Age, and the Roman Period, (Hedges et al. 1989:209; Jacobi et al. 2006:565-566; 

Silvester 1986) and inscriptions within the cave appear as early as 1571 (McFarlane and 

Lundberg 2005:40). In 1824, J. Northmore visited the cave and reported the discovery 

of extinct mammalian fossils to the then-preeminent geologist D. W. Buckland, who 

encouraged the Reverend John MacEnery to investigate the deposits (Kennard 1945; 

Pengelly 1868; White and Pettitt 2009). McEnery conducted intermittent excavations at 

Kent’s Cavern between 1825 and 1829, and recovered large quantities of bones and 

lithic artifacts. Because these discoveries contradicted the prevailing religious and 
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academic opinions of that era, the significance of these findings was suppressed 

(McFarlane and Lundberg 2005; White and Pettitt 2009). McEnery died in 1842, never 

having published his work. His personal effects, including his manuscripts and 

collections from Kent’s Cavern, were auctioned and dispersed (Rogers 1954; White and 

Pettitt 2009:761). R. A. C. Godwin-Austen (Pengelly 1868:496) and Edward Vivian 

(MacEnery and Vivian 1859) completed further excavations and publications in the 

years following McEnery’s death. 

 Though McEnery’s evidence from Kent’s Cavern should have clearly 

demonstrated the contemporary existence of humans and extinct mammal species, it 

was not until after William Pengelly’s 1958-59 excavations at Brixham Cave (Windmill 

Hill, Devon) that the scientific authorities of that period finally began to accept the early 

presence of humans in Britain (McFarlane and Lundberg 2005:39-40; Rogers 1954:68), 

a realization that led to a 16-season long systematic excavation of Kent’s Cavern led by 

Pengelly from 1865-1880. Pengelly reported his work and published previous work in a 

series of articles in Transactions of the Devonshire Association for the Advancement of 

Science, Literature, and Art (Pengelly 1868, 1869, 1871, 1878, 1884). Pengelly’s efforts 

removed a vast quantity of material from the site, nearly emptying the cave of Holocene 

and Pleistocene deposits. A. H. Ogilvie removed most of the remaining deposits 

between 1926 and 1940. The materials recovered during these many periods of 

excavation have been repeatedly subdivided among various museums and private 

collections. A large portion of the collection remains at the Torquay Museum, however, 

other portions are housed at the Natural History Museum in London, the Liverpool 

Museum, the Smithsonian, and numerous smaller collections are distributed widely. 

 Importantly, Pengelly recorded the position of bones, lithic tools, and lithic 

debitage within the cave in three dimensions, along with their occurrence in natural 
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stratigraphic levels (McFarlane and Lundberg 2005; Rogers 1954). The stratigraphy of 

Kent’s Cavern is broadly divided as follows, from the upper to the lower deposits: 

1) Black Mould 

2) Granular Stalagmite 

3) Black Band 

4) Cave Earth 

5) Crystalline Stalagmite 

6) Breccia 

7) Limestone (Bedrock) 

The Black Mould and Granular Stalagmite layers represent Holocene-aged 

deposits (Campbell and Sampson 1971; Lister 2001; Rogers 1954). The Black Band is a 

Late Glacial layer (Campbell and Sampson 1971; Lister 2001; Rogers 1954). The Cave 

Earth represents the Late Pleistocene, and the Breccia dates to the Middle Pleistocene 

(Campbell and Sampson 1971; Lister 2001; Rogers 1954). Lithic tools and debitage 

were recovered throughout the deposits, but are dominated by Mousterian, Aurignacian, 

Gravettian, Solutrean, and Magdalenian artifacts (Campbell and Sampson 1971; Lister 

2001; Rogers 1954). The majority of the Kent’s Cavern lithic assemblage is lost, and 

only a sample remains in the Torquay Museum collections (Campbell and Sampson 

1971). 

The faunal assemblage from Kent’s Cavern is varied, and includes a broad range 

of Pleistocene fauna. The deep, Middle Pleistocene breccia is dominated by Ursus 

deningeri, an early form of cave bear, but lacks mammoth remains entirely (Campbell 

and Sampson 1971:13-16; Lister 2001). Campbell and Sampson (1971:7) divided the 

Cave Earth layer into two sublayers that they called “A2 Loamy Cave Earth” and “B2 

Stony Cave Earth.” The lower A2 Loamy Cave Earth layer contained the majority of 

the Cave Earth fauna, and tooth evidence suggests the dominance of hyaena (Crocuta 
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crocuta) (27%), horse (Equus ferus) (36%), and woolly rhinoceros (Coelodonta 

antiquitatis) (15%), along with smaller quantities of bison (Bison priscus), reindeer 

(Rangifer tarandus), red deer (Cervus elaphus), and mammoth (Mammuthus 

primigenius) (Campbell and Sampson 1971:13-16). This evidence appears in 

association with Mousterian and Early Upper Palaeolithic tools (Campbell and Sampson 

1971; Lister 2001; Rogers 1954). The higher Stony Cave Earth contained a more 

limited assemblage including Equus, brown bear (Ursus arctos), and Crocuta, but few 

or no Mammuthus remains (Campbell and Sampson 1971; Lister 2001). Higher 

stratigraphic layers contain Late Glacial and Holocene fauna.  

The composition of the faunal assemblage in different layers allows for an 

approximation of the age of the deposits. The Ursus deningeri dominated breccia can be 

associated with the Middle Palaeolithic period (Campbell and Sampson 1971:14; Lister 

2001; Rogers 1954). Assemblages containing by Mammuthus and Coelodonta, like the 

Cave Earth strata Kent’s Cavern, are typically dated to 60-25 kybp, a broad 

approximation of date corroborated by stone tool evidence at Kent’s Cavern (Campbell 

and Sampson 1971; Lister 2001). A direct radiocarbon date on a maxilla recovered from 

Kent’s Cavern dates to 30,900 +/- 900 ybp (Hedges et al. 1989), though others (Jacobi 

et al. 2006:556-557) have suggested that it may date to 35-37 kybp. The most recent 

reassessment of this maxilla places its date considerably earlier, at 44,200-41,500  14C 

ybp, making it the earliest direct evidence for the presence of anatomically modern 

humans in northwest Europe (Higham et al. 2011). 

While the association of extinct megafaunal remains with clearly cultural lithic 

tools and human remains leaves little doubt about the presence of humans contemporary 

with Pleistocene megafauna, such associations do not alone demonstrate that humans 

hunted, scavenged, or accumulated the bones found within Kent’s Cavern. The Cave 

Earth layers include the remains of large numbers of spotted hyaenas, especially at the 
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lower levels (A2 Loamy Cave Earth in Campbell and Sampson (1971:7)), and occur in 

significant numbers in the higher levels of the Cave Earth deposits (B2 Stony Cave 

Earth in Campbell and Sampson (1971:7)). 

The Mammuthus primigenius remains are largely confined to the A2 Loamy 

Cave Earth deposits, though they may have also been present but unrecorded in the B2 

Stony Cave Earth deposits (Campbell and Sampson 1971; Lister 2001). Lister (2001) 

compiled an age profile for the Kent’s Cavern mammoth remains based on tooth 

eruption and wear patterns. Lister (2001:38) examined mammoth tooth specimens from 

the Torquay Museum, the Natural History Museum in London, and the Sedgwick 

Museum in Cambridge. Lister’s (2001:38) analysis of 105 mammoth teeth suggests that 

only 8 specimens come from mammoths older than 8 years, while 97 specimens are 

from mammoths 8 years or younger. Table 9.1 reproduces the distribution of mammoth 

tooth remains by age at Kent’s Cavern as reported by Lister (2001). 

  

Table 9.1.  Age profile of mammoth at Kent’s Cavern (after Lister 2001). 

Age (in 
years) 

Number of 
Teeth 

0-1 11 
1-2 15 
2-3 38 
3-4 7 
4-5 16 
5-6 8 
7-8 2 
17-18 1 
20-21 1 
22-23 1 
31-32 1 
39-40 1 
52-53 2 
59-60 1 

 

The extraordinarily large number of juvenile mammoths within the Kent’s 

Cavern collections, and the significant quantity of hyaena remains within the Cave 
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Earth deposits, suggest that hyaenas played a dominant role in the accumulation of 

mammoth remains (Lister 2001). Lister (2001) suggests that the inability of hyaenas to 

hunt and transport adult mammoths explains the biased age profile of mammoths within 

Kent’s Cavern, a concept supported by extensive research into hyaena behavior (Cooper 

1990; Cruz-Uribe 1991; Gasaway 1991; Henschell and Skinner 1990; Kruuk 1972; Lam 

1992).  

The formation of the mammoth-bearing Cave Earth deposits also raises 

questions about the nature of human-megafaunal associations in Kent’s Cavern. Though 

lithic artifacts occur in significant numbers within the Cave Earth deposits (Campbell 

and Sampson 1971:26; Rogers 1954; and others), Campbell and Sampson (1971) and 

Straw (1996) have suggested that all or part of the Cave Earth matrix may be derived 

from sediments washed in from outside of the cave. The apparent association between 

human derived artifacts and mammoth remains may be the result of natural processes 

rather than human agency. Different episodes of occupation may further explain the 

remains found within Kent’s Cavern. Hyaenas and humans certainly did not cohabit in 

the cave contemporaneously, but both may have occasionally used the cave. This 

situation necessitates a means by which to differentiate culturally accumulated bones 

from faunal remains accumulated by hyaenas. 

The significant role of hyaenas in the accumulation of mammoth remains within 

Kent’s Cavern does not preclude the possibility that humans also contributed to the 

presence of mammoth remains. Bone fracture studies may provide a means by which to 

assess the nature and extent of human-mammoth interactions in Kent’s Cavern, and 

provide allow for a further understanding of the effect of hyaenas on megafaunal bone 

assemblages. 
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9.3 METHODOLOGY 

 In order to study taphonomy and megafaunal bone fracture morphology at 

Kent’s Cavern, all of the Kent’s Cavern bone fragments housed at the Torquay Museum 

were inspected. Due to the highly fragmentary, heavily gnawed, and sometimes poorly 

preserved nature of these specimens, no attempt was made to identify each fragment to 

species. Instead, the large mammal fauna of Kent’s Cavern was isolated based upon 

size. Mammuthus and Coelodonta are the principal megafaunal species, though 

important evidence was also occasionally evident on the remains of other large 

mammals, such as Equus, Ursus, and Bos. Each large bone or bone fragment was 

inspected for signs of human and carnivore activity, and fracture patterns were noted.  

 Each bone fragment of animals in Size Class 3 or above (Klein 1989) was 

inspected, and information was recorded concerning the fracture morphology of each 

fragment. Further information was recorded whenever possible evidence of human, 

carnivore, or other taphonomic activity was present. Gnawing was identified by the 

presence of clear tooth marks in some cases, but more often by the combination of tooth 

marks and significant rounding on the fractured edges of bone fragments 

(Blumenschine 1988, 1995; Capaldo and Blumenschine 1994; Dominguez-Rodrigo 

2003; Haynes 1983a, 1983b;). Potential signs of human modification include bone 

flaking (Hannus 1985, 1989; Johnson 1985; Leakey 1971;), dynamic impact scars 

(Holen 2006, 2007; De Juana and Dominguez-Rodrigo 2011), rebound scars (Outram 

1998), and percussion marks (Blumenschine and Selvaggio 1988; Pickering and 

Egeland 2006), and cutmarks (Dominguez-Rodrigo et al. 2005; Lupo 1994; Lyman 

2005). The morphology of each fragment was recorded using a process modified from 

Outram et al. (2005). Fractures were classified as dry, mineralized, fresh, new, and 

gnawed.  
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9.4 MEGAFAUNAL BONE FRACTURE AT KENT’S CAVERN 

 The interpretation of the postcranial mammoth remains at Kent’s Cavern is 

complicated by a number of factors. Different methods employed by various excavators 

resulted in the differential recovery, preservation, and recording of specimens from 

different parts of the cave. Though Pengelly’s excavations represent one of the first 

systematic attempts at archaeological recovery and recording, frequent systematic 

shortcomings, information lost during the passage of a century and a half, and the vast 

quantity of materials that have since been spread among many museums, absorbed into 

private collections, or lost, forces limited scale studies of the Kent’s Cavern material. 

The extraordinarily long period of natural and anthropogenic accumulation at the site 

forces broad studies of palimpsests within often unclear stratigraphic units. Further, the 

complex composition of the Cave Earth deposits, including evidence of both human and 

hyaena activity is problematic for any attempt to explain the nature of those deposits. 

 Taphonomic analysis and bone fracture studies allow for a means by which to 

understand the nature of the Kent’s Cavern deposits and the processes that led to their 

formation. Evidence left by humans, hyaenas, or both, on the remains of the Kent’s 

Cavern megafauna provides a basis for understanding the nature of human-megafauna 

and hyaena-megafauna interactions, and the effects of hyaenas on bone assemblages. 

 Broadly, the Kent’s Cavern mammoth and other mega- and large fauna 

postcranial remains can be characterized as highly fragmentary and heavily gnawed. 

Few large mammal bones remain compete, though the horse metapodia and other foot 

elements occasionally survive intact. In total, 177 fragments were identified and 

analyzed. Because some fragments exhibited evidence of two or more fracture types, 

these 177 fragments produced 276 assignations of fracture type. Table 9.2 summarizes 

the fracture morphology of the Kent’s Cavern large mammal remains. Figure 9.1 

graphically depicts the fracture types present in the Kent’s Cavern assemblage. 
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Table 9.2. Summary of Kent’s Cavern large mammal fracture morphology. 

Morphology Number of 
Fragments 

% of Fragments (n=177) 
Exhibiting Fracture Type 

% of Total Fractures 
(n=276) Represented by 
Fracture Type 

Dry 156 88.14 56.52 
Mineralized 21 11.86 7.61 
New 1 0.56 .36 
Fresh 17 9.60 6.16 
Gnawed 81 45.76 29.35 
 

 

Figure 9.1. Graphic representation of fracture morphology among the Kent’s 

Cavern Cave Earth large mammal bones.  

 

In a limited number of instances, however, these bones display varying levels of 

fresh fracture (n=17 fragments, or about 10% of the total sample) (Figure 9.2 and 9.3). 
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Figure 9.2. Non-megafaunal bone fragment from Kent’s Cavern that exhibits 

clear fresh fracture morphology. 

 

Figure 9.3. Megafaunal bone fragment from Kent’s Cavern that exhibits some 

fresh fracture morphology. 
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The presence of some fresh fractures on the Kent’s Caverns bones should not be 

surprising given the presence of both hyaenas and humans within the cave, but the 

evidence that these fractured bones furthers the understanding of the events that 

occurred within Kent’s Cavern. This bone fracture evidence also reveals information 

about the effects of hyaenas as a taphonomic agent more broadly. 

 A large body of evidence has revealed a number of characteristics evident on 

some faunal remains that are diagnostic or indicative of human activity (Behensmeyer 

1978; Blumenschine and Selvaggio 1988, 1991; Capaldo and Blumenschine 1994; De 

Juana and Domínguez-Rodrigo 2011; Galán et al 2009; G. Haynes 1983, 1988; Holen 

2006, 2007; Johnson 1985). Further studies have examined the microscopic properties 

of fractured bones (i.e. Shipman 1981). An inspection of the sample of the Kent’s 

Cavern collection housed at the Torquay museum revealed no evidence of common 

indicators of human activity such as percussion scars, impact scars, negative impact 

scars, and cutmarks, among specimens that can be assigned to the Cave Earth layer. No 

indubitable signs of cultural bone modification could be found on any of the specimens, 

though extensive carnivore ravaging was apparent on many specimens. Hyaenas can 

destroy evidence of cultural activity through extensive ravaging of bone assemblages. 

The absence of evidence for cultural bone modification in the Cave Earth layer at 

Kent’s Cavern supports earlier interpretations (Campbell and Sampson 1971; Lister 

2001) that cultural artifacts in the Cave Earth layer were unassociated or weakly 

associated with the faunal remains. 

 The preponderance of dry and mineralized bone fracture morphology (present 

on 100% of all bones, and representing 64% of all fractures) among the Cave Earth 

faunal remains (Figure 9.4 and 9.5) sustains this interpretation, though the Torquay 

Museum collections also include a significant number of freshly fractured specimens, 
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and other specimens that display clear evidence of fresh fracture overlain by carnivore 

gnawing activity (Figure 9.6). 

 

 Figure 9.4. Kent’s Cavern megafaunal bone fragment that exhibits dry fracture 

morphology. 

 

 Figure 9.5. Kent’s Cavern megafaunal bone fragment that exhibits dry fracture 

morphology. 
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 Figure 9.6. Kent’s Cavern megafaunal bone fragment that exhibits evidence of 

fresh fracture with subsequent probable gnawing damage. 

 

 The presence of a large number of bone fragments exhibiting dry fracture 

morphology is not unexpected in an active cave environment, where repeated events of 

sedimentation, rockfall, and animal and human occupation occurred over the course of 

tens of thousands of years. The multitude of processes and events that might explain the 

dry fracture morphology present on many of the Kent’s Cavern bones spans the breadth 

of taphonomic studies. 

 The presence of fresh fracture morphology on bones recovered from the Cave 

Earth layer of Kent’s Cavern requires a more detailed explanation. At least four major 

processes must be considered possible agents in the fresh fracture of these bones, 

though a number of other processes may be less directly involved. 
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 First, the sedimentation of the cave likely occurred as the result of in-washing 

sediments from outside the cave, possibly mixed with other sediments already within 

the cave (Campbell and Sampson 1971; Straw 1996). This process may have introduced 

bone fragments to the cave deposits, and resulted in the fracture of some bones, 

however, the likelihood of this scenario playing a major role in the accumulation of the 

Kent’s Cavern faunal material must be questioned. In order for such an event to be 

responsible for a significant part of the Cave Earth deposits, a large number of bones 

and bone fragments in varying conditions must have been present outside of the cave, 

probably repeatedly over the course of thousands of years, before being subjected to 

movement en masse with the sediments in which they were encased. Alternatively, the 

process of sediment movement might have broken bones that were fresh if sufficient 

force was involved, however, Campbell and Sampson (1971) suggest that the Cave 

Earth sedimentation process was a slow and repeated one, possibly the result of 

repeated fluvial events. While movement with sediments might explain the presence 

and condition of a small number of bones and bone fragments within the assemblage, it 

should be not considered a likely cause for the deposit of most faunal material. 

 Second, Kent’s Cavern experienced repeated events of significant rockfall over 

the course of many thousands of years. The cave matrix included a large quantity of 

roof-fall derived rocks at nearly every level, interspersed throughout the deposits. While 

rockfall is a process that may be capable of fracturing even the largest bones 

(Agenbroad 1989; Dixon 1984; Chapter 7 of this thesis), fresh fractures could only be 

produced if bones remained fresh at the time that events of rockfall occurred. The rapid 

degradation of bones exposed to normal environmental conditions suggests that the 

timeframe during which such events would need to occur in order to result in fresh 

fracture is very short, significantly decreasing the likelihood that rockfall accounts for a 

significant number of the fresh fractured bones within the Cave Earth deposits. In order 
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for bones to be in the cave and therefore under threat of rockfall, some process must 

have previously deposited the bones within the cave. Lister’s (2001) work concluded 

that the juvenile-biased mammoth assemblage was extremely unlikely to be a 

coincidental occurrence, and that hyaenas were most likely the source of most of the 

bones deposited within the cave. 

 Third, the hyaenas that were probably responsible for the accumulation of many 

of the bones within the cave are also likely the agent behind a significant portion of the 

fresh fracture morphology that those bones exhibit. Though the ability of carnivores to 

destroy adult mammoth bones has been discussed at length (Binford 1981; G. Haynes 

1980; 1981; 1983; Holen 2006; Voorhies and Corner 1986; and others), the 

considerably smaller size of juvenile mammoth bones likely places them within the size 

range of bones that hyaenas are capable of destroying. A variety of studies have shown 

that hyaenas commonly hunt animals, remove meat units (including bones) to safe 

locations (often where juvenile hyaenas are being reared), and that hyaenas commonly 

destroy bone elements by gnawing and swallowing (Cooper 1990; Cruz-Uribe 1991; 

Henschell and Skinner 1990; Hill 1980; Kruuk 1972; Lam 1992; Marean and Spencer 

1991; Sutcliffe 1970). Hyaena gnawing marks are nearly ubiquitous on the Cave Earth 

large mammal bones, and evidence of fresh fracture can often be found partially 

overlain by the heavily gnawed and rounded fracture surfaces of some bones (Figure 

9.7). 
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 Figure 9.7. Kent’s Cavern megafaunal bone fragment with rounded fracture 

surfaces. 

 

 Fourth, human agency could explain some of the fresh fracture on bones in the 

Cave Earth deposits of Kent’s Cavern, but, at least among the collection at the Torquay 

Museum, there is a lack of clear evidence for any instance in which humans can be 

indicated as the likely agent behind the fresh fracture of bone elements. 

 The Kent’s Cavern Cave Earth assemblage lacks any significant amount of 

evidence that might suggest flaked bone toolmaking. Limited evidence for bone 

toolmaking at the Cave Earth level of Kent’s Cavern is present in the form of a uniserial 

harpoon point and a biserial harpoon point (Figure 9.8).  
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 Figure 9.8. Two bone harpoon points from the Cave Earth level of Kent’s 

Cavern. 

 

Clear evidence of toolmaking is evident in the Late Glacial Black Band at 

Kent’s Cavern, and includes a bone pin, an awl, a uniserial harpoon (or spearhead), a 

bone needle, and a severely delaminated piece of possible mammoth ivory, interpreted 

as a “rod” (Figure 9.9). 

 

 Figure 9.9. A specimen interpreted as a mammoth ivory “rod” from the Late 

Glacial Black Band level at Kent’s Cavern. 
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Evidence for the use of stone tools on bone elements is present in the form of 

cutmarks on bone fragments from the Black Band layer, but no such evidence is present 

on specimens derived from the Cave Earth layers.  

Helical fracture is present on only a small number of specimens (17 examples 

from a total of 177 examined specimens. Only one specimen that might be called a bone 

“flake” was present in the Kent’s Cavern assemblage (Figure 9.10).  

 

 Figure 9.10. Thin flake-like fragment of cortical bone from the Kent’s Cavern 

assemblage. (Plan view at left, profile view at right). 

 

This specimen lacks many of the normal characteristics that are associated with cultural 

flaked bone toolmaking. While it is apparently a fragment removed while the bone was 

fresh, it lacks a platform, impact scarring, and a bulb of force. It is sharp on all of its 

edges, and because it lacks a platform, it is impossible to determine the direction from 
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which the force detached the fragment. It lacks complex patterning, exhibits no signs of 

use, is rather small in size (5 cm in greatest dimension), and is isolated as the only 

flake-like specimen in a collection of thousands of bone fragments. The Kent’s Cavern 

bone assemblage is diverse in composition in terms of the state and condition of bone 

preservation, though this can be expected in a palimpsest assemblage formed over the 

course of thousands of years. Because the assemblage is so diverse in composition, was 

formed over such a long period of time, and may have been subject to a large number of 

taphonomic processes, any interpretation based on one isolated would be inappropriate. 

The Kent’s Cavern bones include complete bone elements and heavy fragmented 

elements, but no pattern of differential fragmentation or destruction is apparent in the 

assemblage. 

  

9.5 IMPLICATIONS FOR UNDERSTANDING HYAENA RAVAGED BONE 

ASSEMBLAGES 

 Evidence suggests that the majority of the Kent’s Cavern Cave Earth 

assemblage was formed as a result of hyaena activity, probably over an extended period 

of time (Campbell and Sampson 1971; Lister 2001). This presents the opportunity to 

study the effects of hyaena ravaging on bone assemblages in the interest of 

understanding the appearance of hyaena activity within the archaeological record, the 

likelihood that the results of hyaena ravaging will resemble human modification, and 

the nature of fracture and fragmented bone assemblages created by hyaenas. 

 Even presented with the opportunity to ravage mammoth bones and the bones of 

other large and megafaunal species over an extended period of time, extensive hyaena 

activity in the Kent’s Cavern Cave Earth deposits left no convincing evidence that could 

be mistaken for cultural bone modification. In fact, the fragmented Cave Earth bones 

only very occasionally exhibit fresh fractures characteristics, and little that 
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archaeologists might mistake for cultural evidence. The result of extensive hyaena 

activity within the Cave Earth deposits is within the range of normal taphonomic 

processes, and the examination of hundreds of fragments has produced only a small 

sample of fresh fractured large mammal and megafaunal bone fragments. 

 Hyaenas gnaw, ingest, and regurgitate bone fragments in order to obtain 

nutrition from them (Sutcliffe 1970). Bones will only be appealing to hyaenas while 

they retain nutritive value, and in order to obtain those nutrients, bones need to be 

fractured and fragmented. Because nutritive value is normally only preserved in 

relatively fresh bones, this fragmentation process should result in the formation of bone 

fragments that exhibit clear fresh fracture morphology. In spite of this, only a small 

number of the Kent’s Cavern bones exhibit evidence of any fresh fracture.  Two 

variables complicate the process of understanding the Kent’s Cavern bones; one is the 

effect of cave environments on bone fracture morphology and bone fat preservation, 

and the other consists of the set of depositional environments and depositional processes 

that affected the Kent’s Cavern assemblage.  

The processes of gnawing and digestion have adverse affects on the preservation 

of evidence of fresh bone fracture morphology. Many of the Kent’s Cavern Cave Earth 

bones might have been fractured while they were fresh, probably as the result of hyaena 

activity, though only a small number of freshly fractured bones are today in evidence. 

Extensive hyaena activity obscures signs of fresh bone fracture morphology in some 

instances, and may destroy such evidence entirely in other cases (Figures 9.11 and 

9.12).  
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 Figure 9.11. Kent’s Cavern megafaunal cortical bone fragment that exhibits 

extensive evidence of carnivore gnawing on nearly all of its surfaces. 

 

 9.12. Another view of the cortical bone fragment, depicting further evidence of 

carnivore damage. 
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It appears that hyaena activity dramatically affects fracture surfaces that were 

probably once characteristically fresh—but this extensive gnawing activity appears not 

to create further fresh fractured fragments or even flake-like materials, but rather, it 

appears to significantly reduce the amount of fresh fracture apparent within an 

assemblage. The activity of other carnivores varies, most notably because other 

carnivores do not swallow and regurgitate bones, but also because hyaenas are widely 

acknowledged as the superlative bone-destroying carnivore (Cooper 1990; Cruz-Uribe 

1991; Gasaway 1991; Henschell and Skinner 1990; Kruuk 1962; Lam 1992; Marean 

1991). Many bone fragments in the Kent’s Cavern assemblage, however, are far too 

large to have been swallowed by even the largest hyaena, and their significantly 

rounded and furrowed fracture surfaces are most likely to have been formed as the 

result of extensive, repeated gnawing (Figure 9.13). 

 

 Figure 9.13. Kent’s Cavern megafaunal bone fragment exhibiting a scalloped, 

furrowed, and rounded fracture surface, probably the result of carnivore gnawing. 
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 Some fragments within the Kent’s Cavern collection retain their fresh fracture 

surfaces and lack evidence of hyaena activity. Given the generally heavily hyaena 

ravaged nature of the assemblage, these freshly fractured but ungnawed fragments must 

be explained by other means. They could simply be fragments lost and deposited during 

hyaena ravaging, fragments originally derived from a different context (washed into the 

cave with sediments, for example), or could be the result of cultural activity. The small 

number of bones of this description and the lack of other conclusive cultural evidence in 

the Cave Earth layer precludes any definitive conclusions concerning the nature of these 

fragments. 

 The absence of megafaunal species such as Mammuthus and Coelodonta in the 

layers below the Cave Earth (i.e. Breccia) and above (i.e. Black Band, Granular 

Stalagmite, and Black Mould) roughly dates the Cave Earth layers at 60-25 kya (Lister 

2001). Evidence for cultural interaction with faunal remains within the cave is 

considerable in higher stratigraphic layers. The upper levels of the cave include both 

cutmarked bones and Upper Palaeolithic bone tools. The Cave Earth deposits lack clear 

evidence for cultural bone exploitation, with the exception of two formal bone tools that 

may have derived from within the cave, or may have been transported into the cave. 

Stone tool evidence within the Cave Earth layer is probably only loosely associated 

with many of the intermingled faunal remains.  

 

9.6 CONCLUSIONS 

The fractured, fragmented, and heavily ravaged bone assemblage in the Cave 

Earth layer of Kent’s Cavern is best explained as the result of extensive hyaena activity 

within the cave. In terms of understanding cultural bone modification, the study of 

natural, carnivore-derived assemblages serves as an important baseline for assessing 

fractured and fragmented bone material. Though occasional evidence of fresh bone 
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fracture and fragmentation is present even in highly hyaena ravaged assemblages, this 

evidence is rare, and at least in the case of Kent’s Cavern, this material is easily 

differentiable from culturally modified bone specimens. Future experimental work  on 

hyaena ravaged bone assemblages may produce better evidence that can explain the 

effect of intensive ravaging on bone assemblages. 

 In spite of the presence of clear cultural evidence at Kent’s Cavern, it appears 

that hyaenas represent the agency that accumulated and fragmented the bones within the 

cave. This is especially true within the Cave Earth levels, where hyaena remains 

represent a large portion of the assemblage (27% by tooth evidence) (Campbell and 

Sampson 1971:13-16), and where clear evidence of human-faunal interactions are 

absent, while extensive evidence of carnivore ravaging is present. 

 No clear evidence for the human modification of large mammal bones within the 

Cave Earth layer is present within the Torquay Museum collections. The analysis of the 

postcranial remains from the Torquay Museum collections corroborates evidence based 

on the study of mammoth teeth (Lister 2001). Together, these studies suggest that 

hyaenas likely hunted or scavenged the remains of young mammoths, but only rarely 

gained access to adult mammoth remains. Hyaenas also hunted or scavenged a variety 

of other species, probably over a long period of time, and their activity eventually 

formed the Cave Earth palimpsest that has been recovered from Kent’s Cavern. Flaked 

bone tool evidence is absent from the assemblage, as would be expected at a site that 

lacks indications of cultural megafaunal exploitation. 
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CHAPTER TEN 

APPLYING PRINCIPLES OF BONE FRACTURE AND TAPHONOMY: 

REASSESSING THE INGLEWOOD MAMMOTH, MARYLAND, USA 

 

10.1 INTRODUCTION 

 New research, new evidence, and the passage of thirty years have necessitated 

the reassessment of the remains of the Inglewood Mammoth. The remains of this 

mammoth reveal important information about the nature of bone as a material, the 

degradation of bones over time, bone fracture patterns, and taphonomic processes. 

Significantly, all of this information contributes to the debate surrounding flaked bone 

tools in the archaeological record, and improves our understanding of the relationship 

between natural and cultural processes. This study clarifies the taphonomic history of 

the Inglewood mammoth, provides a sequence in which events at the Inglewood site 

must have occurred, and, contrary to previous suggestions, reveals that a set of complex 

processes affected the Inglewood assemblage over the course of the last 20,000 years. 

In 1982, a single mammoth was encountered when digging a drainage ditch in 

Maryland. Though it was originally suspected that the remains of the mammoth may 

have been archaeological in nature, most archaeological interest was lost when no 

cultural evidence could be associated with it and when the materials were dated to more 

than 20,000 years ago. The remains of this animal became known as the Inglewood 

mammoth. Since its discovery, the Inglewood mammoth has occasionally appeared in 

published literature concerning flaked bone tools as an example of a situation in which 

the bones of a mammoth were flaked by non-cultural taphonomic processes (Haynes 

1991:234-236, 2000). G. Haynes, a longtime outspoken skeptic of bone flaking, 

interpreted some of the bones as “broken and flaked” by the heavy equipment used to 

dig a drainage ditch at the site, though to date no scientific, taphonomic study of the 
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remains of the Inglewood mammoth has been undertaken, and G. Haynes’ argument has 

not been challenged. 

The discovery of the Inglewood mammoth in 1982 predated a large amount of 

research concerning bone fracture and taphonomy that has emerged in the last 30 years 

(Johnson 1985; Lyman 1994; Morlan 1984; Outram 1998, 2001, 2002; and many 

others). The general state of knowledge regarding archaeological bones at the time the 

Inglewood mammoth was studied, along with the fact that it has been poorly reported in 

the archaeological literature, necessitate that the bones of this mammoth be reassessed. 

Fortunately, the bones have been stored at the Smithsonian Institution National Museum 

of Natural History (SI-NMNH) in Washington D.C., and were made available for the 

purposes of this study. The reinterpretation of the remains of the Inglewood mammoth 

changes the way that archaeologists must view flaked bone tools and their place in 

archaeological record. It also highlights the importance of understanding taphonomic 

processes and bone fracture morphology in flaked bone tool studies. 

 

10.2 BACKGROUND AND PROBLEMS 

 A team led by Frank C. Whitmore and Dennis Stanford investigated the 

discovery of a single mammoth encountered when digging a drainage ditch in 

Maryland, USA in 1982 (Figure 10.1).  
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 Figure 10.1. Overview of the 1982 excavations at the Inglewood site. 

Photograph courtesy of David Bohaska, Smithsonian Institution National Museum of 

Natural History. 

 

The partial skeleton of the Inglewood mammoth was buried in waterlogged clay 

sediments (G. Haynes 1991, 2000, 2002). A complete rib from the animal was 

radiocarbon dated to 20,070 +/- 265 14C ybp (SI-5357), while organic materials 

preserved within the sediments surrounding the mammoth were dated to 29,650 +/- 750 

14C ybp (SI-5408) (G. Haynes 1991:199).  

 G. Haynes (1991:235) reported that “one long bone and the skull were 

fragmented and flaked by heavy equipment being used to dig a drainage ditch,” but did 

not provide any evidence to support his claims, such as descriptions, drawings, or 

photographs of the supposedly “flaked” material. 

Since its discovery, G. Haynes has cited the Inglewood mammoth as a primary 

example of an instance in which the bones of a mammoth have been flaked by a modern 

taphonomic agency—in this case, heavy machinery. Of particular interest to this study 
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is the fact that the taphonomic agency in question was present at the site only at the time 

of the mammoth’s discovery, more than 20,000 years after its death. The Inglewood 

mammoth, then, provides a window to the past with a perspective directly onto 

differentiating natural from cultural processes and understanding the relationship 

between bone fracture patterns and taphonomy.  

G. Haynes argument is contingent on the premise that ancient bones can remain 

in fresh condition after thousands of years in a depositional context. If Pleistocene-aged 

bones can be preserved perfectly, and if those bones are then broken after 20,000 years 

and exhibit fracture characteristics identical to fresh bones, then an entire subfield of 

archaeologists, taphonomists, and paleontologists interested in questions of bone 

degradation and bone fracture morphology must undergo a paradigm-shifting 

reassessment of the archaeological past. Vast quantities of archaeological and 

paleontological materials would have to be reassessed, and decades of actualistic 

experiments and observations of the natural world would have to be reexamined. 

 In framing his argument concerning the Inglewood mammoth, G. Haynes 

(1991:234) suggests that:  

an undefined degree of flexibility must remain in compact 
bone tissue if it is to fracture in the spiral manner. 
Fossilized bone breaks in linear patterns if it is brittle, as 
is often the case, whereas fresh or nearly fresh bone tissue 
breaks in more helical or curving patterns, because of the 
preservation of collagen. Yet bones that are thousands of 
years old may retain enough flexibility to break as if fresh 
(emphasis added). 
 

This argument for the perfect preservation of bone material from the Pleistocene 

contradicts a large body of research on bone fracture, taphonomy, and bone 

preservation (Behrensmeyer 1978; Johnson 1985; Lyman 1994:417-433; Outram 1998, 

2001; Chapter 5 of this thesis; and many others), and demonstrates a fundamental 

misunderstanding of the nature of bone as a material and the natural and taphonomic 

processes that affect bone.  
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 The spiral or helical fracture pattern is dictated by a highly complex combination of 

processes and properties that include the shape, temperature, state of preservation, and the 

moisture/collagen/mineral content of bones, along with applied forces that induce 

breakage, and other factors. Johnson (1985:161, figure 5.1) clearly demonstrates the effect 

of shape in her illustration of a glass tumbler fractured by dynamic loading, and countless 

examples of fresh, spirally fractured bone have been observed in nature as well as through 

scientific experimentation. Simple physical properties guide the spiral or helical fracture 

pattern in cylindrically shaped bodies (Evans 1961, 1973). The affect of temperature on the 

behavior of bone is considerable, as demonstrated in Chapters 5 and 6 of this thesis. Even 

in a deeply frozen condition, bones degrade over time, a process clearly visible in the 

changes their fracture morphologies exhibit over time. Because fresh bone is a viscoelastic 

material (Johnson 1985:160), the process of freezing reduces its elastic properties, 

facilitating more pure fracture properties in frozen bone when compared to fresh bone 

(Outram 1998, 2001; Chapter 5 of this thesis). Changes in the composition of bone have 

dramatic effects on their fracture morphology. Moisture loss in bone has a clear and 

demonstrable effect on bone (Johnson 1985; Chapter 5 of this thesis). Weathering affects 

the water and collagen content of bone, and as a result, bone fracture morphology is 

affected as well (Behrensmeyer 1978; Johnson 1985). The preservation of collagen, 

though, is not the only driving force in determining bone fracture morphology, as 

suggested by Johnson’s “Moisture Loss Model” (Johnson 1985:187) and by the frozen 

bone fracture experiments detailed in this thesis. In the frozen bone degradation 

experiment described in Chapter 5, all collagen is assumed to have been preserved through 

freezing, though levels of fresh fracture were shown to decrease over time. This 

macroscopically apparent degradation occurred over the course of just 60 weeks, but 

became apparent after a much shorter period of time. It is presumed that this degradation 

occurred as the result of a process of moisture loss, affecting the water content of bone 
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while preserving the collagen and mineral content—effectively a process of freeze-drying. 

The nature of bones preserved for 20,000 years is expected to change over time as well, as 

the result of countless natural processes that affect the content and structure of bone. 

 G. Haynes’ suggestion that linear breaks occur in dry bone is a valid and testable 

assumption that can be observed in countless archaeological and paleontological examples. 

His suggestion, however, that the retention of flexibility predetermines bone fracture 

patterns is misguided. Certainly, many materials that are very flexible do not break 

helically or spirally, and some materials that are much less flexible than bone often break 

in helical or spiral patterns (i.e. a glass cylinder). Further, bone can become more or less 

flexible depending upon the environmental conditions to which it is subjected. Heating and 

wetting (by boiling, for example) may make a bone considerably more flexible while 

decreasing its likelihood for spiral or helical fracture, whereas cooling (freezing) make 

bones less flexible but more likely to break in a spiral or helical pattern, and drying may 

make a bone less flexible while making it less likely to break in a spiral or helical fashion.  

 In making his argument, G. Haynes (1991:234) suggests that the mammoth and 

mastodon remains from three sites have “retain(ed) enough flexibility to break as if 

fresh.” One of these is the Inglewood mammoth. 

G. Haynes’ use of these other two examples is problematic for a number of 

reasons. The publications relevant to these specimens date to 1855 and 1925 

respectively. In both previous cases, the reports he cites concerning these supposedly 

perfectly preserved bones were published before archaeologists and paleontologists in 

North America were aware that humans interacted with mammoths and mastodons, 

before taphonomy was defined and long before it was understood in any depth, and 

before questions of bone degradation and bone fracture morphology were scientifically 

undertaken. This is not to suggest that archaeologists should avoid data collected a 

century or longer ago, but rather, it is to suggest that we must evaluate these data in the 
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light of modern scientific understanding. Accepting century-old interpretations at face 

value and in the lack of supporting evidence is not an acceptable scientific method. The 

antiquity of publications should not form the basis for modern archaeological 

interpretation. In order to more fully understand the nature of the examples G. Haynes 

produces, we must turn back to the publications he cites. 

The bones of the Warren mastodon were recovered in essentially complete and 

in well-preserved condition in 1845 in New York (Warren 1855:5), and supposedly 

“remained nearly as elastic as recent bones” (G. Haynes 1991:235). While the Warren 

mastodon is undoubtedly a paleontological specimen of the highest quality, its unbroken 

bones do not afford us the liberty of assessing the nature of their state of preservation 

and fracture properties. Warren (1855) suggests that the bones were very well 

preserved, but his description of the bones and their condition is insufficient to allow for 

the formation of broader conclusions regarding the fracture properties that those bones 

might have possessed at the time of their discovery. Their deposition within normally 

waterlogged sediments (Warren 1855:5) was likely a major factor in their survival, but 

their contact with water, peat, and other sediments must have had some affect on their 

state of preservation over the course of many thousands of years. The brown staining 

that the bones exhibit suggests that processes of biological and chemical or mineral 

exchange may have affected the bones, processes alter bone fracture properties. In fact, 

Warren (1855) discusses “ferrugineous impregnation” and mineralization as processes 

that affected the remains of this mastodon, processes that certainly have a dramatic 

effect on fracture morphology. Warren (1855:152) states: 

If, then, we suppose the bone of an animal to be situated 
in the vicinity of siliceous rock, near others containing 
alkalies,--the later, being dissolved, might unite with the 
silex to form silicates, which, as fast as the decomposable 
animal matter should be evolved, would readily penetrate 
the pores or cells left vacant by the decomposed 
substance; and the silicate, permeating the calcareous 
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matter of the bones, would gradually take the place of the 
animal texture. 
 

The action of these and other processes suggests that the bones could not have been 

preserved in a “fresh” condition.  

Full examination of the Warren mastodon may provide more information 

regarding the state of its preservation. The presence of any dry breaks that occurred 

before the mastodon was recovered would suggest that the bones were not preserved 

perfectly, but even in the absence of such breaks, the simple preservation of a nearly 

complete, unbroken mastodon skeleton is not itself evidence that the bones were 

preserved in such a way that their bones would fracture as if fresh. Instead, this simply 

suggests that the bones were deposited in an environment that did not induce bone 

breakage. Other processes (biological, chemical, etc.) will not have been halted simply 

because bone breakage did not occur. 

G. Haynes’ second example is the Dannebrog mammoth, (which G. Haynes 

refers to as the Oak Creek mammoth) which was recovered in Nebraska in the early 20th 

century (Barbour 1925; George Corner, Nebraska State Museum, pers. comm., 2011). 

The only published literature available regarding this mammoth is a one-page long 

reference to it, in which Barbour (1925:108) reports that the bones were “perfect and 

tough as modern bones, and splinters of them (were) elastic.” 

To clarify the naming of the specimen, Barbour (1925) refers to this mammoth 

as “the Howard County specimen,” (after the Nebraska county in which it was 

uncovered), while G. Haynes (1991, 2000, 2002) refers to it as “the Oak Creek 

mammoth” (after the name of the creek in which it was found). The Nebraska State 

Museum, which today houses the remains of the mammoth, officially refers to the 

specimen as “the Dannebrog mammoth” (after a town very near the site of its 

discovery).  
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The relative obscurity of Barbour’s reference to the Dannebrog mammoth in a 

bulletin published by the Nebraska State Museum warrants the reproduction of the 

original text here. Concerning the Dannebrog mammoth, Barbour (1925:107-8) states: 

the Howard County specimen, No. 2-7-17B, consist(s) of 
skull, mandible, teeth, tusks, two tibiae, scapula, and ribs, 
the shortness and smallness of the tusks indicating that this is 
a female. The entire skeleton is obtainable and will be 
secured by the time the new museum is ready to receive it. 
The bones lie in the bed of Oak Creek, a small perennial 
stream about 12 to 15 feet wide, with a foot and a half of 
water, and bounded by banks 12 feet high. The bones are 
black, perfect and as tough as modern bones, and splinters of 
them are elastic. A dam can be built across the stream and its 
waters diverted or conveyed through a board flume, thus 
leaving relatively dry ground in which to dig. That this 
skeleton is essentially complete was determined by wading 
in the stream and feeling of the bones imbedded in the 
tenacious clay of the creek bed. 
 

 While Barbour’s report on the bones of this mammoth are interesting and 

important, his assessment of the condition of the bones in the lack of any evidence other 

than his opinion cannot be relied upon as proof. The even greater antiquity of recovery 

of the Warren specimen and its complete (unbroken) condition do not allow us a means 

of understanding its fracture morphology. To accept that such bones could be perfectly 

preserved for that period of time would contradict a vast body of scientific evidence on 

bone preservation, diagenesis, bone fracture morphology, and taphonomy which 

suggests otherwise (Behrensmeyer 1975, 1978; Bonnichsen 1979; Collins et al. 1995; 

Evans 1973; Hedges and Millard 1995; Johnson 1985; Morlan 1980, 1984; Neilsen-

Marsh et al. 2000; Outram 1998, 2001, 2002; White and Hannus 1983; this thesis; and 

many others). 

 

10.3 REASSESSING THE REMAINS OF THE INGLEWOOD MAMMOTH 

 Several decades of research into bone fracture and taphonomy, and the ongoing 

debate concerning the nature of flaked bone tools in the archaeological record, 
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necessitate the reassessment of the Inglewood mammoth in the interest of more fully 

understanding the nature of its remains. In order to achieve this, I visited the SI-NMNH 

and studied the remains of the Inglewood mammoth personally. 

 The Inglewood mammoth is represented by the following collection of bones 

and bone fragments: 

1) A collection of cranial fragments and several small fragments of 

ivory. 

2) About 25 long bone shaft fragments. Nine of these have been refit 

and glued together. Two further fragments can be refit to this shaft 

section. Though the remaining shaft fragments cannot be refit to the 

others, it is presumed that most of these fragments once belonged to 

the same long bone. Some of these non-refitting long bone fragments 

appear too thin to belong to the same bone, and may represent other 

long bone elements. 

3) Twenty ribs, twelve of which are complete, and eight of which are 

50-90% complete. 

4) One scapula, which includes the glenoid cavity, the base of the spinal 

process, and part of the dorsal border. Parts of the supraspinous fossa 

and the intraspinous fossa are represented by fragments. The caudal 

and cranial borders are largely absent. 

5) Parts of at least thirteen vertebrae, several of which are complete. 

6) One half of the innominate, from which a number of pieces have 

been broken and are absent. 

7) A large number of small fragments, most of which can be identified 

as rib, flat bone, and vertebral fragments. 
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8) A variety of cancellous bone fragments, most of which would be 

very difficult or impossible to identify. 

9) The Smithsonian database also records the presence of the mandible, 

tooth fragments, and a tusk section, all of which have been on long-

term loan and were thus unavailable for examination. 

 

Frank C. Whitmore recorded six small pages of notes while excavating the site 

in collaboration with Dennis Stanford (Whitmore 1982:46-51). Most of these notes 

detail the specific geological layers identified at the site, and record very little 

information about the mammoth bones that were recovered. Reconstructing the precise 

taphonomic history of any site is difficult, but a rough sketch of the location of the 

Inglewood mammoth bones as recorded by Whitmore is relevant to this study and 

provides a starting point for understanding the taphonomic processes that affected the 

site. Whitmore’s sketch map has been redrawn and is shown in Figure 10.2.  

 

 Figure 10.2. Whitmore’s sketch map of the Inglewood site (digitally enhanced). 
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The sketch provided by Whitmore makes it very clear to see that the bones are 

dispersed and in somewhat random, non-anatomical positions. This clear evidence of 

the displacement of many bone elements contradicts G. Haynes’ (1991:235) suggestion 

that the bones of the Inglewood mammoth were preserved “in anatomical order.” The 

jumbled and dispersed nature of the bones suggests that considerable taphonomic 

processes were in action at the site.  

Other taphonomic evidence is present in the form of probable carnivore 

gnawing, which appears on the spinal process of one vertebra, suggesting that animals 

may have been an agent that dispersed the bones (Figure 10.3). 

 

 Figure 10.3. Evidence for gnawing a vertebra of the Inglewood mammoth. 

 

This gnawing mark curves around a sharply angled portion of the bone, and is 

U-shaped. It would appear that a carnivore dragged its tooth around this sharply angled 
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portion of the bone. Other signs of pitting, crushing, and scraping (Figure 10.4, for 

example) are evident on some specimens, however, this damage is rather ambiguous 

and may have been caused by any of a number of processes. 

 

Figure 10.4. Evidence of pitting or crushing on the Inglewood mammoth, 

possibly as the result of a canine puncture. 

 

Bone fracture patterns represent the principle means by which the taphonomic 

history of the Inglewood mammoth can be understood. A large number of specimens 

present in the collection exhibit clear, undeniable evidence of breakage that occurred 

after the bones became very dry and/or mineralized. These fracture surfaces are very 

rough, jagged, and are generally straight or diagonal (non-helical) fractures (Figures 

10.5, 10.6, and 10.7).  
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Figure 10.5. Evidence of dry fracture on a fragment of long bone from the Inglewood 

mammoth. 

 

Figure 10.6. Evidence of dry fracture on a fragment of long bone from the Inglewood 

mammoth. 
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Figure 10.7. Evidence of dry fracture on the scapula of the Inglewood mammoth. 

 

This heavy degree of breakage suggests that significant taphonomic processes capable 

of severely fracturing the quite large, durable mammoth bones were in action at the site 

over the course of the last 20,000 years. Sediment loading, geological deformation, 

fluvial action, and climatic factors such as wetting, drying, freezing, and thawing are 

among the many processes that may account for this breakage. 

The vast majority of the fracture surfaces on the bones represent breaks that 

occurred long before the Inglewood mammoth was recovered, but long after the animal 

in question died. The vast majority of the bones of the Inglewood mammoth became dry 

before they were broken, a fact which is evidenced by the jagged fracture surfaces they 

exhibit, the non-helical nature of most of the fractures, their rough fracture surfaces, and 

their generally right-angled alignment of the fracture surfaces to the cortical bone 

surface (Johnson 1985; Morlan 1984; Outram 1998, 2001; Villa and Mahieu 1991; and 

others). 

Dry breaks that occurred in antiquity can be differentiated from breaks that 

occurred while the bones were excavated, processed in a laboratory, transported, or in 
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storage. Dry fracture surfaces that formed in antiquity are subject to all of the same 

taphonomic processes that affect the unbroken parts of the same bones. For that reason, 

those fracture surfaces generally appear similar to the appearance of the rest of the 

bones, especially in terms of their color and their state of preservation. New breaks, 

those fractures that occur while a bone is being excavated, processed, transported, or 

stored, are not subject to all of the same processes. Often, the fracture surface of a bone 

that is broken during one of these terminal stage processes appears different in color 

from the unfractured portions of the same bone. Similarly, those new fracture surfaces 

are often especially fragile, and crumble easily.  

Both dry and new breaks are evident on the Inglewood specimens, though the 

preponderance of the fractures are dry breaks, and only a small number can be classified 

as new breaks. Figure 10.8 shows a new break on one of the Inglewood bones.  

 

Figure 10.8. Close-up of a new break (center top) on the innominate of the Inglewood 

mammoth. 
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 Figure 10.9 shows the same specimen from the Inglewood collection, which 

exhibits both dry and new fractures. This serves as clear evidence that dry and new 

breaks can be differentiated on the bones of this mammoth. 

 

The fact that the vast majority of the fractured bones from the Inglewood 

collection exhibit dry fractures contradicts G. Haynes’ claim that the Inglewood 

mammoth was preserved in a condition which would allow its bones to break as if fresh 

more than 20,000 years after its death. In fact, the presence of any dry fractures suggests 

that the bones had degraded since the time of their deposition. That so few of the bones 

exhibit new fractures suggests that the “heavy equipment” being used to dig a drainage 

ditch at the site when the bones were encountered was responsible for a very limited 

amount of bone breakage. Any breakage for which the heavy equipment might have 

been responsible could not be mistaken for fresh bone fracture. 
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The changes in bone fracture patterns through a predictable process of 

degradation are well understood (Behrensmeyer 1978; Johnson 1985; Morlan 1984; 

Outram 1998, 2001; Villa and Mahieu 1991; this thesis; and many others). The new 

breaks on the Inglewood bones are the most recently formed. These may have formed 

while the bones were buried, as they were being excavated, transported, cleaned, and 

studied, or while they have been stored at the Smithsonian. The dry breaks that these 

bones exhibit necessarily occurred before the new breaks, and while the bones were still 

buried. These bones may have become broken at almost any point in time between 

about 20,000 years ago, and 1982. Any fresh, helical breaks on the bones must have 

occurred while the bones were still fresh, and before the dry breaks occurred. 

The bones of the Inglewood mammoth, in fact, exhibit significant evidence of 

fresh, helical fracture. Contrary to what G. Haynes suggests, however, these fractures 

must have occurred at some point in the distant past, and certainly did not occur as the 

result of the movement of heavy equipment. 

Some of the long bone fragments in the Inglewood collection have helical or 

somewhat helical fracture outlines, have smooth or somewhat smooth fracture surfaces, 

and exhibit angles of fracture to the cortical surface that are often oblique. Figure 10.10 

shows a long bone fragment with clear signs of helical fracture on most of its fractured 

surfaces.  
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 Figure 10.10. A helically fracture long bone fragment from the Inglewood 

mammoth. 

 

Several fractured bone specimens are of particular interest. Figure 10.11 shows 

the nine refit long bone fragments from the Inglewood collection.  

 

 Figure 10.11. Nine refitting fragments of a long bone from the Inglewood 

mammoth. 
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While many of the fracture surfaces on these refit fragments represent events of 

dry fracture, several are in fact fresh or semi-fresh fractures. Figure 10.12 demonstrates 

how two further fragments that exhibit elements of fresh (helical) fracture can be refit to 

the freshly fractured portions of the refit fragments of long bone.  

 

 Figure 10.12. Two freshly fractured fragments refit to the nine refitting 

fragments depicted in Figure 9.11. 

 

For lack of any other evidence that could be interpreted as “flaking,” this must 

be what G. Haynes suggests was caused by the heavy equipment used at the Inglewood 

site. The two fresh fracture scars overlap. 

Figure 10.13 shows both fresh fracture scars. Critically, Figure 10.13 very 

clearly shows that dry fractures overlie the fresh fracture scars.  
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 Figure 10.13. Two clear fresh fracture scars on the nine refitting long bone 

fragments. 

 

This allows for the reconstruction of the order in which the bones were broken. 

In order to create a situation whereby fresh fracture scars are cross-cut by dry breaks, 

the freshly fractured fragments must have necessarily been removed before the dry 

breaks occurred. The overlapping, refitting freshly fractured fragments further allow for 

a reconstruction of the order in the bone was broken. Figures 10.14, 10.15, 10.16, and 

10.17 depict the sequence in which breakage events must have occurred.  
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 Figure 10.14. The long bone with the first surviving freshly fractured fragment 

removed. Helical fracture surfaces on both ends of the refitting fragments suggest that 

further episodes of fresh fracture occurred before the fragments G. Haynes (1991) 

interpreted as modern mechanically-derived “flakes” were produced. 

 

 Figure 10.15. The surviving section of long bone as it would have appeared after 

the first freshly fractured fragment was removed. 
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 Figure 10.16. The second freshly fractured fragment being removed from the 

Inglewood long bone. 

 

 Figure 10.17. The final reconstructed condition of the Inglewood long bone,  

after the freshly fractured fragments were removed. 
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First, an event occurred that created the fresh fracture in Figure 10.14, at the end 

of the larger, reconstructed long bone segment. Later, the large fragment shown in 

Figure 10.14 was removed from the long bone. This left the bone in the condition 

depicted in Figure 10.15. Then, an impact on the fresh fracture surface left by the 

removal of the first, larger fragment removed the smaller fragment depicted in Figure 

10.16, leaving the bone in the condition depicted in Figure 10.17. Later, the dry breaks 

that cross-cut the fresh fracture scars occurred, though the order in which those two 

fractures were formed is unknown and not necessarily relevant. 

Further, it is evident that a small piece of this freshly fractured bone fragment 

(the fragment depicted in Figure 10.16) has been broken off of one of its ends (See 

Figure 10.18).  

 

 Figure 10.18. The second freshly fracture fragment refit to the Inglewood long 

bone. The arrow indicates the missing piece of the fragment, which was removed after 

the bone had become dry. 
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The small piece broken from one end is absent from the Inglewood collection. 

The fracture surface created when this piece was removed is a dry, rough, linear (wholly 

non-helical) fracture. This clearly suggests that the helical fracture occurred sometime 

in the relatively distant past, while the dry break occurred relatively more recently, and 

further precludes the possibility that any heavy equipment created the helical fracture. It 

is nearly impossible to imagine how a bone preserved for 20,000 years could break as if 

fresh, and shortly thereafter later sustain repeated episodes of breakage that result in dry 

and mineralized fractures. 

 To sustain the argument that the bones of the Inglewood mammoth were 

preserved perfectly for 20,000 years, and that the heavy equipment that was used in the 

excavation of the drainage ditch at the site fractured, fragmented, and flaked their 

bones, it might be suggested that the dry breaks that formed on the bones occurred after 

the bones were exposed to the environment. In this case, these processes would need to 

occur extraordinarily rapidly (a matter of seconds, or minutes, perhaps), drying the 

bones and allowing them to incur fractures that are morphologically dramatically 

different from the fractures that occurred only moments before. Many lines of evidence 

contradict this argument. 

 The helical fractures on the end of the nine refitting long bone fragments must 

have occurred in the distant past, because if they occurred at the time they were being 

excavated, the conjoining helically fractured fragments would have been recovered in 

immediate proximity to the fragments that are today present in the Inglewood 

collection. That the nine refit fragments exhibit helical fractures that do not match with 

other elements within the collection suggests that those fractures must have occurred 

long before excavation occurred, and sufficiently in the past to allow for various other 

processes to transport and/or destroy the missing evidence. 
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Further, the nine refitting long bone fragments are largely (but not entirely) of 

the same color and texture, suggesting that at least most of those fragments experienced 

a common depositional environment. The helically fractured fragment that was 

removed first from the long bone exhibits a similar texture and coloration. The second 

fragment that was removed, however, is distinctly smoother and in some places is a 

dramatically lighter color than the adjacent fragments, suggesting that it experienced a 

different depositional environment for a long period of time (Figure 10.19).  

 

 Figure 10.19. The Inglewood long bone, with arrows indicating areas of 

dramatic color difference, suggestive of differential preservation environments. 

 

The sequence in which the fragments were detached from the bone and the 

differences in texture and coloration provide further evidence that the fresh fractures 

occurred in antiquity, and that the bone fragments were then separated in the ground, 

exposing them to the different conditions that led to their differential preservation. 

Differential staining on opposing sides of individual fracture lines serves as strong 

evidence that many fracture lines present on what remains of the long bone occurred in 
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antiquity. This type of discoloration would have been impossible had heavy equipment 

fragmented and flaked the bones. 

Another fragment that exhibits signs of fresh fracture is of particular interest. 

This fragment does not refit with any of the other fragments in the Inglewood 

collection, which unfortunately limits the understanding that can be gleaned from it. 

Nonetheless, the fragment depicted in Figure 10.20 exhibits what is often described as a 

dynamic impact scar.  

 

Figure 10.20. A long bone fragment demonstrating a possible “dynamic impact 

scar”. 

 

The arrow in Figure 20.21 indicates the point of presumed impact, from which 

helical fractures radiate in both directions. The presence of this morphological feature 

suggests that the agency that broke the Inglewood long bone (or bones) was one that 

introduced significant dynamic loading to the specimen at a time when the bone 

remained fresh. 

Figure 10.21 depicts the fractured ends of all of the broken ribs from the 

Inglewood collection.  
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 Figure 10.21. The fractured surfaces of all of eight fractured ribs of the  

Inglewood mammoth. The other 12 ribs survive intact. 

 

Most of these breaks are morphologically typical of fracture patterns that occur in quite 

dry bones, and are characterized by rough and linear or jagged fractures. The rib 

depicted in Figure 10.22, however, exhibits a fresh fracture scar.  

 

 Figure 10.22. A single rib which exhibits a fresh fracture. 
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One of the smaller rib fragments refits with this fresh fracture scar, as shown in Figures 

10.23 and 10.24.  

 

 Figure 10.23. A freshly fractured fragment which refits with the freshly 

fractured rib. 

 

 Figure 10.24. The same fragments from Figure 10.24, refit. Note the differential 

staining of the external cortical surfaces of the refitting fragments. 
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The color of the refitting fragment suggests that after the two pieces were separated, 

they were exposed to different conditions within their depositional context for a period 

of time sufficient for them to have become (dramatically) differentially stained. This 

serves as further evidence that the bones were not broken when they were being 

excavated, but rather, that the bones were broken in antiquity and remained in the 

ground, separated, for a long period of time.  

Some of the long bone fragments that exhibit dry fractures have become 

deformed, and do not refit perfectly. While this may be a result of their storage between 

the time they were excavated and refit, it seems likely and certainly at least plausible 

that the fragments became somewhat warped when they were still buried. Differential 

deformation may be considered another sign that the bones were fragmented before they 

were excavated, though this is a less clear indicator of fracture antiquity. 

Though G. Haynes also claims that “the skull (of the Inglewood mammoth was) 

fragmented and flaked by heavy equipment,” (G. Haynes 1991:235) all of the skull 

fragments present in the Inglewood collection exhibit clear evidence of dry breaks 

(Figures 10.25 and 10.26, for example), and none of the cranial fragments exhibit any 

evidence of fresh (helical) or new breaks.  

 

 Figure 10.25. Inglewood skull fragment exhibiting dry fractures. 
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Figure 10.26. Close-up of a skull fragment exhibiting dry fracture. 

 

The heavy equipment being used at the Inglewood site did not fragment the 

surviving skull fragments of the Inglewood mammoth. The fact that so little of the skull 

is present in the collection suggests that significant, attritional, taphonomic processes 

affected and fragmented the skull of this mammoth long before it was encountered in 

1982.  

The new breaks on the Inglewood bones formed over about the last 30 years, the 

dry breaks occurred before the new breaks, sometime during the last 20,000 years, and 

the fresh fractures must have occurred before the bones degraded sufficiently to allow 

for the formation of dry fractures. The period of time that the Inglewood bones 

remained sufficiently fresh to allow for fresh fractures to occur is unknown. 

Paleoenvironmental studies are needed to more fully understand the depositional 

environment of the Inglewood mammoth, and further actualistic research is required to 
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more clearly define the effect of different environments on bone diagenesis. The period 

of time that the Inglewood bones remained fresh, however, is necessarily short, and at 

least some of the Inglewood bones were broken sometime in the prehistoric past. The 

collection of bones that were broken when fresh, presumably many thousands of years 

ago, include the fragments that G. Haynes (1991:235) states were broken by “heavy 

equipment being used to dig a drainage ditch.”  

 

10.4 TAPHONOMY AT THE INGLEWOOD SITE 

Having established the sequence in which events occurred at the Inglewood site, 

we must next consider what processes might have broken the Inglewood bones while 

they were fresh. A large number of processes may account for this breakage, though it 

may be impossible to determine precisely what processes were involved.  

Human agency is not the likely cause for the fresh breakage of the bones—

certainly not at the hands of a heavy machinery operator in 1982, and probably not at 

the hands of humans in the prehistoric past. That excavation did not break these bones is 

demonstrated by the discussion and analysis in this chapter. That humans did not break 

these bones is suggested by the lack of other evidence to suggest that humans may have 

been present at the site, however, the evidence remains ambiguous for a number of 

reasons.  

Fracture patterns are often a good indicator of human activity, but the small 

amount of long bone material preserved at the Inglewood site severely limits any 

possibility of interpreting the nature of human activity based on statistical analysis of 

fracture morphology. 

The freshly fractured bone fragments that might appear to be “flaked” do not 

exhibit any of the characteristics that one might expect if the bones had been modified 

by humans. One fragment lacks a potential platform entirely, and it seems likely the 
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force that detached the fragment from the bone was applied transverse to the orientation 

of the bone. The other freshly fractured fragment exhibits what might pass for a 

platform, but its alignment is transverse to the longitudinal axis of the bone. No other 

evidence that a platform had been prepared can be seen, and the fragments refit tightly, 

indicating that no further removals had occurred. The freshly broken fragments lack 

bulbs of force. No lines of force or any other possible description of cultural evidence 

can be identified on these fragments. 

The overlapping fresh fracture scars on the Inglewood long bone suggest that 

some complex process broke the bone while it was fresh. This is the only evidence of 

complex patterning in the Inglewood assemblage. A single freshly fractured fragment 

has been removed from a rib, and another long bone fragment exhibits an apparent 

dynamic impact scar. Other isolated freshly fractured fragments are also present in the 

assemblage. While the sequence in which the two overlapping helically fractured 

fragments can be reconstructed, it is neither clear what process removed the first 

fragment, nor what subsequent process removed the second fragment (which could only 

have become detached in the absence of the first fragment).  

If humans broke the Inglewood bones, those humans apparently did not utilize 

the broken bones as tools, and left no other clear evidence of their presence at the site. 

The helically fractured fragments retain sharp edges, even after as much as 20,000 

years, and they refit tightly with the bone from which they were derived. This complete 

lack of evidence for reworking, trimming, reduction, and edge attrition suggests that the 

bones were never utilized and experienced very little depositional damage. 

The number and size of the helically fractured fragments is quite small, 

precluding any relevant mathematical or statistical assessments of their nature. 

The percentage of the shaft circumference of the Inglewood long bone that was 

preserved after the helical fractures occurred was very high, possibly as much as 100%, 
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based upon the fracture patterns apparent on the preserved fragments. The processes 

that created fractures in the dried bone significantly reduced the amount of shaft 

circumference that was preserved, both through attrition (the loss of some fragments) 

and heavy fragmentation (making complete refitting impossible). 

No directionality can be assigned to the first fragment that was removed from 

the Inglewood long bone, though normal helical fracture of this variety suggests that 

whatever force that resulted in the removal of the fragment was applied from a direction 

transverse to the principal axis of the bone. The removal of this fragment was 

apparently the result of a traumatic episode that led to the breakage of bone and the 

removal of large fragments. One can only speculate about the source of the force that 

removed this fragment from the long bone. The second helically fractured fragment that 

was removed from the bone, however, was certainly struck from the side, applying 

force transverse to the longitudinal axis of the bone. The impact point would have 

necessarily been on the fracture surface created by the removal of the first fragment. 

From that point, force radiated outwardly and removed a helically fractured fragment 

that is much wider than it is long. The rapid termination of the fracture is the result of 

the curving shape of the bone from which the fragment was derived.  

The only additional piece of evidence that could potentially be interpreted as 

cultural evidence is a single cobble recovered from the site, which is today included in 

the Inglewood collection (Figure 10.27).  
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Figure 10.27. A single rounded cobble recovered from the Inglewood site. 

 

This cobble is probably sandstone, and its size and composition suggest it is an 

inadequate tool for the effective fracture and fragmentation of mammoth bones. A 

radiocarbon dated rib places the death of the mammoth at more than 20,000 years ago, 

well before the commonly accepted presence of humans in North America, though 

recent investigations have begun to suggest a much deeper time cultural past in this part 

of North America (Stanford and Bradley 2002; Waters et al. 2011a, 2011b). A thorough 

inspection of all bone surfaces was conducted and revealed no evidence of cultural 

activity. No cutmarks, chopping marks, scraping marks, or any other similar evidence 

was discovered. No cultural artifacts were recovered in association with the Inglewood 

mammoth. The freshly fragmented bones exhibit no evidence of having been used as 

tools. The distribution of bones at the site does not appear to suggest cultural activity.  

The differential patterning of breakage on the Inglewood bones raises questions 

about why some bones were broken while others remained intact. A complex set of 
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processes led to the fracture and fragmentation of at least one mammoth leg bone 

element (and possibly others), both while it was fresh and later, when it had become 

dry. Some of the mammoth’s ribs, a relatively weaker element, were broken, though not 

to the scale of small fragments that represent the long bone element. At least 12 ribs 

survived intact. One of the broken ribs exhibits clear evidence of fresh fracture, though 

the remainder of the broken ribs exhibit dry fracture morphology. Some vertebrae 

survive intact, while other are fragmented. All of the breakage patterns on the surviving 

but fragmented vertebrae suggest that fracturing occurred after the bones had become 

dry. Unfortunately, any further evidence that might have been provided by the spatial 

relationships between elements that were differentially fractured has been lost as the 

result of a scarcity of notes and photographs from the site. 

If humans did not break the Inglewood mammoth bones, then some natural 

process in the prehistoric past must have been responsible for the helical fractures 

apparent on some of the bones. A number of taphonomic processes are capable of 

breaking fresh bones, however, what is known about the Inglewood site does little to 

suggest what processes were involved in the bone breakage that occurred there. 

Processes across the spectrum of taphonomic possibility may be responsible, including 

fluvial action, rapid sediment loading, dynamic impact, and perimortem bone breakage 

(potentially in a live animal), and others.  Impact scarring suggests that at least some of 

the breakage occurred on defleshed bones. 

Defining the precise taphonomic factor (or factors) that caused the breakage of 

the Inglewood bones is not a necessary part of this study. Instead, this study is 

important for what it proves about the agencies that were not responsible for the 

breakage, namely, the modern use of heavy equipment, and has significant implications 

that affect the study of taphonomy and the prehistoric past. This study also dispels the 

poorly conceived notion that bones can be preserved indefinitely in a fresh condition. At 
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this point, in the lack of clearer evidence, it would be speculative to conclude that a 

specific process or set of processes fractured the Inglewood mammoth bones while they 

were fresh, though some agency—human or natural—is certainly responsible for a 

significant degree of fresh bone breakage at the site. 

 

Further Considerations for Understanding Bone Fracture and Taphonomy 

 It is necessary when examining the archaeological and paleontological past to 

base assumptions and conclusions upon scientifically tenable evidence. G. Haynes’ 

argument that heavy machinery fragmented and flaked the bones of the Inglewood 

mammoth is unsustainable and has muddled the study taphonomy and early flaked bone 

tools for more than two decades.  

 The evidence presented in this chapter is clear and sustained by a vast body of 

research into bone fracture, bone degradation and diagenesis, and taphonomy. 

Understanding the bones of the Inglewood mammoth does not require an exceptionally 

complex understanding of taphonomy. Rather, the evidence speaks for itself. The basic 

arguments set forth in this chapter are clear: 

1) That heavy equipment did not break the bones of the Inglewood 

mammoth, except possibly in exceptionally rare cases where new 

breaks are evident,  

2) That the bone breakage sequence at Inglewood can be reconstructed 

to show that some of the bones were broken while they were fresh, 

and subsequently broken when they had become dry, 

3) That the bones of the Inglewood mammoth did not “retain enough 

flexibility to break as if fresh” in 1982 (G. Haynes 1991:234) and,  
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4) That unless and until clear and observable evidence can be produced 

to suggest otherwise, Pleistocene-aged bones do not break as fresh 

bones do.  

  

 In light of this reassessment of the remains of the Inglewood mammoth, a large 

number of other claims need to be addressed. G. Haynes has been a longtime skeptic of 

Paleoindian flaked bone tools, and has attempted over the course of the last several 

decades to discredit claims made concerning the human modification of mammoth 

bones not only in North America, but around the world.  

 G. Haynes has long praised the virtues of actualistic research, however, 

actualistic, middle-range research loses much of its potential value if conclusions are 

drawn in the absence of justifiable evidence. Many problematic conclusions have been 

reached when applying these methods poorly. Dry and semi-dry fractures (often 

horizontal tension failures) have often been mistaken for fresh (helical or spiral) 

fractures (G. Haynes 1991:143, 2002:142-147); Myers et al. 1980; Thorson and Guthrie 

1984), and spectacularly creative means of explaining bone breakage patterns at some 

sites (i.e. Inglewood) have all too commonly repeated in the literature. These and other 

suggestions complicate taphonomic studies and lead to the confused interpretation of 

some archaeological (and paleontological) sites. 

G. Haynes (1991:236) suggests that the Inglewood, Warren, and Dannebrog 

(Oak Creek) specimens provide evidence that: 

reintroduce caution into any interpretation of spirally 
fractured specimens. This caution is needed to prevent 
overactive imaginations from creating scenarios involving 
human behavior as a nearly exclusive explanation for 
patterned bone breakage and flaking.  
 

Evidence based on extensive, replicable, scientific research is the basis upon which 

many scholars have studied questions of bone fracture and flaking (Johnson 1985; 
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Morlan 1984; Outram 1998, 2001, 2002; and others). While in certain instances the 

interpretation of flaked bone tools has occurred in the absence of such evidence, more 

recent research has supported claims that flaked bone tools are in fact often the result of 

human cultural activity. The process that G. Haynes must have invoked to suggest that 

heavy equipment flaked the 20,000 Inglewood bones is perhaps the most amazing 

example of an “overactive imagination” that created a scenario “involving human 

behavior as a nearly exclusive explanation for patterned bone breakage and flaking” 

(Haynes 1991:234-236) 

 Suggestions that evidence from other sites may also be the product of 

taphonomic agencies as far-fetched as damage by heavy equipment have included 

European Paleolithic sites such as Torralba and Ambrona, Lebenstedt, Bilzingsleben, 

Castel di Guido, Fontana Ranuccio, Rebibbia Casal de’Pazzi, and Polledrara (G. 

Haynes 1991:236-7). While each of these sites need not be addressed in detail here, 

Castel di Guido is a particularly important example, because indubitable Middle 

Paleolithic mammoth bone handaxes have been recovered from the site (Boschain and 

Saccá 2010; Gaudzinski et al. 2005; Radmilli 1982; Radmilli and Boschian 1996). The 

persistent reintroduction of doubt to sites where indubitable evidence has been produced 

is a burden on the advance of taphonomic studies. Further studies may further clarify 

the nature and effect of human and cultural agencies at these and other sites where 

fractured bone specimens have interpreted as evidence of early bone flaking. 

 

10.5 CONCLUSIONS 

 This reassessment of the remains of the Inglewood mammoth demonstrates the 

level of understanding that can be gleaned even from a small assemblage of bones when 

the fundamental, scientifically-tested principles of taphonomy are applied. Multiple 

lines of taphonomic evidence suggest that the Inglewood mammoth experienced the 
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effects of a complex set of processes over the course of the last 20,000 years. Some of 

its bones were broken while they remained fresh. Though the period of time that these 

bones remained fresh is not known, a relative scale based upon bone breakage patterns 

suggests that these fresh fractures occurred long before the Inglewood bones 

experienced an extensive fracturing episode that resulted in dry bone breakage patterns. 

A very restricted number of new breaks, which may have occurred as the result of 

excavation, processing, transportation, and storage of the bones demonstrates the 

macroscopically apparent difference between fractures that occurred while the bones 

were in their depositional context and those that were formed as the result of new 

breaks.  

The remains of the Inglewood mammoth are unexceptional from a 

paleontological point of view. Normal taphonomic processes affected the Inglewood 

mammoth, and while some of its bones were preserved for more than 20,000 years, 

their state of their preservation is not outside of the ordinary spectrum of possibilities. 

They were repeatedly broken over the course of the last 20,000 years, and more than 

half of the animal has been lost either by dispersal across a broader geographic area or 

through taphonomic (post-depositional) destruction. At some point, thousands of years 

ago and while the bones were still fresh, some process or set of processes—possibly 

cultural but I contend more likely natural—heavily fragmented some the bones of the 

Inglewood mammoth. At least some of the broken bones were moved from their 

original depositional context, and many of them have subsequently been lost. What 

remains is a limited collection of bones exhibiting clearly differentiable fresh, dry, and 

new breaks.  

Some fresh fractures, especially in critical places, are overlain by dry fractures, 

providing evidence of a clear sequence in which the bones were broken. This sequence 

serves as definitive evidence that heavy machinery did not flake the bones of the 
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Inglewood mammoth. Instead, some taphonomic or cultural process from the prehistoric 

past is responsible for the fresh fractures that are apparent on the preserved bone 

specimens.  

This taphonomic re-evaluation provides a significant advance in our 

understanding of the processes that affect bones over time, their fracture morphology, 

and questions of bone preservation and degradation. In the absence of evidence to 

suggest otherwise, it can be concluded that even under highly optimized conditions, 

Pleistocene aged bones do not preserve perfectly, and will not break as if fresh 

thousands of years after their deposition.  

This study also raises questions about what process or processes fractured the 

Inglewood bones while they remained fresh. Many natural processes may be capable of 

fragmenting fresh bones and may be responsible for the fracture patterns evident at the 

Inglewood site, but the possibility that cultural activity contributed to those fracture 

patterns, however unlikely, cannot be specifically excluded.  

 Taphonomic studies of similar remains from other archaeological and 

paleontological sites have the potential to further revise our understanding of past 

natural and cultural processes, and reveal further information that clarifies 

interpretations concerning the events of the prehistoric past. 
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CHAPTER ELEVEN 

OWL CAVE (THE WASDEN SITE), IDAHO, USA: A FOLSOM-MAMMOTH 

INTERFACE ON THE SNAKE RIVER PLAIN? 

 

11.1 INTRODUCTION 

 Owl Cave, a portion of the Wasden site in the Snake River Plain of Idaho, has 

been a focus of research concerning early Paleoindian flaked bone tools. The Wasden 

site consists of three caves, each of which is a portion of a semi-collapsed lava tube 

(Miller 1982, 1983, 1989; Miller and Dort 1978). Excavations at Owl Cave, in one 

collapsed lava tube section, have produced evidence of human occupation during the 

Paleoindian period that includes Late Paleoindian and Folsom artifacts (Miller 1982, 

1983, 1989). The deepest deposits at Owl Cave produced four Folsom points and the 

fragmentary, partial remains of a mammoth along with other extinct Pleistocene fauna, 

including camelops and dire wolf. The fragmented mammoth bone specimens recovered 

from Owl Cave have been interpreted as evidence of flaked mammoth bone toolmaking 

during the Folsom period (Miller 1982, 1983, 1989).  

 Owl Cave differs from other purported flaked mammoth bone toolmaking sites 

such as Old Crow (Morlan and Cinq-Mars 1999), Bluefish Caves (Cinq-Mars 2001), 

Selby and Dutton (Stanford 1979), Lange-Ferguson (Hannus 1985, 1989, 1990), 

Lovewell and La Sena (Holen 2006, 2007), Tocuila (Arroyo-Cabrales et al. 2001), and 

others, because it is the only such site where flaked mammoth bone tools have been 

interpreted in direct association with diagnostic Folsom period artifacts. This makes 

Owl Cave the latest proposed site for flaked mammoth bone toolmaking. Traditionally, 

the extinction of mammoths and the end of the Clovis cultural period have been 

considered contemporaneous, while the rise of the later Folsom culture is associated 

with extensive bison hunting (Bement 2007; Boldurian and Cotter 1999; Cotter 1938; 
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Frison 1978; Johnson and Bement 2009; Kornfeld et al. 2010; and others). If correct, 

the interpretation of Folsom period mammoth exploitation and bone flaking at Owl 

Cave either extends the time period during which mammoths inhabited North America, 

pushes the Folsom period deeper into past than previously understood, or both. This has 

serious implications for the archaeological community’s understanding of the Early 

Paleoindian period, cultural bone modification, and taphonomy.  

 

11.2 BACKGROUND 

 Owl Cave, part of the Wasden site, is located about 17 miles west of Idaho Falls, 

Idaho, in the eastern portion of the Snake River Plain, near Kettle Butte. During the late 

Pleistocene and early Holocene, the collapsed lava tubes at the Wasden site provided a 

protected location for both animal and human activity (Butler 1969, 1972; Dort 1968; 

Guilday 1969; Miller 1982, 1983, 1989; Miller and Dort 1978). Owl Cave is located in 

a depression, and its artifactual deposits are well below the modern ground surface. It 

measures about 22 m wide, 8-10 m from the back wall to the dripline, and contained 

more than 6 m of deposits (Miller 1989). The location of the cave deposits in a 

depression below ground level means that the cave and its deposits were subject to 

extensive episodes of in-washing over the course of thousands of years. The cave 

deposits consist of both aeolian and colluvially redeposited sediments that are often 

interrupted by episodes of rockfall from the roof of the cave (Burnett 1976; Dort 1968; 

Miller 1989). 

Owl Cave was subject to excavation during five field seasons prior to 1970, 

principally under the direction of B. Robert Butler (Butler 1968, 1969, 1971, 1972, 

1978; Butler et al. 1971; Dort 1968; Guilday 1969), and three additional field seasons 

from 1975-1977 under the direction of Susanne J. Miller (Miller 1982, 1983, 1989; 

Miller and Dort 1978). Owl Cave accumulated deposits during the terminal Pleistocene 
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and the Holocene, and experienced episodes of rockfall and plastic sediment 

deformation (Burnett 1976; Miller 1982, 1983, 1989; Miller and Dort 1978). Some of 

the plastic deformation was likely caused by rockfall (Miller 1982, 1983, 1989; Miller 

and Dort 1978) and cryoturbation (Dort 1968; Grayson and Meltzer 2002:331; Miller 

and Dort 1978), though factors such as desiccation and solifluction certainly also 

contributed to the distortion of the lower strata. All of these have been made more 

pronounced by the confined nature of the Owl Cave. This long time period and complex 

set of processes contributed to the formation of a stratified multicomponent deposit 

within the cave. The most recent deposits within the cave date to the historic period, 

while a variety of artifacts represent the Late Prehistoric and Late Archaic periods.  

Early Archaic and Later Paleoindian age deposits include a level of Mazama ash dated 

to 6700 BP uncal., and an Agate Basin bison kill. Though it is reported that this bison 

kill dates to 8000 14C ybp (Miller 1982, 1989), more recent research suggests this date is 

too late to reflect a true manifestation of the Agate Basin complex (Frison and Stanford 

1982; Kornfeld et al 2010). The Owl Cave Agate Basin assemblage is almost certainly 

older than 8000 14C ybp, but regardless of the specific date, the bison bone bed level 

represents a significant Paleoindian presence that deposited a large amount of artifactual 

material across the cave. Butler (1968, 1971) has argued that the bison from this kill 

episode represent a transitional species between Pleistocene bison (Bison antiquus) and 

modern bison (Bison bison). 

 The lowest levels of Owl Cave were partially sealed with basalt rubble that had 

fallen from the roof of the rockshelter sometime between the earliest occupational 

phases at the Pleistocene/Holocene transition, and the bison kill episode (Butler 1968, 

1971; Miller 1982, 1983, 1989). This major event of rockfall created its own distinct 

stratigraphic level that covered the floor of the cave, and prevented the excavation of the 

deepest deposits until the fallen rocks were removed in 1975-1977. The lowest levels of 
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Owl Cave, below the stratum of rockfall, contained lithic tools and debitage pertaining 

to the Folsom complex, along with the partial, fragmentary remains of a mammoth. 

Butler (1971:5) reports 

among the roof fall blocks on the floor of the alcove, 
fragments of an elephant vertebra and long bone have 
been encountered along with a bison tooth. Just 
underneath the roof fall, resting on the floor at the rear of 
the alcove, part of an elephant scapula was recovered. 
 

Miller (1982, 1983, 1989) interpreted the mammoth bones at Owl Cave as a culturally 

derived assemblage. Miller (1982, 1983, 1989) suggests that the mammoth long bones 

were broken by humans, exploited for bone marrow, and then used as a raw material 

source for the production of bone tools. In spite of the absence of classic stone tool and 

bone associations (i.e. a point embedded in a bone, clear cutmarks, etc.) the presence of 

indubitable Folsom artifacts in strata containing mammoth bones led Miller (1982, 

1983, 1989) to suggest that Folsom people had hunted or scavenged a mammoth, 

transported its bones to Owl Cave, exploited them for marrow, and produced and 

utilized flaked mammoth bone tools. 

 Though this interpretation by Miller (1982, 1983, 1989) and Miller and Dort 

(1978) challenges the generally accepted model for understanding early Paleoindian 

cultural and faunal interactions, it remains at least plausible in the absence of 

contradictory evidence. The direct interaction of Clovis people with mammoths is 

undoubted and substantiated by considerable evidence (Dunbar et al. 1989; Frison 

1978; Frison and Todd 1986; Grayson and Meltzer 2003; Hannus 1985, 1989, 1990; C. 

V. Haynes and Hucknell 2007; C. V. Haynes and Hemmings 1968; Hemmings 2004; 

Kornfeld et al. 2010; Lahren and Bonnichsen 1974; Meltzer 1993, 2004; Robert 1935, 

1936; Surovell and Waguespack 2008; and others), and some evidence suggests that 

Goshen people may have also interacted with some of the last remaining mammoths 

before their extinction at around 10,900 14C ybp (Waters and Stafford 2007). Evidence 
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suggests the frequent association of Folsom groups with the remains of Bison antiquus, 

but not with the remains of mammoths (Bement 2007; Boldurian and Cotter 1999; 

Cotter 1938; Johnson and Bement 2009; Roberts 1935, 1936). Miller’s (1982, 1983, 

1989) interpretation of Folsom-mammoth interactions at Owl Cave requires revision of 

either the commonly accepted early Paleoindian chronology, or the interpretation of the 

lower Owl Cave deposit as a single event. If Miller is correct, then either an isolated 

number of mammoths survived in the Snake River Plain after they had become extinct 

across the rest of continental North America, or an exceptionally early manifestation of 

Folsom culture was present at Owl Cave. Of course, it is also possible that Folsom 

people witnessed and perhaps even interacted with (or modified) mammoth bones that 

were deposited during the Pleistocene.  

Paleontological and archaeological deposits within collapsed lava tubes are not 

uncommon in Idaho. Kelvin’s Cave (10LN93, Lincoln County, Idaho), and Wilson 

Butte Cave (10JE6, Jerome County, Idaho) both contained Pleistocene fauna and non-

diagnostic, potentially cultural material in mixed contexts (Carlson 1983; Gruhn 1961, 

1965; Meatte et al. 1988; Yohe and Woods 2002). The very early dates reported for 

these sites (16,360 +/- 120 14C ybp at Kelvin’s Cave and 14,500 +/- 500 14C ybp at 

Wilson Butte Cave), is evidence for the intrusion of cultural materials into the lowest 

stratigraphic levels, and significant questions about the nature of the proposed evidence 

suggest that these are paleontological rather than archaeological deposits (Yohe and 

Woods 2002). After inspecting some of the purported artifactual materials from these 

sites, I have reached the conclusion that they are almost certainly non-culturally 

derived.  Though some exhibit semi-fresh fractures, no other evidence suggests that 

they were culturally modified.  Jaguar Cave (10LH15), in the Beaverhead Mountains, 

was originally interpreted as a non-lithic site of similar age (Sadek-Kooros 1966, 1972). 

Broken bone evidence was the basis for this interpretation (Sadek-Kooros 1966, 1972), 
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however, investigations at the cave predated most modern efforts to understand 

questions of bone fracture and taphonomy (Johnson 1985; Lyman 1994; Morlan 1984; 

Outram 1998, 2001; Villa and Mahieu 1991), and more recent research suggests that 

Jaguar Cave represents a paleontological deposit covered by later cultural materials 

(Yohe and Woods 2002). Processes similar to those in action at Kelvin’s Cave, Wilson 

Butte Cave, and Jaguar Cave may account for some of the earliest deposits at the 

Wasden site. 

 

11.3 METHODOLOGY 

 The mammoth remains recovered from Owl Cave are currently housed at the 

Idaho Museum of Natural History in Pocatello, Idaho. The materials recovered from the 

site were examined in order to achieve a more complete understanding of the formation 

of the deposits at the site and their significance within the archaeological record. 

Considerations of bone fracture and taphonomy are critical to understanding the nature 

of the broken bone evidence recovered from within Owl Cave. 

 All mammoth bone fragments were inspected for evidence relevant to their 

taphonomic histories, including bone fracture morphology, cutmarks, use-wear, and 

other signs of cultural activity. All long bone fragments were inspected, and their 

fracture morphologies were assessed on the basis of criteria outlined by Outram (1998, 

2001) and Outram et al. (2005). Size, frequency, and directionality of possible bone 

“flakes” were also recorded. 

 The principal aim of the analysis of the Owl Cave materials was to better 

understand the processes that led to their present condition, and specifically to 

understand how and when they became fractured and fragmented. 
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11.4 EVIDENCE AT OWL CAVE 

 The Owl Cave mammoth remains can be characterized as partial and 

fragmentary. Only a small fraction of the total bone material from a mammoth is 

represented in the collection, and no elements remain complete. In some cases, 

fragments can be refit to other fragments within the assemblage, but in most cases this 

is impossible. Only a portion of the cave has been excavated, and some potentially 

cultural or paleontological deposits remain intact. Owl Cave may connect to the two 

other collapsed lava tubes (Coyote Cave and Dry Cat Cave) at the Wasden site, and 

these site areas may also contain Pleistocene deposits. 

The mammoth remains from Owl Cave consist of about 60 fragments that are 

clearly derived from the diaphyses of long bones. The remaining mammoth bone 

material from the site includes fragments of vertebrae and scapulae, broken ribs, teeth, 

and a many fragments of cancellous bone derived from the epiphyses of long bones. 

The highly fragmentary nature of the mammoth bones makes identification to element 

difficult in many cases and impossible in others, however, no evidence suggests the 

presence of more than one mammoth at the site (MNI=1). The head, feet, and pelvis are 

underrepresented in the collection, while the long bones, ribs, vertebrae and scapulae 

are well represented. 

 Numerous lines of evidence clarify the taphonomic history of Owl Cave and the 

mammoth bones recovered from within it. Some of the long bones and ribs from the 

Owl Cave collection exhibit fresh (helical, green) fractures that suggest that some of the 

fractures were formed close to the time of death of the mammoth. Many of the fracture 

surfaces, however, represent episodes of dry bone fracture that likely occurred after the 

bones experienced considerable degradation. Each long bone fragment was assessed and 

assigned an FFI score following Outram (1998, 2001). Figure 11.1 graphically depicts 

the frequency of FFI scores for mammoth long bone fragments from Owl Cave.  
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 Figure 11.1. Freshness Fracture Index scores for the Owl Cave mammoth long 

bone fragments. 

  

Only a small minority of long bone fragments (17%) achieve FFI scores of 0, 1, and 2, 

suggesting fresh fracture, while a large majority (61%) achieve FFI scores of 3, 4, 5, or 

6, suggesting episodes of fracture and fragmentation on dry bones. The mean FFI score 

for the collection of long bone fragments is 4.0, suggesting that most bone breakage 

occurred after the bones had become dry or mineralized.  

 An identical method was applied to the Owl Cave rib bone fragments. The mean 

FFI score for this sample is 4.6. Caution should be used when interpreting this figure, 

however, because the sample size is very small (n=13). Figure 11.2 produces a graphic 

representation of the distribution of FFI scores among mammoth rib fragments. 
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 Figure 11.2. Freshness Fracture Index score for the Owl Cave mammoth rib 

fragments. 

 

Repeated episodes of breakage on individual fragments often skew FFI scores, 

especially when dry or mineralized fractures form on fragments that otherwise exhibit 

clear evidence of fresh bone breakage. This problem can be resolved by assessing a 

collection based upon the different fracture types present on individual specimens. 

Figure 11.3 depicts the prevalence of different fracture types on the long bones and ribs 

from the Owl Cave collection. The majority (63.8%) of fracture surfaces suggest dry or 

mineralized bone fracture, while a smaller proportion (36.2%) indicates fresh bone 

fracture. 
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 Figure 11.3. Fracture type among the bones present in the Owl Cave collection. 

 

 Along with suggesting that the condition of the Owl Cave bones was the product 

of a sophisticated flaked bone tool industry, Miller (1982, 1983, 1989) interpreted the 

fractured mammoth bone material from Owl Cave as evidence of Folsom-period bone 

marrow exploitation. While some of the mammoth long bone fragments from the site 

appear to have been fractured when fresh, as would be expected at a site where bone 

marrow exploitation is suspected, a large number of episodes of fracturing occurred 

after the bone had experienced considerable degradation. The relatively high FFI score 

for the long bone fragments (4.0) suggests that most bone breakage occurred after the 

bones had become dry and lost their marrow content. Because bone marrow 

exploitation is normally restricted to long bone elements, evidence of bone marrow 

extraction should demonstrate selectivity for marrow-bearing long bone elements. 

Similarities between the fracture patterns evident on long bone fragments and other 

element types, such as ribs, suggest a homogenous rather than selective fracturing 

agent.  

 Though clearly unassociated with the mammoth and Folsom deposits at the 

lowest levels of the cave, a representative sample of fragmented bison bones from the 
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later Paleoindian bison kill episode at Owl Cave was studied for evidence of cultural 

bone modification, including evidence of bone marrow and bone grease exploitation. 

This sample of 242 long bone fragments produced a mean FFI score of 5.23, indicative 

of dry fracturing episodes likely resultant from post-depositional processes rather than 

human-induced breakage. A large number of complete bison bone elements survived 

intact, suggesting that faunal remains preserved above the massive events of rockfall in 

the cave experienced a very different taphonomic history from the bones that were 

recovered from below the rockfall. 

 The Owl Cave mammoth bone specimens generally lack the flake and core 

characteristics that human activity can produce. No specimens clearly identifiable as 

bone flakes are present in the collection. Holen (2006, 2007) and Johnson (2001) have 

suggested that human groups exploiting mammoth remains as quarries and carrying 

away bone flakes (tools) might explain the absence of bone flakes at some proposed 

bone toolmaking sites. Miller (1982, 1983, 1989), however, suggests that Owl Cave 

served as a tertiary processing site rather than a primary raw material collection locality. 

If her interpretation is correct, then one might expect the presence of utilized, 

exhausted, broken, or poorly formed flaked bone tools at the site.  

Miller (1989) interpreted a number of specimens as evidence of flaked bone 

toolmaking, but most of these specimens lack clear signs of cultural modification. In 

one instance (Miller 1989:389, Fig. 12) a thin cortical bone fragment refits to a segment 

of mammoth long bone (Figure 11.4). 
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 Figure 11.4. Owl Cave diaphyseal mammoth bone fragment with refitting 

fragment.  

 

Though Miller interpreted this as clear evidence of bone flaking, a number of lines of 

evidence suggest otherwise. The parent long bone segment exhibits dry fracture 

morphology, suggesting that the bone had degraded considerably before the fragment 

interpreted as a flake was removed. The cortical bone fragment that became detached 

from the long bone segment could only have been removed after the already dry bone 

had become fractured. Though rare in the Owl Cave assemblage, the cortical bone 

fragment exhibits what could be described as a platform and a bulb of force, and where 

intact, appears to exhibit a feather termination (but the majority of the end of the 

fragment that might have once exhibited a feather termination is missing). 

The fragment was certainly detached as the result of an impact on a dry fractured 

surface, resulting in the transverse removal. Dry fracture morphology suggests that this 
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long bone was likely not exploited for its marrow content, and a lack of diagnostic 

evidence of human modification suggests that the breakage of this bone was the result 

of natural processes. 

Very few specimens that could be interpreted as “flakes” survive in the Owl 

Cave collection; most specimens have been interpreted as “cores.” These are generally 

long bone shaft fragments, some of which exhibit evidence of fresh fractures that 

removed portions of cortical bone (i.e. Figure 11.5) lack discernable platforms, bulbs of 

force, and other flake characteristics.  

 

Figure 11.5. Diaphyseal mammoth bone fragment from Owl Cave. Note two 

apparent overlapping fresh removals on the right. 

 

The example produced in Figure 11.5 exhibits two fresh fracture scars on the 

right side, and one on the left. Miller (1989:389, Fig. 15) interprets this fragment as a 

core, though it lacks platforms, bulbs of force, and any other signs of cultural 
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modification. The fracture scar on the left is interrupted by a split line crack that was 

present before the fragment was removed, suggesting that the bone had undergone some 

degree of degradation before the event of fracturing occurred. 

Another specimen (Figure 11.6) exhibits evidence of multiple fresh fragment 

removals, however, this fragment lacks any evidence of clearly discernible platforms or 

bulbs of force, and no directionality of “flaking” can be determined for the removal of 

the cortical bone fragments.  

 

 Figure 11.6. Mammoth diaphyseal bone fragment that exhibits fresh fracture 

scars on its surface. 

 

Though this specimen was clearly fractured when fresh, and while human agency could 

certainly produce a similar specimen, this specimen shows no clear evidence of having 

been culturally modified. This fragment refits to a larger segment of mammoth long 
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bone (Figure 11.7), and forms what Miller (1989:387, Fig. 5) interprets as a “large 

reduction unit.”  

 

 Figure 11.7. Two refitting mammoth long bone fragments interpreted by Miller 

(1989:387) as a “reduction unit.” 

 

The large refitting fragment shows limited evidence of fresh fracture, but no clear 

evidence of human modification. The fracture surface that joins the two fragments is 

straight and at a right angle to the cortical surface of the bone, suggesting that this 

episode of fragmentation occurred after the bone had become dry. 

Figure 11.8 (also see Miller 1989, Figure 13) is a fragment of mammoth cortical 

long bone that lacks part of its cortical surface.  
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 Figure 11.8. Fragment of mammoth diaphyseal bone that exhibits a fresh 

fracture scar. 

 

Miller (1989) interprets this as evidence of bone flaking, suggesting that two flakes 

were removed from the bone by human processes. The fragment is certainly the product 

of an episode of fresh fracture that detached the fragment from a large segment of 

mammoth long bone, and the additional cortical fragments removed from the bone were 

also detached when the bone remained fresh. The interpretation that these episodes were 

the product of a “sophisticated bone technology” (Miller 1989:381) requires significant 

consideration. The negative scars present on the cortical bone fragment include negative 

bulb scars, suggesting that dynamic impact removed the small fragments that Miller 

called flakes. In both instances, the point of impact is on an unmodified fracture surface. 

At the point of one impact, striations probably related to the episode of impact are 

present, while the other point of impact exhibits no such striations. These episodes of 
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impact removed cortical bone fragments transverse to the longitudinal axis of the bone. 

Dynamic processes other than cultural bone modification can explain such episodes of 

fracture and fragmentation. Rockfall, a process that occurred on a massive scale in Owl 

Cave, can remove “flakes” from the fractured surface of bone fragments (see chapter 7 

of this thesis). A falling rock, much like a hammerstone, can leave scrapes on cortical 

bone and can account for the “percussor marks” that Miller (1989) describes.  

Miller (1989:386, Figs. 1 and 3) also proposes that some refitting long bone 

fragments represent a “reduction unit of mammoth diaphysis.” The refitting long bone 

fragments (Figure 11.9) certainly experienced a fracturing episode while they remained 

fresh, and other fragments in the Owl Cave collection, though they do not refit, almost 

certainly derived from the same bone. 

 

 Figure 11.9. Two freshly fractured sections of mammoth long bone that refit 

together. 
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These specimens highlight the similarities between rockfall and cultural modification in 

terms of bone fracture and fragmentation. Though it is clear that the episode of 

fragmentation that separated these and other fragments occurred while the bone 

remained relatively fresh, there is no evidence to suggest that humans modified these 

bones. Varied dynamic processes, including but certainly not limited to human agency, 

can produce the fracture patterns like those present on the specimens in Figure 11.9. 

Cultural long bone breakage strategies (Bonnichsen 1979) and rockfall can produce 

identical (or at least similar) outcomes. 

Miller (1983, 1989) produces numerous examples of similar evidence that 

illustrate her interpretation of the Owl Cave assemblage as a sophisticated and complex 

example of cultural bone modification. Systematic taphonomic studies allow for the 

improved understanding of the mammoth bone remains from Owl Cave. Reconstructing 

the sequence of events that occurred at the site by evaluating different aspects of 

taphonomic process at the site allow for a clearer interpretation of the events that 

occurred at the site during the Terminal Pleistocene. 

 

11.5 TAPHONOMY AT OWL CAVE 

 A number of aspects of taphonomic process allow for the improved 

understanding of Owl Cave, its formation, and the nature of bone fracture and 

fragmentation at the site. Among these, the study of bone fracture morphology, 

directionality of purported bone flaking, carnivore activity, and the sequence of events 

that occurred at the site are critical to achieving an understanding based in scientific 

principle.  

The study of directionality on the purportedly flaked Owl Cave materials is 

made difficult by the lack of flake characteristics on most of the specimens, but can aid 

in understanding fragments such as some of those described above. Evidence of cortical 
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bone fracture is available in two forms. First, cortical bone fragments that have been 

detached from larger segments of mammoth long bone are present in the Owl Cave 

collection in limited number. Second, and more common, are fragments or segments of 

mammoth long bone that exhibit negative scars from the removal of cortical bone 

fragments. Together, these removals occur at least 23 times in the Owl Cave mammoth 

bone specimens. Of these, two were probably detached longitudinal to the axis of the 

long bone, eight were detached in a transverse direction, three were detached at an angle 

to the longitudinal axis, and ten could not be assigned any directionality. The 

preponderance of bone fragment removals transverse to the longitudinal axis of the 

bones from which they were derived correlates with experimental evidence reported in 

Chapter 7 of this thesis, suggesting that rockfall is likely to produce a greater number of 

fragments detached transverse to the longitudinal axis of a long bone than in any other 

direction. The difficulty experienced in assigning directionality to many fragments from 

Owl Cave is at least in part the result of many episodes that apparently represent 

fracture and fragmentation after bones had experienced considerable degradation.  

Transverse bone flaking requires a large amount of force and is very difficult to 

control. If a sophisticated bone flaking industry existed at Owl Cave, one might expect a 

more consistent and systematic rather than random approach to creating sharp-edged 

bone fragments and flakes. Miller (1982, 1983, 1989) proposes that Folsom people at 

Owl Cave variously flaked both the external and medullary surfaces of long bones, and 

produced triangle- or shield-shaped fragments as cores (Figures 11.10 and 11.11).  
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Figure 11.10. A “flake” in the Owl Cave collection (top) refits to the “core” 

(below) (see Miller 1989:388, Figure 8). While the refitting fragment exhibits both a 

“platform” and a bulb of percussion, the resultant “flake” is certainly unused, and has 

almost no potential to be used as a tool, such that only a small portion of its edge is 

sharp.  

 

 Figure 11.11. A “shield-shaped core” from the Owl Cave collection (Miller 

1989) 
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The episode that detached the small, refitting fragment from the larger 

mammoth long bone segment occurred only after the long bone segment had 

experienced an episode of dry fracture, as indicated by a straight-line, right-angled, 

roughly textured fracture surface on both specimens. The subsequent removal of the 

fragment interpreted as a flake must have occurred later, after the bone had experienced 

considerable degradation. This decreases the likelihood that humans were exploiting the 

mammoth bones at Owl Cave, and almost certainly eliminates the possibility that 

human groups were exploiting bone marrow from the Owl Cave mammoth.  

Along with the production of triangle- and shield-shaped cores and the flaking 

of both external cortical and medullary bone, Miller (1989) also proposes that human 

groups at Owl Cave flaked the edges of other long bone fragments such as the example 

in Figure 11.7, utilized bone spalls as well as bone flakes, utilized large shaft fragments 

as choppers, wedges, and percussive tools, and exploited the bones for marrow content. 

The varied forms and fragments present in the Owl Cave collection can be explained by 

natural processes such as rockfall more easily than by extraordinarily complex cultural 

decision-making processes. 

Complex patterning is often considered an indicator of cultural activity (Arroyo-

Cabrales et al. 2001; Hannus 1985, 1989, 1990; Johnson 1985; and others). Along with 

Lange-Ferguson (Hannus 1985, 1989, 1990) and Tocuila (Arroyo-Cabrales et al. 2001), 

the Owl Cave deposits represent one of the more compelling examples of complex fresh 

fracture patterning in a mammoth bone assemblage, including overlapping fresh 

fracture scars and evidence for repeated episodes of fracturing on individual specimens. 

Several examples from the Owl Cave collection (for example Figures 11.5, 11.6, and 

11.8) exhibit evidence of multiple episodes of fragmentation that occurred when the 

bones remained fresh. Some of these specimens exhibit overlapping fresh fracture scars. 

Unlike at other sites, where site formation processes capable of breaking mammoth 
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bone are decidedly limited, such as Lange/Ferguson (Hannus 1985, 1989) and Lovewell 

and La Sena (Holen 2006, 2007), Owl Cave experienced significant episodes of massive 

rockfall around the time of the Pleistocene-Holocene transition (Butler 1971; Miller 

1982, 1983, 1989; Miller and Dort 1978). Though mammoth bones are very large and 

resistant to fracture, the scope and scale of rockfall at Owl Cave was certainly adequate 

to break mammoth bones. Miller (1982, 1983, 1989) reports that excavations at Owl 

Cave prior to 1970 were forced to stop when they encountered rockfall because of the 

size of the debris. Only with tractors and other heavy machinery could the rockfall be 

cleared to expose the lowest levels of the cave deposits (Miller 1982, 1983, 1989). The 

potential for rockfall to account for a significant portion of the mammoth bone fracture 

and fragmentation at the Cave is considerable, and rockfall must be considered a 

significant factor in the taphonomic history of Owl Cave. Rockfall is an especially 

important consideration given the close proximity of boulders derived from massive 

rockfall events to the remains of the Owl Cave mammoth (Butler 1971:5). 

Evidence for the utilization of the purported flaked bone tools from Owl Cave is 

limited. No evidence of edge attrition or further reduction is present on fragments that 

refit. Almost all mammoth bone fragments in the Owl Cave collection exhibit 

significant edge rounding on the majority of their surfaces, suggesting that some post-

depositional process (fluvial action, chemical attrition, etc.) affected the preservation of 

the presumably once thin and sharp edges of bones that were fractured when fresh. No 

signs of differential edge wear or significant polish are present on the specimens from 

the Owl Cave collection, suggesting that most or all fracture surfaces were exposed to 

the same processes. Utilized tools should exhibit evidence of differential wear and 

polish on their working or handling surfaces.  

 The amount of purported flaking at Owl Cave is difficult to quantify because of 

the lack of clearly identifiable flake characteristics. In at least 23 instances, cortical 
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bone fragments have been removed from fragmentary long bones. In some cases, these 

events are represented in the Owl Cave collection by fragments of wholly cortical bone, 

while in other they are represented by negative scars on segments of mammoth long 

bones. The variation in the size of these fragments and negative scars is high. The 

largest wholly cortical bone fragment measures about 16 cm in maximum dimension, 

while the smallest measures 3 cm, though some of these fragments are too small to 

allow for identification to species, and may have derived from much smaller species. 

Any further quantification of these materials is of limited value because it is likely that 

many of these fragments represent little more than naturally derived bone spalls, 

delaminated fragments of bone, or simple evidence of helical fractures rather than bone 

flakes. 

 Bunn’s (1983) suggestion that reduced shaft circumference is an indicator of 

cultural activity is problematic at Owl Cave because of the massive events of rockfall 

that occurred at the site. In instances where rockfall is a considerable factor in the 

taphonomic history of faunal materials, reduced shaft circumference may be an 

indicator of the scale of rockfall that occurred at the site, and may have an inverse 

correlation to human activity. 

 The Owl Cave specimens lack cutmarks, but exhibit significant evidence of 

carnivore gnawing (Figure 11.12).  
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 Figure 11.12. Mammoth rib that exhibits evidence of carnivore activity. 

 

No fewer than 18 long bone fragments from Owl Cave exhibit clear evidence of 

carnivore gnawing, though the frequent occurrence of surface scratches on the bones 

makes the identification of gnawing marks difficult in some instances. In all but one 

instance, carnivore gnawing is restricted to the unaltered external cortical surface of 

long bones. This suggests that carnivores had access to the bones before they were 

fractured and fragmented. In one instance, limited carnivore gnawing, probably by a 

small rodent, extends from a natural cortical surface onto a fractured surface.  

 In another instance (Figure 11.13), a mammoth rib was broken while it remained 

relatively fresh.  
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 Figure 11.13. Mammoth rib from the Owl Cave that was fractured when fresh. 

Note the tooth mark that interrupts the propagation of the fracture, indicating that the 

tooth mark was present before the bone was fractured. 

 

The fracture is interrupted by a carnivore incision in the cortical surface of the bone, 

which abruptly terminated the propagation of the fracture. This serves as further 

evidence that carnivores had access to the bones before they were fractured and 

fragmented.  

This order-of-access sequence raises serious questions concerning the nature of 

human involvement at Owl Cave. Evidence that carnivores had access to the bones 

before the bones were broken suggests that humans probably did not hunt the Owl Cave 

mammoth. A number of explanations for the occurrence of carnivore gnawing before 

bone fracture and fragmentation occurred can be posited. The mammoth may represent 

a natural death that was exploited by carnivores, humans may have scavenged a carcass 
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after carnivores had access to its bones, or the bones may have been exploited for meat 

by humans, gnawed by carnivores, and then broken by natural processes such as 

rockfall. If the Owl Cave bones were culturally modified, then humans must have 

broken the majority of the bones only after carnivores had access to them, and 

subsequently guarded the bones until after they have become dry and no longer 

attractive to carnivores, or buried. Extensive evidence for dry bone fracture among the 

Owl Cave specimens suggests that much of the fracturing did not occur until long after 

the mammoth had died, providing a significant timeframe during which carnivores may 

have accessed the bones.  

The relationship between bone preservation and the environment in which the 

bones were deposited is directly related to understanding the timing of the events at Owl 

Cave, and the degree to which the mammoth materials may have remained attractive to 

both carnivores and humans. Owl Cave may have provided an excellent preservational 

environment for bones during the Terminal Pleistocene. Its probably wet, cool, shaded, 

and possibly frozen environment may have allowed bones to preserve in a fresh or near-

fresh condition for a period of months or possibly years. In-washed or windblown 

sediments may have covered the mammoth bones while they remained fresh, protecting 

them from carnivore activity. At various points, beginning while the bones remained 

fresh but probably not ending until after they have become dry, massive episodes of 

rockfall may have fractured and fragmented the Owl Cave mammoth bones. This may 

explain why so many of the mammoth bone fragments in the Owl Cave collection 

exhibit extensive carnivore gnawing on their external surfaces, but lack similar gnawing 

evidence on their fractured surfaces. During the interval between the deposition of the 

mammoth bones and massive events of rockfall, an episode of Folsom occupation 

apparently deposited several Folsom points and other lithic artifacts that became 

intermixed with the mammoth bones.  
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 These Folsom points represent the most important non-faunal evidence in the 

lowest levels of Owl Cave. Though Folsom points (Miller 1982:90; Miller and Dort 

1978:136) were evidently recovered in association with the mammoth bone material, 

their relationship to the bones is tenuous. In the absence of clear evidence of a direct 

relationship (i.e. cutmarks, a point embedded in bone, etc.), natural and geological 

factors that may have introduced these Folsom points to the mammoth-bearing layer 

must be considered. Fluvial action and sedimentation from in-washing (Miller 1982, 

1983, 1989, Miller and Dort 1978), cryoturbation (Dort 1968, 1969; Grayson and 

Meltzer 2002:331), and other plastic deformation of sediments (Miller 1989) must be 

taken into account as factors that may have led to stratigraphic mixing. The relationship 

between the Folsom diagnostics and the mammoth bones suggests that later Folsom 

people probably witnessed the mammoth remains within Owl Cave, but if these people 

interacted with the mammoth bones, they left no archaeologically recognizable evidence 

of these activities. Accurately dating both the Folsom occupation and the mammoth 

bone deposits is an important part of understanding the relationship between the two. 

 Though many attempts have been made to date the Owl Cave materials (Butler 

1971, 1972; Dort and Miller 1977; Green 1983; Miller 1989; Miller and Dort 1978; 

Plew and Pavesic 1982), these repeated efforts have varied widely in methodology and 

intent, and have produced a set of dates that are wide-ranging and difficult to compare. 

Most of the previously obtained dates from Owl Cave are obsidian hydration dates 

produced for obsidian flakes and obsidian Folsom points (Green 1983), while others are 

bone collagen radiocarbon dates produced on bison and mammoth bones (Butler 1971, 

1972; Dort and Miller 1977; Miller 1989:383; Miller and Dort 1978; Plew and Pavesic 

1982). Miller (1989:383) recognizes significant problems with the dating sequence at 

Owl Cave, but suggests that bone fracture evidence alone serves as sufficient evidence 

to sustain an event of Folsom period cultural mammoth bone modification.  
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 Miller (1989:383, from Green 1983) reports fourteen obsidian hydration dates 

for Owl Cave that range from 11,206 +/- 315 to 12,654 +/- 589 obsidian hydration ybp. 

Seven of these dates were produced on three diagnostic Folsom artifacts, but all dates 

produced for Folsom artifacts predate the generally accepted date of onset for the 

Folsom culture by at least 500 years (radiocarbon years and obsidian hydration years do 

not necessarily correlate precisely) (Collard et al. 2010; Cooper and Byerly 2005; Davis 

and Baumler 2000; Davis et al. 2002; Frison and Stanford 1982; C. V. Haynes et al. 

1992; C. V. Haynes 2009; Hofman 1995; Holliday 2000; Johnson and Bement 2009; 

Johnson and Holliday 1989; Meltzer 2006; Root et al. 1996; Stiger 2006; Surovell 

2003; Taylor et al. 1996). A significant body of literature has formed around problems 

associated with obsidian hydration dating, including issues with the assumptions 

underlying dating obsidian, processing considerations, mathematical methods, obsidian 

source variability, temperature and climatic considerations, water content, and sampling 

procedures (Anovitz et al. 1999; Ericson 1988; Friedman and Smith 1960; Freidman 

and Trembour 1978; Jackson 1990; Leach and Hamel 1984; Mazer et al. 1991; Michels 

and Tsong 1980; Ridings 1996; Skinner 1988; Stevenson et al. 1998; and others). The 

validity of these obsidian hydration dates must be considered suspect until better 

evidence can be produced. 

 Butler (1971, 1972), Dort and Miller (1977), Miller (1989:383), Miller and Dort 

(1978) and Plew and Pavesic (1982) report six bone collagen radiocarbon dates for Owl 

Cave, three each on bison and mammoth remains. Those dates, along with one 

unpublished date on charcoal (AA-6833), are arranged by date and reproduced in Table 

11.1 
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Table 11.1. Radiocarbon (14C) dates from Owl Cave arranged by age. 

Number Depth below Datum Radiocarbon Age Specie 
WSU 2483 5.10 m 9735 +/- 115 Bison 
WSU 2485 4.52-4.54 m 10,145 +/- 170 Bison 
WSU 2484 4.70-4.80 m 10,470 +/- 100 Bison 
AA 6833 5.20-5.40 m 10,640 +/- 85 Charcoal 
WSU 1786 5.09-5.14 m 10,910 +/- 150 Mammoth 
WSU 1259 4.80-5.10 m 12,250 +/- 200 Mammoth 
WSU 1281 5.20 m 12,850 +/- 150 Mammoth 
  

 All three dates on bison remains appear too young to date to the Clovis period, 

but may fall within the potential range for Folsom. The youngest of the three dates on 

bison (WSU 2483) is from the most deeply buried tested specimen, suggesting either a 

significant sampling problem or a stratigraphic reversal in the cave. The dates on 

mammoth remains are even more problematic because the two earliest dates (WSU 

1259 and 1281) received no humic acid pretreatment. More recently developed 

ultrafiltration techniques tend to produce even earlier dates on bone collagen (Higham 

et al. 2006; Jacobi et al 2006; Mellers 2006). These two samples date more than 1300 

years older than the single sample (WSU 1786) that received humic acid pretreatment. 

The tested charcoal sample (AA 6833) returned a date (10,640 +/- 85 14C ybp) that fits 

comfortably within the Folsom period, but the lack of association with artifacts or 

features within the cave deposits reduces its value for understanding the relationship 

between the Folsom artifacts and the fragmented mammoth remains. The range of 

radiocarbon dates reported for the lowest levels of Owl Cave covers a period of more 

than 3000 years and appears to be stratigraphically reversed in some instances, 

suggesting the presence of jumbled deposits derived from multiple events, significant 

problems in the dating of the site, or both. 

A significant new set of radiocarbon dates is needed to clarify the chronological 

sequence of the Owl Cave deposits. Extensive sedimentological dating along with an 

improved understanding of the microstratigraphy of the site has the potential to resolve 
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a number of outstanding questions regarding the nature of the relationship between the 

Owl Cave Folsom artifacts and the mammoth remains. More extensive and higher-

precision bone collagen and radiocarbon dating may also reveal evidence of distinct 

events in the lowest levels of the Owl Cave deposits. Portions of cave deposits remain 

intact (Miller 1983) and further investigations at Owl Cave and other similar, intact 

cave deposits at the Wasden site hold the potential to resolve many of the questions that 

remain concerning the dating, stratigraphy, artifact associations, and taphonomy at the 

site. 

 

11.6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

 Evidence preserved at Owl Cave and stored at the Idaho Museum of Natural 

History reveals a more complex taphonomic history for the mammoth bone specimens 

from the lowest cave deposits at the site than previously reported (Miller 1982, 1983, 

1989; Miller and Dort 1978). Previous interpretations (Miller 1982, 1983, 1989) have 

suggested cultural bone modification as a nearly exclusive explanation for the broken 

bone assemblage from Owl Cave, proposing that a group of Folsom hunters and 

gatherers produced flakes, cores, wedges, choppers, and a variety of other tools from 

mammoth bones, utilized spalls of mammoth bones as tools, and exploited the 

mammoth bones for their marrow content. 

 While human process cannot be entirely excluded as a plausible explanation 

some of the broken bone evidence at Owl Cave, multiple lines of taphonomic evidence 

suggest that natural processes are likely to account for most if not all of the bone 

fracture present at Owl Cave. Extensive, massive, and repeated events of rockfall that 

occurred stratigraphically immediately above the broken mammoth bone material 

almost certainly played a significant role in the formation of the assemblage and the 

fracture and fragmentation of bone specimens. 
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 Though the Owl Cave collection contains a number of bone fragments that were 

fractured while the bones remained fresh, a large number of specimens became 

fractured later, after the bones had become dry. The stratigraphic association between 

mammoth bones and boulders derived from massive events of rockfall sustains the 

possibility that the mammoth bones and fallen boulders were deposited during a 

chronologically closely spaced period. While a number of Owl Cave specimens could 

have been culturally modified, there is no unequivocal evidence of cultural bone 

modification present in the Owl Cave collections, and direct of evidence of rockfall 

provides a more likely scenario to explain the breakage of mammoth bones at the site. 

 The presence of carnivore gnawing marks on external cortical bone surfaces, 

and the general absence of similar gnawing marks on the fractured surfaces of the bones 

suggests that the Owl Cave bones were subjected to the activity of carnivores before 

they were broken. Carnivore gnawing marks are occasionally interrupted by fresh 

fractures, which suggests that the bones remained fresh (helically fracturable) after the 

episode of carnivore gnawing occurred. If humans modified the Owl Cave mammoth 

bones at this time, it was only after carnivores removed much of the meat and gained 

access to already mostly cleaned bones. 

 Similarities in bone fracture morphology across element types suggest that 

random, natural processes affected the Owl Cave bones. The mammoth long bones, 

which are the principal source of both bone fats and thick-walled cortical bone for 

toolmaking, experienced episodes of fracturing that produced a continuum of fracture 

morphology ranging from relatively fresh to very dry. A similar distribution of fracture 

types is evident on ribs, which are much thinner-walled and provide very little 

exploitable bone fat content.  

 Some of the Owl Cave bones exhibit scars that have been interpreted as 

evidence of cultural mammoth bone flaking. A study of the direction from which these 
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fragments were removed reveals that the majority were removed transverse to the 

longitudinal axis of the bone, an outcome that is expected when bones lying flat on a 

cave floor are subjected to repeated events of rockfall (see Chapter 7 for related 

actualistic data) 

 Though indubitable diagnostic Folsom points were recovered in association with 

the remains of a mammoth at the lowest levels of Owl Cave, there is no evidence to 

suggest that the two are related or contemporaneous. Evidence from across North 

America (Collard et al. 2010; Frison and Stanford 1982; C. V. Haynes 1984, 2009; 

Kornfeld et al. 2010; Martin and Klein 1984; Meltzer 2006; Surovell 2003) suggests 

that mammoths became extinct prior to the rise of the Folsom cultural system, and in 

the absence of further evidence, there is no reason to believe that Owl Cave represents 

an exception. Natural, geologic processes probably account for the intermingled 

mammoth and Folsom remains. Owl Cave experienced repeated episodes of fluvial 

action, cryoturbation, plastic deformation, and rockfall since the Terminal Pleistocene, 

all processes capable of significantly altering stratigraphic associations within closely 

confined cave deposits. 

 The Owl Cave deposits represent an intriguing instance of fractured and 

fragmented mammoth bone in association with culturally diagnostic lithic artifacts. 

Careful analysis reveals a much more complex site formation and taphonomic history 

than what was previously reported by Miller (1982, 1983, 1989) and Miller and Dort 

(1978). The possibility that early human groups witnessed and even altered the 

mammoth bones deposited within Owl Cave remains, however, there is little evidence 

to suggest that human cultural bone modification occurred at the site. Natural processes 

can explain fracture and fragmentation patterns present on the mammoth bones from the 

site, and represent the most likely explanation for the condition of the Owl Cave bones. 

Human modification cannot be specifically excluded, however, it should not be 
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considered the exclusive explanation for the Owl Cave specimens in the absence of 

further evidence. 

 Further research at Owl Cave and on the materials previously recovered from 

the site promises to shed further light on the events of the prehistoric past. Revised 

dating, microstratigraphic studies, and an improved understanding of the geological 

processes active at the site would all contribute to clarifying the events of the Early 

Paleoindian period at Owl Cave. In the absence of these studies and without further 

excavation at Owl Cave, the interpretation of cultural mammoth bone modification 

during the Folsom period cannot be sustained. Careful taphonomic studies provide 

detailed information about the events of the past at Owl Cave that suggest natural 

processes rather than human agency as the cause for mammoth bone fracture and 

fragmentation at the site.  
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CHAPTER TWELVE 

BONE MODIFICATION AND BONE FLAKING AT LANGE/FERGUSON, A 

CLOVIS PERIOD SITE IN SOUTH DAKOTA, USA 

 

12.1 INTRODUCTION 

 The Lange/Ferguson site is located in the White River Badlands of South 

Dakota. Lange/Ferguson consists of a series of three Badlands formation buttes that 

previously represented a Late Pleistocene pond and its surrounding land surface. The 

site represents a single component Clovis period deposit contained in terminal 

Pleistocene sediments around and within an ancient pond, directly beneath a Younger 

Dryas black mat. It has been the focus of extensive excavations that revealed the 

remains of at least two mammoths in direct association with three diagnostic Clovis 

projectile points, and a single lithic flake. Many of the mammoth remains from 

Lange/Ferguson have been interpreted as evidence for cultural bone modification and 

the production of flaked bone tools (Hannus 1985, 1989, 1990).  

 Lange/Ferguson is the only proposed flaked bone tool site that has produced 

diagnostic Clovis artifacts in direct association with mammoth remains interpreted as 

evidence of flaked bone toolmaking. Many other sites, such as Old Crow (Bonnichsen 

1979; Morlan 1980), Lovewell and La Sena (Holen 2006, 2007), Duewall-Newberry 

(Steele and Carlson 1989), and Tocuila (Arroyo-Cabrales et al. 2001) lack cultural 

evidence aside from potentially modified faunal remains; Selby and Dutton (Stanford 

1979) produced Clovis artifacts above the mammoth bone bearing layer; Owl Cave 

(Miller 1982, 1983, 1989, Chapter 11 of this thesis) produced mammoth remains 

intermingled with diagnostic Folsom artifacts; and Bluefish Caves (Cinq-Mars 1990, 

2001) produced faunal remains interpreted as flaked bone tools in association with an 
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Arctic microblade industry. Few other purported flaked bone toolmaking sites have 

been firmly dated to the Clovis period (but see Arroyo-Cabrales et al. 2001). 

 Hannus (1985, 1989, 1990) dated the Younger Dryas black mat that overlies the 

Lange/Ferguson site to 10,670 +/- 300 14C ybp (Isotopes Number 1-11,710), and dated a 

sample of bone collagen to 10,730 +/- 530 14C ybp (Hannus 1989). Waters and Stafford 

(2007) used more recently developed high-precision radiocarbon dating techniques to 

produce a date of 11,080 +/- 40 14C ybp on mammoth bone collagen. Though it carries a 

large potential error value, 10,670 +/- 300 14C ybp falls comfortably within the range for 

Younger Dryas black mats across North America (C. V. Haynes 2008). Similarly, a 

direct date of 11,080 +/- 40 14C ybp on mammoth bone collagen fits within the range of 

Clovis culture according to most researchers (G. Haynes 2002; Kornfeld et al. 2010; 

Meltzer 2010; Waters and Stafford 2007). Waters and Stafford (2007) produced a series 

of high-precision dates on samples from Clovis sites that suggest that Lange/Ferguson is 

the oldest site where diagnostic Clovis remains have been reported and dated using 

high-precision techniques. The direct association of diagnostic cultural material with the 

fractured and fragmented remains of at least two mammoths definitively places humans 

at Lange/Ferguson during the terminal Pleistocene (Grayson and Meltzer 2002; Hannus 

1985, 1989, 1990). Thus, Lange/Ferguson provides a unique opportunity to evaluate a 

proposed flaked bone tool assemblage in the context of Clovis culture. 

 

12.2 BACKGROUND 

 The Lange/Ferguson site was originally discovered in 1960, when Les Ferguson, 

a resident of nearby Hot Springs, South Dakota, recovered a mammoth femur eroding 

from the steep face of a butte on the Lange Ranch, within the Pine Ridge Indian 

Reservation (Hannus, pers. comm.). In the summer of 1980, L. Adrien Hannus visited 

the site with Ferguson and others, and observed mammoth bone fragments eroding from 
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opposite faces of the same butte (Hannus 1985:1). Hannus (1985:1, 161) collected a 

fragment of juvenile mammoth tibia that was eroding from the butte, and interpreted it 

as spirally fractured and flaked. Upon observing mammoth bone fragments eroding 

from opposite faces of the butte, and dating a sample of organic black sediment that 

sealed the mammoth bone bearing level (10,670 +/- 300 14C ybp), Hannus decided to 

excavate the site (Hannus 1985:5, 1990). After eight meters of culturally sterile 

overburden was removed, a mammoth bone bed was revealed that included the remains 

of at least two mammoths (Hannus 1985:12; 1989; 1990). More recent examinations of 

the mammoth remains from Lange/Ferguson have suggested that three mammoths may 

have been present at the site (Agenbroad, pers. comm.). 

 Hannus (1985, 1989, 1990) reported the recovery of a large number of spirally-

fractured bone fragments and flaked bone tools in the mammoth bone layer along with 

isolated bone fragments belonging to other Pleistocene fauna. A complete list of 

Pleistocene fauna from the site can be found in Martin (1984). One lithic flake was 

recovered in direct association with the mammoth bones. In an adjacent butte, within a 

level similarly sealed by the same Younger Dryas period black mat, Hannus (1985, 

1989, 1990) recovered two complete Clovis projectile points and the base of an 

additional Clovis point (Figure 12.1). The site represents a single-component locality, 

without cultural deposits above or below the Clovis/mammoth level. Three Clovis 

projectile points, a single lithic flake, the remains of at least two mammoths, and a 

limited array of other Pleistocene fauna represent the totality of evidence recovered 

from the site. 
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 Figure 12.1. Clovis projectile points from Lange/Ferguson (courtesy of L. 

Adrien Hannus) 

 

 Hannus (1985, 1989, 1990) reported the recovery of a range of culturally 

modified bone specimens at Lange/Ferguson. Those specimens that Hannus (1985, 

1989, 1990) interprets as tools include: two cleavers produced from a single mammoth 

scapula, a cortical bone flake tool recovered against a thoracic vertebrae, a perforator or 

awl, two fleshing tools, a rib exhibiting a rounded end, and a number of cortical bone 

flakes and cores. The assemblage also includes a large number of mammoth bone 

fragments, some of which appear to have been fractured when the bones remained 

fresh. Hannus (1985, 1989, 1990) concludes that Lange/Ferguson represents the site of 

an event of Clovis period mammoth butchery, and a locality for the production and use 

of flaked mammoth bone tools. 
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12.3 EVIDENCE 

 The Lange/Ferguson mammoth bone specimens that Hannus (1985, 1989, 1990) 

interpreted as evidence of human cultural activity have been studied repeatedly since 

their discovery in the early 1980s, and are presently in the possession of Hannus. For 

the purposes of this study, these specimens were carefully re-examined in the interest of 

better understanding bone fracture and fragmentation at Lange/Ferguson, and the 

taphonomic processes that affected the site. This included the study of their fracture 

morphologies, the presence or absence of flake and core characteristics, use wear, the 

degree of flaking and directionality of flaking present on specimens within the 

collection, and other lines of cultural evidence including associations with other 

artifacts, cutmarks, etc. The bones were also examined for other types of evidence, such 

as carnivore gnawing, which aid in understanding the taphonomic histories of bones and 

bone assemblages. 

 Helical fracture is one of the principal means of differentiating bone fragments 

that were fractured when bones remained fresh from those that were fractured after 

bones had become dry. Fracture characteristics vary widely among the specimens 

Hannus (1985, 1989, 1990) interprets as evidence of cultural bone modification. Some 

specimens exhibit very clear examples of helical fracture (e.g. Figure 12.2; Hannus 

1985:161), while others appear to lack helical fracture characteristics entirely (Figure 

12.3; Hannus 1985:179).  
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 Figure 12.2. An example of clear fresh fracture morphology in the 

Lange/Ferguson collection (courtesy of L. Adrien Hannus). 
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 Figure 12.3. An example of clear dry fracture morphology in the 

Lange/Ferguson collection (from Hannus 1985). 
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The examples that exhibit the clearest cases of fresh bone fracture are among the most 

compelling specimens in the Lange/Ferguson collection, however, two of the principal 

tools at Lange/Ferguson are produced on fragments of mammoth scapulae, a flat bone 

element that exhibits fracture morphologies that differ from long bones (Johnson 1985).  

Hannus (1985, 1989, 1990) proposed that skeletal element selection for flaked 

bone toolmaking favored appendicular mammoth bone elements (scapulae and long 

bones) at Lange/Ferguson. While helical fracture in long bones is a topic understood by 

many zooarchaeologists and taphonomists (Johnson 1985; Morlan 1985; Outram 1998, 

2001; Villa and Mahieu 1991), the fracture properties of other types of bone are less 

well understood. Flat bone fracture morphology has been scarcely studied (Johnson 

1985), but differs considerably from long bone fracture morphology. The generalized 

helical fracture pattern (Johnson 1985) is restricted to semicylindrically shaped objects, 

like the shafts of long bones. Flat bones that have been interpreted as flaked bone tools, 

such as the scapula cleavers from Lange/Ferguson, are not likely to exhibit true helical 

fracture because of their shape, but should nonetheless exhibit other fresh fracture 

characteristics.  Gross cortical bone thickness is greater in mammoths than in smaller 

animals, facilitating the interpretation of non-diaphyseal (i.e. flat bone) fracture 

surfaces. 

 Very large flat bones, such as those from a mammoth, exhibit sufficiently thick 

cortical bone in some places to allow for the identification of fresh fracture, especially 

in places where the scapula is semi-cylindrically shaped. In other places, especially 

where the scapula is very flat, fresh fracture morphology is likely to be manifest very 

differently. Because many parts of scapulae are flat, they will almost certainly not 

exhibit true helical fracture, but will generally fracture at an acute or obtuse angle to the 

cortical surface of the bone, and when scapulae are fractured when fresh, they almost 
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always exhibit smooth fracture surfaces. Dry and mineralized flat bones are especially 

susceptible to producing rough and jagged fracture surfaces when broken.  

Though Hannus (1985) reports around 50 freshly fractured mammoth bone 

specimens, only about 20 of these fragments exhibit evidence of fresh fracture as 

defined by Johnson (1985), Morlan (1984), and Outram (1998, 2001). The others were 

probably fractured after the bones had become dry, and exhibit only marginal evidence 

that resembles fresh fracture morphology. Most of the fragments that exhibit dry or 

ambiguous fracture morphologies have not been interpreted as tools. They represent 

evidence of bone fracture and fragmentation that is difficult to assess in terms of bone 

fracture morphology, and may have resulted from either cultural or non-cultural 

processes. Their interpretive value for understanding the Lange/Ferguson assemblage is 

decidedly limited, while the remaining specimens that exhibit clearer evidence for fresh 

bone fracture and human cultural modification provide the basis for the interpretation of 

the site. Those fragments that exhibit clear evidence of fresh fracture represent 

compelling examples that support Hannus’ (1985, 1989, 1990) interpretation of flaked 

bone toolmaking. Clear examples of fresh fracture are limited to one mammoth scapula, 

and at least two mammoth long bones, while other limited instances of apparently fresh 

fracture occur on rib fragments. The clearest examples of fresh fracture include 

specimens interpreted as flakes, cores, and tools by Hannus (1985).  

The Lange/Ferguson bone fragments that exhibit clear helical fracture 

morphology include at least 5 scapula fragments, 12 long bone fragments, 3 rib 

fragments, and the distal half of a horse tibia (Specimens 8122, 8132, 81118, 81316, 

8181, 81161, 81304, 81154, an unnumbered specimen, 81158, 81303, 8118, 81211, 

8195, 81152-B, 8189, 81151, 81157, 81150-A, 81150-B, and 81284 in Hannus 1985; 

Table 12.1).  
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Table 12.1.  Fractured mammoth bone specimens from Lange/Ferguson (those 

identitied as fresh fractured for the purposes of this thesis). Specimen numbers derived 

from Hannus (1985). 

Specimen Description (all 
mammoth except 
81284) 

Evidence for Fresh Fracture 

8122 Scapula Fragment At least nine episodes of fresh fracture, many 
overlapping. 

8132 Scapula Fragment At least eleven episodes of fresh fracture, many 
overlapping. 

81118 Scapula Fragment A fresh fractured fragment. 
81316 Scapula Fragment At least one fresh fracture surface. 
8181 Long Bone Fragment A fresh fractured fragment (flake). 
81161 Long Bone Fragment At least one episode of fresh fracture. 
81304 Long Bone Fragment At least three episodes of fresh fracture (one to 

create the fragment, and two others to remove 
subsequent fragments). 

81154 Long Bone Fragment A fresh fractured fragment (flake).  At least two 
episodes of fresh fracture, one to prepare a 
“platform,” another to detach the flake. 

Unnumbered 
Specimen 

Long Bone Fragment A fresh fractured fragment.  At least two 
episodes of fresh fracture, one to create a large 
parent specimen, another to become detatched 
from that larger specimen. 

81158 Long Bone Fragment At least two episodes of fresh fracture to create 
different fracture fracture surfaces. 

81303 Long Bone Fragment A fresh fractured fragment (flake). 
8118 Long Bone Fragment A fresh fractured fragment (flake). 
81211 Long Bone Fragment A fresh fractured fragment. 
8195 Long Bone Fragment A fresh fractured fragment. 
81152-B Long Bone Fragment A probable fresh fractured fragment. 
8189 Scapula Fragment A fresh fractured fragment. 
81151 Long Bone Fragment A fresh fractured fragment.  Possibly more than 

one episode of fracture. 
81157 Rib Fragment A fresh fractured fragment. 
81150-A Rib Fragment A fresh fractured fragment. 
81150-B Rib Fragment A fresh fractured fragment.  Possibly more than 

one episode of fracture. 
81284 Horse Tibia 

Fragment 
A fresh fractured distal horse tibia. 

TOTAL 21 Fragments At least 43 episodes of fresh fracture 
 

 

Each specimen is illustrated and briefly described here: 
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Specimen 8122 (Figure 12.4) is the glenoid cavity of a mammoth scapula. It 

exhibits numerous overlapping fresh fracture scars along its edges, including fracture 

surfaces invasive to both faces of the specimen.  
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Figure 12.4. A scapula fragment (8122) interpreted as a cleaver by Hannus 

(1985, 1989, 1990) (courtesy L. Adrien Hannus). 

 

Specimen 8132 (Figure 12.5) is a further portion of the same scapula. It also 

exhibits numerous overlapping fresh fracture surfaces on all of its sides and both faces.  
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Figure 12.5. Scapula fragment (8132) interpreted as a cleaver by Hannus (1985, 

1989, 1990) (courtesy L. Adrien Hannus). 
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Specimen 81118 (Figure 12.6) is a scapula fragment that refits to the caudal 

edge of Specimen 8132. It lacks clear evidence of cultural bone modification, but 

exhibits fresh fracture morphology on many of its edges.  
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Figure 12.6. A fresh fractured scapula fragment (81118) from the 

Lange/Ferguson collection (from Hannus 1985). 

 

Specimen 81316 (Figure 12.7) is another scapula fragment. It exhibits rough, 

straight-line, and jagged fractures on some of its surfaces, but exhibits one very clear 

fresh fracture. 
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Figure 12.7. A fresh fractured scapula fragment (81316) from the 

Lange/Ferguson collection (from Hannus 1985). 
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Specimen 8181 (Figure 12.8) is a flake of cortical mammoth bone. It exhibits 

lines of force that radiate out from an apparent point of impact, and an offset bulb of 

percussion. Importantly, this specimen was recovered away from other long bone 

elements, wedged vertically against a mammoth vertebra, suggesting both its use as a 

cutting tool and its abandonment during use. 
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Figure 12.8. A fragment (8181) of mammoth diaphyseal bone interpreted by 

Hannus (1985, 1989, 1990) as a flake tool (from Hannus 1985). 

 

Specimen 81161 (Figure 12.9) is called a mammoth fibula “Tool? Punch or 

Awl” in Hannus (1985:156). Unlike most other specimens in the Lange/Ferguson 

collection, this specimen is badly degraded as the result of weathering or other post-

depositional processes. Though the damage to the specimen makes interpretation 

difficult, it appears that the bone was broken in at least two places when fresh, creating 

a pointed protrusion on one end. While this fragment was freshly fractured, its 

interpretation as a “tool?” should remain questionable. 
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Figure 12.9. A fragment (81161) of mammoth fibula interpreted as a possible 

punch or awl by Hannus (1985), (from Hannus 1985). 

 

Specimen 81304, Specimen 81154, and an unnumbered specimen (Figure 

12.10), are refitting fragments of a mammoth tibia. One, Specimen 81304, is a freshly 

fractured segment of mammoth tibia that exhibits a negative fresh fracture scar on its 

surface. Specimen 81154 is a flake that refits to the negative scar on Specimen 81304. 

A further, unnumbered specimen, refits to the proximal end of Specimens 81304 and 

81154, and is interpreted (Hannus 1985) as a core preparation flake. It is clear that a 

series of processes must have fractured this mammoth tibia while it remained fresh. 

First, the mammoth tibia must have been fractured, resulting in a large segment of 

cortical shaft bone. The unnumbered specimen must have been removed from the 

proximal end of that segment. Finally, an impact must have occurred at the proximal 

end of the long bone segment after the unnumbered specimen was removed, but while 

the bone fragments remained fresh. This impact removed a long, thin, longitudinal flake 

from the cortical surface of the remaining tibia segment. Subsequently, all of these 
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fragments became separated from one another and were deposited in different areas of 

the bonebed. Along with the very heavily reduced scapula tools, this series of 

specimens represents one of the most compelling examples for cultural bone 

modification and mammoth bone flaking at Lange/Ferguson. 
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Figure 12.10. A series of freshly fractured mammoth tibia fragments (81304, 

81154, and an unnumbered specimen) (various views) from the Lange/Ferguson 

collection (from Hannus 1985). 

 

Specimen 81158 (Figure 12.11) is a fragment of mammoth long bone that 

exhibits evidence of several events of fresh fracture. Several fragments were removed 

from the cortical surface when the bone remained fresh, resulting in step- and hinge 

fractures.  
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Figure 12.11. A mammoth long bone fragment (81158) with evidence of 

multiple episodes of fresh fracture (from Hannus 1985). 

 

Specimen 81303 (Figure 12.12) is a sub-round, flat, thin flake of mammoth long 

bone. It exhibits clear lines of force on its ventral surface, a probable platform and bulb 

of percussion, and a feather termination. The removal of the flake appears to have been 

angled or transverse to the longitudinal axis of the long bone.  
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Figure 12.12. A mammoth cortical bone fragment (81303) interpreted as a flake 

by Hannus (1985, 1989, 1990), (from Hannus 1985). 
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Specimen 8118 (Figure 12.13) is a fragment or flake of mammoth long bone. It 

lacks a clear platform or bulb of percussion, but exhibits lines of force and a feather 

termination. It was certainly fractured when the mammoth bones remained fresh, 

however, its classification as a flake is impossible in the absence of further evidence. 
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Figure 12.13. A fragment (8118) of mammoth long bone interpreted by Hannus 

(1985, 1989, 1990) as a bone flake (from Hannus 1985). 

 

Specimen 81211 (Figure 12.14) is a further fragment or flake of mammoth long 

bone. It is very similar to Specimen 8118. It lacks a clear platform and a bulb of 

percussion, though it may exhibit faint lines of force, and has a feather termination. 

Again, this fragment was certainly fractured when the mammoth bones remained fresh, 

but its classification as a flake is impossible in the absence of better evidence. 
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 Figure 12.14. A fragment (81211) of mammoth long bone interpreted as a bone 

flake by Hannus (1985), (from Hannus 1985). 

 

Specimen 8195 (Figure 12.15) is a small, thin fragment of mammoth long bone. 

It exhibits clear fresh fracture morphology but lacks other flake characteristics. As with 

some previously described fragments, it certainly represents evidence of an event of 

fresh mammoth bone fracture, but its classification as a “flake” is questionable. 
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 Figure 12.15. A fragment (8195) of mammoth long bone that exhibits fresh 

fracture morphology (from Hannus 1985). 
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Specimen 81152-B (Figure 12.16) is another small, probably freshly fractured 

fragment of mammoth long bone. As with other specimens, it exhibits little evidence for 

cultural modification other than apparently fresh fracture morphology.  
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 Figure 12.16. A fragment (81152-B) of mammoth long bone from 

Lange/Ferguson that probably experienced an episode of fresh fracture (from Hannus 

1985). 

 

Specimen 8189 (Figure 12.17) is a very thin fragment of mammoth scapula. It 

exhibits lines of force on its ventral surface, but lacks a platform or a bulb of 

percussion. Except where post-depositional destruction has removed a small portion of 

the fragment, the specimen exhibits thin, sharp edges on all sides, leaving no possibility 

that a striking platform was present on the specimen. Again, this specimen exhibits 

clear evidence for an event of fresh fracture, but no clear evidence for cultural 

modification. 
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 Figure 12.17. A mammoth scapula fragment (8189) from the Lange/Ferguson 

collection, exhibiting evidence of fresh fracture (from Hannus 1985). 

 

Specimen 81151 (Figure 12.18) is a small fragment of mammoth bone. It 

exhibits clear fresh fracture morphology, but little other evidence to suggest human-

induced modification. 
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 Figure 12.18. A small freshly fractured fragment (81151) of mammoth bone 

from the Lange/Ferguson collection (from Hannus 1985). 
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Specimen 81157 (Figure 12.19) is a freshly fractured segment of mammoth rib. 

It exhibits clear evidence of helical fracture and a possible impact point. 
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Figure 12.19. A freshly fractured segment (81157) of mammoth rib from the 

Lange/Ferguson collection. Hannus’ illustration indicates a possible cone scar that may 

indicate a point of impact on the bone (from Hannus 1985). 

 

Specimen 81150-A (Figure 12.20) is a small fragment of mammoth rib. It 

exhibits evidence of fresh fracture. 
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 Figure 12.20. A small fragment (81150-A) of freshly fractured mammoth rib 

from the Lange/Ferguson collection (from Hannus 1985). 
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Specimen 81150-B (Figure 12.21) is a small fragment of mammoth rib. It 

exhibits overlapping fresh fracture scars, probably resulting from several events of 

fracture. 
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 Figure 12.21. A small fragment (81150-B) of mammoth rib exhibiting evidence 

of repeated events of fracture (from Hannus 1985). 

 

Specimen 81284 (Figure 12.22) represents the distal end of a horse tibia. The 

distal epiphysis and more than half of the diaphysis are present, but have been broken in 

several places. Hannus (1985:158) interprets this specimen as a possible flesher. This 

horse tibia exhibits a clear fresh fracture in its midshaft area, which resulted in the 

beveled or tapered appearance of the fracture end of the specimen. This specimen is 

especially interesting because it represents a rare example of a non-mammoth vertebrate 

specie at the site, which has also experienced an episode of fresh fracture. 
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 Figure 12.22. Fracture horse tibia (81284) from the Lange/Ferguson collection. 

Hannus interprets this specimen as a possible flesher (from Hannus 1985). 

 

 Flake characteristics serve as important indicators of the processes responsible 

for bone fracture. Many of the specimens from Lange/Ferguson exhibit characteristics 

that clearly suggest a dynamic process as the cause of mammoth bone fracture and 

fragmentation. Clear bulbs of force on flakes and negative bulbs of force on cores, 

along with lines of force radiating out from the point of presumed impact on some 

specimens, suggest that a dynamic process must have contributed to the state of many 

specimens from the site. Other specimens exhibit clear platforms that correspond with 

other flake characteristics (i.e. bulbs of force, lines of force, and feather terminations) 

and solidify the interpretation that these examples must have been created by a dynamic 

process (e.g. Figure 12.10 and 12.12). Similar to the range of fracture morphology 
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present in the specimens that Hannus (1985, 1989, 1990) interprets as flaked, flake 

characteristics vary widely across the same set of specimens. Many examples (Figures 

12.10 and 12.12) exhibit very clear flake characteristics, while others have only weak 

flake characteristics or an absence of such traits (Figures 12.11 and 12.14).  

 The absence of clear flake characteristics on some specimens is unsurprising. 

Any attempt at flaked bone toolmaking requires a complex set of processes that is likely 

to produce numerous unutilized bone fragments that exhibit evidence of fresh fracture, 

but lack other evidence indicative of cultural bone modification. Though fragments of 

this type are likely the direct result of human activity, in many instances they cannot be 

considered diagnostic of cultural activity in the quantities present at Lange/Ferguson. 

The presence of flake characteristic on certain specimens suggests that a dynamic 

process caused the fracture and fragmentation of mammoth bones at Lange/Ferguson. A 

later discussion of the taphonomy of the Lange/Ferguson site considers these processes 

in detail.  

 Lange/Ferguson represents perhaps the most compelling case for complex 

patterning among assemblages interpreted as evidence of flaked bone toolmaking. 

While other sites across North America (Owl Cave, Inglewood, Lovewell and La Sena, 

Tocuila, Old Crow) have produced isolated or limited examples of specimens that 

exhibit evidence of breakage resulting in overlapping fracture scars, no other site has 

produced such examples to the scale of those present in the Lange/Ferguson 

assemblage. The two specimens interpreted as scapula cleavers from Lange/Ferguson 

exhibit at least 11 and 9 removals respectively, many of which overlap one another. 

Further, these removals are invasive to both faces of the purported tools, an outcome 

difficult to explain through the action of natural processes. The Lange/Ferguson tibia 

core and refitting fragments (Figure 12.10) represent another example of complex 

patterning. While constructing a scenario in which fresh bones become fractured at an 
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archaeological site is a relatively simple task, it is exceedingly difficult to explain how 

repeated events of fresh fracture could occur on individual specimens, removing fresh 

fragments from various edges and both faces of certain specimens, by non-cultural 

taphonomic means. Any such process would also have to repeatedly and dramatically 

affect selected specimens while avoiding others entirely in order to produce an 

assemblage resembling the Lange/Ferguson collection. 

Other examples from Lange/Ferguson provide evidence that allows for the 

reconstruction of the sequence in which events must have occurred at the site. The three 

previously described refitting mammoth tibia fragments (Figure 12.10) provide an 

example of such an event, and allow for a better understanding of the processes that 

affected the Lange/Ferguson assemblage.  

In some cases, (such as in Figure 12.10) it is clear that a bone must have been 

freshly fractured before further flakes or fragments could be removed from it. This 

represents evidence of multiple and repeated episodes of fracture and fragmentation. 

Many other specimens appear not to represent episodes of flaking at all, but rather 

represent simple events of bone fracture that occurred when the bones remains 

relatively fresh, producing fragments with fresh fracture morphology (e.g Figures 12.18, 

12.19, 12.20, and 12.21). Still other specimens represent single removals or isolated 

specimens in the Lange/Ferguson collection. In these cases, events of fresh fracture 

occurred but left only a bone flake, or a bone core, but not both (e.g. Figures 12.11 and 

12.12). 

 The directionality of purported flaking at Lange/Ferguson is problematic 

because some of the most compelling evidence for cultural bone modification occurs on 

flat bones. At other sites, the interpretation of cultural bone modification is largely 

limited to long bones. While directionality is an important indicator of process on long 

bones, its significance may be reduced when considering the more complex shapes of 
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flat bones, such as scapulae. Among the long bone specimens interpreted as flakes at 

Lange/Ferguson, four exhibit evidence of fresh fragment removals longitudinal to the 

axis of long bones, two each occur transverse and at an angle to the axis of the long 

bones, and two cannot be assigned directionality. 

 Hannus (1985) interprets 22 mammoth long bone fragments as evidence of fresh 

fracture. Of these, at least 11 exhibit evidence of fresh fracture as defined by Johnson 

(1985), Morlan (1984), and Outram (1998, 2001). Conservatively, these 11 specimens 

include evidence of at least 13 separate events of fresh fracture. Of these, 7 exhibit 

evidence that suggests they occurred as the result of cultural mammoth bone 

modification, including clear flake characteristics and repeated (sometimes overlapping) 

episodes of fresh fracture. 

 The two sections of scapula interpreted as culturally modified tools exhibit 

repeated episodes of fresh fracture (at least 11 episodes on one specimen and 9 on the 

other). The removal of these fragments appears to have originated from a variety of 

directions, though most were probably removed transverse to the central axis of the 

scapula. The nature of the preserved scapula fragments suggests that “flaking” is 

perhaps not the best description for the process that led to the creation of these scapula 

tools, at least not in the same sense as “flaking” is used to describe stone tool 

manufacture. It is likely that these scapula tools were reduced from their original size by 

the selective removal of large sections of flat bone rather than carefully selected and 

prepared “flakes”. This expedient processing produced informal tools that probably 

served specific purposes. The unpredictability and difficulty implicit in creating 

expedient tools from mammoth scapulae probably restricted the production of more 

formal tools.  

Further experimental research may be necessary to better understand the nature 

of flat bone fracture morphology, however, the relatively thin flat bone elements 
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available from medium-sized mammals may differ considerably in behavior under 

stress from the very large flat bone elements of mammoths. Given the shape and 

structure of scapulae, processing large scapulae into useful bone tools by the selective 

removal of large segments of bone should be considered a very difficult task, both in 

terms of the amount of force required to detach large fragments, and in terms of 

controlling the outcome of such efforts. 

 The size of purported flakes from the site, and the degree to which some bones 

were modified represent other important considerations for understanding the nature of 

bone fracture and fragmentation at Lange/Ferguson. Both the size of proposed flakes 

and the degree of potentially culturally derived flaking at Lange/Ferguson surpass other 

assemblages that have been interpreted as evidence of bone toolmaking. 

 At least 43 fresh fracture episodes on 21 specimens (a total of at least 20 of 

which occur on two specimens) are present in the Lange/Ferguson collection. This 

degree of flaking, and the absence of similar evidence on a large majority of the 

mammoth remains from the site, many of which remain complete, lends strong support 

to the interpretation of cultural mammoth bone modification at Lange/Ferguson. 

 While many of the long bones at Lange/Ferguson are preserved largely intact 

(see Figure 12.23), the remains of certain long bones that Hannus (1985, 1989, 1990) 

interpreted as evidence of flaked bone toolmaking are highly fragmentary.  
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 Figure 12.23. An overview of part of the Lange/Ferguson bonebed as it was 

excavated. Note the presence of a large number of largely complete mammoth elements 

(from Hannus 1985). 

 

Most individual specimens that Hannus (1985, 1989, 1990) suggests as evidence of 

cultural bone modification represent only a small portion of the shaft circumference of 

the long bones from which they derived. This differential reduction in shaft 

circumference serves as a means by which to understand the nature of activity at the 

site. If a natural process affected the bone assemblage and resulted in the fracture and 

fragmentation of mammoth bones, then it becomes difficult to explain how such a 

process resulted in the repeated fracture and fragmentation of certain bones, to the 

complete exclusion of many other specimens. If any natural taphonomic process 

fractured and fragmented some of the Lange/Ferguson mammoth bones while they 

remained fresh, it must have been a process that affected the assemblage differentially, 

dramatically affecting some bones but avoiding others entirely.  
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 One of the most compelling lines of evidence for the production of flaked bone 

tools at Lange/Ferguson is use wear on some specimens. Shipman (1984, 1988a, 1988b, 

1989) and Shipman et al. (1984) suggest that microscopic use wear analysis of 

specimens interpreted as flaked bone tools provides a means by which to assess and 

compare specimens, and to better understand the taphonomic processes that affect 

specific bone assemblages. Using Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), Shipman 

(1988b) demonstrated that the presumed working edges of some of the Lange/Ferguson 

tools were worn more heavily than the non-working edges, a differential patterning that 

cannot be explained by natural, random taphonomic processes. 

 Some fragments refit tightly, without evidence of use or further reduction, while 

others cannot refit, possibly as a result of edge attrition resultant from use or reworking. 

This is especially the case with the freshly fractured scapula fragments from 

Lange/Ferguson. Two large fragments (Figures 12.4 and 12.5, Specimens 8122 and 

8132, interpreted as cleavers) and a large number of smaller scapula fragments are 

present in the Lange/Ferguson collection, but it is impossible to refit the majority of 

these fragments to the specimens interpreted as tools. This may serve as evidence that 

use-derived edge attrition or working occurred, in some cases preventing refitting the 

scapula in a more complete form. 

 A number of other lines of evidence serve to solidify the argument that the 

Lange/Ferguson faunal remains represent evidence of flaked bone toolmaking during 

the Clovis period. Many fractures occurred when the Lange/Ferguson mammoth bones 

remained fresh, while many others occurred long after the bones had dried, probably as 

a result of sediment loading and deformation, or other post-depositional processes. In 

some instances, it is clear that earlier fresh fractures are sometimes interrupted by dry 

breaks. The character of the assemblage suggests that these different episodes of 

fracture and fragmentation were separated by a considerable span of time; the fracture 
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morphology suggests two distinct episodes rather than a continuum of breakage over 

time. Some of the bones were clearly broken when they remained fresh, while some 

post-depositional process further fractured and fragmented a number of specimens after 

the bones had become dry. Many of the bones resisted these processes and remained 

intact, and some remained in anatomical order, suggesting a relatively low energy 

environment at the time of site formation. Many foot and leg bones were preserved 

intact and in anatomical order (Figure 12.24), while other long bones became heavily 

fragmented while they remained fresh, and were deposited apart from one another.  

 

THIS IMAGE HAS BEEN REMOVED FOR COPYRIGHT PURPOSES 

 

 

 Figure 12.24. Articulated mammoth foot in situ at Lange/Ferguson (from 

Hannus 1985). 

 

One scapula experienced a repeated episode of fracture and fragmentation while it 

remained fresh (creating the two specimens Hannus interprets as scapula cleavers, and a 

variety of small fragments), while the other suffered considerable post-depositional 

damage, and became heavily crushed in situ (Figure 12.25).  
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 Figure 12.25. Crushed scapula in situ at Lange/Ferguson, evidence of the effect 

of post-depositional processes at the site (from Hannus 1985). 

 

This suggests that the nature of processes affecting the site at the time of its deposition 

were dramatically different from those that affected the mammoth remains after they 

became buried. In order to understand the process or processes that caused the fresh 

fracture and fragmentation of a number of bone specimens at Lange/Ferguson, various 

aspects of taphonomy must be considered. 

 

12.4 TAPHONOMY AND THE LANGE/FERGUSON ASSEMBLAGE 

 The range of non-cultural taphonomic processes that affect archaeological sites 

is vast, and has been shown to result in a wide variety of outcomes affecting the 

preservation, appearance, and arrangement of faunal remains (Bonnichsen 1989; Lyman 

1994; Marshall 1989). These processes are differentially capable of fracturing, 

transporting, and degrading bones and bone fragments, and their potential significance 
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and influence at any site must be considered in order to most fully understand 

archaeological deposits. Among these processes, gnawing, rockfall, trampling, sediment 

loading, and chemical degradation must be considered, however, countless natural 

processes are capable of affecting archaeological bone assemblages to varying degrees. 

 Almost no evidence of gnawing is present on the Lange/Ferguson mammoth 

bones, and many of the bones were recovered in a very well preserved condition 

(Hannus 1985:105). Together, these lines of evidence suggest that the mammoth bones 

became buried very rapidly, and experienced little surface exposure. Geomorphic 

evidence (C. V. Haynes, pers. comm.; White in Hannus 1985) suggests that the site 

represented a Pleistocene pond and its immediate surroundings during the Clovis 

period. The deposition of bones within a body of water likely explains the good state of 

preservation of the bones, and probably protected the bones from carnivore activity. The 

preservation of bones in waterlogged environments and the changes in the fracture 

morphology of waterlogged bones over time are topics that require further experimental 

research.  

There is no evidence at Lange/Ferguson for any significant events of rockfall or 

other natural dynamic processes capable of fracturing mammoth bones. Rocks of any 

considerable size are rare in the White River Badlands (to the extent that prehistoric 

groups resorted to the use of small pieces of plate chalcedony, usually less than 15 cm 

in greatest dimension and 1 cm thick, to build hearths). Repeated episodes of cutting 

and filling altered the landscape both around and stratigraphically above the 

Lange/Ferguson deposit over the course of the last 11,000 years, but those episodes 

only peripherally affected the bone bed at the site (C. V. Haynes pers. comm.; White in 

Hannus 1985). Fluvial action during the Holocene certainly removed parts of the 

original site area that once connected the three sections of preserved Pleistocene 

deposits at the site. Fortunately, this fluvial erosion left a major portion of the bonebed 
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intact, preserved an area where three Clovis projectile points were discovered, and also 

preserved a narrow strip of Terminal Pleistocene deposits in an adjacent, untested butte 

(Hannus 1985; C. V. Haynes pers. comm.). A natural spring fed the site during the 

Terminal Pleistocene and created a pond environment that collected the sediments that 

encased the mammoth bone bed (Hannus 1985). The preservation of many of the 

mammoth bones, and the excellent preservation of mollusks at the site (Hannus 1985) 

indicates a low-energy pond environment incapable of fracturing mammoth bones 

through fluvial action. 

Trampling is a process that may have affected the Lange/Ferguson site, but there 

is little evidence to suggest that it played a considerable role in the formation of the site. 

While any watering hole may have attracted many Terminal Pleistocene fauna, the 

scarcity of their representation in the Lange/Ferguson assemblage suggests a relatively 

low level of animal activity at the site. Even if other animals were present at 

Lange/Ferguson, other mammoths (or mastodons) are the only animals likely capable of 

fracturing mammoth bones, and even this remains a largely untested hypothesis that has 

rarely been studied in analogous modern elephant populations or in other archaeological 

or paleontological contexts (Agenbroad 1989; Behrensmeyer et al. 1986, Douglas-

Hamilton and Douglas-Hamilton 1975; Fiorillo 1989). Bone surface modification 

caused by trampling has been the subject of some studies (Behrensmeyer et al. 1986; 

Fiorillo 1989), but these have largely ignored considerations of trampling-induced 

fracture and fragmentation. The Lange/Ferguson specimens lack the types of bone 

surface modifications that Behrensmeyer et al. (1986) and Fiorillo (1989) propose as 

diagnostic of trampling. Even in trampled assemblages, it is difficult to construct a 

scenario in which large bone elements become rotated, flipped, and impacted from the 

variety of angles necessary to produce specimens like those discovered at 

Lange/Ferguson. 
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Sediment loading is certainly a process that led to some post-depositional 

destruction at Lange/Ferguson (Hannus 1985, 1989, 1990), however, its significance at 

the site must be restricted to periods when significant sediment deposits covered the 

site. Before the site was deeply buried, many bone fragments became deposited in parts 

of the site far from their natural anatomical position, including refitting fragments 

(Hannus 1985, 1989, 1990). Episodes of fragmentation that occurred as a result of 

sediment loading will not significantly displace element parts from their depositional 

context, but rather, result in the fracture and fragmentation of bone elements that largely 

remain in their natural anatomical order. Evidence of episodes of bone fracture that 

result in this sort of destruction is present at Lange-Ferguson (e.g. Figure 12.25), but 

sediment loading cannot explain the fresh fracture of bone elements and element parts 

that are widely distributed across the site. G. Haynes (1991:234-236, 2000:260) 

proposed that the movement of heavy equipment across archaeological and 

paleontological sites could lead to the formation of fractures that could be mistaken for 

evidence of cultural bone modification. The movement of heavy equipment across sites 

and the potentially resultant deformation of underlying sediments is effectively a form 

of exaggerated sediment loading. If heavy equipment fractured and fragmented the 

bones at Lange/Ferguson, then fractured bone fragments resulting from this process 

should have been recovered near one another, and should exhibit dry bone fracture 

morphology. Hannus (1985) clearly reports the recovery of refitting fragments and 

different portions of individual bone elements from disparate portions of the bonebed. 

Further, as a recent reassessment of the Inglewood mammoth site (Chapter 10) and 

investigations into bone degradation (Chapter 5) suggest, fresh bone fracture of 

Pleistocene-aged bone specimens thousands of years after their deposition is unlikely 

even under optimized conditions, and has never been demonstrated archaeologically or 

paleontologically. 
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Chemical attrition of bones and bone fragments is possible when bones are 

exposed to groundwater and certain types of soils (Hedges and Millard 1995; Lyman 

1994; White and Hannus 1983). The effect of chemical erosion and degradation at 

Lange/Ferguson is negligible, at least in terms of understanding the potential evidence 

for flaked bone toolmaking and other forms of cultural bone modification at the site, 

because of the unusually good state of preservation of a large proportion of the faunal 

assemblage. 

Evidence for the action of other natural processes, such as weathering, may also 

provide information relevant to understanding site formation at Lange/Ferguson. While 

some bone specimens at Lange/Ferguson appear to have experienced some weathering, 

these specimens are principally those that belong to taxa other than mammoth, and 

mammoth bone specimens recovered from eroding butte faces (e.g. Hannus 1985:159). 

The majority of the Lange/Ferguson bone specimens appear to have experienced 

relatively low levels of weathering (Hannus 1985:99), suggesting that they became 

buried quickly and were protected from processes such as diurnal and seasonal 

temperature change, fluctuations in moisture levels, and carnivore-induced destruction.  

 While the range of processes that can affect archaeological bone assemblages is 

vast (Lyman 1994; Marshall 1989), those that can significantly affect mammoth bone 

assemblages are decidedly limited (Bonnichsen 1979; Holen 2006, 2007; Johnson 1985; 

Morlan 1980, 1984). The normal array of taphonomic processes that are capable of 

breaking very large mammoth bones can be excluded at Lange/Ferguson, and no 

process capable of forming an assemblage like that found at Lange/Ferguson has yet 

been posited.  

A vast body of taphonomic research conducted over the course of the last 30 

years (Backwell and d’Errico 2004; Behrensmeyer et al. 1986; Holen 2006, 2007; 

Johnson 1985; Lyman 1994; Morlan 1984; Outram 1998, 2001; Shipman 1981, 1988a, 
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1988b; Shipman et al. 1984; Villa and Maheiu 1991; White and Hannus 1983; and 

others) provides the scientific basis with which to assess broken bone assemblages, but 

taphonomic advances also require the revision of many previously-held interpretations. 

Lange/Ferguson is no exception, and many of the specimens that Hannus (1985) 

originally interpreted as culturally modified are unlikely to represent significant events 

of cultural mammoth bone modification. In spite of extensive revisions to the 

understanding of bone fracture and taphonomy over time, however, Lange/Ferguson has 

withstood the test of time and extensive scientific testing, and remains the clearest 

example of human cultural mammoth bone modification in the New World. 

 

12.5 CONCLUSIONS 

 Lange/Ferguson represents the most compelling example of a site where cultural 

activity led to the creation of an assemblage containing flaked mammoth bone tools. 

Multiple lines of evidence sustain most elements of Hannus’ (1985, 1989, 1990) 

original interpretation of the Lange/Ferguson assemblage, though more recent research 

revises some specific aspects of his conclusions.  

 The clear association of culturally diagnostic Clovis projectile points with the 

mammoth remains at Lange/Ferguson serves as critically important evidence that 

indubitably places Clovis people at Lange/Ferguson at the time of the death of at least 

two mammoths (Grayson and Meltzer 2003; Hannus 1985, 1989, 1990; Surovell and 

Waguespack 2008). This evidence alone differentiates Lange/Ferguson from nearly 

every site where cultural bone modification has been interpreted, and provides a basis 

for understanding the interaction between human groups and mammoths during the 

Clovis period. 

 Many of the Lange/Ferguson bone specimens also exhibit clear evidence of 

fresh bone fracture. Unlike many other sites that lack cultural evidence other than 
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purported bone tools (e.g. La Sena, Lovewell, Tocuila, and others) and sites where non-

cultural taphonomic processes might explain fresh bone fracture morphology (e.g. Owl 

Cave), Lange/Ferguson benefits from the indubitable presence of humans at the site and 

the absence of a non-cultural taphonomic process capable of fracturing mammoth bones 

to create an assemblage that resembles the degree and complexity of bone flaking 

apparent at Lange/Ferguson.  

 In addition to the clear presence of humans at the site and clear evidence for an 

event of fresh bone fracture that cannot be explained by any known non-cultural 

taphonomic process, the preponderance of evidence from Lange/Ferguson fits within 

the range of expectations for a wide range of potential indictors of cultural bone 

modification. Numerous specimens from Lange/Ferguson represent clear examples of 

fresh bone fracture morphology, which at the very least establishes that repeated events 

of fresh bone fracture occurred at the site around the time of the deposition of the 

mammoth remains. The differential patterning of these events of fresh bone fracture 

(the extensive fracturing of some bones and the preservation of others) serves as 

evidence of a selective destructive process in action at the site. A number of specimens 

exhibit clear flake-and-core morphological characteristics that can only have resulted 

from the action of dynamic fracturing processes at the site. Certain specimens from 

Lange/Ferguson exhibit evidence of complex patterning that exceeds any evidence for 

complex patterning reported at other sites, including overlapping series of negative 

flake scars, and refitting fragments that provide evidence of a reduction sequence. These 

repeated events of fracture and fragmentation on selected specimens cannot be 

explained in the context of modern understandings of non-cultural taphonomic 

processes, and provide important evidence that cultural mammoth bone modification 

occurred at the site. Extensive use-wear studies have concluded that differential edge 

rounding occurred on some tools as a result of use rather than post-depositional 
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processes, lending further support to an interpretation of human-induced flaked bone 

toolmaking. The Lange/Ferguson assemblage contains numerous specimens that have 

appear to have been flaked, often resulting in large flakes relative to those reported at 

many other sites, and some specimens that experienced repeated events fracture while 

many bones remained intact and complete. Many of the specimens interpreted as 

culturally modified have a considerably reduced shaft circumference while those 

specimens that are clearly not culturally modified retain their entire shaft circumference 

in most instances, suggesting a selective process that led to the reduction of certain 

elements and the preservation of others. The removal of flakes appears to have occurred 

largely longitudinally to the axis of long bones and transverse to the central axis of flat 

bones (scapulae). Importantly, all of this evidence was preserved as a concentration of 

bones and bone fragments discovered in a tightly sealed deposit in direct association 

with clear, diagnostic, Clovis cultural evidence. 

 Lange/Ferguson represents the clearest, most complete picture available to the 

archaeological community of a flaked mammoth bone tool assemblage. Though flaked 

bone toolmaking and other forms of cultural bone modification have been interpreted at 

numerous other sites, and while such activities may have occurred at some of those 

sites, the body of evidence to support claims of cultural bone modification is variable 

and sometimes insufficient to definitively justify the interpretation of cultural 

involvement. At Lange/Ferguson, however, nearly all lines of evidence suggest an event 

of cultural mammoth bone modification and toolmaking activity by a group of Clovis 

people, about 11,000 years ago. In spite of repeated efforts (e.g. Binford 1981, Dixon 

1984; G. Haynes 1991, 2000, 2002; Myers et al. 1980; Thorson and Guthrie 1983; 

Voorhies and Corner 1986) no non-cultural explanation for the formation of a broken 

bone assemblage such as the one present at Lange/Ferguson has emerged. 

Lange/Ferguson continues to represent the premier example of a flaked bone 
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toolmaking site in North America, sustained by clear, cultural, and taphonomic 

evidence. 
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

13.1 DISCUSSION 

 Since the first reports of flaked mammoth bone tools in North America emerged 

in the 1970s (Bonnichsen 1979; Irving and Harington 1973, Johnson 1982; Morlan 

1980; Stanford 1979) interpretations of broken bone assemblages from Clovis period 

(Hannus 1985, 1989, 1990), and often earlier deposits (Cinq-Mars 1990, 2001; Cinq-

Mars and Morlan 2001; Holen 2006, 2007; Morlan 1980, 1983; Stanford 1979), have 

varied widely. The broad spectrum of sites, diverse broken bone evidence, and varied 

interpretations have contributed to a complex literature that lacks a common 

nomenclature and a clear systematic set of criteria upon which to assess broken bone 

assemblages. Too much of what has been written has been based upon suppositions and 

intuition rather than experimentation and observation, and has contributed to a dense 

and sometimes convoluted literature. The fields of flaked bone tool studies and bone 

fracture studies, however, have evolved considerably over the course of the last 30 

years, spurred in part Binford’s (1981) call for middle-range actualistic research in 

zooarchaeological studies. 

 Occasionally, excellent works have emerged that allow for an improved 

understanding of broken bone evidence at archaeological sites. Johnson’s (1985) 

seminal treatise redefined bone technology in the mid-1980s, and has provided the basis 

for an entire field of study based on understanding and explaining the relationship 

between human groups and natural agencies with regard to bone fracture and 

taphonomy. Morlan (1984) first outlined the differences in bone fracture morphology 

for fresh, dry, and mineralized bone, while Johnson (1985) explained these differences 

in scientific terms, and provided a framework for understanding bone fracture in the 
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context of cultural bone modification studies. Unfortunately, the literature of bone 

fracture and taphonomic studies has, at times, been littered with works that lacked an 

understanding of fracture morphology and scientific approaches to taphonomy (e.g. Hill 

1976; Myers et al. 1980; Sadek-Kooros 1966, 1972, 1975; Thorson and Guthrie 1983), 

and scientific approaches only slowly emerged as a means of understanding and 

interpreting the events and processes that broke bones in the prehistoric past. 

 By the time scientific approaches were gaining a foothold in bone fracture and 

fragmentation studies, interest in flaked bone tool assemblages had begun to fade, and 

few “new” sites emerged to foster further debate. Many questions remained 

unanswered, not only regarding flaked bone tools themselves, but also concerning the 

taphonomic processes that break bones, the criteria archaeologists use to differentiate 

cultural modification from non-cultural modification, and the relevance of bone fracture 

studies to interpreting the archaeological record. 

 The research reported in this thesis addresses some, but by no means all, of the 

gaps in scientific and taphonomic understanding as they relate to the interpretation of 

broken bone assemblages and flaked bone tools from the Late Pleistocene. The broad 

range of taphonomic processes capable of affecting bone assemblages, the diversity of 

cultural systems and human adaptive strategies, and the effect of widely varied 

environments and climates represent only a few among countless variables that affect 

bone fracture studies. Taphonomic processes are bounded only by the limits of the 

natural world, and affect all assemblages differently. Any attempt to answer all of the 

questions that surround bone fracture, taphonomy, and cultural bone modification 

would be immediately stifled by the scope of such an effort. Instead, this thesis 

addresses a number of specific points relevant to improving our understanding of late 

Pleistocene fractured mammoth bone assemblages in North America through a series of 
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experiments and analyses designed to shed light on the nature of these assemblages and 

the processes that led to their formation. 

In order to achieve this, experimental research provides an observational and 

empirical means of testing hypotheses regarding bone fracture properties, bone 

preservation, and the effect of taphonomic processes. These types of actualistic studies, 

proposed by Binford (1981) to solve some of the problems posed by broken- and flaked 

bone tool assemblages, allow for interpretations based on observational realities. The 

experiments reported in this thesis were designed to address unanswered questions 

about the nature of bone preservation and degradation, and the effects of both cultural 

and non-cultural taphonomic processes. 

 

Tracking Changes in Bone Degradation Over Time 

 Several related aspects of zooarchaeological studies that have received little 

attention from archaeologists are the preservation of bones in different environmental 

conditions, the changes that occur in the fracture morphology of bones as they degrade, 

and the implications this has for interpreting and understanding the archaeological 

record and taphonomic processes. Previous research has suggested that bones degrade 

over time as they weather (Behrensmeyer 1978), resulting in changes in fracture 

morphology as they lose moisture content (Johnson 1985). Other studies (Outram 1998, 

2001) have demonstrated that bones degrade through the process of freezing and 

thawing, but exhibit anomalous fracture morphologies when frozen for short periods of 

time. 

 Many scholars have long recognized that bone fracture morphology changes 

over time when bones are subject to different environmental conditions (Behrensmeyer 

1978; Bonnichsen 1979; Johnson 1985; Lyman 1994; Morlan 1984; and others), but 

few attempts have been made at quantifying the changes in fracture morphology over 
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time, or understanding the effect of different rates of bone degradation on our 

understanding of the archaeological past. 

 Chapter 5 addresses this gap in the previous research by tracking changes in 

bone fracture morphology over time for samples of bones exposed to two dramatically 

different environmental conditions—frozen at -20º C, and heated and dried at 40º C. By 

tracking and measuring changes in bone fracture morphology over time, at opposite 

ends of the real-world environmental spectrum, it becomes possible to delimit the range 

of morphological outcomes when bones are broken after different periods of time, and 

predict fracture morphology based upon environmental condition. The data from this 

experiment reveal that frozen bones degrade over time, even when they are kept frozen 

at a constant temperature and fractured while they remain frozen. These data have 

implications for understanding the preservation of bones in cold weather, glacial, and 

periglacial environments. The degradation of frozen bones demonstrates that a 

predictable rate of degradation occurs even when bones are subjected to a condition 

previously thought to preserve bones indefinitely (Evans 1973; C. V. Haynes 1971; G. 

Haynes 1991, 2000; Sedlin 1965; Thorson and Guthrie 1983). The timeframe during 

which bones will exhibit fresh fracture morphology is restricted, even when bones are 

frozen, lending temporal specificity to broken bone studies. The extremely rapid 

degradation of bones exposed to hot, dry conditions similarly has implications for 

determining the period of time during which humans might have modified bone 

assemblages. 

 Changes in bone fracture morphology over time in many environmental 

conditions remain unstudied. Among these, waterlogged and cave environments are 

directly relevant to many archaeologists. Waterlogged environments likely have a 

measurable effect on bone preservation, however, unlike in other environments, bone 

degradation in waterlogged environments is almost certainly not caused by moisture 
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loss. Cave environments are often excellent for the preservation of organic remains, but 

are likely to result in considerable changes in fracture morphology over time. Relatively 

low levels of temperature fluctuation and a lack of sun exposure in caves, however, may 

slow these changes. Rapidly varying environments (i.e. environments that experience 

dramatic diurnal or seasonal hot/cold and wet/dry cycles) may also represent an 

important set of environments for many archaeologists interested in regions that 

experience these frequently changing conditions.  These types of environments almost 

certainly have a detrimental impact on bone preservation. 

 

Flaking Characteristics of Bone: Fresh and Frozen 

 The flaking characteristics of bone represents another aspect of fracture and 

flaking studies that has received little attention from scholars. Some experiential 

attempts have been made to flake bones (Bonnichsen 1979; Holen and Holen 2009; 

Stanford et al. 1981a) but few have used systematic approaches to understanding bone 

flaking. The variability between studies and a general lack of appreciation for 

considerations of environment and degradation have led to incomparable and largely 

irreproducible datasets. Stanford et al. (1981a) fractured and flaked elephant bones, but 

report little real data on their findings. Further, they used bones that likely experienced 

considerable degradation before they were flaked. Bonnichsen (1979) worked with both 

recent and ancient bones in an attempt to understand their fracture morphologies, but 

similarly used bones that likely experienced considerable degradation prior to flaking. 

Holen and Holen (2009) attempted to flake elephant bones, but used bones recovered 

from a modern burial chamber long after the flesh had begun to rot from the bones. 

Their work (Holen and Holen 2009) was largely experiential, and while it demonstrates 

the premise that bones can be flaked to resemble archaeological examples, its 

application to understanding broken bone assemblages is limited. These types of studies 
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provide little scientific data concerning the nature of bone flaking. Chidley (1999) 

conducted a controlled experiment involving flaking both “fresh” and frozen bones, but 

used a mechanical method incapable of producing true “flakes.” His results consist 

largely of steeply angled prepared platforms broken from cattle long bones. 

 Chapter 6 of this thesis produces a qualitative dataset for fresh, frozen, and dried 

bones, and reveals a number of important considerations for understanding bone 

flaking.  

 Bone flaking technology differs considerably from lithic technology in a number 

of ways, drawing into question the validity of often-assumed analogies between bones 

and stones. The desired platform angle to detach large bone flakes is around 90º, a much 

“flatter” platform than the 60º-75º often reported for flaking lithic materials (Andrefsky 

1998; Whittaker 2005; and many others). Temperature has a considerable effect on the 

flakability of bones. Freezing consolidates collagen and water content in bone and 

makes frozen bones more brittle (and thus, more easily flakable) than fresh bones. This 

improves the flakability of bones and augments their fresh fracture properties (as 

demonstrated in Chapter 6). Bones, even when they are frozen and more brittle than 

fresh bones, require more force to flake than most lithic raw materials. This makes bone 

flaking more difficult to predict and control than lithic flaking, and produces frequent 

step and hinge fractures, and broken flakes. 

 The flaking characteristics of both fresh and frozen bones have implications for 

understanding prehistoric adaptive strategies. Because even frozen bones degrade over 

time, the period during which bones remain sufficiently fresh for the production of 

flaked bone tools is limited. The concept of bone quarrying has been put forward by 

some scholars (Holen 2006, 2007; Johnson 2001) as an explanation for the character of 

some broken mammoth bone assemblages, but the rapid degradation of bones exposed 

to hot and dry conditions even for a short period of time, and the slow but persistent 
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degradation of bones even under optimized conditions suggest significant temporal 

limitations on mammoth bone quarrying as an adaptive strategy. The improved fracture 

properties of bones frozen for a short period of time, however, may be an important 

consideration for bone flaking studies. If planned late-autumn/early-winter kill episodes 

were the norm during the Late Pleistocene as suggested by Frison (1982, 2004), Fisher 

(1988), and Fisher and Koch (1983), then the production of flaked bone tools during the 

winter may have been favored not only because of the improved flaking properties of 

frozen bones, but also because the semi-sedentary lifeway implicit in subsisting from a 

frozen carcass during the winter may have limited access to lithic raw material sources. 

 Both the physical flaking properties of bones and the cultural implications of 

bone flaking have important implications for the manner in which archaeologists 

approach fragmented mammoth bone assemblages. Previously assumed analogies 

between bone flaking and lithic technology have not always been grounded in 

observational data, and may limit archaeologists’ ability to interpret bone assemblages. 

This study provides new data that revises the understanding of bone flaking properties 

and differences in the behavior of fresh and frozen bones, and has implications for 

understanding the lifeways and adaptive strategies of the earliest inhabitants of the New 

World. 

 

Rockfall: Bone Flaking, Differential Survival 

 Another aspect of bone fracture studies that has received scant attention is the 

taphonomic process of rockfall. Rockfall, unlike most other non-cultural taphonomic 

processes, is a dynamic process capable of creating broken bone assemblages that 

exhibit many of the same fracture characteristics that might be interpreted as evidence 

of cultural bone modification. These characteristics of dynamic impact include 

potentially complex “flaking” patterns, points of dynamic impact (impact scars, 
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percussion marks, etc.), and flake characteristics such as platforms, bulbs of force, lines 

of force, and feather terminations. 

 Though these outcomes have long been considered as possible areas of overlap 

between cultural bone modification and a non-cultural taphonomic processes (such as 

rockfall) (Agenbroad 1989; Dixon 1984; Lyman 1994:414), this hypothesis had never 

been tested to determine the degree to which rockfall and cultural bone modification 

produce similar end-results. Because many other taphonomic processes produce static 

forces that break bones, understanding the similarities and differences between cultural 

modification and the dynamic process of rockfall becomes especially important for 

interpreting sites where events of considerable rockfall are known or possible, 

principally in cave- and rockshelter environments. Chapter 7 reports an experiment that 

tests the effects of rockfall on samples of bones in six different simulated conditions 

that replicate the condition of bone assemblages in natural environments—fresh cleaned 

bones, fresh bones partially covered in flesh, frozen cleaned bones, frozen bones 

partially covered in flesh, bones cleaned and dried for 40 hours at 40º C, and bones 

partially covered in flesh dried for 20 days at 40º C. 

These studies were conducted in the interest of understanding the effect of 

rockfall on bone assemblages, especially as it relates to the likelihood that repeated 

events of rockfall will produce bone flakes and fragments that resemble culturally 

modified bones. 

 Repeated episodes of simulated rockfall on prepared bonebeds reveal that 

rockfall is capable of producing fragments that resemble bone flakes produced by 

cultural processes. The character of these “flakes” however, is very different from those 

produced as the result of human agency. Rockfall-derived pseudo-flakes can largely be 

classified as having been detached transverse to the longitudinal axis of long bones, 

whereas human process is most likely to produce flakes detached longitudinally to the 
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axis of a long bone. Occasionally, though, rockfall-derived bone flakes are 

undistinguishable from flakes produced by human processes. These rare but occasional 

occurrences represent an area of overlap between natural and cultural processes. 

 Pseudo-flakes produced through rockfall, however, often represent perverse 

flake forms that lack apparent platforms, bulbs of force, lines of force, and other 

indicators of controlled dynamic impact. Rockfall-derived pseudo-flakes are also 

unlikely to exhibit evidence of complex patterning (i.e. overlapping flake scars, bifacial 

removals, etc.), even after samples of bones are subjected to extensive and repeated 

episodes of catastrophic rockfall. 

 Repeated episodes of rockfall differentially destroy the diaphyses of long bones, 

leaving long bone epiphyses wholly or largely intact. This contradicts a vast body of 

research (see for example Lyman 1984, 1994; Marean 1991; and Marean and Spencer 

1991) that suggests that higher bone density correlates with a greater likelihood of 

archaeological survivorship. Regardless of the condition bones were in at the time of 

rockfall, (fresh, frozen, partially covered in flesh, dry, etc.), all samples experienced 

extreme fragmentation of diaphyses (to the point of effective archaeological destruction 

in some cases), but almost no fragmentation (and therefore no destruction) of epiphyses. 

Because rockfall, and presumably other processes capable of causing dynamic-impact 

related bone breakage, can differentially destroy dense diaphyseal bone, archaeologists 

must carefully consider the taphonomic processes that affect archaeological bone 

deposits in order to assess assemblages based upon the differential representation of 

faunal elements and element parts. This fundamentally alters bone density studies, and 

changes the way archaeologists study and interpret zooarchaeological assemblages.  
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Reassessing Broken Mammoth Bone Assemblages: Criteria for Analysis 

 The experiments reported in this thesis provide significant advances that allow 

for a more subtle understanding of questions of bone fracture and taphonomy. They also 

facilitate the reassessment of some previously interpreted archaeological and 

paleontological collections and answer some longstanding questions concerning the 

nature of fractured bone assemblages. 

 In order to achieve the most complete reassessment possible, the results of the 

experiments reported in this thesis are combined with a body of previous theoretical, 

experimental, and observational data, and a set of criteria useful for assessing 

fragmented mammoth bone assemblages was devised.  

 Though numerous considerations contribute to any archaeological faunal 

interpretation, the system used in this thesis highlights a number of the factors that aid 

specifically in differentiating human-induced bone modification from naturally caused 

bone breakage. At the most basic level, these include understanding patterns of bone 

fracture morphology, and the characteristics that identify and can be used to describe 

bone flakes, cores, and other culturally modified bone specimens. Other indicators 

include the presence or absence of complex patterns, (such as overlapping fracture 

scars, bifacial removals, etc.), evidence for the use and/or further reduction of 

specimens, the size of flakes and fragments and the frequency of their removal, the 

directionality of purported flakes relative to the bones from which they were derived, 

the degree to which long bone shaft circumference has been reduced. Other lines of 

evidence, including the presence or absence of gnawing marks and their relationship to 

fracture surfaces, cutmarks, and associations with other culturally diagnostic artifacts 

are also critical for assessing broken mammoth bone assemblages and explaining site 

formation processes. 
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 Fresh, dry, and mineralized bone fracture morphology can be assessed on the 

basis of criteria outlined by Johnson (1985), Morlan (1984), Outram (1998, 2001) and 

Outram et al. (2005), and serves as an important means of empirically differentiating 

episodes of bone fracture that occurred at different points in the taphonomic history of 

bone specimens. Flake characteristics like striking platforms, bulbs of force, and clear 

termination types provide information relevant to understanding the preparation of bone 

fragments for modification, and/or the nature of the dynamic and static processes that 

break bones. Evidence of complex patterning, such as overlapping fracture scars and 

bifacial removals, suggest that repeated episodes of fracture and fragmentation affected 

certain specimens within an assemblage. At some sites, certain elements are repeatedly 

broken while fresh, while other elements survive intact, or are affected only by post-

depositional damage. These types of differential patterning are also important for 

understanding taphonomic processes at some sites. Differential patterns of usewear 

suggest that specific edges of some specimens were used, or experienced different 

conditions of degradation.  

 The size of purported flakes and the degree of flaking present at sites also serves 

as an important means for interpreting broken bone assemblages. The removal of a 

small fresh fragment from any bone is possible under numerous conditions, for 

example, while the repeated production of large flakes of bone requires a more complex 

explanation in archaeological contexts.  

 The amount of shaft circumference represented by specimens may be a useful 

indicator of bone modification in some instances, but not others. When assemblages are 

well preserved, or when differences in fracture morphology allow for an understanding 

of assemblages at the time of their deposition, shaft circumference may be a useful 

indicator of the degree to which long bones were differentially reduced in size. Certain 

taphonomic agencies, such as rockfall, have the effect of significantly reducing shaft 
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circumference in the absence of human agency, meaning that special caution must be 

heeded when attempting to understand broken bone assemblages based on the 

preservation of shaft circumference. 

Differences in the direction from which force was applied to detach bone flakes 

are important considerations in cultural bone modification studies, and may be 

especially important when rockfall is an agency of destruction at sites. Because bones in 

natural conditions are most often flat against the ground surface, force applied from 

above is most likely to detach flakes transverse to the longitudinal axis of long bones. 

Humans, however, have full control over the orientation of bones, and can align bones 

to create more desirable outcomes (generally larger flakes). The removal of 

longitudinally oriented flakes is severely limited when bones are lying on relatively flat 

surfaces. 

Other lines of evidence, such as carnivore gnawing marks, cutmarks, and the 

association of other cultural materials with broken bone evidence serve as important 

means of understanding fragmented bone assemblages. Carnivore gnawing reveals 

evidence of order-of-access sequences at some sites, and cutmarks and artifact 

associations reveal the clear presence of human groups, a topic of principal interest at 

purported sites that are older than the Clovis period and lack traditional stone tool 

evidence. Other evidence can be gleaned through understanding differences in element 

representation, apparent use, and distribution of bones and artifacts across sites. 

 These criteria serve as a starting point from which to assess and understand 

broken mammoth bone assemblages and purported flaked bone tools. These criteria 

were considered when assessing four broken mammoth bone assemblages in order to 

better understand mammoth bone fracture and other taphonomic questions relevant to 

differentiating culturally modified bone assemblages from naturally-derived 

assemblages. While many fragmented mammoth bone assemblages are known from 
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sites across several continents, four specific assemblages were chosen to highlight some 

of the points salient to understanding complex questions of taphonomy and to 

demonstrate the utility of the actualistic data produced through a series of experiments 

reported in this thesis. These sites represent a diverse collection of mammoth sites—two 

are open-air sites, two are cave sites; two date to the terminal Pleistocene, two are much 

older (>20,000 years); two have been interpreted as archaeological flaked bone tool 

sites, one has been interpreted as a modern event of bone “flaking,” and the other 

contains largely unstudied mammoth postcranial remains. Together, the megafaunal 

assemblages from these sites represent a diverse collection of archaeological and 

paleontological fractured mammoth bones. 

 

Kent’s Cavern 

 One of these sites, Kent’s Cavern (UK), represents a massive deposit created by 

both Pleistocene hyaenas and humans. Though the association of cultural artifacts with 

extinct megafauna at Kent’s Cavern made it a pivotal site in 19th century thought, the 

relationship between Palaeolithic tools and Pleistocene megafauna remained poorly 

understood. The examination of postcranial remains at Kent’s Cavern corroborates 

independent examinations of mammoth teeth (Lister 2001) from the site to suggest that 

the mammoth remains within the cave were deposited as the result of hyaena activity 

rather than cultural activity. 

 Multiple lines of evidence sustain this interpretation. Clear evidence of hyaena-

induced damage (gnawing marks, severely rounded edges of bone fragments, etc.) is 

present on a very large proportion (46%) of the megafaunal remains from Kent’s 

Cavern. This evidence is present on both the external surface of bones and bone 

fragments and on the fractured surfaces, suggesting that hyaenas either broke the bones 

or gained access to previously broken bones. Very little evidence for cultural bone 
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modification is present within the Kent’s Cavern megafaunal assemblage. Rates of 

preserved helical fracture surfaces are low in the mammoth-bearing Cave Earth 

deposits, fracture patterns generally represent episodes of dry bone fracture rather than 

fresh bone fracture, and little that could be interpreted as evidence of human activity is 

present in the collection. Cutmarks are nonexistent on megafaunal bones (but are in 

evidence on the bones of smaller mammals preserved in much higher stratigraphic 

layers), no impact marks are present on the preserved bones, there is scant evidence for 

any fresh bone removals except in limited cases where hyaena activity is clearly a factor 

affecting the condition of the bones, and there appears to be no nutritional or 

toolmaking selectivity for megafaunal bone elements. Lister’s (2001) analysis suggested 

that the preponderance of very young mammoths present at the site served as evidence 

that the hyaenas’ size and strength allowed them to kill and transport these small 

mammoths, while they were incapable of dealing with much larger adult mammoths in 

a similar fashion.  

The present analysis reaches the same conclusion regarding the source of 

mammoths in the cave—they were accumulated by hyaenas—but takes the 

interpretation further by suggesting that the fracture and fragmentation of megafaunal 

bones was the result of hyaena activity and 30,000 years of post-depositional non-

cultural taphonomic processes. Kent’s Cavern remains a site critically important to 

understanding the earliest human occupation of Britain, and a site where significant 

deposits of Pleistocene fauna are preserved, but it appears that the nature of cultural-

megafaunal interaction at the site was limited. 

 

Owl Cave 

 Another cave site that is of interest to scholars of mammoth bone fracture, 

taphonomy, and flaked bone tools is Owl Cave, part of the Wasden site, on the Snake 
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River Plain of Idaho. The deepest levels of Owl Cave contained fragmented mammoth 

bones in association with diagnostic Folsom points, preserved beneath an episode of 

massive rockfall. Previous interpretations (Miller 1982, 1983, 1989) have suggested that 

Folsom people transported the mammoth remains to the cave, exploited the mammoth 

bones for their fat content, flaked the bones on both their cortical and medullary 

surfaces to produce triangle and shield-shaped cores, used bone spalls at the site, and 

used large fragments as choppers, wedges, and percussive tools. 

 Since the excavation and original interpretation of the Owl Cave deposits, 

advances in Terminal Pleistocene/Early Holocene archaeology have considerably 

clarified scholars’ understanding of that time period, and questions of bone fracture and 

taphonomy are significantly better understood. Further, the experimental data on 

rockfall reported in this thesis (Chapter 7) aids in the interpretation of sites where 

rockfall played a major roll in site formation. 

 The careful taphonomic analysis of the Owl Cave mammoth remains reveals 

that a variety of taphonomic processes may have affected the mammoth bone 

assemblage, but that among these, rockfall is a likely cause of significant destruction of 

mammoth faunal remains. The involvement of humans in the accumulation, 

fragmentation, and deposition of the mammoth remains within Owl Cave is made 

questionable by the problematic association of Folsom points with mammoth remains, 

wide-ranging dates reported for the site, and significant events of rockfall and 

cryoturbation in the lower levels of the deposit. Evidence for cultural bone modification 

is scant. While some mammoth bones were fractured while they remained fresh, a 

continuum of fracture morphology is in evidence at the site, suggesting that episodes of 

fracture and fragmentation continued over a period of time. Given the presence of 

carnivore gnawing marks on the external cortical surfaces of bones, but the absence of 

such damage to the fracture surfaces of the same bones, it can be surmised that 
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carnivores had access to the bones before they became fractured and fragmented. In the 

absence of any other non-cultural taphonomic process capable of extensively fracturing 

mammoth bones, repeated events of massive rockfall are suggested to explain the 

condition of the mammoth bones at the site.  

 

Inglewood 

 The remains of the Inglewood mammoth represent another important case study 

in bone fracture and taphonomy. The remains of this mammoth, recovered in Maryland 

in the 1980s, were originally reported to have been “flaked” by the heavy earthmoving 

equipment being used at the site (G. Haynes 1991:234-236, 2000:260). This 

interpretation has serious implications for understanding deeper questions related to 

bone fracture, bone degradation, and the action of taphonomic processes across both 

time and space. 

The degradation of bones over time and the effect of degradation on fracture 

morphology are topics that have been studied in some detail by a number of scholars 

(Behrensmeyer 1978; Johnson 1985; Morlan 1984; Outram 1998, 2001; Villa and 

Mahieu 1991; and others), and evidence suggests that Pleistocene aged bones cannot 

preserve fresh fracture properties into modern times. Others (C.V. Haynes 1971; G. 

Haynes 1991:234-236, 2000:260; Thorson and Guthrie 1983), however, have suggested 

that Pleistocene bones preserved in certain environments (frozen, waterlogged) may 

fracture as if fresh even after more than 11,000 years.  

The reassessment of the Inglewood remains reveals a taphonomic history much 

more complex than what G. Haynes (1991:234-236, 2000:260) reports, and directly 

contradicts his original interpretation of the site. The >20,000-year-old Inglewood 

remains exhibit evidence of two series of fracture and fragmentation. A limited number 

of the bones—at least one long bone and a rib—were fractured while they remained 
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fresh, and exhibit clear fresh bone fracture morphology. Subsequently, after the bones 

had become dry, the bones were repeatedly fractured, producing numerous fragments 

that exhibit dry bone fracture morphology. Importantly, many of the fracture scars that 

represent evidence of an episode of fresh fracture were later fractured again, resulting in 

dry fracture morphology. This clear sequence of events has significant implications for 

the interpretation of the Inglewood mammoth, and broken mammoth bone studies more 

broadly.  

The action of heavy machinery definitively did not cause fresh fractures on the 

Inglewood mammoth bone, and may not have caused any damage to the bones 

whatsoever. Significant events that caused dry bone fracture morphology suggest that 

Pleistocene-age bones do not preserve as if fresh for thousands of years. The recovery 

techniques employed at the Inglewood site and the general lack of recorded information 

precludes a complete assessment of the taphonomic agencies that affected the site, but 

there is no evidence for the presence of a non-cultural agency capable of fracturing 

fresh mammoth bones.  

This reassessment of a pre-Clovis period assemblage of fragmented mammoth 

remains draws into question previous taphonomic interpretations, and offers a 

tantalizing case study in fresh mammoth bone fracture before the accepted date for the 

human occupation of North America. 

 

Lange/Ferguson 

 The final broken mammoth bone assemblage examined in this thesis comes 

from the Lange/Ferguson site. Lange/Ferguson is a Clovis period site in South Dakota, 

where radiocarbon dating and Clovis diagnostics place the events at the site to about 

11,000 radiocarbon years ago (Hannus 1985, 1989, 1990; Waters and Stafford 2007). 

The broken bones of least two mammoths were preserved at the site. Hannus (1985, 
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1989, 1990) interpreted the fractured mammoth bone evidence from the site as the 

product of Clovis cultural bone modification.  

 The Lange/Ferguson assemblage exhibits a number of characteristics that favor 

its interpretation as culturally derived. Further, the absence of a non-cultural 

taphonomic processes capable of fracturing fresh mammoth bones like those at 

Lange/Ferguson provides compelling evidence that Clovis people fractured and 

fragmented, and probably even used, some of the bones at the site. 

 The Lange/Ferguson assemblage includes two large sections of a mammoth 

scapula that exhibit repeated overlapping fresh fracture scars on both faces of the 

specimens. This evidence for repeated episodes of fracture and fragmentation when the 

bones remained fresh, along with the complex patterning evidence in the overlapping 

fracture scars and bifacial removals, serves as powerful evidence for human 

involvement. Other specimens from the site also exhibit evidence of repeated episodes 

of fracture and fragmentation, including a mammoth tibia (Figures 12.2 and 12.10) 

which was broken to produce a segment of diaphysis, from which a further fragment 

was removed, providing a surface which sustained an episode of impact that resulted in 

the removal of a large, longitudinal flake. Other specimens from the site include a 

number of mammoth bone fragments that exhibit clear fresh fracture morphology. Some 

of these fragments exhibit clear and recognizable flake characteristics. 

 Two important lines of evidence serve as compelling reasons to suggest human 

involvement in bone fracture and fragmentation at Lange/Ferguson. First, 

Lange/Ferguson is one of very few sites where clear evidence suggests the interaction of 

Clovis-period humans with mammoths (Grayson and Meltzer 2002; Hannus 1985, 

1989, 1990; Surovell and Waugespack 2008). The indubitable presence of human 

activity at the site differentiates Lange/Ferguson from other purported flaked bone 

toolmaking sites simply because of a clear cultural association at the site. Second, no 
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non-cultural taphonomic explanation has yet been posited that can explain the condition 

of the Lange/Ferguson bones. Though a wide range of taphonomic processes have been 

studied repeatedly over the course of the last several decades, and while some of these 

processes are capable of fracturing even the largest bones, taphonomic evidence at 

Lange/Ferguson suggests a low-energy environment that lacked any non-cultural 

taphonomic agency capable of causing the repeated, dynamic fracturing of fresh 

mammoth bones at the site. Lange/Ferguson represents the clearest example of a site 

where human agency modified mammoth bones, supported by clear cultural and 

taphonomic evidence that fits within a scientific framework. 

 

13.2 FINAL COMMENTS 

 Flaked bone tool studies and the interpretation of broken mammoth bone 

assemblages remains a question of significant interest to archaeologists. As new debates 

emerge regarding the earliest peopling of the New World, the assessment and 

reassessment of early broken bone evidence in North America becomes even more 

critical to understanding the prehistoric past. Non-traditional manifestations of evidence 

interpreted as culturally derived are becoming increasingly common in the 

archaeological literature. Among these are sites where fragmented mammoth bone 

assemblages exhibit evidence interpreted as cultural in the absence of traditional 

evidence, such as stone tools.  

 Further taphonomic studies that contribute to an improved understanding of the 

effects of natural and cultural processes on bones promise to further clarify the 

interpretation of the archaeological record. The experiments reported in this thesis 

address some of the outstanding problems in taphonomic studies and demonstrate the 

importance of scientifically-based experimental research in addressing the interpretation 

of broken bone evidence. Basic scientific understandings regarding the nature of bone 
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preservation, bone fracture, and bone modification allow for advances in the study of 

the processes and events that affect zooarchaeological assemblages. Four examples of 

broken mammoth bone assemblages were studied as part of this thesis. In each of these 

cases, careful taphonomic analysis aided both by previous research and the experiments 

reported in this thesis refines the interpretation of these assemblages. At Kent’s Cavern, 

the relationship between Paleolithic human groups and a vast deposit of 

contemporaneous megafauna is questioned because of a lack of any clear evidence for 

human interaction with the preserved bones, and by a preponderance of evidence that 

suggests exceptionally high levels of hyaena activity. At Inglewood, careful taphonomic 

analysis completely rewrites the taphonomic history of the mammoth remains by 

overturning the interpretation that heavy equipment used at the site flaked perfectly 

preserved Pleistocene mammoth bones. At Owl Cave, evidence for significant 

stratigraphic mixing, the observation that carnivores had access to the bones before they 

were broken but not after they had become fractured, and the direct association between 

the mammoth bones and massive events of rockfalls suggests that natural rather than 

cultural processes affected the assemblage. At Lange/Ferguson, new taphonomic 

evidence suggests that many of the fragments originally interpreted as culturally 

modified do not exhibit clear evidence of human involvement, but sustains the 

interpretation that some mammoth bones were intentionally fractured and fragmented at 

the site, and subsequently used as tools. 

 Other mammoth bone assemblages merit further study, but have not been 

addressed in this thesis. As a result of the small number of preserved broken mammoth 

bone assemblages, their diverse character, and the inherent taphonomic complexities of 

each site, further actualistic research is required to understand some of these 

assemblages. Other new methods and techniques may provide useful information that 

allows for the understanding of unknown or unstudied taphonomic processes. A clearer 
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understanding of bone degradation in different environments is certainly one line of 

research that requires further studies, and a methodology for such studies is outlined in 

this thesis. Actualistic studies are still lacking to explain the specific effects of many 

taphonomic agencies. The research presented in this thesis answers many questions 

about the nature of rockfall as a taphonomic process, but other questions remain. The 

simulation of waterlogged and cave environments may produce useful information in 

further actualistic studies, and may closely correlate with some real-world 

environments. Studies of bone fracture morphology have dramatically affected 

archaeological interpretation during the last 30 years, but further work remains in this 

field as well. It has been observed that specific fracture characteristics (fracture outline, 

texture of fracture surface, angle of the fracture surface to the cortical surface) 

sometimes vary depending upon environmental condition and rates of bone degradation. 

For example, the texture of fracture surfaces often remains smooth on some bone 

fragments, indicating fresh fracture, while other characteristics exhibit dry fracture 

morphology. Understanding the progression and significance of these differing rates of 

change in fracture morphology may provide a key to understanding the amount of 

degradation bones experienced before they were broken, and the environmental 

conditions to which they were subject. 

 Understanding flaked bone tools and broken mammoth bone assemblages has 

been a topic of ongoing debate in the archaeological literature. Paired with past 

research, recent efforts to understand these assemblages further the understanding of the 

Clovis period, the nature of mammoth-human interaction, and bone fracture studies. 

Further studies of broken mammoth bones, especially those that predate the commonly 

accepted peopling of the New World, will require working with an array of scientific 

and taphonomic techniques to understand the occupation of early sites in the New 

World. Going forward, research based on scientifically testable principles of taphonomy 
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promises to continue elucidating the nature of previous cultural systems and informing 

archaeologists about the events, strategies, and behaviors of the prehistoric past. 
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APPENDIX A 

BONE WEATHERING AND BONE FRACTURE MORPHOLOGY 

 

The table on the following page summarizes previous research relevant to 

understanding the effect of weathering on bone assemblages and changes in bone 

fracture morphology over time.  This provides a comparative representation of the 

different methods set forth by Behrensmeyer (1978), Johnson (1985), Morlan (1984), 

and Outram (1998, 2001). 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


